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Summary
Setting aside networks of protected areas for conservation is urgently needed to counteract the
current extinction crisis. Complementarity-based reserve selection algorithms have been
developed in recognition that such a task needs to make the best possible use of the scarce
resources available to conservation, maximising the return in terms of biodiversity protection.
This project aims to contribute to the improvement of these algorithms, particularly using
optimisation methods, to make them more applicable to practical reserve selection. In
pursuing this objective, a number of different approaches are adopted. Using different
exemplar data sets, I (i) explore methods for the evaluation of existing networks of protected
areas; (H) develop guidelines for the selection of networks which are more robust to species
temporal turnover, and present evidence that minimum complementary sets tend to select
areas of ecological transition; (Hi) demonstrate how optimisation tools can be applied to
maximise phylogenetic diversity, and present evidence that complementary sets maximising
for taxonomic richness are adequate surrogates in representing phylogenetic diverSity; (iv)
demonstrate how species rarity influences complementary reserve selection across geopolitical
boundaries; (v) provide guidelines for the application of reserve selection algorithms in areas
with poor biological data; and (vi) investigate what should be adequate conservation targets
for reserve networks representing plant and vertebrate species, in the tropical rain forests and
at a global scale. I then put the results obtained in this thesis and other published literature in a
broader context, analysing the explanations as to why reserve selection algorithms are failing
to have an impact in conservation practice.

This study demonstrates the flexibility of reserve selection algorithms as tools for the selection
of complementary reserve networks, and proposes developments needed to improve their
effectiveness as practical conservation planning tools.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1Introduction
1.1 Context
The twentieth century witnessed an extraordinary growth of the human world population from 1.65 billion to 6 billion people, with almost 80% of that increase having occurred since
1950 (UN 2001). As a result, we now live in a human-dominated planet (Vitousek et al. 1997;
Woodruff 2001 and references herein): our population density is now more than 30 times that
predicted for an omnivorous mammal of our size; one-third to one-half of the land surface has
been transformed by human action; humans use about 40% of the planet'S gross terrestrial
primary productivity and 8% of the primary production of the oceans (35% in temperate
continental shelf systems); 66% of recognised marine fisheries are fully exploited,
overexploited, or depleted; the carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere has increased
by nearly 30% since the beginning of the industrial revolution; more atmospheric nitrogen is
fixed by humanity than by all natural terrestrial sources combined; humanity uses more than
half of the runoff water that is fresh and reasonably accessible (70% of this in agriculture).
As a result, biodiversity is in deep trouble. Ecosystems of all kinds are under pressure
WOrldWide (WRI 2000 and references herein): forest cover has been reduced by at least 20%
and perhaps by has much as 50%; some forest ecosystems, such as dry tropical forests of
Central America, are virtually gone; more than 50% of the original mangrove area in many
COUntries is gone; wetland area has shrunk by about half; and natural grass lands have been
reduced by more than 90% in some areas. Only tundra, arctic, and deep-sea ecosystems have
emerged relatively unscathed. These widespread transformations result in current species
extinction rates more than 100 times greater than background extinction levels (Pimm et al.
1995; Pimm 1998), unprecedented since the last mass extinction event, 65 million years ago (see
Jablonski 1995). The loss of local populations is happening at an even faster rate (Hughes et al.
1997; Ceballos and Ehrlich 2002), and the selectivity of extinction patterns for particular
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branches of the phylogenetic tree means a higher erosion of evolutionary history than
predicted based simply on the number of species (RusseU et al. 1998; Purvis et al. 2000).
The most effective way of preserving biodiversity is by maintaining native species in natural
ecosystems: there is less expense and more chance of success if extinction is fought in the long
term by maintaining self-sustaining populations in their habitats. Protected areas, where
conservation of biodiversity is a priority over other land uses, are a fundamental strategy for

in situ conservation (e.g., Oates 1999; Therborg 1999). However, since the amount of land that
can be set aside under formal protection is limited by competition with other forms of land use
(see below), protected areas need to be complemented by strategies of sustainable
development which aim at preserving the natural resources in the broader landscape matrix.
These are complementary, rather than opposite, strategies.
The recognition of the importance of in situ conservation led to an increasing investment in the
creation of reserves, mainly during the last 30 years (UNEP-WCMC 1997). At the moment,
most COuntries in the world already have protected areas (Caughley and Gunn 1996): nearly
13,000 protected areas are recognised by the United Nations, covering a total of 7.9% of the
planet's land area (UNEP-WCMC 1997). This is, however, a clearly insufficient figure, even if

it Was unrealistically assumed that all this area was being adequately managed and protected.
The mCN and the World Commission on Environment and Development called for the nearterm protection of 10-12% of the total land area in each nation or each ecosystem, but even this
seems to be mainly a political target. Much higher conservation targets would be required by
ecological criteria, as the species-area relationship predicts that a loss of 90% of habitat implies
a loss of 50% of the species (Soute and Sanjayan 1998).

There is an obvious need to set aside additional protected areas, but to be effective these imply
restrictions to destructive human activities, and consequently this task becomes increasingly
difficult as competition for land use becomes more intense (Musters et al. 2000). The human
POPUlation is expected to continue growing until the end of the 21 st Century (UN 2001), with
recent projections indicating a peak of 9 billion people by 2070 (50% more than today),
follOwed by a slow decrease (Lutz et al. 2001). Additionally, increase in per capita resource
consumption means that pressure on natural resources will keep increasing at a rate faster
than population growth. Indeed, while already one-third of the land area has been converted
to agriculture and urban or built-up areas, projections suggest that an additional one-third
Could be converted within the next 100 years (WRI 2000).
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Clearly, the designation of new protected areas is an urgent task, but also one which needs to
be done as efficiently as possible, making the best possible use of the scarce resources available
to conservation in order to maximise the return in terms of biodiversity conservation.
Unfortunately, many currently existing protected areas have not been designated having this
goal in mind, and the result is that in many regions reserve systems are highly biased towards
particular subsets of natural features, usually the economically less valuable and often species
poorer habitats, while leaving others inadequately protected (Pressey 1994). While it is likely
that each individual reserve has significant biological value, currently existing reserve
networks are often not the best approach for representing the biodiversity of particular
regions. In a world of limited resources and high competition for land use, such inefficiency
may come at the price that a ceiling to the total reserve area which can be acquired is attained
before all features are embraced (Pressey et al. 1993). Indeed, the biological value of current
reserve systems is likely to be overestimated by the hectares they occupy (Pressey and
COWling 2001).

The recognition that conservation resources are limited led to an emphasis in recent years on
the development of more systematic approaches to the selection of priority areas where these
reSOurces should be invested.

1.2 Global prioritisation schemes
The results of a biased selection of the existing reserve networks are obvious at a global scale.
While at least 50% of all species are predicted to exist in tropical rainforests (Wilson 1988;
WCMC 1992), only 18% of the protected area worldwide is in tropical humid or dry forests,
While 36% is in the species-poor tundra and warm desert/semi-desert biomes, and 12% in
temperate forests (Hobbs and Lleras 1995, based on 1992 data). In relative terms, temperate
grasslands - worldwide, the most productive for agriculture - are the least represented of all
biomes, with only 0.8% of their area reserved (Hobbs and Lleras 1995).
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-

Table 1.1 - Main global priority systems.

~SC:h-e-m-e------------T-a-r-g-et-e-d------s-e-Ie-c-ti-o-n-c-r-it-e-ri-a-----------------S-u-m-m--ary--s-t-a-ti-st-ic-s-------------

-

Endemic Bird
Areas, Birdlife
International
(Stattersfield et al.
1998)

features
Restrictedrange birds
(2,451
species)

All regions with at least two
restricted-range bird species
(breeding range < 50,000 km2).
Criteria: endemism.

218 EBAs; historical area 10% of
the world land area, current area
5%; all restricted-range bird
species represented (25% of all
species), plus an undetermined
number of other bird species.

----:~----------------------------------------------------------------~--------Biodiversity
lIotspots,
Conservation
International
(Mittermeier et al.
1999; Myers et al.
2000)

Plant species

Major Tropical
Wilderness Areas,
Conservation
International
(Mittermeier et al.

Plant species

Areas having as endemics at least
1,500 plant species (0.5% of the
global number of plant species), and
having lost at least 70% of their
natural habitat. Criteria: endemism,
richness, threat.

25 Hotspots; historical area 11.8%
of the world land area, current
area 1.4%; 44% of all plant species
and 35% of all vertebrates are
endemic to the hotspots, plus an
undetermined number of other
species represented.

----~------------------------------------------------------~----~-----------------Areas having as endemics at least
1,500 plant species (0.5% of the
global number of plant species),
where at least 70% of the natural
habitat remains. Criteria:
endemism, richness, naturalness.

3 Wilderness Areas; total area
3,378,000 km2 = 2.26% of the total
land area.

reef fish,
corals, snails,
and lobsters
{3,235
species)

endemism (for each taxon, a centre
of endemism is defined as the 10%
richest cells). Criteria: endemism,
richness.

the world oceans, 35.2% of the
world's coral reefs; includes
between 58.6 and 68.7% of
restricted-range species (s 10
cells) from the four taxa.

Forests

Relatively undisturbed forest tracts,
big enough to maintain all of their
biodiversity including viable
populations of the Wide-ranging
species; composition and structure
maintained mainly by natural
events. Criteria: naturalness.

40% of currently existing forest;
total area 13,501,000 km 2= 19.9%
of the total land area; 90% of the
Frontier Forest concentrated in 12
countries, and 68% in just three
(Russia, Canada and Brazil).

~

Mari~n-e------------S-p-e-cl-·e-s-o-f-----T-h-e-r-ic-h-e-st-m--u-It-it-a-xa--ce-n-t-re-s-o-f-------18--H-o-ts-,p-o-t-s;-t-o-ta-l-a-re-a-0-.-02-8-o/c-o-o-f--

Biodiversity
lI otspots,
Conservation
International
~ts et al. 2002)
Frontier Forests,
World Resources
Institute (Bryant et
al. 1997)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Centres of Plant
Plant species Sites with ~ 1,000 vascular plant
234 Centres: 75 in the Americas;
Diversity, World
Wide Fund for
Nature and The
World Conservation
Union (WWF and
IDCN 1994-1997)

species and ~ 100 species endemic
to their phytogeographic region or
mainland sites; or with ~ 50
endemic species or ~ 10% endemism
for islands. Criteria: endemism,
richness.

102 in Asia, Australasia and the
Pacific; 57 in Europe, Africa, SW
Asia and the Middle East.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Global 200
Plant species Ecoregions within each
233 ecoregions, 58% terrestrial,
Ec?regions, World
Wide Fund for
Nature (Olson and
Dinerstein 1998a,b)

biogeographic realm that represent
the most distinctive examples of
biodiversity for a given major
habitat type. Main criteria:
representa tiveness, richness,
endemism, taxonomic uniqueness,
unusual ecological/ evolutionary
phenomena, rarity of major habitat
type.

16% freshwater, 26% marine.
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A number of global priority systems have been proposed during the last decade. The main
ones, by leading Non-Governmental Organisations, are listed in Table 1.1 (a diversity of other
priority schemes have also been published, e.g., Moran et al. 1996; Reyers et al. 1998; Balmford
et al. 2000a; see Appendix I). The most widely used criteria are species richness and/or
endemism (Endemic Bird Areas, Hotspots, Marine Hotspots, Centres of Plant Diversity, and
Global 200), which naturally tend to highlight areas in tropical regions. Threat (current levels
of destruction) has been used as a determinant criterion in the selection of Hotspots, while the
absence of threat (i.e., current levels of naturalness) is at the basis of the selection of
Wilderness Areas and Frontier Forests. An emphasis on representativeness (need to represent
all major ecosystems and habitat types across the world) is central to the Global 200.
Being based on different criteria and targeting different biodiversity features, these priority
schemes result in quite different maps of priority areas. They have thus been criticised for
duplication of conservation effort across organisations, resulting in redundancy and
generation of competing priority sets (Mace et al. 2000). Several international NGOs are
currently working more closely in building consensus and cross-evaluating priority areas
identified under different schemes (e.g., Brooks et al. 2001b; Brooks and Thompson 2001).
Despite the differences, these global priority schemes have in common the purpose of
attempting to compensate for the inbalance in conservation efforts and focus on
areas/ecosystems currently poorly represented. The results of several of these schemes
demonstrate how highly significant fractions of biodiversity can be protected by targeting
efforts at relatively small regions (e.g., Endemic Bird Areas, Hotspots and Marine Hotspots,
Table 1.1). However, even if globally small, the areas identified by these schemes are usually
very large in absolute area, often spanning across several countries, and therefore these are not
proposals for the creation of individual reserve networks at manageable scales. Instead, they
are tools aiming at focusing conservation investment in particular regions, a task at which they
have had some success (e.g., the Critical Ecosystem Partnership Fund, a jOint initiative of
Conservation International, The Global Environment Facility, the Government of Japan, the
MacArthur Foundation and The World Bank; http://www.cepf.net/; DaIton 2000).

1.3 Regional prioritisation schemes
Conflicts between conservation and other human activities can become readily apparent at
large scales (e.g., Cincotta et al. 2000; Balmford et al. 2001). But most political decisions take
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place at the regional (usually the national) level, and it is at this scale that conservation
planning needs to be particularly robust in addressing highly complex data, concerns and
considerations in order to solve conflicts with human activities effectively (Brooks and
Thompson 2001).

The classical approach towards systematic reserve selection at a regional level is to preserve
the sites with the highest value of some index which incorporates one or several variables What has been called the "scoring" (or "ranking") approach. The criteria most widely used in
the assessment of a site's value include diversity, rarity, size, naturalness, productivity,
fragility, representativeness, abundance, threat, educational or scientific value, shape and
acceSSibility (see Margules and Usher 1981, and Smith and Theberge 1986 for reviews). These
are a mixture of ecological, aesthetical, cultural and practical values that reflect the broad
range of conservation goals from the preservation of rare or unique species and fragile
environments to the maintenance of diversity and stability and the protection of representative
samples of ecosystems (Margules and Usher 1981).
One of the prevalent scoring approaches is "hotspots analysis". Initially the term referred to
areas at a global scale that simultaneously contain large concentrations of endemic species and
that are facing exceptional threats of destruction (Myers 1990; see Table 1.1). Subsequently, the
term has been generalised to refer to areas particularly high in one or more axes of species
richness (richness or diversity hotspots), number of rare or endemic species (rarity hotspots),
number of threatened species (threatspots) and intensity of threat (e.g., Prendergast et at. 1993;
Williams et al. 1996a; Reid 1998). Currently, the most common use is with reference to regions
of high species richness (Reid 1998).
Because each reserve is evaluated individually, the scoring approach doesn't seem to be
appropriate when used to choose a system or set of reserves, or even a single reserve in
regions where there are already other protected areas. It fails to recognise that the value
attached to adding a reserve depends on the attributes of reserves already in the system, e.g.,
Whether species/habitats in that particular reserve are already well represented.
Consequently, there is no guarantee that the highest ranking sites derived from scoring might
not unnecessarily duplicate some attributes (species, communities or habitats) while missing
others (Kirkpatrick 1983; Pressey and Nicholls 1989a).
As a response to the recognition that resources for protecting biodiversity need to be allocated
as efficiently as possible, other approaches for site selection have been developed based on the
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"complementarity principle" (Vane-Wright et al. 1991). This explicitly assumes that the aim is
to produce a reserve network that, all together, can assure the preservation of a maximum of
biodiversity elements or features (such as species, communities, land systems). The
conservation value of any individual site is, therefore, the extent to which it complements the
other sites in the network, by contributing to the achievement of the conservation goals predefined for the network.
At the global scale, any prioritisation scheme that focuses on the selection of areas with high
numbers of endemics (Table 1.1) is implicitly addressing complementarity, as such areas will
have many unique features and therefore will not be redundant in relation to any others.
Schemes focusing on representativeness such as the Global 200 use complementarity in an
explicit way.

The application of the complementarity principle to reserve selection at the regional scale has
mainly taken place through the use of reserve selection algorithms. These are iterative
procedures such that the value of each candidate for reserve selection is recalculated each time
a site is added to the reserve network (Bed ward et al. 1992). The first published application of
a reserve selection algorithm was in 1983 (Kirkpatrick 1983), although the same idea had at
least five other recorded independent origins between 1984 and 1991 (see Pressey 2002 for a
review). Ever since, the increase in the popularity of reserve selection algorithms has been
striking: Pressey (2002) found 245 references with publication dates up to the year 2000, and
the numbers have been increasing steadily. While the first studies relied solely on the use of
heuristic algorithms (e.g., Margules et al. 1988; Bedward et al. 1992; Rebelo and Siegfried 1992;
Turpie 1995), it was recognised early on that complementary reserve selection problems can be
stated and solved optimally by operations research techniques such as linear integer
programming (e.g., Cocks and Baird 1989; Underhill1994; Church et al. 1996).
A parallel line of application for the complementarity principle has been developed in the
United States under the designation of Gap Analysis (Se ott et al. 1993; Caicco et al. 1995;
Kiester et al. 1996; Jennings 2000; Scott et al. 2001), and this has also been gaining popularity as
a reserve planning tool outside the US (e.g., Fearnside and Ferraz 1995; Powell et al. 2000;
Sierra et al. 2002; UNEP-WCMC 2002). The main focus of Gap Analysis is to find areas which
fill the gaps in currently existing reserve networks, that is, to propose new reserves which are

complementary to the existing ones. Taking into account existing reserves when analysing
priority areas is a straightforward and very common procedure in the algorithm-based
complementary methods, ever since the first application by Kirkpatrick (1983; other examples
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include Pressey and Nicholls 1989b; Rebelo and Siegfried 1992; Nantel et al. 1998; Balmford et
al. 2001). The main difference between Gap Analysis and algorithm-based reserve selection
has been the way additional reserves are sought: Gap Analysis has been developed from the
beginning as a GIS-based tool with a higher emphasis on a landscape approach to species
conservation (Burke 2000), relying more on the overlap between layers of information and
Visual inspection rather than on the use of specific analytical procedures. However, the
boundaries between both approaches have been blurring, as algorithm-based analyses start
relying more on spatial tools (e.g., CODA, Bedward et al. 1992; WORLDMAP, Williams 1996;
C-Plan, Pressey 1998) and Gap Analysis starts incorporating reserve selection algorithms (e.g.,
Kiester et al. 1996; Clark and Slusher 2000). Although developed independently, these two
complementarity-based reserve selection procedures flow naturally into one another (Pressey
and Cowling 2001).

The attractiveness of complementarity-based reserve selection algorithms resides in the
combination of the simplicity of the underlying idea and the power of its application,
particularly because of the following traits:

1. These are tools specifically designed for taking simultaneously into account a diversity of
species and/ or other biodiversity features (such as habitat types). This is a fundamental
trait, as the urgency of conservation action and the limits to available resources make
impossible the application of species-by-species conservation planning to more than a
handful of species (e.g., Oates 1999).
2.

The complementarity approach aims, by definition, at maximum efficiency (Pressey and
NicholIs 1989a) in sampling the full range of biodiversity features at a minimum cost
(usually measured by total reserved area). This is very important given that in most
regions there is a limit to the land or water area which can be devoted to conservation, and
efficient solutions are not only more defensible they also minimise the risk of reaching a
ceiling of acceptable reserve area before conservation targets are met (Pressey et al. 1993).

3. These are extremely flexible tools, with flexibility happening in two, related, ways. First,
there is an unlimited number of possible adaptations that can be made to these algorithms
in order to address particular conservation concerns beyond simple feature representation,

such as for example species persistence (e.g., Williams and Araujo 2000), spatial
configuration of the reserves (e.g., McDonnel et al. 2002), and land cost (e.g Ando et al.
1998). Second, the non-unique occurrence of many biodiversity features implies that in
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most regions there are many options for combining sites to form representative networks
of reserves; this variety of possible configurations gives scope for sensible resolutions of
land conflicts (Pressey et al. 1993). Related to this flexibility is the concept of
irreplaceability (Pressey et al. 1993; Pressey et al. 1994; Pressey 1999): the level to which a
particular site can be replaced by another site or combination of other sites is variable,
depending on the site's biological composition in relation to the pre-defined conservation
goals. Irreplaceability provides a way of measuring the conservation value of any site,
which is particularly useful when reserve acquisition needs to be scheduled in time (e.g.,
Pressey and Taffs 2001).
4. Complementarity-based reserve selection algorithms are highly accountable, meaning that
the solutions are obtained in a transparent way, allowing others to understand why and
how the result was arrived at. Reserve networks chosen explicitly can be more easily
defended, which is crucial in situations of limited land resources (Nicholls and Margules
1993; Williams 1998b).

1.4 Objectives
The objectivity and scientific rigor of complementarity-based reserve selection procedures
gives them the potential to transform the way in which land is allocated and protected for
conservation (Prendergast et al. 1999). Yet, nearly 20 years after they were first published, they
have had only limited application to practical conservation planning (Cabeza and Molainen
2001).

The purpose of this project is to contribute for the improvement of these tools to make them
more applicable to practical reserve selection planning. In pursuing this objective, a number of
different approaches were adopted, with an emphasis on tackling some of the perceived
drawbacks in the way these methods have been used:
First, the advantages of using optimisation methods have been largely neglected. Chapter
2 explores the flexibility of these methods as analytical tools in complementary reserve
selection and addresses several of the misunderstandings that have been published
regarding their applicability to real datasets. In an attempt to correct one of these
misunderstandings, Chapter 5 demonstrates how these tools can be applied to the
selection of reserve networks to maximise phylogenetic diversity.
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Second, many published studies have used minimum complementary sets in uncritical
ways, presenting the results as if these correspond to ideal reserve networks. In
addressing this problem, Section 3.2 investigates the risks of evaluating existing networks
simply by comparing them with minimum complementary sets; Sections 4.1 and 4.2 test
the effectiveness of minimum sets in retaining species over time; Section 4.3 investigates
the potential bias of complementary sets for areas of ecological transition; and Section 6.1
investigates the biases resulting from considering geographic boundaries and non-target
rare species in the selection of complementary sets.
Third, there is a need for the development of general guidelines and the testing of
surrogates which can be applied to practical conservation planning. Sections 4.1 and 4.2
propose guidelines for addressing species' persistence, either by using abundance or
presence/absence data; Chapter 5 investigates the adequacy of using complementary sets
maximising taxonomic diversity in representing phylogenetic diverSity; Chapter 6
suggests ways of addressing the biases caused by geographic boundaries and species
"apparent" rarity in complementary reserve selection; and Chapter 8 investigates the
broader question of how large should reserve networks be in order to adequately protect
species.
Fourth, a major criticism made to the applicability of these methods is their dependence
on high quality datasets. Chapter 7 investigates the value of the results obtained when
complementarity-based reserve selection algorithms are applied to data obtained by low
sampling effort.
In this project, a species-oriented approach to the selection of protected areas is followed. This
strategy has been defended by some (e.g. Mittermeier et al. 1999) and criticised by others who
suggested, for example, ecosystem-based approaches (e.g. Noss 1996,2000). Species are only
one level of the continuum of biological diversity which ranges from individual genetic
diversity to the entire biota in planet earth, including the diverSity of populations, species,
ecosystems and the process which generate and maintain that diversity. But because they are
considered the most basic, recognisable units in biodiversity, species are natural targets for
systematic reserve selection. Chapter 9 discusses how other levels of biological diverSity, such
as habitats, ecosystems and ecological and evolutionary processes may be addressed by
complementary reserve selection.
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1.5 Data sets
Three very different data sets were used in the analyses performed during this research
project:

A data set on the presence/absence of wetland plant species in fens located in the central
Scottish borders, some of which have been notified as Sites of Special Scientific Interest by
the statutory conservation agency.
Data on the absolute numbers (breeding couples territories) of bird species in wetland and
farmland sites, obtained under the Common Birds Census (CBq monitoring scheme run
by the British Trust for Ornithology since 1964.
A large data set on the distribution of bird species in southern Africa, obtained by the
Southern African Bird Atlas Project (SAPAB), which includes information on a relative
measure of abundance (reporting rates) for each species for each site. Other data also
available for the same region included information on the distribution of biomes,
vegetation types, land use, human density, net primary productivity and reserve
boundaries.
The different properties of these datasets were explored in the analyses performed in this
project. The data set on plant species in fens in the Scottish borders was used to investigate
methods for assessing the performance of an existing reserve network (Section 3.2). Because
the CBC data provided information on changes in species composition in each site over time, it
Was used to explore guidelines for the selection of reserve networks in order to make them
robust to species temporal turnover, either by using abundance (Section 4.1) or
presence/absence data (Section 4.2). The SABAP data and associated information were used in
most of the analyses in this project, including investigating the effect of reserves in mitigating
Species loss (Section 3.1), the coincidence of complementary networks and zones of ecological
transition (Section 4.3), the selection of complementary networks aiming at maximising
representation of phylogenetic diversity (Chapter 5), the effects of geopolitical boundaries in
reserve selection (Chapter 6), the application of reserve selection algorithms to data sets
obtained by low sampling effort (Chapter 7), and how different characteristics of the data set
influence the size of complementary networks needed to represent all species (Chapter 8).
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1.6 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured into eight main chapters (Chapters 2 to 9):
Chapter 2 explores the advantages of mathematical programming methods as analytical
tools in complementary reserve selection.
Chapter 3 starts by addressing the value of reserves as conservation tools and then
explores methods for the evaluation of existing networks of protected areas.
Chapter 4 starts by exploring guidelines for the selection of reserve networks which are
more robust to temporal turnover; it then tests if there is a tendency for the selection of
areas of ecological transition using minimum complementary sets, which may help
explain their ineffectiveness in ensuring species persistence.
Chapter 5 illustrates how optimisation tools can be applied to maximise phylogenetic
diversity, and assesses the surrogate value of complementary sets maximising for
taxonomic richness in terms of representing phylogenetic diversity.
Chapter 6 investigates the implications of the relative concept of species' rarity in
complementary reserve selection across geopolitical boundaries.
Chapter 7 investigates how sampling effort affects the performance of reserve networks,
providing guidelines for the collection of data based on low-sampling effort.
Chapter 8 addresses the general question of how large should reserve networks be in
order to adequately represent species diversity.
Chapter 9 puts the results obtained in this thesis, as well as the other published literature
on this subject, in a broader context, analysing each one of the explanations that have been
presented to why reserve selection algorithms are failing to have an impact in
conservation practice.
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2Mathematical programming tools in
complementary reserve selection

Flexibility, efficiency and accountability are considered key attributes of good reserve selection
methods. Because of the robustness of the general integer linear model, a remarkably rich
variety of problems concerning the management and efficient use of scarce resources can be
represented as problems of this type. This chapter explores the use of mathematical
programming methods - which will be used throughout the remainder chapters - as tools in
complementary reserve selection. Section 2.1 starts by analysing a simple representation
problem and then develops more general problems that can be applied to a variety of
conservation planning exercises. It illustrates how high flexibility can be attained, while
simultaneously addressing efficiency and accountability, by modelling reserve selection
questions as integer linear problems. Section 2.2 rebuts the widespread assumptions that
optimisation methods may not be able to provide solutions to more realistic problems, and
that they may be too slow and therefore inadequate for interactive practical conservation
planning.
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2.1 Flexibility, efficiency, and accountability: adapting reserve
selection algorithms to more complex conservation problems
During World War Il, British military leaders asked scientists to analyze several military problems: the
development of radar and the management of convoy, bombing, antisubmarine and mining operations.
The application of mathematics and the scientific method to military operations was called operations
research. Today, the term operations research (or, often, management science) means a scientific
approach to decision making, which seeks to determine how best to design and operate a system, usually
under conditions requiring the allocation of scarce resources.
Wins ton (1994, page 1)

2.1.1 Introduction
Flexibility, efficiency and accountability have been identified as key attributes of a good
reserve selection procedure (e.g., Pressey et al. 1993; Nicholls and Margules 1993; WiIliams

1998b; see Chapter 1).
Flexibility is the ability to incorporate all the diversity of considerations, concerns and
information that typically impinge on real conservation problems. This is fundamental if the
particulars of any given situation are to be addressed and land use conflicts are to be
effectively resolved. Flexibility can either be addressed a priori, when devising the problem to
be solved (e.g., Cocks and Baird 1989; Nicholls and Margules 1993), or a posteriori, by
mOdifying the reserve network obtained by a selection procedure (e.g., Bedward et al. 1992;
Pressey et al. 1993).
High efficiency (sensu Pressey and Nicholls 1989a), the representation of the maximum
diversity of the relevant features (e.g., species) at the minimum cost, is important because
reserves will commonly be in direct competition with other forms of land \.lse. Highly efficient
solutions are both more defensible from a political (but not necessarily biological) viewpoint
and minimise the risk that a ceiling to the reserve area which can be acquired is attained before
all features are embraced (Pressey et al. 1993).
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Accountability means that the solutions are obtained in a transparent way, allowing others to
understand why and how the result was arrived at. Reserve networks chosen explicitly can be
more easily defended, which is crucial in situations of limited land resources (Nicholls and
Margules 1993; Williams 1998b).

This section illustrates how flexibility, efficiency and accountability can be addressed
simultaneously in reserve selection procedures by modelling them as integer linear problems.
For simplicity, throughout 'species' are treated as the features of interest, but most of the
Considerations apply equally to other features, such as 'land types' (Pressey et al. 1996a, 1997),
'plant communities' (Cocks and Baird 1989; Bedward et al. 1992; Nicholls and Margules 1993)
and 'enVironmental domains' (Bed ward et al. 1992; Pressey and Tully 1994).

2.1.2 Addressing flexibility
Integer linear programming deals with problems of maximising or mlnImlsmg a linear
function of variables subject to inequality and/or equality constraints and integrality
restrictions on some or all of the variables. Because of the robustness of the general model, a
remarkably rich variety of problems concerning the management and efficient use of scarce
resources can be represented as linear integer problems (Nemhauser and Wolsey 1988).
Ihe basic problem: to represent each species at least once in the minimum number of sites

Representing each species at least once in the minimum number of sites is the conservation
planning problem addressed most frequently in the literature (e.g., Scetersdal et al. 1993;
Kershaw et al. 1994; Margules et aI. 1994b; Lombard et al. 1995; Castro Parga et al. 1996;
Williams et al. 1996b; Csuti et al. 1997; Pressey et al. 1997; Hacker et al. 1998; Nantel et al. 1998).
This is a well known 0/1 linear programming problem: the set covering problem (Padberg 1979;
Balas 1980; Balas and Ho 1980; Underhill1994; Ando et al. 1998) and can be written as:
n

Minimise

LX

(1)

j

j=1

Subject to:
n

Laijxj ~ 1,

i =1, 2, "., m
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Where n is the number of sites, m is the number of species, aij is 1 if species i is present in site j
and 0 otherwise, and variable Xj is 1 if and only if site j is selected.

'The objective function (1) is to minimise the number of sites selected. Inequalities (II) ensure
that each of the m species must be present at least once. The integrality restrictions (III) state
that each variable

Xj

is either 0 or I, forcing each site to be treated as an indivisible unit

(thereby avoiding solutions that would select fractions of each site) .
.Qefining a higher representation target: represent each species at least b times in the minimum
npmber of site§

'TYPically, representation in just one site will clearly be insufficient to ensure the long-term
persistence of all species in a reserve network (Rodrigues et al. 2000a,b; see Sections 4.1, 4.2). It
is possible to set a higher representation target by changing the restrictions represented by
inequalities (11). When the target is to represent each species at least b ~ 1 times (e.g., Margules
et al. 1988; Pressey and Nicholls 1989a,b; Rebelo and Siegfried 1992; Williams et al. 1996a;
Willis et al. 1996; Freitag et al. 1998b), the restrictions are:
n

Subject to Iaijx j ~ b,

i

=1,2, ... , m

(Il')

)=1

Note that it may not be possible to find a minimum set for the each-species-once target among
the subsets of a minimum set for higher representation targets. In addition, and this is perhaps
more disappointing, it may happen that no minimum set satisfying constraints (Il') is obtained
by adding sites to an optimal solution of the each-species-once problem. Consider the
following matrix [aij], describing which species I, 2, 3 are present in each site SI, 52, 53, 54.

All three species do not occur simultaneously in one single site. Since all occur in (SI, 82), this is
an optimal set of sites for the each-species-once problem. If we want to obtain a solution for
the each-species-twice by adding sites to

{SI, S2},

we are forced to use the two remain sites

S3

and S4. Yet, each species is present twice in {SI, S3, 54}.
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Thus, whilst it has been argued that a method which identifies a network that represents each
Species at least once provides a core of areas that can subsequently be expanded (e.g., Nicholls
and Margules 1993; Margules et al. 1994b), the set which results if this is done may not
necessarily be the most efficient network for attaining a higher target.
lYhen sites have different sizes: represent each species at least once in the minimum area

Thus far it was assumed that all sites are equally relevant, i.e., the coefficient of every variable
Xj

in the objective function (I) is equal to 1. This is often the case, since many analyses are based

on occupancy data mapped on grids, all grid cells have the same area and are considered to
have the same cost of acquisition (e.g., Rebelo and Siegfried 1992; Lombard et al. 1995; Castro
Parga et al. 1996; Williams et al. 1996a,b; Willis et al. 1996; Freitag et al. 1997; Hacker et al. 1998;
Nantel et al. 1998). However, it may be desirable to consider the implications of differences in
the cost of different networks, for example when sites are of different sizes (e.g., Pressey and
Nicholls 1989b; Bedward et al. 1992; Sretersdal et al. 1993; Margules et al. 1994b; Turpie 1995;
Pressey et al. 1997) and/or when sites differ in monetary value (e.g., Ando et al. 1998). In this
set Covering problem, the objective function (I) is replaced by:
Minimise

"
j,
2>jX

(I')

)=1

Where Cj is the cost of site j (usually, but not necessarily, the area).
AsSigning different targets to species: represent each species i at least lu times in the minimum
~

The reserve selection problems considered thus far, like most addressed in the literature,
assume that all species should receive the same investment. Several heuristic algorithms do
deal with species weighted differently. Examples are rarity-based algorithms (e.g., Pressey and
Nicholls 1989b; Rebelo and Siegfried 1992; Kershaw et al. 1994; Castro Parga et al. 1996), those
that take taxonomic distinctiveness into account (e.g., Vane-Wright et al. 1991; Kershaw et al.
1994), and the algorithm applied by Freitag et al. (1997) which uses a ranking of species
according to their conservation importance (Freitag and van Jaarsveld 1997). However, these
weightings influence only the order in which sites are selected (by resolving ties), with those
sites containing priority species tending to be selected first. The final representation target is
generally the same (usually each species once) for all species, which means that the integer
linear formulation is the same as without species weighting.
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Species prioritisation makes sense if used to allocate limited conservation resources to the
features that most need protection. This can easily be achieved by setting higher
representation targets for priority species (as in Kirkpatrick 1983). Ideally, such targets are an
expression of the level of representation required in the reserve network for the long-term
persistence of each species (Bedward et a1. 1992). The priority value for each species can be
determined using single (e.g., rarity, taxonomic distinctiveness) or multi-criteria evaluation
systems (e.g., Freitag and van Jaarsveld 1997), or by existing classifications such as the IUCN
Red List categories (Anon. 1994). When working with other biodiversity features, such as plant
communities or environmental domains, priority can be determined in terms of rarity (e.g.,
inversely related to the frequency of occurrence or total extent in the region) or threat (e.g., a
measure of fragility or risk of short-term destruction).
For the problem where each species is represented a predefined number of times according to
its priority, inequalities (11) must be modified to:
n

Iaijx j ~bj'

i =1,2, ... , m

(11")

j=i

Which states that the number of selected sites in which each species i must be represented is at
least b;.

PrOblem (I') subject to (II"),(III) is called the multicovering problem (Hall and Hochbaum 1992), a
generalisation of the set covering problem.
Q.ving sites different values: represent each species in at least a given percentage of its range

in. the minimum area
When working with sites with different areas, a target of representing each species a given
number of times may be misleading. By requiring a species to be present once, for example, no
distinction is made between selecting a large site comprising most of its geographical range or
a small one comprising only a small proportion. Indeed, since we aim at a minimum area, the
tendency is to select the smallest possible sites. Assuming a homogenous density across the
range of a species, a larger site will contain a higher proportion of its population, and will
therefore, all else being equal, make a higher contribution to its conservation in the long-term.
As a first approximation, the relative importance of a site to the persistence of a species may
therefore be expressed in terms of the fraction of its range contained in the site.
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The problem of representing each species in at least a given percentage, bi %, of its range in the
minimum area can be expressed as (I') subject to (11"), (Ill):
n

Minimise

(1')

LCjX j ,
j=\

Subject to
n

LaijXj

~bi'
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but now aij is the percentage of the range of species i in site j, and not, as before, a binary value
of presence or absence. This is a general 0/1 linear programming problem.
Defining the same target for all species in terms of percentage of range (e.g., Nicholls and
Margules 1993; Kirkpatrick and Brown 1994; Pressey and Tully 1994; Pressey et al. 1997) may
be a bad strategy in conservation terms. In practice, it means that the absolute target for a rarer
Species is lower than for a common one (30% of a small range is less than 30% of a large one),
meaning that a higher conservation investment is being made in relatively unimportant
species. Therefore, when using a percentage of range as a target, it is advisable to establish
different values for each biodiversity feature (as in Lombard et al. 1997), ideally proportional
to the conservation investment we want to allocate them. A very rare species (e.g., a narrow
endemic) may require protection in 100% of its range, while a species that has declined greatly
and has at the present non-viable populations may require more than 100% of its range
reserved (e.g., for habitat restoration and reintroduction).
Working with densities: represent at least a given percentage of the population of each species

in the minimum area
The ranges of species are typically not homogenous in terms of ensuring their long-term
perSistence, some areas being more important than others. When density data are available,
and assuming that species tend to be more abundant in sites which are more important for
their survival, these provide an objective measure of the importance of each site. Ideally, a
system of reserves should capture the sites with higher densities (see Sections 4.1 and 7.1;
Rodrigues et al. 2000b; Gaston and Rodrigues in press), or eventually compensate for the
selection of less adequate sites by selecting a larger area.
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One possible approach is that followed by Kershaw et al. (1994) and Turpie (1995), who for the
purposes of area selection considered species to be present in a site only when they occurred
there in substantial populations. But this implies a loss of information, since it results in the
deletion of real occurrences (those below the population threshold) from the database. It also
means that each site is either considered sufficient for the persistence of the species or totally
irrelevant, which often is not the case. A more useful approach is to incorporate a continuous
measure of the importance of sites, based on the continuous values of density.
Assuming that each species is homogeneously distributed across each site in which it occurs,
the population size of each species in each site is obtained simply by multiplying the site's area
by the local density of the species. The total population is the sum of these values for all sites.
The fraction of the overall population in each site may be used as a measure of the importance
of the site to the species.
The problem of representing each species by at least bj % of its population in the minimum
area can be expressed in the same way as the previous problem «I') subject to (lI"), (Ill». But
aij

is now the percentage of total population of species i in site j, while the target bj is the

minimum percentage of the population of species i that must be protected in the selected set of
reserves.

If the popUlation size of each species in each site is known, then the target for each species can
also be defined in terms of a minimum number of individuals (as in Nicholls 1998). However,
to address the problem of representing at least a given percentage of the popUlation of each
species it is not essential to know absolute densities or number of individuals. Any abundance
values can be used if given on a linear interval scale (i.e., doubling the relative abundance
corresponds to a doubling of the real density). Also, values do not need to be comparable
between species (only between sites for the same species), thereby avoiding the problem that
Values may be better reflections of absolute density for some species (e.g., those that are more
Conspicuous) than for others.
Instead of abundance, other measures of the importance of sites to each species can be used if
the assumption is met that doubling the value means doubling the importance. For example,
for a bird it may perhaps be considered that the nesting sites are five times more important
than the foraging areas. Another pOSSibility is to use as measures of importance the values
derived from models of the probability of occurrence of a species at different sites (Williams
1998b), or priority may be given to sites in the core of a species' range (Nicholls 1998). When
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Working with biodiversity features other than species, the importance of each site for each
feature may, for example, be measured as the percentage of the range of each feature that
exists in each site or by an index of its relative conservation status in each site.
further flexibility

All reserve selection problems presented thus far are particular cases of the general 0/1 linear
programming problem «I') subject to (11"), (Ill». Despite its simplicity and conciseness, this is
a sufficiently flexible model to include a variety of other requirements which may be desirable
to consider in the context of reserve selection (see also Cocks and Baird 1989; Possingham et al.
1993; Church et al. 1996). For example:

1) If

mj

is the monetary value of site j, the constraint stating that the total monetary cost

should not exceed a certain amount M is:

2) If S is a given subset of sites (say, for instance, owned by the state), the imposition that at
least a fraction p of the total area should belong to S is attained with the inequality:
n

ICjX j
jeS

~ P ICjX j

,

j=l

which, in the format of the inequality constraints (11') can be equivalently rewritten as:

if j eS

if j

~S

3) Since each species is represented by an independent set of restrictions, not only different
targets but also different levels of information can be used for different species. For a
threatened species with no abundance data, the target may be to be represented in 80% of
its range, for a species with good census data, the target may be of at least 1000
individuals, a value that may even have been obtained from population viability analysis,
as suggested by Nicholls (1998).
4) For more complex integer linear problems it is unlikely that several optimal solutions
exist, but it may be pOSSible to e~plore the flexibility of reserve networks (in the sense
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given by Pressey et al. 1993) by obtaining near-optimal solutions. It is possible to prevent a
given set S of s sites from being selected by adding a restriction that explicitly excludes it:

When an optimal solution of a specific problem is excluded, the algorithm will find another
optimal solution, if it exists, or else the second best result. By successively adding a restriction
that excludes the previous solution, a sequence of different networks with costs equal or near
to the optimal value is obtained. This diversity of solutions can afterwards be explored in
order to address concerns that were difficult to include in the formal model, such as
connectivity or specific land use conflicts.
As Nicholls (1998) concluded, it is more likely that the future of area-based selection methods
is limited by lack of data than by our ingenuity to interface the data with the methods. Where
Possible, future fieldwork must be directed towards collecting useful data for conservation
planning.

2.1.3 Addressing efficiency: optimal and heuristic solutions
Efficiency is the attribute of a good reserve selection procedure to which reference is most
frequently made (e.g., Bedward et al. 1992; Rebe10 and Siegfried 1992; Sretersdal et al. 1993;
Lombard et al. 1995; Kershaw et al. 1994; Castro Parga et al. 1996; Willis et al. 1996; Ando et al.
1998; Freitag et al. 1998b; Haecker et al. 1998; Nante1 et al. 1998). Maximum efficiency can only

be achieved by using algorithms that guarantee the attainment of optimal solutions. Since the
set of solutions is finite, one could think of finding the optimum by simply enumerating all the
Possible solutions. However, even for moderate sized problems, enumerating is completely
impractical. On a 40 MIPS computer, enumerating all the 2 n subsets of {I, 2, ... , n} (assuming
that each subset requires no more than one single instruction) takes about 14 minutes for n =
15 and about seven hours for n =20. But for n =30 it would take more than 800 years.
Mathematical Programming gives the proper tools for dealing with integer linear
programming problems. Unfortunately, for many integer problems, such as the ones
presented above and even for the particular case of set covering (1)-(111), there is little hope that
algorithms which always perform better than complete enumeration can be designed (these
problems are proved to be NP-hard, which is widely assumed to mean that their
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computational time increases exponentially with the size of the input, see Carey and Jonhson
1979).

In most situations, a considerable reduction in the size of the data set may result from
applying some simple pre-processing rules (Nemhauser and Wolsey 1988). Some rules were
Suggested by Possingham et al. (1993) and Camm et al. (1996) for the problem of representing
each species once in the minimum number of sites. A more general set of rules that can be
applied to any of the problems referred to above is:
1. To identify the irreplaceable sites; look for all the sites such that if removed from the
analysis at least one of the species would exist in the remaining area below its required
target. Irreplaceable sites are selected and excluded from the analysis, and the targets for
all species occurring in those places must be updated. All species whose targets become
zero or negative must be excluded.
2. To identify the redundant sites: some sites may contain only species that have been
eliminated in the previous step. These are sites that make no contribution to the
representation of the remaining species, and can therefore be excluded from the analysiS.
These simple rules can permit a substantial reduction in the size of a data set. For example,
when applied to the problem of representing 125 wetland plant species (including 25
Considered rare) in 68 fens in the Scottish Borders (Rodrigues et al. 1999; see Section 3.2), they
reduced the data matrix to: 16 species and 45 sites for the problem of representing each species
once in the minimum area; 9 species and 24 sites for the problem of representing each of the
rare species four times and each of the others once in the minimum area; 11 species and 37 .
sites for the problem of representing each of the rare species in 60% and each of the others in
10% of its range in the minimum area.
Reduction is normally effective because there is usually some degree of coincidence between
sites with the rarer species, those with high diversity and those with high abundances (these
are often the well preserved habitats, with less human interference). The irreplaceable sites,
which usually depend on the presence of rarer species, are often sufficient also to fulfil the
representation targets for many of the most widespread species, resulting in several species
being removed from the analysis. Other sites that contain only those same widespread species
become redundant and can be ignored. This outcome is more marked when the conservation
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targets are higher for the rare species (see example above), since it tends to increase the
number of irreplaceable sites.

When, despite pre-processing, problems are too large to be solved in a reasonable time period
by algorithms which guarantee an optimal solution, heuristics may be the only sensible option.
Their ability to produce quick answers as part of interactive systems, such as CODA (Bedward
et al. 1992) and WORLDMAP (Williams 1996), may be important for real-time evaluation of
different reserve networks (but see Section 2.2; Rodrigues and Gaston 2002b).

However, heuristics such as the ones that have been commonly used in conservation literature
may not be the most appropriate from an efficiency perspective. These algorithms consist of
stepwise procedures and comprise more or less intuitive rules to decide which site to add at
each step (e.g., Margules et al. 1988; Nicholls and Margules 1993; Csuti et al. 1997; Pressey et
al. 1997). It is generally stated that some of these are 'good' heuristics that produce results that
are only slightly sub-optimal (e.g., Pressey et al. 1996b; Csuti et al. 1997; Nantel et al. 1998;
Williams 1998b). However, the degree of sub-optimality has been reported to vary Widely (see
Table 2.1), from heuristics that found the exact minimum (Willis et al. 1996) to situations where
heuristic algorithms have produced grossly sub-optimal solutions (Sretersdal et al. 1993; Csuti
et al. 1997; Pressey et al. 1997). The drawback of these particular heuristic methods is that
although in some cases they can produce very good results, or even the optimal solution, there
is no certainty that they will always perform well. The fact that one heuristic achieved a good
reSUlt in a specific situation is not a guarantee of its efficiency in all cases (one good result does
not make a 'good' heuristic), since this is highly dependent on particulars of data structure
(Willis et al. 1996; Pressey et al. 1996b). For example, Sretersdal et al. (1993) applied the same
heuristic to two distinct datasets and obtained a large discrepancy in the degree of suboptimality of the results: 5% extra area for plants, and 43.3% for birds (Table 2.1).

The only way to know exactly how sub-optimal is the result obtained by an heuristic in a
given situation is to assess it against the optimal result. Naturally, when this is possible there
is no need for the heuristic in the first place. However, it is possible to evaluate the quality of
the solutions (of a minimisation problem) produced by an heuristic by comparing it with a

lower bound - a value that is known to be below or equal to the true (unknown) optimal value.
The difference between the value of the heuristic solution and the lower bound is an upper
bound of the distance between the heuristic solution and the optimal value, and therefore a
measure of its quality (see Figure 2.1, Section 2.2).
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Table 2.I - Summary of the results of examples of published studies that assessed the efficiency of
~euristic algorithms by comparing them with optimal solutions (partially adapted from Pressey et al.
996b). In the two last examples, the optimal solution was not found but results are given to illustrate the
triability of solutions obtained by the heuristics. In the analysis by Csuti et al. (1997) and Pressey et al.
1997), the values for heuristics correspond to the best results out of 100 runs for each algorithm, and not
to the average result.

-Study

Objective

Results

Sa!tersdal et
al. (1993),
Norway

To represent each of 321 plant
species at least once in the
minimum number of woods
(out of 60).

Optimal: 71.4% of total area
Heuristic: 'nearly 75%' of total area
The heuristic found 5% more area than the optimal
solution

Sa!tersdal et
al. (1993),
Norway

To represent each of 47 bird
species at least once in the
minimum number of woods
(out of 60).

Optimal: 27.9% of total area
Heuristic: 40% of total area
The heuristic found 43.4% more area than the optimal
solution

Willis et al.
(1996), South
Africa

To represent each of 110 plant
species at least once in the
minimum number of grid cells
(out of 53).

Optimal: 13 cells
Heuristics: 13 cells
The heuristics found the optimal solution (n = 2)

Csuti et al.
(1997), USA

To represent each of 426
terrestrial vertebrates at least
once in the minimum number
of hexagons (out of 441).

Optimal: 23 sites
Heuristics: between 24 and 29 sites
The heuristics found between 4.4% and 26.1 % more
sites than the optimal solution (J.l = 9.2%; 0' = 6.1 %; n =
18)

Pressey et al.
(1997),
Australia

To represent each of 248 land
system at least once in the
minimum number of pastoral
holdings (out of 1885).

Optimal: 54 sites
Heuristics: between 57 and 81 sites
The heuristics found between 5.6% and 50% more sites
than the optimal solution (J.l = 19.4%; 0' = 15.2%; n = 12)

Pressey et al.
(1997),
AUstralia

To represent each of 248 land
system at least once in the
minimum area of pastoral
holdings (out of 1885).

Optimal: 12084.50 km 2
Heuristics: between 13359.75 and 16958.25 km 2
The heuristics found between 10.6% and 40.3% more
area than the optimal solution (J.l = 21.6%; 0' = 10.0%; n
= 12)

Pressey et al.
(1997),
AUstralia

To represent at least 5% of the
total regional extent of each of
248 land system in the
minimum number of pastoral
holdings (out of 1885).

Optimal: not found
Heuristics: between 123 and 157 sites
The worst heuristic found 27.6% more sites than the
best one (J.l = 7.2%; 0' = 8.0%; n =18)

To represent at least 5% of the
total regional extent of each of
248 land system in the
minimum area of pastoral
holdings (out of 1885).

Optimal: not found
Heuristics: between 25887.5 and 30756.25 km2
The worst heuristic found 18.8% more area than the
best one (J.l =8.3%; 0' =4.9%; n =18)

-

-

-

Pressey et al.
(1997),
Australia

-

MethOds for obtaining good lower bounds (near the optimal) are fundamental in
Mathematical Programming, not only for evaluating the quality of heuristic solutions but also
for obtaining optimal solutions. Exact methods for the resolution of hard integer problems are
essentially variations of the well-known enumerative 'branch-and-bound' method, and their
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efficacy results mainly from the ability to find good lower bounds (for more details see
Nemhauser and Wolsey 1988).

A way of obtaining a lower bound to the optimal value of a (minimisation) problem is by
sOlving some easy relaxation, i.e., a new problem that contains all the solutions of the initial
one. A continuous linear relaxation of a 0/1 linear problem is the one obtained when replacing
the integrality constraints

Xj E

{O,l} by 0 :s;

Xj

:s; 1. The new problem is a standard linear

programming problem, for which an optimal solution can be quickly obtained. Usually, this is
not a 0/1 solution (if it were, then it would be an optimal solution of the integer problem), but
its value is surely a lower bound to the 0/1 optimal value. However, the bounds thus obtained
are normally far from the optimal value, which means that they are not good bounds.
It can be proven that given a solution R of a relaxation which is not a solution of the original
linear problem, there is always some linear inequality which 'cuts' R, i.e., a new restriction that
is Violated by R but verified by all the solutions of the original integer problem. The new
problem obtained by adding this new inequality to the current relaxation is still a relaxation
(again an easy linear programming problem) of the original problem, whose optimal solution
is a better (or equal) lower bound than the previous one. Proceeding in this way a sequence of
non-decreasing lower bounds to the optimal solution of the integer problem is obtained. This
general procedure is called a cutting-plane algorithm (see for example Nemhauser and Wolsey
1988). Its efficacy depends on the ability to find suitable cuts. Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988)
describe a family of cuts (strong cover inequalities) which produces excellent lower bounds.
'Intuitive' heuristic algorithms, such as many of those that have been used in the conservation
literature, have the advantage of being easy to understand and to program. But for
increasingly complicated problems they become more difficult to create. For example, where
representation targets for different species are measured in different. units, because of
differences in the information available, (e.g., percentage of range, percentage of population,
number of individuals), it is not straightforward to create a 'good' heuristic. In these
situations, it is also more likely that simple intuitive heuristics will perform poorly in terms of
efficiency. Therefore, although for these more complex (more realistic) problems the
processing time increases, it may very well be that here particularly the need to apply
optimisation tools becomes more imperative.
Fortunately, Mathematical Programming is providing improved optimisation programmes,
some of which are capable of dealing with large data sets and making use of approximation
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tools to reach the optimal solution faster. Also, they can be used as heuristic algorithms to
obtain a sub-optimal solution. If processing time extends beyond reasonable limits, the
programme can be interrupted and the best solution obtained meanwhile can be considered to
be a heuristic result. Most optimisation programmes will also give the value of the best lower
bound obtained so far, therefore providing a good measure of the degree of sub-optimality of
this solution. One possible strategy may be to consider to be satisfactory any solution which
has a maximum degree of sub-optimality of, say, 5% and interrupt processing as soon as it is
obtained.

Many programmes also accept as input the value of a known feasible solution that is an upper
bound of the optimal value. This can reduce considerably the processing time by eliminating a

priori the more expensive solutions. The solution obtained by an heuristic (including an
'intuitive' one) can therefore be used as an initial upper bound, and the result obtained after
some processing time is never worse than the initial one. In this way, optimisation
programmes can be used to improve the result obtained by a heuristic.
The decision about how to obtain a solution for a specific situation will depend mainly on the
reserve selection problem in hand. In some situations, an assumedly non~optimal solution
Il1ight be all that it is possible to attain, but if so a measure of sub-optimality should be
prOVided. For most problems, however, an optimal solution should probably be possible to
obtain in a reasonable time (see Section 2.2; Rodrigues and Gaston 2002b). How long is
'reasonable' is variable and mainly a trade-off between the importance of having a quick result
versus haVing an exact solution. In real conservation problems, where the cost associated with
a Worse solution is a real concern, it might be worth waiting for some days to obtain a cheaper
reSUlt.

This focus on obtaining more efficient solutions does not mean that concern about cost should
be the priority when addressing real conservation planning problems. As far as pOSSible, the
first step must be to decide what should be the problem that is to be solved (i.e., determine the
ecological constraints) and then make the best possible use of optimisation techniques to look
for the less costly solutions. The purpose of applying these methods to conservation planning
is not that less money is invested in the acquisition of reserves, but that the amount available is
invested in a more effective way.
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2.1.4 Addressing accountability
Modelling reserve selection questions as integer linear problems by using Mathematical
Programming tools can bring substantial advantages in terms of the accountability of the
results.

The formal writing of integer linear problems requires that conservationists make very explicit
the goals to be achieved by a reserve network. The objective function clearly states what is the
variable that should be optimised (usually a measure of cost) and the restrictions identify the
cOnstraints that must be imposed on the network. Potentially subjective values, such as the
investment to be allocated to each species or the relative importance of each site, are
necessarily made explicit. In this way, an integer linear problem expresses unequivocally the
problem being solved, resulting in more explicit solutions. This is particularly relevant in more
complex situations, where it becomes more difficult to devise appropriate 'intuitive' heuristics
that correspond to the problem in hand. For example, Pressey et al. (1997) did not develop
Specific heuristics for each of the problems of minimising the total area in a network and of
minimising the total number of sites. Instead, they used the same algorithms for both,
therefore obtaining necessarily identical solutions.
Furthermore, by solving a formally written problem there is a guarantee that all the concerns
addressed are taken into account in the result. With 'intuitive' heuristics, however, there is less
clarity in this regard. Issues such as valuing species differently (Freitag et al. 1997) or
minimising the total area rather than the total number of sites (e.g., Pressey et al. 1997), have
been incorporated into heuristic approaches in the form of rules to solve ties. This assumes
that ties will occur, but in more complex problems this may not happen. When ties exist, it is
unpredictable how each concern will really influence the final result, because it depends on the
frequency of ties, on the 'hierarchy' of each concern in the tie-resolving rules and often on
random decisions.

Finally, the optimality of the solution is itself a guarantee of more transparency in the results.
For example, when adding a new constraint to a minimisation problem, the new optimal
solution is never less costly than the original one, which allows an exact measure of the cost
associated with a specific constraint. The sub-optimality of heuristics brings uncertainty to
detailed comparative analyses of efficiency, because variance obtained in the costs of the
solutions of two problems does not necessarily reflect real differences in cost. The higher the
degree of sub-optimality of the solution obtained by the heuristic the more serious this
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problem can be, and in extreme situations, it may even lead to an inversion of the expected
results (e.g., in Pressey and Tully 1994). Even in the situations where an optimal solution is not
achieved, it is useful to have a measure of the quality of the solution obtained (a lower bound),
in order to assess the reliability of the conclusions taken from the result.

2.1.5 Conclusions
Most reserve selection exercises reported in the literature have focused on relatively simple
problems, such as that of representing each species once or a fixed number of times. However,
most real conservation scenarios are likely to be considerably more complex, in order to
reconcile all of the concerns prevailing and to use all the relevant information available. In
order to ensure the long-term effectiveness of reserve networks, it is essential that
Considerations arising from ecological theory, at the population, community or landscape
levels, are integrated in selection algorithms (Nicholls 1998), including issues such as viability
and threat (Williams 1998b). Otherwise, reserve selection procedures will inevitably result in
approaches that are too Simplistic from the perspective of the conservation agencies,
compromising their credibility as valuable tools for application in real-life conservation
problems.

This section illustrates how a wide diversity of considerations and information can easily be
integrated in reserve selection procedures when they are modelled as integer linear problems.
Many of the issues discussed, such as valuing species and sites differently, do not presuppose
the eXistence of higher levels of information than those commonly available in real situations.
Indeed, in most regions where detailed information on the distribution of species exists
(enough for the application of the classical complementarity methods), other relevant data is .
also accessible but has usually been ignored. For example, most countries have Red Data
books before they have distribution atlases, and at least for some species there is information
on the most relevant sites for their conservation, sometimes resulting from population viability
analysis. Therefore, the higher complexity advocated in this section does not correspond in
most situations to a need to obtain more information, but to make the best use of the available
data when selecting a network of reserves.
More complexity implies more difficulty in creating adequate 'intuitive' heuristics for the
specific problem in hand, therefore risking an even higher level of sub-optimality and
redUcing the explicitness of the results. Mathematical Programming techniques provide a
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more effective way of improving the flexibility of reserve selection algorithms without
compromising the efficiency and accountability of the results.
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2.2 Tractability and speed of optimal reserve selection procedures
Methods for the selection of priority areas for conservation based on the complementarity
principle (Vane-Wright et al. 1991) have been receiving extensive interest in the conservation
l'
Iterature (e.g., Pressey et al. 1993; Dobson et al. 1997; Ando et al. 1998; Howard et al. 1998;
Margules and Pressey 2000). These methods have been proposed in response to the
acknowledgement that resources available for conservation purposes are scarce and should
therefore be employed in efficient ways that maximize the diversity of biological features
benefited (Pressey and Nicholls 1989a; Pressey et al. 1993; Scott et al. 1993).

'The first papers on this subject (e.g., Kirkpatrick 1983; Margules et al. 1988; Pressey and
Nicholls 1989a,b; Bedward et al. 1992; Nicholls and Margules 1993; Pressey et al. 1993) stressed
the efficiency of these methods in relation to previously more popular scoring procedures.
Efficiency (sensu Pressey and Nicholls 1989a) has been defined as being inversely related to the
cost needed to acquire a reserve network which achieves a given conservation target (such as
representing all species at least a given number of times), and has been widely considered to
be an important attribute of a good reserve selection procedure (e.g., Bedward et al. 1992;
Rebelo and Siegfried 1992; Sretersdal et al. 1993; Lombard et al. 1995; Kershaw et al. 1994;
Castro Parga et al. 1996; Willis et al. 1996; Ando et al. 1998; Freitag et al. 1998b; Hacker et al.
1998; Nantel et al. 1998).

'Those first papers also presented the basic heuristic algorithms which (in their original or
modified form) subsequently became popular in the conservation literature. However, it was
observed early on that reserve selection problems can be solved optimally (i.e" with maximum
efficiency) by application of a standard operations research technique, namely integer linear
programming (e.g., Cocks and Baird 1989; Underhill 1994; Church et al. 1996). The use of
intuitive heuristics that cannot guarantee the optimality of the solutions found has therefore
been criticised (Underhill 1994). In response to these criticisms, two subsequent papers
(Pressey et al. 1996b, 1997) defended the importance of heuristics in 'real-world conservation
planning', with three main arguments:

1. That 'good' heuristics provide results which are only slightly sub-optimal.
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2. That optimisation methods may not be able to provide solutions to more realistic
problems. Pressey et al. (1996b, 1997) reported being unable to obtain an optimal solution
for the problem of finding the minimum set of sites (or the minimum area) representing at
least 5% of the area of each of 248 land types (distributed across 1885 pastoral holdings):
USing standard optimisation packages, the problem ran for weeks without finding
solutions.

3. That optimisation methods may be too slow and therefore inadequate for interactive
practical conservation planning (where managers and politicians may be waiting to see the
results). Pressey et al. (1996b, 1997) reported long processing times (days or, in a more
recent version of the software, 10 hours) for the problem of finding the minimum number
of sites needed to represent each of 248 land types on 1885 pastoral holdings.

The large majority of subsequent papers about complementarity-based methods for reserve
selection have persisted in the use of intuitive heuristics, often justifying their application by
quoting the three arguments presented by Pressey et al. (1996b, 1997): that the results are
expected to be similar (e.g., Howard et al. 1998; Williams et al. 1996a,b; Williams 1998b); that
optimisation methods are unable to solve some more realistic problems (e.g., Lombard et al.
1997; Pressey and Logan 1998; Williams 1998b; Polasky et al. 2001b); and/or that optimal
solUtions would take too long to obtain (e.g., Erasmus et al. 1999; Lombard et al. 1997;
Williams et al. 1996a,b; Williams 1998b).

In a previous study (Rodrigues et al. 2000c; see Section 2.1), it has been argued that intuitive
heuristics cannot offer guarantees of providing good solutions to reserve selection problems.
Here, the focus is on rebutting the other two arguments, concerning the tractability and speed
of problem resolution using optimisation methods. I argue that, given the capability of
currently existing software and computers, these are no longer a real obstacle to the use of
optimisation procedures for most of the reserve selection problems being published in the
literature.

Table 2.U presents a list of published studies which used complementarity-based methods for
the selection of sets of priority sites. This provides an overview of the size (number of
biodiversity features, such as species, and number of selection units) and type of problems
most frequently addressed in the literature.
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Table 2.U - Summary of examples of published studies which used complementarity-based methods for
the selection of networks of priority areas for conservation ... refers to studies that used optimisation
procedures (sometimes alongside heuristics); others only used heuristic approaches.
Reference

Data

No.
features

No.
sites

Problem

1. Rebelo and
Siegfried 1992

Plants, South
Africa

332

550

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least lx, 2x, 3x,
4x, 5x and lOx

2. Sa!tersdal et
aI. 1993"

Plants and birds,
Norway

321,47

60

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

3. Kershaw et
al. 1994

Antelopes,
Africa

99

249

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

4. Margules et
aI. 1994b

Plants, V.K.

50

77

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least lx, 2x, 3x,
4x, and 5x

5. LOmbard et
aI. 1995

Snakes, South
Africa

122

6. Turpie 1995

Birds, South
Africa

88

42

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing alJ species at least once

7. Castro
Parga et al.
1996

Plants, Iberian
Peninsula

801
2133

5184
259

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

8. Church et al.
1996 ..

Vertebrates,
V.S.A.

333

280

Find a set which maximises the number of
species that can be represented within a
given number of sites

9. Williams et
aI. 1996b

Plants,
Neotropics

729

1751

Find a set which maximises the number of
species that can be represented within a
given number of sites

10. Williams et
al. 1996a

Birds, V.K.

218

2827

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

11. Willis et al.
1996 ..

Plants, South
Africa

110

53

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least lx, 2x, 3x,
4x, and 5x

12. Dobson et
al. 1997

Endangered
species, U.S.A.

924,503,
107,84,72,
58,57,43

2858

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

13. Lombard et
aI. 1997

Vegetation types
and plant
species, South
Africa

97 species
+ 11 veg.
types

193

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all plant species and a target
% of area of each vegetation type

14. Muriuki et
al. 1997

Birds, Kenya

970

210

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

15. Pressey et
al, 1997"

Land systems,
Australia

248

1885

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all land systems at least once

16. Pressey et
al. 1997"

Land systems,
Australia

248

1885

Find a set with minimum area which
represents a111and systems at least once

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

1900

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least lx, 2x, 3x,
4x, and 5x
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Table 2.11 (cont.)

--

Reference

Data

No. features

No. sites

Problem

17. Pressey et
al. 1997

Land systems,
Australia

248

1885

Find a set with minimum number of sites
which represents each land system by at
least 5% of its regional extent

18. Pressey et
al. 1997

Land systems,
Australia

248

1885

Find set with minimum area which
represents each land system by at least
5% of its regional extent

19. Stokland
1997

Birds and
insects, Norway

32,309

40,17

Find a set which maximises the number
of species that can be represented within
a given number of sites

20. Ando et al.
1998"

Endangered
taxa, U.S.A.

911

2851

Find a set which maximises the number
of taxa that can be represented in a given
number of sites or in at set with a given
acquisition cost.

21. Freitag and
van Jaarsveld
1998

Mammals,
South Africa

192

474

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

22. Hacker et
al.1998

Primates, Africa
and Madagascar

205

1825

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

23. Howard et
al. 1998

Plants and
animals,
Uganda

2452 (and
subsets of
variabJe size)

50

Find a set which maximises the number
of species that can be represented within
a given number of sites

24. NanteJ et
al. 1998

Plants, Canada

244

456

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

25. Pressey
and Logan
1998 ..

Land systems,
Australia

248

1885,
5278,247

Find a set with minimum area such that
each land system is represented in a
given percentage of area target

26. LOmbard et
al. 1999

Plants, South
Africa

851,771

197,188

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

27. Virolainen
et al. 1999

Plants, Finland

32

25

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

28. Araujo and
Williams 2000

Trees, Europe

174

4419

Find a set which maximises the number
of species that can be represented within
a given number of sites

29. Fjeldsa and
Rahbek 1998

Birds, South
America

-1700

913,118,
226,456,
540

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least 3x

30. Reyers et
al. 2000

Plants and
animals, South
Africa

1588,574,
328, 214, 427

215

Find a set with minimum number of sites
representing all species at least once

31. Williams et
al. 2000c

Plants and
vertebra tes,
Europe

2435

3143

Find a set which maximises the number
of species that can be represented within
a given number of sites

32. Polasky et
al. 2001b

Birds, U.S.A.

167

1223

Find a set which maximises the number
of genera that can be represented within
a given number of sites

-

-

-

-

---

--

----
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Table 2.ur - Processing times needed to solve a diversity of linear integer problems using the C-PLEX
Software (ILOe 1999) on a Pentium II processor with 128.0 MB RAM.

-

References

Data

No.
species

No.
sites

Problem

Processing
time

-~------------~------------------------------------1. l-iarrison
Birds,
852
3885
Find a set with minimum number of 4.71 seconds
et al. 1997

Southern
Africa

sites representing each species at least
once

----;~~--------------------------------------------------------------------------2. l-iarrison
et al. 1997
__

Birds,
Southern
Africa

852

3885

Find a set with minimum number of
sites representing each species at least
five times

1.58 seconds

3.Ha-rr~is-o-n----B-l-·r-d-s,--------8-5-2------3-8-8-5-----F-in-d--a-s-e-tw--h-ic-h--m-a-x-im--is-e-s-th-e-n--um--b-e-r--g-2-,9-1-1-s-e-c-o-n-d--s
et al. 1997
__

Southern
Africa

of species that can be represented
within 10 sites

(-26 hours)

et al. 1997

Southern
Africa

each species is represented within at
least 5% of its range
(variation in the size of the selection
units was simulated by attributing to
each cell an area obtained as a random
integer number between 1 and 10)

seconds

Find a set with minimum number of
sites representing each species at least
once

1.79 seconds

4.l-i~a-rr-is-o-n----B-i-r-d-s,--------8-5-2------3-8-85------F-in-d--a-s-et-w--it-h-m--in-i-m-u-m--a-re-a-s-u-c-h-t-h-a-t--l-O-3-,4-0-4------(- 29 hours)

---------------------------------------~------------------------------------5.l-iarrison
et al. 1997·
Gaston et ~l.

2001

Birds, South
Africa and
Lesotho

651

1858

-----~~--------------------------------------------------------------------------6. l-iarrison
et al. 1997

Birds, South
Africa and
Lesotho

651

1858

Find a set which rnaximises the number
of species that can be represented
within 20 sites

18.08 seconds

--~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------7. Balrnford
et al. 2000a'

Mace and '
Balrnford

Mammals,
World

4228

111

Find a set with minimum number of
sites representing each species at least
once

0.11 seconds

2000

-----~-------------------------------------------------------------------------8. Balrnford
Find a set which maximises the number 90.13 seconds
Mammals,
4228
111
et al. 2000a'
Mace and'
Balrnford

of species that can be represented at a
cost of 50% of the minimum needed to
represent all species

World

2000

-------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------9. Murrayet
al. 1998

Birds,
Scotland

138

1756

Find a set with minimum number of
sites representing each species at least
once

1.80 seconds

-----~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------10. Murray
Birds,
1756
Find a set which maximises the number 3.34 seconds
138
et al. 1998

of species that can be represented
within 4 sites

Scotland

-------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------11. Sawford
1987

Butterflies,
United
Kingdom

45

496

Find a set with minimum number of
sites representing each species at least
once

0.06 seconds

-----~----------~------------------------------------------------------------------12. Sawford
Butterflies,
45
496
Find a set which maximises the number 151.25 seconds
1987

United
Kingdom

of species that can be represented
within 4 sites

'---------------~------------------------------------------------------------------41
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Table 2.1II presents the processing times I have recorded for reserve selection problems of sizes
and types that embrace this variation. All problems were tractable and could be solved exactly
Using the C-PLEX software (ILOG 1999) on a Pentium 11 processor with 128.0 MB RAM. Most
problems, even some of the larger ones, took just a few seconds to solve. It is likely that this
Would also be the case with the majority of problems addressed in the literature (Table 2.11).
Indeed, Ando et al. (1998), working with a large data set (see problem 20 in Table 2.11) did not
report any difficulty in obtaining optimal solutions and Church et al. (1996), working with a
medium sized problem (number 8 in Table 2.11), reported an average processing time of 2.9
seconds (9 seconds maximum).

Two of the largest problems explored did take significant time to solve (problems 3 and 4 in
Table 2.I1I, which took 26 and 29 hours, respectively). However, in both cases, the optimisation
Software found relatively good solutions to the problems after just a few minutes. During
processing, C-PLEX continuously calculates lower bounds to the solutions to minimisation
problems (Figure 2.1a), i.e., values that are known to be below or equal to the true, unknown,
Optimal value (in maximisation problems, upper bounds are calculated). Using these lower
bounds, C-PLEX obtains an estimate of the sub-optimality of the best solution found at any
given time; this is defined as the gap, which is given by the difference between the lower
bound and the best solution found in relation to the value of the best solution (Figure 2.1h).
Even when the total processing times (needed to find the true optimal solution) are very long,
Optimisation software may find good solutions quite fast. In problem 3, a solution reported to
have a gap of S 7.42% was found after just 7 minutes, while after 21 minutes the level of suboptimality was known to be S 4.90%. Twenty-five out of the 26 hours of processing time were
conSUmed in improving a solution with a known sub-optimality S 4%. In problem 4, the gap
after 6 minutes processing was S 1.50%, which had dropped to S 0.92% after 26 minutes·
(Figure 2.1). Twenty-seven out of 29 hours of processing time were spent finding solutions
with a gap S 0.33%.

These levels of sub-optimality are better than the average figures reported for intuitive
heuristics (Rodrigues et al. 2000b; see Table 2.1 in Section 2.1). Therefore, optimisation software
may also be used to obtain good solutions (even if not optimal) for more complex problems in
a reasonable processing time. The main advantage of the solutions obtained in this way is that
an estimate of the level of sub-optimality is known, and there is always an option to extend the
processing time in order to improve the result. Solutions obtained by intuitive heuristics have
a Substantial risk of being grossly sub-optimal, and having previously obtained a good result
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with a given heuristic cannot guarantee its efficiency for a ll data sets (see Section 2.1;
ROdrigues et a l. 2000b).
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Problem 4 differs from the others in Table 2.I1I by having non-integer values in the restriction
inequalities (corresponding to the values of the percentage of the range of each species located
within each site). The number of decimal places chosen makes a significant difference to
processing time. The results referred to above and in Table 2.III (-29 hours processing time)
Were obtained for four decimal places (i.e., the minimum unit was 0.0001%). Setting the
number of decimal places to eight (i.e., up to 0.00000001 %) the problem takes about 7 days to
solve - but a solution with::;; 3.13% gap is found after one hour, and after 20 hours the solution
has

S;

0.16% gap. Nevertheless, this difference in processing time (as well as the evolution of

computers and software) may also help to explain why, for example, Pressey et al. (1997)
failed to find an optimal solution to an equivalent problem (problem 18 in Table 2.II) despite
Working with a smaller data set.

There are certainly situations where reserve selection problems cannot be solved by the
straightforward application of linear programming. This is, of course, particularly true of nonlinear problems (e.g., Polasky et al. 2000; Williams and Araujo 2000). It is also possible that
extremely large problems may exceed the computational capacity of currently existing
Software and computers (although these are continuously improving). But to date I have not
encountered such problems, and for the large majority of the problems found in the literature
(Table 2.1I) there is really no good reason why optimisation approaches cannot be used.

On the other hand, there are several good reasons why optimisation should be used. Not only
are the solutions found expected to be more efficient, there is also great flexibility in the type
of data and concerns that can be integrated in linear integer problems, while retaining the
accountability of the decision process (see Section 2.1; Rodrigues et al. 2000b).

The use of optimisation techniques implemented by software such as C-PLEX does not require
expert programming skills. Actually, it requires less programming than needed to solve most
'intuitive' heuristics when applied to moderate-sized data sets, because the solving procedure
itself is comprised of existing routines (such as branch-and-bound) already incorporated in the
Software. The fundamental step is being able to convert the selection problem in hand into a
linear programming one, which can be done for most selection problems with only basic
knOWledge of operations research theory (see for example Wins ton 1994). Rodrigues et al.
(2000 c) explain in detail how problems such as the ones in Table 2.II can be represented as
integer linear problems (see Section 2.1).
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3Evaluating the performance of existing
reserve networks

Protected areas are central to strategies for the long-term maintenance of biodiversity. This
chapter addresses the effectiveness of existing networks in fulfilling this role. Section 3.1
addresses the general issue of whether protected areas are useful conservation tools, by
investigating the extent to which protected areas in southern Africa are mitigating local
SPecies' extinction. Section 3.2 assesses the performance of the system of Sites of Special
SCientific Interest in representing the diversity of wetland plants in fen sites in the Scottish
Borders as a case-study to explore methods for the evaluation of networks of protected areas.
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3.1 Protected areas and the mitigation of local species extinction

3.1.1 Introduction
Protected areas are seen as central to strategies for the long-term maintenance of biodiversity
(Convention on Biological Diversity 1992). How effective existing networks are in fulfilling
this role remains poorly understood. Whilst there are many studies documenting the
ecological degradation of existing reserves (Ferreira et al. 1999; IUeN 1999; Singh 1999; tiu et
al. 2001; Rao et al. 2002), there is nevertheless evidence that such areas have a significant effect
in mitigating levels of land clearance and other pressures (Sanchez-Azofeifa et al. 1999; Bruner
et al. 2001a). Moreover, while there are many case studies demonstrating the inefficiency of
reserve networks in representing biodiversity features (e.g., Pressey and Tully 1994; Jaffre et al.
1998; Nantel et al. 1998) and the inability of individual reserves to retain all of the species
present when they were established (Newmark 1987, 1996; Nicholls et aI. 1996; Gurd and
NUdds 1999; Rivard et al. 2000), little attention has been given to the role of protected areas in
preserving overall local species richness.

A strong positive relationship between net primary productivity (NPP) and the number of
bird Species has been demonstrated previously for South Africa (van Rensburg et al. 2002).
While local NPP is likely to not have been significantly affected by human influence, local
species richness is known to be sensitive to human activities. Here, I analyse how the
relationship bewteen these two variables is influenced by the extent of reserved area, to
investigate the extent to which protected areas are having an effect in mitigating local species'
extinction.

3.1.2 Data
The Southern African Bird Atlas Project (SABAPi Harrison et al., 1997) has provided the most
comprehensive information currently available on the distribution of birds in southern Africa.
Data were mainly collected between 1987 and 1992, at a spatial resolution of a quarter-degree
grid for Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland and Zimbabwe, and on a half-degree grid
for Botswana. Observers visiting each cell recorded the presence of identified species on
checklists, breeding and non-breeding records being considered equivalent. A variable
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number of checklists has been submitted for each cell. In this study, I have used
presence/ absence data for 651 bird species in South Africa and Lesotho, converted to halfdegree scale to match the scale of the available NPP data. To reduce biases, cells expected to
have very incomplete species lists due to insufficient sampling effort were excluded. Hence,
only the 369 half-degree cells which had on average ten checklists (across each of the
component quarter-degree cells) have been considered. The relationship between sampling
effort and percentage of protected area is only very weak and with little predictive power (p

=

0.04; r == 0.11; n == 369).

Restricted-range species were defined as the 25% species with smaller range size in the study
area, measured as the number of occupied half-degree cells (Gaston 1994). Net Primary
PrOductivity data (NPP; g C m-2 yr -1) were obtained at the half-degree scale based on outputs
from the SDGVM model (Woodward et al. 2001). The boundaries of two-hundred and sixtyfOur protected areas, listed on the 1997 United Nations list of protected areas for South Africa
(WCMC 1997t were mapped using ArcView GIS (ESR I Inc. 1998).

3.1.3 Analyses
In South Africa and Lesotho, bird species richness has a strong positive relationship with NPP
(Figure 3.1; Table 3.1; van Rensburg et al. 2002). Although weaker, this relationship is also
highly statistically significant when only restricted-range species are considered. For both sets
of Species, but particularly for the latter, the fitted least-square regressions tend to predict
higher values of species richness for a given NPP when subsets of cells with increasing
percentages of protected area are considered (Figure 3.2; Table 3.1). Indeed, controlling for
NPP, the mean residual species richness of cells containing no protected areas is negative for·
all species (~

=-22.2 ± 6.4; throughout, values indicated after ± refer to the 95% confidence

interval) as well as for restricted-range ones

(~ = -3.3 ± 0.9), while the mean residual richness

of cells including protected areas is positive and significantly larger (for all species Il

=20.2 ±

6.5; for restricted range species Il =3.0 ±1.9). Additionally, the mean residual richness tends to
increase for subsets of cells with increasing percentages of protected area (Figure 3.3), so that,
for example, cells with 5 to 10% of their area preserved have on average 43 additional species,
inclUding 3 restricted-range ones, than cells without any level of protection, while cells with 20
to 30% reserved area have on average 69 additional species, including 20 restricted-range ones.
Assuming that, in general, species composition inside protected areas is closer to the natural
undisturbed situation than in areas without formal protection, these results indicate that
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reserves are making a considerable difference in retaining the species richness of the areas in
which they are located . Furthermore, the larger the percentage of protected area, the more
species are being retained. Proportionally, this effect is more pronolmced for restricted-range
species (Figure 3.2; Figure 3.3). For example, cells with 5 to 10% reserved area have on average
20% more species and 80% more restricted-range species, while cells with 20 to 30% reserved
area have on average 33% more species and 515% more restricted-range species than nonreserved cells (percentages are in relation to the mean for non-reserved cells:
all SpeCies;

1.1.

1.1.

=

208.5 ± 8.1 for

= 3.8 ± 0.7 for restricted range species). This agrees with the known higher

susceptibility of restricted-range species to local extinction. Indeed, species of restricted
distribution tend to have lower local abundances (Brown 1984; Gaston 1994; Gaston et a1.
1997), and as a result their populations inside a given protected area tend to be smaller, and

the probability of extinction higher, than those of widespread species.
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r;gt~e 3.1 - Maps of (a) NPP (g C M-2 Yr-I), (b) bird species richness (number of species), and (c)
sc~tncted-range bird species richness (number of species), in South Africa and Lesotho at half-degree
val e. Shades of red are based on eight equal interval classes, darker colours corresponding to higher
lles. Cells in white were not included in the analyses.

Des'
PIte the mismatch between cell and reserve boundaries, smaller percentages of protected
area i
.
.
.
n a glVen cell tend to be assoclated wlth smaller reserves and, conversely, larger
percentages are a result of the presence of larger reserves. The fact that the positive effect on
species richness is noticeable even for small percentages of protected area (Figure 3.2; Figure
3.3) indicates that even small reserves are contributing towards protecting local diversity.
Bowever, this effect is conSiderably weaker for the restricted-range species, for which more
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substantial differences in species richness in relation to non-reserved cells are associated with
percentages of protected area above 20% (Figure 3.2; Figure 3.3). This indicates that while
smaller reserves have a non-negligible role in retaining species diversity, they may be
retaining a species community composed mainly of widespread species, often the ones less in
need of immediate conservation action.
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Table 3.1 - Simple linear least squares regressions of NPP against species diversity for cells with different
percentages of protected area; 11 - number of data points; a - intercept; b - regression coefficient (slope); r
~ correlation coefficient; * p < 0.01 , ** P < 0.001, *** p< 0.0001. Interpretation of significance va lues should
e made cautiously (spatia l autocorrelation implies that the points are not fully independent) but the
values of regression coefficients (slopes in Figure 3.2) are not affected .

-

all species
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11

a
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Figure 3.3 - Mean res idual species richness for (a) all species and (b) restricted-range species when
COntrolling for NPP, for subsets of cells with variable percentage of protected area . Residuals were
obtained from the simple linear regressions of NPP against richness of all species and richness of
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partially a result of a decrease in sa mple size (see Table 3.1 for va lues of 11 in each class).
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1£ Species composition inside larger protected areas is closer to the natural situation, then the
relationship between NPP and species richness for these areas is a better predictor of what is
the potential species richness of each cell given its productivity. Comparison between this and
current richness values then provides an estimate of the impact of human activities on local
aVifaunas. To investigate this, a scenario was selected in which 20% to 30% of each cell is
protected (Table 3.1). This is a conservative scenario, selected for being such that records
(n:::11) span a diversity of NPP values (0 to 945 g C m- 2 y-1) not much narrower than the
observed values for all cells (0 to 1094 g C m-2 y-l). In relation to this scenario, each half-degree
eel! in the study area is predicted to have lost on average 43.4 ± 5.2 species (equivalent to 15%
of their predicted species richness), with a maximum value of 184 species (Figure 3.4).
R.egarding restricted-range species, it is estimated that on average 12.9 ± 1.8, maximum 52,
have been lost (58% of their predicted richness in restricted-range species). Equivalently, this
Corresponds to an estimated reduction of 15% of all occurrence records for all species and of
58% ofo CCurrence records for restrIcted-range
. '
speCIes.
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ra lfe 3:4 - Maps of (a) predicted number of bird species lost, and (b) predicted number of restricted-

dif7e brrd species lost, in South Africa and Lesotho at half-degree scale. Predicted losses are the

Tl.t e~ence between number of expected species if each cell had 20 to 30% of its area reserved and the
blt.tn er of species actually recorded . Darker red coloms correspond to higher positive values and darker
grUe colours to lower negative values. Cells in white were not included in the analyses. The polygon in
een corresponds to the boundaries of Kruger National Park.
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If the assumptions are correct, these values are likely to be underestimates of the real numbers
of bird species that have been lost from each cell as a consequence of human activities. First,
slopes in the relationship between NPP and species richness get even steeper for cells with
more than 30% protected area than for the considered 20%-30% scenario (Figure 3.2; Table 3.1).
Second, there are cells for which current species richness is above the predicted values. The six
cells overlapping at least 50% with Kruger National Park, for example, have, on average, 54
additional species (including 22 restricted-range ones) than would be predicted from their
NPp. While human practices can increase local species richness (e.g., by increasing local
habitat diversity or water availability; Fairbanks et al. 2002), it is unlikely that this can explain
Such situations where protection for bird species is essentially through the protection of
natUral habitat.

3.1.4 Discussion
These results provide mixed news for conservation. The bad news is that levels of estimated
local aVian extinction in South Africa and Lesotho are considerable (even when based on a
conservative scenario), with restricted-range species being proportionally more affected. A
high proportion of this region may now comprise highly depauperate avifaunas. The good
news is that protected areas make a substantial difference in limiting that extinction process.
Although these results indicate that even small percentages of protected area make a
difference (Figure 3.2; Figure 3.3), they agree with both theoretical predictions (Rosenzweig
1995) and previous empirical analyses (New mark 1987; Newmark 1996; Curd and Nudds
1999; Rivard et al. 2000) in that larger reserves are more robust to local species extinction,
espeCially for restricted-range species. Smaller reserves face the double jeopardy of their size
and a tendency to be located in more adverse surrounds (Harcourt et al. 2001; Parks and
Harcourt 2002).

'The findings in this study support the valuable role of protected areas in mitigating
biodiversity loss, reinforcing their importance as conservation tools (Bruner et al. 2001a).
However, eXisting networks of protected areas are known to have serious gaps in biodiversity
representation (Pressey and Tully 1994; Jaffre et al. 1998; Nantel et al. 1998), and their
effectiveness in retaining their biological value is known to correlate not only with area but
also with levels of human activity both inside and outside the protected areas (Woodroffe and
C·
mSberg 1998; Cascon et al. 2000; Rivard et al. 2000; Brashares et al. 2001; Parks and Harcourt
2002). Indeed, even protected areas as large as Kruger National Park are known to be
Vulnerable to species extinction (Nicholls et al. 1996). Existing reserve networks need therefore
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to be expanded in efficient ways that make the best use of scarce conservation resources, and
maximise the probability of species persistence inside designated reserves, a particularly
urgent task given the increasing pressure over natural resources (Musters et al. 2000; Sizer and
P}oUvier 2000).
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3.2 The performance of existing networks of conservation areas in
representing biodiversity

3.2.1 Introduction

The establishment of networks of protected areas for conservation is an obligation placed on
parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity, the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, the
Bern Convention on the conservation of European wildlife and natural habitats, the OSPAR
Convention for the protection of marine environments of the North-Atlantic, and on all
ll1ernbers of the European Union (committed to the Birds and Habitats Directives). Most
regions already have some system of protected areas in place, although obviously incipient in
ll1any cases. This begs the question of how well such networks already perform, particularly in
terll1S of representing biodiversity. Simple representation is, in essence, the common initial
goal in establishing networks of protected areas under many of these agreements, albeit of
itself not sufficient to ensure long-term conservation objectives.
There have been a number of attempts to measure the performance of existing protected area
networks (Table 3.II). Most conclude that they are woefully inadequate. This outcome is
eXpected in regions with less of a tradition of formal conservation, and hence where reserve
systerns are still poorly developed, such as India (Khan et al. 1997) and New Caledonia Oaffre
et al. 1998). However, this is perhaps a rather more surprising conclusion for other regions,
such as parts of Europe (Williams et al. 1996a; Castro Parga et al. 1996), Canada (Nantel et al.
1998), South Africa (Rebelo and Siegfried 1992; Freitag et al. 1998b) and Australia (Pressey et
al. 1996a). Indeed, the growing number of studies reporting similar conclusions has led to a
belief in some quarters that existing reserve networks in general are inherently poor. It has
frequently been stated that they have been chosen in an ad hoc fashion (e.g., Pressey and Tully
1994; Pressey 1994; Lombard et al. 1995; Freitag et al. 1998b) and in some situations existing
networks have been regarded by some as a heavy burden to efficient conservation (e.g.,
Pressey and Tully 1994). Some authors have even found that existing reserves perform no
better than a random choice of areas (Rebelo and Siegfried 1992). Indeed, this idea has become
SUfficiently well established that when Kershaw et al. (1994) used random sets of areas to
sirnulate the effect of having sites already set aside for conservation Pressey et al. (1996a) cited
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this analysis as an example of how existing reserves lower the efficiency of the area selection
procedure.

4t~able
19~~~ar~

3.U - Summary of the results of examples of published studies of the performance of existing
ure
reserves. (1Pressey and Nicholls 1989b; 2Rebelo and Siegfried 1992; 3Sretersdal et al. 1993;
et al. 1995; 5Castro Parga et al. 1996; 6Pressey et al. 1996a; 7Williams et al. 1996a; 8Khan et al.
, Freltag et al. 1998b; lOJaffre et al. 1998 and llNantel et al. 1998)

-

Study

1

2

-3

------4

5

6

7

Features
(no.)

Selection
units (no.)

Geographic
region

Result

Land
systems
(128)

cadastral
units
(1026)

New South
Wales,
Australia

The near-minimum area to represent each land
system once is 5.7% of the study area. Starting with
the existing reserves (3.3% of total area) 8.3% is
needed.

Plants
(332)

12x13 km
cells

Cape Region,
South Africa

Existing reserves (66 cells) contain no more species
than predicted by a null model. 32 more sites are
necessary to represent each species at least once. Only
16 cells of the 53 near-minimum set are reserves.

Plants
(321)

woods of
different
sizes (60)

Western
Norway

The 12 reserves contain 78% of plant species and 66%
of bird species. 37 additional woods are necessary to
include all plants. In a set of 12 sites it is possible to
represent 87% of plants, or 83% of birds.

Snakes
(122)

25'x25'
cells

South Africa

In near-minimum sets, between 63 and 78% of the
selected cells contain existing reserves.

Plants
(801)

10xl0 km
cells (6330)

Iberian
Peninsula

97 extra squares must be added to the reserve system
(415 squares) to represent each species at least once.
The near-minimum set requires 140 squares.

Land types
(248)

pastoral
holdings
(1885)

New South
Wales,
Australia

It is necessary to expand the existing reserve system
at least 79% to represent each land type at least once.

Birds (218)

10xIO km
cells (2576)

Britain

The system of protected areas (65 cells) excludes 31
species. 20 additional cells are necessary to represent
each species at least once, including 16 additional
cells to represent all red data species.

Meghalaya
State, NE India

Reserves (1.43% of the area) are insufficient to protect
the high diversity of plants, e.g., 17.15% of .the state
endemic species occur only above 1500m, where there
are no protected areas.

Transvaal,
South Africa

ConSidering a cell reserved if > 50% of its area is
formally protected, it would be necessary to add 9
cells to the existing 36 reserves to protect each species
once. The near-minimum set reqUires 12 cells.

New
Caledonia

83% of the 447 threatened species do not occur in a
protected area. At least 5-9 times the current
protected area is estimated to be needed.

Newfoundland,
Canada

43% of species are outside protected areas (113 cells).
In a near-minimum set of 78 cells to protect all species
at least once, only 13 are already reserves.

Birds (47)

---

Plants
(3331)

----

Mammals
(192)

8

9

----10

11

---

15'xI5'
cells (474)

Plants
(3063)
Rare plants
(244)

lx1 km
cells (456)
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Even ignoring the fact that existing conservation networks were often chosen for reasons other
than simply the representation of biodiversity, including other conservation objectives as well
as political and financial constraints, it seems unlikely that they would almost without
exception fail to some marked degree to attain the goal of embracing much of the richness of
the group(s) of interest. There are two possible explanations for why they appear to perform
so poorly.

First, in many published studies there is a mismatch between the actual units of conservation,
which are natural and geopolitical units of land, and those units on which optimal
conservation networks are determined, which are commonly grid cells for which data on the
geographic Occurrences of species have been mapped (e.g., Rebelo and Siegfried 1992;
LOmbard et al. 1995; Williams et al. 1996a,b; Nantel et al. 1998). To deal with this problem,
most authors consider a grid cell as already conserved if more than a certain percentage of its
area Coincides with an existing reserve (e.g., 55% in Rebelo and Siegfried 1992; 50% in
Williams et al. 1996a). A cell in which a reserve occupies less than this percentage is not
considered to contain a reserve, although the species regarded as occurring in that cell will
probably include all those that occur in this area of a reserve. This may distort the results of
analyses of the performance of existing reserve systems. Williams et al. (1996a) noticed this
When analysing the occurrences of bird species and Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) in
lOX10 km grid cells across Britain. In exploring methods for identifying additions to the

network of existing conservation areas, they observed that the existing SSSI network did not
embrace the occurrences of 31 bird species and that 20 additional cells would be necessary to
~fu
. the gap for
e gap. However, they also found that at least 16 cells (the ones needed to f111
Red Data species) already enjoyed limited SSSI cover (but this was insufficient for those cells
to be scored as reserves), which means that some of the 31 species considered excluded from
the SSSI system may not have been so.

A second possible explanation for why existing conservation networks appear to perform so
POorly is that their performance has mainly been evaluated using measures of efficiency (sensu
Pressey and Nichols 1989a). This is a measure of how good is a system of reserves in
harbouring the maximum diversity (all the conservation features) in the minimum number of
sites Or total area (throughout this section, 'efficiency' is used in this strict sense). This
approach is founded on the recognition that competition between conservation and other
forms of land use will often be intense, and therefore that networks of protected areas should
be as small as it is possible for them to be whilst still attaining their objectives. Efficiency is
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evaluated in a relative way, and the performance of a network has usually been assessed in
terms of similarity with the minimum set of sites that represents each species in the region at
least once. This approach largely ignores how close the reserve network comes to attaining the
general conservation objective of representing the diversity of the group(s) of interest in the
study region, which is probably a more important question when evaluating their
performance.

In this section, I use an exemplar data set for plants in fens in the Scottish borders to examine
the performance of a designated set of reserves using the efficiency-based approach and a
novel alternative method. The occurrence data are derived for 'natural' areas, thereby
aVoiding the problem of mismatches of units of analysis and of conservation. I illustrate how
misleading efficiency-based approaches may sometimes prove.

3.2.2 Data and Methods
These analyses are based on the occurrence of wetIand plant species in a nationally important
series of fens located in the central Scottish borders, a region located approximately 50 km
SOuth of Edinburgh at the eastern extremity of the southern Uplands, and bounded in the
north and northeast by the Moorfoot and Lammermuir Hills and in the south by the Cheviots.
Bere, Within an area of about 30km2, there are almost 100 separate, small (mostly < 5ha) fen
sites, OCcupying discrete waterlogged basins within a predominantly agricultural landscape.
Sixty-eight of these sites (those which were accessible and which have not been badly
damaged) have received a comprehensive botanical survey (for details, see Tratt 1997); of
these, sixteen have been notified as SSSIs by the statutory conservation agency. The presence
Or absence of a total of 125 wetland plant species was recorded at each site surveyed, of which
25 are nationally rare by the criteria of Wheeler (1988).

FOllOWing previous analyses, I examine the performance of the existing protected area
network (the SSSIs) in terms of capturing the biodiversity of wetland plants as represented by
the 125 species occurring across all the surveyed fen sites, accepting that these protected areas
ll1ay have been deSignated for a variety of reasons, of which this is but one (albeit an
ill1portant goal). As such, and again following previous analyses, the objective is to examine
how Well the protected areas perform in this regard, not how well they meet the objectives of
thOse indiViduals who actually designated them.
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Throughout, unless otherwise stated, optimal solutions to network design problems were
determined through linear integer programming using UNDO (UNDO Systems, Inc. 1996),
rather than the heuristic ('near-minimum') methods more typically adopted in such analyses.

3.2.3 The 'efficiency' approach
The efficiency of the SSSI system was first assessed by the common approach of comparison
with the minimum set of areas (the minimum network) which represents each species at least
once. The exact minimum set was determined by solving the integer problem
n

minimise

LX

j

)=1

subject to
11

Laijxj ;::: I,

i = 1,2, ... , m

)=1

Xi E {0,1},

Where m is the total number of species, n is the total number of sites, aij is 1 if species i is
present in site j and 0 otherwise, and Xi is 1 if site j has been selected and 0 otherwise. This is
knOwn as the set covering problem (Balas and Ho 1980; Camm et al. 1996; see Chapter 2). Given
that the SSSI system does not represent all species at least once (see below), the minimum set
of extra sites needed to fill this gap was determined in the same way, but excluding from the
analysis those areas which are SSSIs and all species that occur within them.

The selection units (sites) have different sizes, therefore I looked also for the solution of the
problem of minimising the total area needed to represent each species at least once. This is the
prOblem
11

minimise

Le

jX j

)=1

subject to
11

:Laijx);::: l,

i =1,2, ... , m

j=1

Xj E

{O,l},
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where

Cj

is the area of site j. As before, the minimum extra area needed to fill the

representation gap in the SSSI system was also determined. Finally, all four of these analyses
Were repeated using only the rare species.

--

Table 3.1II - Performance of the SSSI system when compared with optimal minimum sets of sites.
Problem

--

No. of
sites

Exist'

~ SSSI system

16

~. of sites to represent each species at least once

13

~in.

no. of sites to complete the SSSI system to

~nt each of the 8 uncovered species at least once

~ to represent each species at least once
~i~ area to complete the SSSI system to represent each

~ uncovered species at least once

---

15

5

~in. no. of sites to complete the SSSI system to
oepresent each of the 2 uncovered rare species at least
nCe

1

~ea to represent each rare species at least once

7

Min.ar
of th ea to complete the 5551 system to represent each
--.. e 2 uncovered rare species at least once

1

area

% total area
classified as
SSSI

30.5

21.0

9.6
4

23.4

13.2

9.2

7
6

% total

45.8

7

Min. no. of sites to represent each rare species at least
once

--

No. of sites
classified as
SSSI

5

14.7

14.4

0.2

4

14.0

13.2

0.2

l'he results obtained from these analyses sustain the usual conclusions found in the literature
about the poor performance of existing networks of protected areas in representing the
diversity of biological attributes in a region (Table 1.1). First, the SSSI system does not cover all
the species; eight are not represented, including two rare ones. Second, although the SSSI
system already occupies 16 sites and 45.8% of the study area, it would be possible to preserve
each Species once in only 13 sites or 23.4% of the area and to represent each rare species in only
6 sites or 14.0% of the area. Third, in order to fill the gaps in the SSSI system it would be
necessary to add extra sites, which implies another loss in efficiency. At least seven extra sites
or an additional 9.2% of the total area are required to represent each species at least once and
at least one extra site or an additional 0.2% of the area to represent each rare species once.
Finally, there is a poor match between SSSIs and the optimal set of sites needed to represent
each Species at least once. Only five of the 13 sites in the minimum set are SSSIs, and only
13.2% of the 23.4% minimum area is classified as SSSIs.
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Since problems for minImISing the number of sites m ay have severa l equally optimal
solutions, I have tested the possibility of obtaining a better match betwee n the 5551 sys te m and

a

'.

mInImum set of sites. It is not possible to obtain any other se t of 13 sites covering each
sp .
eCles at leas t once that includes more than five SSSIs nor is it possible to obtain another set of
six sites that represents each rare species at leas t once that included more than five SSSls. For
problems that minimise the a rea, it is hi ghly unlikely that different equ ally optimal solutions

e .

X1st, since the coefficients in the objective function a re continuou s.
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F'
r 19ure 3.5 - Performance of the SSSI system (thick continuous line) in terms of the cumula tive
cepreSenta tion o f species with (a) increasing tota l number of s ites and (b) increasing total area, when
li~~pared
with the correspond ent random model (thin continuo us line) a nd an optima l set (thick dashed
e
int . Random models consis t of 30 replicates (thin dashed lines are the limits of the 95% confidence
erval) and in (b) data were classed in area steps of 2 ha.

The eff .
lClency of the SSSTs ca n also b e analysed with rega rd to the chronological sequ ence in
which they were selec ted, beca use the d a te of each site's designation as an SSST is known. I
cOmpared the cumulative number of species represented as the number of si tes or the overall
area of SSSJs progressively increased with time with the ma xima l numbe r that could have
been represented (resulting in an optimal se t) and with the expecta tion from choos ing areas a t
random (Fi gure 3.5; for a similar type of analysis see Rebelo and Siegfried 1992). The random
selection was repea ted 30 times. The results of this analysis aga in support the conclu sion th a t
the designa tion of SSSIs was not efficient, this time with reference to the purpose of
representing a ll species in th e region at the fastest rate. The actual trajectory of the cumul ative
nUmber of species represented in the SSSls with increasin g numbers of s ites (Figure 3.5a) lies
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between that of the random model and that of the exact solution. The actual trajectory for
sp .
eCles represented in SSSIs with increasing total area (Figure 3.5b) is indistinguishable from
the performance of the random model, and again noticeably poorer than the performance of
the eXact solution.

3.2.4 The 'effectiveness' approach
The effIClency
.
approach to determining the performance of conservation networks focuses on
the comparison between the area/number of sites occupied by the existing system and that
oCcupied by the minimum set that represents each species once (or some other specified
target). Although it is implicit that the minimum set is not necessarily a definitive system of
reserves, but a basic network of sites on which other considerations can be superimposed (e.g.,
Pressey and Nicholls 1989b), in many studies it is in practice treated as the 'ideal' set. As a
result, all dissimilarities between it and existing reserves are considered to be a demonstration
of the poor performance of the existing network.
I propose that as well as considering their efficiency, the performance of existing reserve
systems should be assessed in terms of what I shall call their effectiveness in attaining a defined
representation target for the region (Figure 3.6). The extent of this attainment is probably the
1l10re relevant issue, if only because regardless of their dissimilarity or otherwise to an optimal
Set e . .
, Xlshng protected areas will provide the nucleus of any future developments of
conservation networks (there is little likelihood of them being traded for a set of options closer
to the optimum, although some have suggested this might be done; Margules et al. 1994b).
Id f
.
e me the gap, gapi, in the representation of a particular species, i, in a reserve network as

Max[O, RT,o,al.i - RTreserves.i ],
RT,olal,/

Where

RTtotaJ,i

is the total representation target required for the species i, and

RTreserves,;

is the

representation reached in the reserve system for that species. The representation target for
each species can be defined in numerous ways. Usually it has been defined as being
repreSented once, but it can be for example to be represented 5 times, in 25% of its range in the
study area, by 1000 individuals or by 10% of its population. Different targets can be assigned
to different species, a higher target meaning a higher conservation investment to be made in
the spectes
. when creating a reserve network.
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nlgu~e 3.6 - Illustration of the concepts of efficienctj and effectiveness. Efficiency is larger when the area or
o~~. er of sites occupied by a reserve network is smaller. Maximum possible efficiency is the one

Itl.'

a.lned by the minimum set that attains the total representation target (note that this corresponds to the

la~nlmum set that represent each species once only when considering that specific target). Effectiveness is
Mg~r when the reserve is closer to attaining the total representation target, i.e., when Tgap is smaller.

is aX1mum possible effectiveness is reached by a set of reserves with Tgap = O. Therefore, while efficiency
pe ~ measure. based on the size of the reserve system (y axis), effectiveness is a measure based on its
r ormance 10 terms of achieving a predetermined representation target (x axis).

The total gnp, T gap of a reserve system is a value between 0 (all species reached RTtota/) and 1 (all
sPe .
(les totally unprotected) measured as
!

m

Lgap;
;=1

m
Effectiveness is then 1 - Tgnp (Figure 3.6).

It is not the aim of this study to determine what would be an adequate representation target
for each species in the fen sites, something that should be based on a more detailed analysiS of
the conservation needs of each species in the region and on viability considerations (Williams
1998b). As an explorative exercise, however, I have considered several very different
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representation targets and evaluated how well the fen 5551 network performs with regard to
each. Tgap was calculated for the targets of representing (a) all species at least once, (b) each rare
sPecies at least once, (c) common species at least once, rare species at least twice (or the
maximum possible), (d) common species at least twice, rare species at least four times (or the
maximum possible), (e) common species at least 1% of range (total area of sites occupied) in
the study area, rare species at least 60%, (f) common species at least 10% of range, rare species
at least 60%, and (g) common species at least 10% of range, rare species at least 90% (Figure

3.7a,b).

The total gap of a reserve system measures how far the system is from attaining the global
repreSentation target that is the main purpose (or one of them) for the creation of the reserves.

It is not, h Owever, a measure of how well the eXlstmg
. . reserves have been selected. A large gap
may be due to an ineffective choice but also to the fact that the representation target may be
impossible to attain in a reserve system of the size of the existing one. In fact, regarding the
SSSIs, the minimum sets for the more demanding targets are larger than the existing system of
16 sites and 45.8% of the total area (74.49 ha). Using the same notation as above, these

minimum sets comprise (c) 17 sites, (d) 22 sites, (e) 27 sites, (f) 50.0% of the total area, (g) 50.1 %
of the total area, and (h) 71.3% of the total area. In these cases, even if the SSSIs had been
created with the explicit purpose of minimising the total area or number of sites, it would have
been impossible to reach the required representation targets in a system of the same size.

To adequately evaluate the effectiveness of a reserve system in terms of a defined
representation target, we need to know what would be the minimum pOSSible total gap (Mgap)
that could exist in a system of the same size. Therefore, what I shall term the real gap
reserve ne tw or k'IS Tgap - Mgap.

CalcUlating

Mgap

(Rgap)

of a

in a system the size of the 5551 network corresponds to the problem of

lllaximising the effectiveness (or equivalently minimising Tgap, Figure 3.6) subject either to
selecting :s; 16 sites, or to selecting a total area :s; 74.49 ha. This is the integer programming
problem known as the maximal covering location problem (Church and ReVelle 1974; Church et
al. 1996). However, since the objective function is not linear (because of the function Max), I
use an approximation obtained by a simple greedy heuristic that in each iteration selected the
site that allowed for a maximum reduction in the total gap. I estimated Mgap of the 5551 system
for each of the above mentioned targets (Figure 3.7a,b). I have also considered two random
lllodels (iterated 100 times), one selecting sets of 16 sites (Figure 3.7a), the other sets of
apprOXimately 74.49 ha (Figure 3.7b). While

Mgap

corresponds to the maximum possible
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effectiveness tha t can be attained by a sys tem w ith the sa me effici ency (same size) as the SSS]
network, the random mod els give an indica tion of the ex pected effectiveness tha t w ou ld be
attained if a se t of sites with the sa me e ffici ency w as selec ted random ly.
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diffure 3.7 - Performance of the SSSI system in terms of its e ffecti veness w hen eva lua ted acco rding to
pe erent representa tion ta rgets. In (n) a nd (IJ ) the representa tion ta rgets are the number of times o r the
an~centage ~f ra nge required for each species (a ll - all spec ies; r - ra re species; c - common species). In (c)
(d) an Increasingly dema nd ing series of ta rgets is illustra ted, expressed in terms of the r lati ve
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f .
.
.
ge 0 range required fo r common a nd rare species. (n) and (c) refer to analYSIS of the perfo rmance
of th
T e ~SS I system as a networ k of 16 sites, w hil e (IJ) and (d) refer to a system of 74.49 ha. For each ta rget
c~~) (dia monds) and M.~np (squa res) were ca lcula ted fo r the SSSI system, as well as the T,~nl) of the
9S;.esponding random model (circles ind ica te ave rages and horizonta l marks indica te the limits of the
the ~?~fidence inte rva l, 11 = 100). The real ga p, R gnl" is T.~nl) - M gnp. In (c) and (d), the Tgnp is a lso given for
In lmum set of sites (w ith min imum a rea ) tha t represents each species a t least once (triangles).

As alread y concluded (Figure 3.5b), the SSSI system is indisting uishable from a random
se]e t'
c Ion of :::::74.49 h a w hen the representa tion ta rge t is to pro tec t each s pecies a t leas t once
(Figure 3.7b). Howeve r, in all other s itua tions, the SSSI sys tem perfo rms cons iderably bette r
than any of the random mod els (Fig u re 3.7a,b). In the s ituations whe re

T gnp

is hi gher, so is M gn p,
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resulting in a remarkably constant

Rgap

either considering a system of 16 protected areas

(F'

19ure 3.7a) or a system no larger than 74.49ha (Figure 3.7b): the values are always between

0.054 and 0.095. In fact, the relative performance tends to increase for more demanding
representation targets (a trend also found by Pressey et al. 1989b; Pressey and Tully 1994; and
Ft 't
el ag et al. 1998b) and when disproportionate representation of rare species is required
compared with common ones.

To further investigate how the performance of the SSSI network changes with more
demanding representation targets I considered the series of targets (percentage of range, based
on the area of the sites in which they occur) for common and rare species, respectively: 0.01 %
(~0)~50o/c. 1001
0,
10-60%; 20%-70%; 30%-80%; 40%-90%; and 50%-100%. For each scenario, I
calculated Tgap and M gap, considering a system of 16 sites (Figure 3.7c) and a system not larger
than 74 .49 h a (Flgure
.
"
3.7d). Agam, Rgap IS low and remarkably stable, between 0.033 and 0.064,
and . h
WIt a tendency to decrease. Since the gap for two random models, constructed as before,
tends t .
o Increase faster than Tgap, the relative performance of the SSSI system is better for more
demanding representation targets (Figure 3.7c,d). I also measured

Tgnp

for the optimum

minimum set (minimum area) for representing each species once, the 'ideal' system when
cons id .
erIng efficiency. In this case, the system performance becomes poorer for more
demanding representation targets. According to this analysis, this set is only better than the
el('

.

lShng system in the 0.01 %-50% scenario. In the most demanding scenario, its gap exceeds
0.30, three times more than Tgnp for the SSSI network (Figure 3.7c,d).

3.2.5 Conclusions
A'
'
s JUdged in terms of its efficiency, the performance of the SSSI network in representing

Wetland plant species of fens in the central Scottish borders region is rather poor (Figure 3.5,
Table 3.III). All 125 species, or just the rare species, can be represented at least once in notably
fewer .
sItes and in a markedly smaller area than have been designated as SSSIs, and one to
seven sites would be needed in addition to the present network to attain these ends (Table
3.III). Likewise, the cumulative number of species represented in the SSSI network has
increased more slowly with the increasing number of sites and area than could have been
attained by a choice of a different set of sites and an alternative sequence of designation as
protected areas (Figure 3.5). These results would appear to confirm the general contention that
conservation networks are rather poor at representing biodiversity, even in regions with better
networks (Table 3.11).
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This Conclusion might reasonably be argued to reflect the fact that, in common with most
ex.isting networks of protected areas, a variety of criteria contributed to the designation or
otherWise as SSSIs of fen sites in the central Scottish borders region, of which the
repreSentation of plant diversity was only one. Nonetheless, when the SSSI network is
Considered in terms simply of its effectiveness, rather than its efficiency, in representing the
plant Species of the region, it performs rather well. Indeed, this conclusion is upheld when the
network is evaluated according to very different representation targets. The gap between the
repreSentation achieved by the SSSI network and that potentially achievable in the same
nUmber of sites or area ranges only between 3.3-9.5% of the target, for a wide variety of
repreSentation targets (Figure 3.7). In fact, that the gap is so small is perhaps surprising given
the diversity of other criteria involved in the actual designation of the sites.

The poor performance of the minimum set of areas necessary to represent each species once
With regard to other representation targets is a good example of the fact that what constitutes a
Set of sites that is optimal, or close to so being, depends on which question is asked. Although
Optimal in terms of efficiency and with maximum effectiveness in representing each species
once, this system performs worse than the SSSI system when considering more demanding
repreSentation targets (Figure 3.7c,d).

The Contrast between results of analyses of the SSSI network based on efficiency and
effectiveness suggests that more care is needed when evaluating the performance of existing
networks of conservation areas. Different approaches to the same data can lead to significantly
different conclusions. Efficiency is an important attribute of reserve systems. But a system
should not be regarded as inherently poor solely because it does not closely match the most
efficient solution to the problem of representing each species once, or the solutions to closely
related problems of efficiency. Neither should the failure of a close match necessarily be
interpreted as suggesting that the composition of a conservation network reflects an
oPPOrtunistic approach to the acquisition of protected areas. In the data for fens, all the SSSIs
are among the sites with higher species richness (e.g., nine of the ten richest sites are SSSIs)
and the mean area of an SSSI is almost three times that of all the other sites. Clearly, they were
Chosen mainly from amongst the richest and the largest fen sites in the region, two of the most
Widely used criteria in conservation evaluation (Margules and Usher 1981; Smith and
'fheberge 1986). This approach plainly served to generate an SSSI network which is highly
effective When judged against a variety of representation targets.
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4Addressing species persistence

COmplementarity_based algorithms for the selection of reserve networks emphasise the need
to represent species efficiently, but this may not be sufficient to ensure their persistence in the
long-term. The first two sections of this chapter use the results of the Common Birds Census in

Bn .
1

am as an exemplar data set to explore how to incorporate the concern for species

Persistence in the selection of reserve networks. Guidelines are suggested for the selection of
reserve networks which are more robust to temporal turnover in features, either based on
abundance (Section 4.1) or presence-absence data (Section 4.2). Section 4.3 uses data on the
distributions of birds in South Africa and Lesotho to test the hypothesis that minimum
COmplementary sets preferentially select sites in areas of ecological transition, with a bias
tOWards the representation of species at marginal areas within their ranges. This is presented
as a POssible explanation for the ineffectiveness of minimum complementary sets in ensuring
species persistence.
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4.1 Robustness of reserve selection procedures under temporal
species turnover

4.1.1 Introduction

The prime purpose of establishing a network of protected areas for conservation is the longterm maintenance of the biological diversity of the region in question. An essential prerequisite is that biological diversity is appropriately represented in the network in the first
place (Margules et al. 1988; Pressey et al. 1993). This need for representation has been strongly
emph'
.
aSIsed In recent literature on methods for the selection of reserve networks. Furthermore,

it has been recognised that reserves are economically costly and consequently will be in direct
comp n'
e 1 Ion with more destructive forms of land use (e.g., Bedward et al. 1992; Pressey et al.
199
3). This has resulted in the development of procedures that aim at high efficiency (sensu
Pressey and Nicholls 1989a) by representing the biodiversity attributes of interest in a
minim
.
um area, generally called complementarity-based methods (e.g., Bedward et al. 1992;
Rebelo and Siegfried 1992; Williams et al. 1996a; Csuti et al. 1997).
Bowever, representation is only the first step towards achieving the final purpose of maintaining

b'

,

d'

,

lodlVersity in the long-term (Williams 1998b). These are not equivalent because species
Istnbution patterns change over time, and reserve networks may not necessarily continue to

serve the purpose of their declaration some years afterwards (Margules et al. 1994b), It can be
argued that once a reserve network which represents all features of interest has been
established, it is a matter of adequate management to ensure those features are retained.
Nevertheless, the Success of management efforts and the cost of management actions may be
influenced strongly by the quality of the sites which are selected in the first place. It is
eXpected that a more robust network of protected areas would result from selecting areas less
Subject to the 'natural' local extinction of features, independently of subsequent management
practices.

In this section, I ask (a) how effective is a simple representation strategy (minimum set) in
maintaining feature diversity over time?; and (b) is it possible to predict a priori which sites
shOuld be selected in order to obtain a reserve network that is robust to temporal turnover in
features? Although previous studies (Margules et al. 1994b; Virolainen et al. 1999) addressed
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the first question, they did not provide many clues to the answer of the second. Nicholls (1998)
and Williams (1998b) proposed strategies for improving the robustness of networks, the first
by establishing a minimum population size as a required representation target for each species
and the second by targeting core populations using niche-based modelling of habitat
SUitability, but their effectiveness in ensuring the long term persistence of species has not yet
been tested.

In this section, I consider the case of species as features of biodiversity, and use data from the
Cornrnon Birds Census to explore the influence of temporal turnover in their occurrence for
reserve selection procedures. First, I determine which variables had more influence on rates of
local Species extinction. Then I use this information to propose selection guidelines that aim to
Produ
ce reserve networks that are more robust to such turnover.

4.1.2 Data
The Common Birds Census (CBC), run by the British Trust for Ornithology, has been the main
scherne by which populations of common breeding birds have been monitored in the United

1<'

lIlgdom (for a comprehensive description of the history and methodology of CBC, see

Marchant et al. 1990). Since 1964, a mapping census technique (see Bibby et al. 1992) has been
ernployed that provides a very accurate measure of the number of territories occupied by each
sp .
eCles in each site during a breeding season.

In this analYSis, I have used the CBC data collected for 113 species between 1974 and 1991 in a
Variable number of farmland and woodland sites. I considered eight pairs of years with years
in each .
paIr separated by a 10-year interval (1974-1984 through 1981-1991), and analysed only
thOse sites with good quality information in both years of a pair. Only those species for which
presence/absence had been recorded in both years of each pair were considered. In order to
obtain a final matrix with a territory count for each species for all sites: (i) where a species was
seen but the territory count on a site in a given year was zero, the species was assumed not to
be breeding but to be casually using or moving through an area; (H) where nest counts were
aVailable instead of territory counts these were considered to be equivalent; (iii) three very
cornrnon species (Woodpigeon Columba palumbus, Starling Sturnus vulgariS, and House
Sparrow Passer domesticus) were eliminated from the analysis, because they often were not
COUnted systematically (and are of minimal interest here); and (iv) where any other species
was thought to have held territory but for some reason was not counted (less than 1% of the
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total presence records) a density value was extrapolated from the average territory density of
the respective species in the other occupied sites of the same habitat type.

The CBe data is used here as an exemplar data set to explore general reserve selection
strateg'
les, and therefore the results should not be interpreted as an attempt to propose a new
reserve network in Britain.

4.1.3 Extinction patterns

I Used the 1981-1991 data set (97 species in 56 sites) to explore variables that influenced the

temporal patterns of species turnover. Applying logistic regression models, I analysed the
relationships between extinction (throughout, 'extinction' is used to refer to a situation when a
sp .
eCles Was present in a given year and absent 10 years afterwards) and site species richness,
sp .
eCles frequency (number of sites where the species occurs) and local abundance.
No significant relationship was found between the species richness of sites and the extinction
rates suffered (Table 4.I). These results do not support a simple hotspot strategy, based on the
seleCtion of the sites with higher species richness (e.g., Prendergast et al. 1993; Williams et al.
1996a)

. .

.

as a method for obtammg reserve networks that are more robust to temporal specIes
turnOver.
I

~;bl~ 4.r -

Relationship between extinction patterns in the 1981-1991 period and site species richness,
re eCles frequency (number of sites at which the species occurs) and local abundance. A logistic
t..gzreSsion Was applied to analyse each relationship. Results were interpreted using a likelihood ratio test
'.{ -test).

---

~ctor variable

response variable

n

results

.
site spe'
~les rIchness

extinction rate(1)

56

non significant (K2..test =0.001)

spe'
Cles, frequency(2)

extinction rate(3)

94

highly significant negative relationship
(x2-test =12.088; p < 0.001)

site number of
territories(4)

extinction probability(5)

1858

highly significant negative relationship
(x2-test =292.177; p < 0.001)

site density(6)

extinction probability(5)

1858

highly significant negative relationship
(K2-test == 224.863; p < 0.001)

--~

--11)
Q

(l:
(4)

(5)
(6)

i9raction of species that occurred in the site in 1981 but not in 1991 in relation to the number of species ill the site in
81.
~Utnber of sites where the species occurred in 1981.
l~action of the sites from where the species disappeared between 1981 and 1991 in relation to its frequency in
81.
~?r a given species, the number of territories at a given site in 1981.
Fl11ary variable indicating whether the species disappeared form the site between 1981 and 1991 (1) or not (0).
or a given species, number of territories per unit area at a given site in 1981.
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Highly significant negative relationships between species frequency and local extinction rates
Were found (Table 4.1; Figure 4.1a). The observation that rare species are more prone to local
extinction agrees with established ideas in this regard (Gaston 1994) and with previous results
(Margules et al. 1994b). The implication in terms of reserve selection strategies is that the
occurrence of common species is more predictable than the occurrence of rare ones (in the
absence of appropriate management). This means that a higher investment may be needed in
Order to ensure the persistence of rarer species, which may imply targeting those as priorities
when allocating conservation resources. And, indeed, the presence of rare species is one of the
l1lost frequent criteria for the selection of protected areas (Margules and Usher 1981; Smith and
l'heberge 1986).

l'here Was also a highly significant negative relationship between local abundance, expressed
either as the number of territories or as the density of a given species in a site, and the
probability of extinction (Table 4.1; Figure 4.1b,c). These results indicate that species are more
likely to d'Isappear from the sItes
. where they are loca1
1
' th"IS IS an expected resu1t,
y rarer.
Agam,
Since Smaller populations are known to be more prone to local extinction, due to demographic
and environmental stochasticity and reduction in genetic variation (Caughley and Gunn 1996).
Although for these data it is unlikely that genetic considerations play a significant role, the
other two processes may have been important in determining extinction. The implication of
these results for reserve selection procedures is that it may be possible to obtain more robust
networks if species are represented in the sites where they occur in higher abundance.

The 'abundance-occupancy' relationship, a widespread attribute of species assemblages in
Which locally rare species tend be of restricted distribution and locally abundant ones tend to
be Widespread (Hanski 1982; Brown 1984; Gaston 1994; Gaston et al. 1997), implies that the
negative relationships between both frequency and local abundance and probability of
extinction are connected (the 'double jeopardy' of Lawton 1993). Those species that occur in
feWer sites in the study area may be more prone to extinction simply because being locally
l1lore scarce they suffer a higher probability of local extinction.
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(nu Ir~ 4.1- E.xtinction patterns for the 1981 -1991 pair of years: (a) rela tionship be tween species frequency
di rn er of sItes whe re the species occurs) a nd extinction rate (fraction of sites from where the species
nusa ~pea red between 1981 and 1991 in relation to its frequency in 1981); (b) relationship between the
sp;. er of territories in a site for a given species and the ex tinction probability (the probability of the
hec~~~s becO~ing ex tin~t in that .site); (c) relationsl~ip betwee~ .the site dens.ity (number of territories ~er
10 . .e at a sIte) for a gIven specIes and the extmctlOn probabIlity. The relationshIps were analysed usmg
glsbc reg
.
.
reSSlOns (for more de tatls see Table 4.1).

l'he selection units considered in this section are census plots (average area ::::: 47 ha), much
Sl11aller than most nature reserves (average area of Special Protection Areas for birds classified
until March 1998 in the UK ::::: 6020 ha; English Nature 1998). It is therefore likely that the
h.1rnov
.
.
.
er rates observed here are considerably faster than the ones occurrmg m reserves. In
COl11pensation, turnover is known to increase over time (Russell et a l. 1995), and reserves are
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eXpected to prevail far longer than the lO-year intervals considered in this study. I assume that
the turnover rates observed within lO-year intervals in the CBe plots exhibit similar patterns
to the ones observed in larger areas over longer periods and can be used to infer about the
reI l'
a IVe performance of different reserve selection strategies. This assumption is supported by
the fact that the same patterns explored in this study (rarer species tend to be more prone to
local extinction and species are more likely to persist in sites with higher local abundance)
agree w·th.
.
I prevIOUS studIes (see references above).

4.1.4 Reserve selection strategies
Using the information obtained in the previous analyses, several reserve selection strategies
were proposed and tested, using data on the eight pairs of years corresponding to a lO-year
interval I
. n each pair, the first year's data were used to select a reserve network following a
speciI'
IC strategy, and the last year's data to assess the results in terms of efficiency (Pressey and

N'

IcholIs 1989a) and effectiveness (see Section 3.2; Rodrigues et al. 1999). Efficiency is higher

When the total area occupied by the network is smaller. Effectiveness is higher when the
fra t'
C IOn of species absent from the network (the representation gap) is smaller.
For each

.
.. ,
.
paIr of years, the average effICIency and effectIveness were also determmed for 100

randomly selected networks of (approximately) a pre-defined area. This was done by selecting
s't
I es randomly, without replacement, until the total area was approximately that desired. I
applied this procedure to a wide range of areas to establish a null relationship between
efficien
cy and effectiveness (random model).
FiVe re

serve selection strategies were tested:

1) Select the minimum area such that each species is represented in at least one site.

2) Select the minimum area such that each species is represented at least by the site where it

OCCurs in higher abundance in terms of number of territories.

3) Select the minimum area such that each species is represented at least by the site where it
OCCurs in higher abundance in terms of density.

'The following strategies 4 and 5 are a relaxation of strategy 3, in the sense that species must be
repreSented by the best sites where they occur in terms of density. But instead of requiring that
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the best site is selected for each species, a higher flexibility is given in the choice for the most
C0111mon species . If a species has a flexibility value of

11,

it means that the site se lected to

represent it can be chosen among the n top sites in terms of density.

4) Species are classified into three classes according to their frequency (number of sites in
which they occur) in the data set - less than IS, between 16 and 30, and more than 31 with flexibility valu es respectively of I, 2 and 3 (Figure 4.2).

5) Species have flexibility values between 1 (the rarest species) and 25 (the most frequent) .
These were obtained according to the curve represented in Figure 4.2, which gives low
fleXibility to species with low and medium frequencies and high flexibility only to the
most common ones. The maximum flexibility of 25 corresponds to approximately half of
the frequency of the most common species (which means that for this species the selected
site can be any among the top half best ones).
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Pig
v lure 4.2 - Conversion between the frequency of a species (number of sites occupied) and the fl exibility
p: .ues applied in strategies 4 (white diamonds) and 5 (black circles), here illustrated for th e 1981-1991
Ir .of years. The curve for strategy 5 was obtained by transforming the frequency values, f;, of each
vP~cles I Using the equation Yi = 2f; + p , then scaling the resultant Yi to a [1,25] interval and rounding the
a Ues obtain ed to the nearest integer to get a flexibility value for i.

A.IJ minimisation problems were solved exactly as integer linear programming problems using
LINDO (UNDO Systems, Inc. 1996; see Chapter 2) . In each case only one optimal solution was
found (which is not unexpected since sites have different areas and there is a low probability

th

at the exact minimum is obtained by different sets of sites).
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4.1.5 Results of the reserve selection strategies
The random models (Figure 4.3) reveal an intrinsic trade-off between the efficiency and the
effective
f
.
..
ness 0 a reserve network: the larger the area covered, the more lIkely It IS to have a
lower representation gap 10 years afterwards. A possible strategy in terms of obtaining robust
reserve networks could therefore be simply to select as much area as possible. In the limit,
however, only by selecting the entire area could a maximum effectiveness be guaranteed a
priori, whOlC h'IS 0 b'
. .
vIously unrealIstIc.

In general, all five strategies tested performed considerably better than a random selection in
terms of b ot effectiveness
h'
. .
and effICIency.
Strategy 1 aims explicitly at maximising the efficiency of a reserve network and corresponds to
the most popular complementarity-based approach in the recent conservation literature (e.g.,
Rebelo and Siegfried 1992; Williams et al. 1996a; Csuti et al. 1997). However, it always resulted
in a s·Igm'f'Icantly larger representation gap than the other strategies (Figure 4.3),
demonstrating that it was not possible Simultaneously to maximise efficiency and effectiveness
Us'

mg this approach.

All strategies excluding strategy 1 addressed the lower probability of extinction in the best
sites Where a species occurs. Selecting the best sites in terms of number of territories (strategy
2) means selecting a larger fraction of each species' population, which makes sense in terms of

long'term persistence, as reflected by the generally small representation gap obtained.
Bowever, because a high number of territories in one site is often a reflection of a larger area,
th'
IS strategy tends to select larger sites, and indeed in all situations except one this was the
least eff' .
lClent strategy (Figure 4.3).

Selecting the best site in terms of density (strategy 3) may imply that very small sites are
selected (Gaston et al. 1999), but a high density may be associated with high habitat quality
and may be a good predictor of the probability of persistence in the site. As expected, this
strategy
. .
produced networks that were generally more effICIent than those selected by strategy
2, btlt always less efficient than the minimum set. Furthermore, their effectiveness was usually
high .
, mdicating that this may provide a good compromise between efficiency and
effectiveness.
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p'

o~gl~e 4.3 -:- Results obtained for each of the reserve selection strategies tested, for each of the eight pa irs
str year tnterva l considered, compared with the respective random models. For each reserve selection
ar: tegy , the data point indicates the total area occupied by the correspondent network (the smaller the
eff a ~he higher the effici ency, x axis) and the representation ga p (the lower the gap the higher the
ra e~hvenessm, y axis). Mean gap values a nd the 95% confidence intervals were obtained fTom 100
Ornly selected sites for each area . The values in parentheses refer to the number of species /number
SItes.

ot.
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Strategies 4 and 5 addressed the lower probability of local extinction of more common species
t .

o ll1crease the flexibility of choice in those species. As expected, this always resulted in a

higher efficiency of the reserve networks in relation to strategy 3, although sometimes it
incurred a larger representation gap (Figure 4.3). Because of its higher flexibility, this pattern
was more evident for strategy 5.

4.1.6 Discussion
The results obtained in this study suggest that, in spite of its popularity in recent conservation
l'
Iterature, a minimum set strategy to selecting reserve networks may not be sufficient if the
role of a network is to maintain species in the long-term rather than simply to represent them in
the present (Williams 1998b). This is consistent with the results obtained by Margules et a1.
(1994b; 36% species lost during a It-year interval from the minimum set of limestone

pavements that represented each plant species once, V.K.) and Virolainen et a1. (1999; 16%
species lost during a 63-year interval from the minimum set of lakes that represented each
plant Species once, Finland).

The results accomplished using the other selection strategies indicate that it is possible to
obtain r
.
.
eserve networks that are more robust to temporal turnover If specIes are represented
in the sites where they are more likely to persist in the long-term. All strategies that used this
basic rule performed significantly better in terms of effectiveness than the minimum
repreSentation set (Figure 4.3). When a higher flexibility in the selection of the best sites was
allowed for the most common species (which corresponds to giving priority to the rarer
sp .
eCles in the selection procedures), it was possible to improve efficiency, although often by
compro ;'.
mISmg some effectiveness.
Naturally, it should not be concluded from this exercise that to select the single best site is
sufficient to ensure the long-term maintenance of most species. Nevertheless, I believe that the
two major guidelines presented here are of general application: species must be protected in
theb t·
es sites where they occur (those that offer better chances of long-term persistence) and
the rarest species should receive a higher conservation investment. Although crude, these
anow for a simultaneous integration of viability and threat concerns in complementarity
reserve selection procedures (Nicholls 1998; Williams 1998b).
UnSUrprisingly, these two guidelines are not new in practical reserve selection exercises (see
Thomas 1991). For example, the EV Birds Directive (Council Directive 79/409/EEC of 2 April
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1979) gives priority to the most vulnerable species (listed in Annex I) and establishes that the

'most suitable territories' for those species should be classified as Special Protection Areas.
ACcordingly, the EU Habitats Directive (Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992)
Considers two levels of important species (the ones listed in Annex Il, and among those the
ones classified as 'priority') and establishes that in the classification of Special Conservation
Areas the density and dimension of the population of the species in each site must be taken
into account. More or less systematically, conservation agencies have always been struggling
to protect the best sites for the most threatened species, but there are practical constraints to be
conside re d at the same hme
. (Thomas 1991).
However, such a strategy is more costly than one aiming at simple representation (Figure 4.3).
This may provide an additional explanation for the observation that existing reserve networks
are less efficient in representing biodiversity features than a minimum set (e.g., Rebelo and
S'
legfried 1992; Castro Parga et al. 1996), which has been interpreted as demonstrating that
reserve
networks have been selected in an ad hoc fashion (e.g., Pressey and Tully 1994; see
Section 2.2 for a critique). Less efficiency may also be a consequence of incorporating in the
reserve I .
se echon procedures a concern for the long-term maintenance of the biodiversity
features of interest.
l'h

e results presented in this study also demonstrate that there is a trade-off between

effectiveness and efficiency, and that maximising both simultaneously is unlikely to be
POSsible. The {act that conservation planners have been emphasising the former while
s .
Clentists Working in conservation research have been mainly concerned with the latter may
help to explain the gap between theory and practice in reserve selection procedures
(Prendergast et al. 1999). Effectiveness has mainly been addressed by focusing on some target
species or ecosystems and selecting networks of reserves that aim at maintaining them. On the
other hand, complementarity-based algorithms have been aiming at maximising efficiency by
lOOk'
ing for minimum sets that represent all features. There are dangers in both approaches:
the first results in a biased and inefficient distribution of the conservation resources among
biod'
.
IverSlty features, some being highly protected while others are totally unrepresented; the
latter may result in reserve networks that are not robust over time, and it may be sending,
albeit unWittingly, the message that a minimum set is sufficient to maintain diversity when in
fact it is not.

Here I have illustrated how it is possible to achieve a compromise between efficiency and
effectiveness if the concerns about viability and threat are embedded in complementarity-
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based algorithms. This does not imply a need to hold such detailed data as the CBC, but does
imply a need to make the best use of all the relevant information available. Indeed, it is often
the case that when the detailed distribution data required to apply complementarity-based
alg 'run
Ont s are available, so is other relevant information that has been overlooked in simply
searching for minimum representation. This includes, for example, Red Data books, which can
be used to establish priorities in terms of conservation investment, and information on the
location of the best sites for at least some species, even if established qualitatively in terms of
habitat quality or availability.

RedUcing the gap between theory and practice in reserve selection procedures (Prendergast et
al, 1999) wI'll reqUIre
. th at SCIentIsts
..
. t0 conserva t'lOn
wor k"mg m conserva t'lOn research gIve
planners the tools that allow them to integrate the concerns and information that they consider
to be relevant.
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4.2 Using presence/absence data to establish reserve selection
procedures that are robust to temporal species turnover
4.2.1 Introduction

Maintaining the diversity of biological features in a given region over the long term is the
prime Objective in the establishment of a network of nature reserves. Indeed, concern about the
likelyp .
erslstence of features in reserves has always been a feature of practical reserve selection
.
.
exercises Of
.
ten thIS has been expressed by fOCUSIng resources on a few target species,
frequently the most endangered ones (e.g., Thomas 1991; Madsen et al. 1998), with the
eXpectation that in maintaining them other features of interest will be preserved as well.
However, it has been demonstrated that in some situations, at least, this approach may not be
effect' .
lve In conserving non-target species (e.g., Kerr 1997).

One approach to addressing simultaneous concerns about persistence and about the
conserv t'
a Ion of a multitude of species has been to use reserve selection procedures that select
the best sites on the basis of an index that incorporates one or several variables thought to be
of'
Importance (so-called scoring procedures). The appeal of such indices is that they can easily
integrate a diversity of concerns, including biological, social and economic ones. The longterm
.
perSIstence of features has usually been addressed by valuing sites with more threatened
sp .
eCIes and/ or sites with higher value for wildlife (frequently those with higher abundance of
.
the sp'
eCIes of Interest; e.g., G6tmark et al. 1986; Brown et al. 1995a; Turpie 1995). The drawback
of these procedures is the risk that the areas selected are unnecessarily duplicating some
att Ob
n utes, while leaving other features of interest totally unrepresented in the reserve network
(Pres
sey and Nicholls 1989a).

Reserve selection strategies based on the complementarity principle (Vane-Wright et aI. 1991)
have been developed as a response to the recognition that resources for the protection of
biodiversity will always be limited. These aim at a high efficiency (sensu Pressey and Nicholls
1989a) in the representation of all biodiversity features of interest with the minimum cost. The

tnost commonly used of these procedures searches for the minimum area such that all features
are re
presented at least once in the reserve network (e.g., Margules et aI. 1988; Sretersdal et al.
1993' C

.

, suh et al. 1997; Pressey et al. 1997; Howard et al. 1998). The underlying rationale

.

IS

that
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features cannot be protected by reserves if they do not occur in the network in the first place
(Margules et al. 1988).

However, this simple representation strategy may not be sufficient to assure the long-term
perSistence of features in the network. Indeed, previous studies have found that minimum sets
failed to retain all the species that justified their selection some years afterwards (Margules et
al. 1994b - 36% species lost during a ll-year interval from the minimum set of limestone
pavements that represented each plant species once, U.K.; Virolainen et al. 1999 - 16% species
lost d .
urmg a 63-year interval from the minimum set of lakes that represented each plant
sp .
eCles once, Finland; Rodrigues et al. 2000b - average 8% species loss during ten-year
intervals from the minimum number of census plots that represented each bird species once,
United I<"Ingd om, see Section 4.1).
D'f
1

ferent strategies have been suggested in the literature to improve the robustness of

COmplementarity_based reserve selection procedures. Making use of abundance data, Kershaw
et al. (1994) and Turpie (1995) proposed that only those sites where species occur above a
certain abundance value should be considered for selection, while Nicholls (1998) proposed
the establishment of a minimum population size as a required representation target for each
sp .
eCles. Furthermore, the results obtained in Section 4.1 (Rodrigues et al. 2000b) suggest that
more robUst networks can be obtained by selecting the sites at which each species occurs at
relativel h'
y Igh local abundance. Strategies based on presence/absence data that have been
proposed include multiple representations (e.g., Pressey and Nicholls 1989b; Lombard et al.
1995; Williams et al. 1996a) and representation of all species in a minimum fraction of their
rang .
e In the study area (e.g., Nicholls and Margules 1993; Pressey and Tully 1994; Pressey et
al. 1997). A more elaborate approach proposed by Williams (1998b), consists of excluding
reCords for particular species in areas where their viability seems likely to be poor as assessed
Us'
Ing niche-based modelling of the local habitat suitability.

Here I consider three families of reserve selection strategies based on presence/absence data:
multiple representations, selecting an increasing percentage of each species' range, and
selecting the sites where species exhibited a higher permanence rate in the past. Considering
SPeCies as features of biodiversity, I use data from the Common Birds Census in the United

1<'

Ingdo m to examine how these strategies affect the efficiency and the effectiveness (a measure

inversely related to the gap between the representation target required and the one attained by
the network; see Section 3.2 and Rodrigues et al. 1999) of reserve networks in maintaining
SPeCies OVer time in comparison with a single representation strategy.
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4.2.2 Data and methods
The Common Birds Census (CBC), run by the British Trust for Ornithology, has been the
primary scheme by which populations of common breeding birds have been monitored in the

U·

nIted Kingdom (for a comprehensive description of the history and methodology of CBC, see

Marchant et al. 1990). Although it provides information on the abundance of each species in
each site, m
. th'IS analYSIS
. I used presence/absence data only.
I Used the CBC data collected between 1976 and 1991 in a variable number of farmland and

WOodland sites. I considered six pairs of years with a ten-year interval in between: 1976-1986
through 1981-1991. For each pair, I analysed only those sites with good quality information in
both years and that had been visited at least twice in the previous five years. Only those
spec'
les for which presence/absence had been recorded in all years (77 species) were
COnsidered.
Three fa mIles
'1' of reserve selection strategies were tested.
1) Single and multiple representations. Single representation: select the minimum area
SUch that each species is represented in at least one site (a). This corresponds to the most
commonly used complementarity-based approach in the recent reserve selection literature.
Multiple representations: select the minimum area such that each species is represented

in at least n sites (or the maximum number of sites where the species occurs, if less than n):
(b) n :: 2; (c) n

=3; (d) n =4; (e) n =5.

2) Percentage of range. Select the minimum area such that each species is represented in at
least a p percentage of its range in the study area: (a) p =10%; (b) p :: 20%; (c) p =30%; (d) p
:: 40%; (e) p :: 50%. As an approximation, the range of each species was given by the total
area of sites where the species occurs.

3) Permanence rate. A permanence rate is calculated for each species in each site, given by the
fraction of years in which the species was recorded at the site in relation to the total
number of years in which the site was visited in the period between five years before and
the first year of a pair of years separated by a ten-year interval (e.g., for the 1976-86
interval, the permanence rate for each species in each site is given by the number of times
the Species was recorded at the site from 1971 to 1976 in relation to the total number of
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visits in those years). Select the minimum area such that each species is represented at
least at the site, or one of the sites, where it has the higher permanence rate registered.
In each

.
paIr of years, the first year's data were used to select a reserve network following a

specific strategy. The network was then evaluated according to: a) its efficiency (Pressey and
N'
ICholls 1989a), which is higher when the total area occupied is smaller; b) its effectiveness
(see Section 3.2; Rodrigues et al. 1999) over time, which is higher when the fraction of species
absent fr
h
.
.
om t e network ten years afterwards (the representatIOn gap) is smaller (throughout
this se t'
c Ion, I use 'effectiveness' in this sense).
l'he oPtimal solution was found in each case and then four near-optimal solutions. This was
done by first determining the optimal solution and then solving the problem after adding an
additional constraint that excludes the optimal solution previously found (Camm et al. 1996;
ROdrigues et al. 2000c; see Section 2.1). In this way, the optimisation algorithm finds another
OPtimum (if it exists) or the nearest best solution. By repeating this procedure, a sequence of
five solUtions with non-decreasing areas (but all close to the minimum) was obtained for each
problem. The average area and average representation gap of those five solutions was
obtained. The average area is still very close to the optimal value while the average
effecti
.
veness IS a value that is more representative of the performance of a given strategy and
less lik I
e y to have been determined by chance.
For each paIr
. 0 f years, the average effICIency
..
.
for 100
and.
effechveness were also determmed
randomly selected networks of (approximately) a pre-defined area. This was done by selecting
S't
1 es randomly, without replacement, until the total area was approximately that pre-defined
(ObviouSly, given variability in the areas of sites random networks will seldom be precisely
th'
IS area). I applied this procedure to a wide range of areas to establish a null relationship
between efficiency and effectiveness (random model).

A.ll m' . .

.
lnlmIsatlOn problems were solved exactly as integer linear programming problems (see

Secr
IOn 2.1; Rodrigues et al. 2000c) using CPLEX (ILOG 1999).

The selection units considered in this section are census plots, much smaller than most nature
reserv
es. Although this implies that the turnover rates observed are probably much faster than
the ones Occurring in reserves during a ten-year interval, turnover is also known to increase
oVer t'

Ime (Russell et al. 1995) and reserves are expected to prevail far longer than ten years. It

\Vas aSSUmed that the turnover rates observed within ten-year intervals in the CBe plots
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exhibit . '1
Slml ar patterns to the ones observed in reserves over longer periods (see Section 4.1;
Rodrigues et al. 2000b).
Although the CBe concerns species that are" common" in the UK, many are rare in this data
Set (f
or example, in 1981 nearly 40% of the species had a range of less than a quarter of the
total t d
s u y area). The eBe data are used here as an exemplar data set to explore general
reserve I .
se echon strategies, and therefore the results should not be interpreted as an attempt to
propose a new reserve network in the United Kingdom.

4.2.3 Results
For each pair of years, the corresponding random model illustrates what is the expected
effectiv
eness of a network of a given area selected randomly (Figure 4.4). As predicted, the
larger the area, the lower the representation gap ten years afterwards (in the limit, when all
sites a
.
re selected a representation gap of zero is obtained). This has consequences for the
lnterpretation of the results of the strategies tested - just by increasing the area (lowering the
eff .

lClency) of a network a higher effectiveness is anticipated.

By definition, maximum efficiency in a reserve network is achieved by the minimum set that
represents every species at least once (single representation strategy, la). However, this
strategy always resulted in large representation gaps (Figure 4.4). Increasing the minimum
nUl11ber of representations required for each species (strategies Ib, le, Id and le) always
leq .
Ulred the selection of a larger reserve network area but resulted generally in a considerably

h'
Igher effectiveness of the networks obtained (Figure 4.4). In particular, increasing the number
of
.
repreSentations from one to two resulted always in a reduction of the gap to less than half
its init' I
la value (although requiring on average more than twice the area).
The general pattern of results obtained for the family of strategies involving the selection of
SOl11e percentage of the range of each species is similar to that of the single and multiple
repr
.
esentatlOn family - a higher representation target corresponds always to a lower efficiency
and generally to a higher effectiveness (Figure 4.4). However, in some cases an inversion was
obtained ...in, the pattern 0 f d ecreasmg
. efectlveness,
f'
. an .
. represen tat'IOn gap In
.
I.e.,
mcreasmg
SPite of the Iarger area (Figure
.
4.4a,c,e!J.
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Selecting sites with a high permanence rate resulted consistently in networks with maximum
effectiveness (zero representation gap) and a high efficiency (always higher than the one
obtained by the strategy of representing each species twice; Figure 4.4).

4.2.4 Discussion
The reSUlts obtained in this study are consistent with previous findings (see Section 4.1;
Margules et al. 1994b; Virolainen et al. 1999; Rodrigues et al. 2000b) in suggesting that a single
representation strategy to selecting reserve networks is not sufficient to ensure the
111'
alntenance of species over the long-term. A high level of efficiency is attained at the cost of
low effectiveness. However, the results obtained using the three families of strategies tested
ind'
ICate that by compromising some efficiency it is possible to obtain reserve networks that are
1110re rob ust to speCIes
' temporal turnover.
A Inult'Ip Ie representation strategy seems to be a safer investment than one based on a
Percenta ge 0 f area. The results .
.
. the
ID the
fIrst case - a general tendency to a d ecrease ID
representation gap when the target is increased (Figure 4.4) - are as expected, since by
req ..
UlrIDg multiple representations there is a higher probability that each of the species will
per'
SIst oVer a ten-year period in at least one of the sites selected. On the other hand, some of
the
f
. the percentage of range famIly
" of strategIes are apparent Iy counter. reSUlt sound
ID
IntUitive, as they suggest a significant risk of obtaining a simultaneously less efficient and less
effective network when increasing the representation target (Figure 4.4a,c,ej). These
COntra t'
SIng results are probably a consequence of the fact that the first family of strategies
giVes more emphasis to rare species while the second in fact gives priority to the most
Wid
.
espread ones. For a multiple representation strategy, a target of n = 3 sites, for example,
ll1eans selecting all of the sites which are occupied by species which occur in a total of three or
feWer .
sItes, and a decreasing proportion of the total number of sites occupied by each of the
mOre W'd
I espread species as this number increases. On the contrary, a target of p =30% for a
percentage of range strategy means requiring very large areas for very widespread species and
Very
small areas for very rare ones. When the goal is to generate networks that are robust to
temporal Species turnover, the first approach is expected to perform better, since rare species
are kn
Own to be more prone to local extinction (Section 4.1; Gaston 1994; Rodrigues et al.
2000b), and may therefore require a higher investment in order to persist in a reserve network.

The'

.

lIWerslOns observed in the results for a percentage of range strategy (Figure 4.4a,c,ej)
fallow
.
perhaps from a reduction of total area allocated to some of the rarer species when
Increa .
SIng the required representation target. For a small target (say, 10%), only one or two
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sites at w h'IC h they occur need to be included for both rare and common species to be
suff .
lClently represented. For increasing targets, most of the sites added are likely to be
required to meet the target for the most common species, as the rare ones will still achieve the
percentage of area required with representation at only one site. If when increasing the target
some sites that contain rare species but that are unnecessary to achieve their representation
target (that happened to have been selected previously) are replaced by others that contribute
only to representing more common species, the probability of extinction of these rare species
in the network increases and may result in a lower effectiveness despite the larger area being
selected.

A. practical problem when using the multiple representation strategy is to know what is the
adequate degree of replication needed in order to attain a high effectiveness without
llnnecessarily compromising the efficiency of the network. In practice, the adequate target for
each Species may have to be decided on a case-by-case basis, according to the available
informat'
Ion and the specific goals established for the network.

~ drawback of the multiple representation strategy is that it considers all sites where a species
IS present to have the same value for its persistence. Although the risk is lower when setting
h'
19her representation targets, there is a danger in this approach that all sites of a network

where the species is represented are inadequate for its long-term survival while the best sites
are left unprotected (Turpie 1995). Strategies that target sites where species are more likely to
persist are therefore expected to perform better in terms of long-term effectiveness (Williams
1998b) I
'.
.
. ndeed, ID thIS data set the strategy based on permanence was the most effectIve
(Figure 4.4), which can be explained by a lower local extinction probability in the sites with
higher
permanence rate (Figure 4.5).
becid'
tng which sites should preferentially be selected for each species can be based on
abUndance data, as in Section 4.1 (Rodrigues et al. 2000b), or on presence/absence information
about species persistence over time, as here. Both types of information are often unavailable to
planners and can be expensive to obtain. Obtaining an accurate estimate of the abundance of
each species in each site at a given time requires a substantial investment when compared with
the one needed to obtain presence/absence data. For example, the time input required for a
full

eBe

analYSis to obtain the number of breeding pairs of each species in each plot is

eStimated to be at least 3.5 times that of presence/absence data (14 versus 4 days per plot per
ar
:e to carry out fieldwork and analysis; presence/absence could be obtained with less
Investment, but with greater uncertainty about which species use a site). In a related study,
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Gregory et at. (1994) estimated the time input required for a fu ll CBe to be 6.9 times that of
uSing .
POInt counts (55 versus 8 hours per plot per year).
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Pigure
' b etween t h e Ioca I permanence rate (f ractlOn
'
' w h IC
' h a specIes
' was
reco d 4.5 - Rei a t'Ions IIIp
0 f years In
and ;9~d at the site in relation to the total number of years in which the si te was visited between 1976
that ' 1) and the subsequent ex tinction probability (the probability of the species becoming ex tinct in
SIte betw
'
refer
een 1981-1991). Likelihood ra tio test (x2-test); n= 2205;x2-test = 304.661; P < 0,001. Dot s Izes
the to the number of correspondent data values (as there is only a small number of possible values for
,
perman
'
caused
ence rate). Only data on the 1981-91 paIr of years has been used to prevent non-Independence
by overlapping time-se ries,

Perrnanence rates require having information on the presence/absence of species in each of
' d 0 f- mOl1ltonng
..
b e fore d eCI'd'mg w h'IC I')
the sites in a senes
. 0 f years, w h'IC h'mvo Ives a peno
reserves t
o select. Nevertheless, the collection of presence/absence data req uires Jess expertise
and
rnay be more attractive to volunteers (Bart and Klosiewski 1989). And it may be easier to
recru 't
I Volunteers to work less intensively over some years than to concentrate the same
.
InVestrn
.
ent In a short period in order to collect abundance data.
Either b

.

YUSIng abundance or time se ries of presence/absence data, there is an additional cost

attached to directing surveys at obtaining information about the best sites for the conservation
of each Species, over and above that of simply determining the spatial occurrence of species.
But·
,
LncIUdIng this information in the reserve selection procedures may result both in a higher

effectiveness and in a higher efficiency (i.e., lower cost) in the implementa tion of the network.
And '
Indeed, in these analyses I found that it was a better slTategy to select the best s ite for
each
.
speCIes than to inves t in multiple, but blind, redundancy (Figure 4.4). In practical reserve
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seleCtion ex erClses,
'
the gam
' from usmg
' more m
, formahon
"

IS

avOI'd'mg th e

COS t 0 f

' ,
acqmrmg

unnecessarily large reserve systems and may well compensate for the resources invested in the
111

'

onaoring schemes needed to acquire that information (Balmford and Gaston 1999),
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4.3 Complementary representation and zones of ecological
transition

4.3.1 Introduction

The methods by which priority areas for conservation should be identified have been much
debated (e.g., Diamond 1975; Smith and Theberge 1986; Shafer 1991; Scott et al. 1993;
Mitterm .
eler et al. 1998; Schwartz 1999; Myers et al. 2000). Those approaches based on the
Complementarity principle (Vane-Wright et al. 1991) are becoming increasingly popular in the
conservation literature (e.g., Pressey et al. 1993; Williams et al. 1996a; Csuti et al. 1997; Howard
et al. 1998). Most commonly, these methods look for a set of sites such that all species of
concern are represented in the minimum possible total area.
One Potential drawback of such minimum sets is that some species may be represented at sites
that are inadequate for their long-term persistence in the final conservation network (Harrison
and M t'
ar Inez 1995; Turpie 1995). For example, Branch et al. (1995) found that seven of the
eight sites selected to represent all species of land tortoises and terrapins in southern Africa
were inadequate for the protection of the species that justified their selection. Likewise,
N'
lcholls (1998) found that in a near-minimum set selected to represent species of snakes in
South Africa, most species were mainly represented in grid cells covering the periphery of
their spatial distributions. This might explain the finding by other studies that minimum sets
are'
Ineffective in maintaining species over time (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2; Margules et al. 1994b;
Virolai
nen et al. 1999; Rodrigues et al. 2000a,b).

1'0 date, there has been no investigation of whether there is reason to suspect an inherent
tenden .
cy In minimum complementary sets to select sites that are of marginal value for the
conservation of species. The high efficiency of minimum sets (i.e., the ability to represent a
ma .
l(lmurn of diversity in the minimum number of sites; Pressey and Nicholls 1989a) is their
mOst acclaimed trait, and derives from the selection of sites that are highly complementary in
terllls of species composition. It is implicitly assumed that this complementarity is obtained by
selecting sites representative of different ecological regions, which therefore have species
asselllbl
ages that complement each other. However, it can be envisaged that an even more
efficie t
n way of representing all species would be to select areas in the transition between
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ecologicaIregIons,
'
.
.
.
WIth
specIes
assemblages resultant from a mIxture
of floras or faunas,
which Would allow the simultaneous representation of species belonging to different
ecol .
oglcal regions (Figure 4.6). If so, then the high efficiency of minimum sets may be attained
at the cost of a preferential selection of sites which are not truly representative of any
ecological region and where species are represented at marginal sites within their ranges.
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;~~u~e 4.6 - Hypothetical distribution of five species (a, b, c, d, e) across an environmental gradient. All

oneCl~S might be represented at the core of their ranges by two sites (2 and 4) or by a minimum set of just
sIte (3) in the transition between different species assemblages.

In this section, I use data on the distribution of birds in South Africa and Lesotho to test this
idea. First, I determine if a minimum complementary set provides an adequate representation
of spe' .
Cles. Then, I explore whether this method tends to select sites in areas of ecological
transition.

4.3.2 Data

The SOuthern African Bird Atlas Project (SABAPi Harrison et al. 1997) has provided the most
comprehensive information currently available on the distribution of birds in southern Africa.
Data We
.
.
.
re :rnamly collected between 1987 and 1992, at a spatIal resolution of a quarter-degree
grid for Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland and Zimbabwe, and on a half-degree grid
for Botswana, Observers visiting each cell recorded the presence of identified species on
checklists, breeding and non-breeding records being considered equivalent. A total of 909
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Sp .
eCles Were recorded. Based on these data, reporting rates were calculated for each species in
each cell as the proportion of checklists submitted for that cell on which the species was
reCorded (for a more detailed description of the methods used in the SABAP, see Harrison et
al, 1997).

In this s l'
ec lon, I used the presence/absence data for South Africa and Lesotho (1858 grid cells),
eXcluding marine, vagrant, marginal and escaped species from the analysis (651 species were
analysed). Following Gaston (1994), species in the lower range size (the number of cells
oCCUpied)"
.
quarhle were conSIdered as rare (163 specIes).
:or these rare species, I also used the printed maps in Harrison et al. (1997) to obtain
mformal'
lOn on reporting rates across their ranges. Reporting rates are represented as, usually
fOUr, classes (two for species with few records). For cells falling in the class of lowest reporting
rate, less than 2% of checklists submitted recorded the presence of a given species, but cut-off
values f
or other classes vary greatly between species.
Seven b'
lOmes were defined within the study area: Desert, Succulent Karoo, Nama Karoo,
s
PYnbo , Grassland, Woodland (Savanna and thicket biomes combined) and Forest (see
Ruthe f
r ord and Westfa1l1994; Low and Rebelo 1996 for descriptions). The percentage of each
cell OCCupied by each biome was calculated by digitising Low and Rebelo's (1996) map of the
biomes, replotting it in ArcInfo, and using this software to calculate percentage coverage of
eachc 11 b
e Y each biome type.
In add' .
.
lhon, I used two classification systems of vegetation types for the study area: that into

S~xteen types by Harrison et al. (1997), who provided corresponding distribution maps; and a
fmer cla .f' .
SSI IcatlOn into sixty-eight types by Low and Rebelo (1996) for which only the number
of tYpe
s present in each cell were known.
4.3.3 Are species adequately represented by a minimum complementary
Set?

Thirty Complementary sets were obtained that represent all 651 bird species in South Africa
and Lesotho by solving the integer linear problem of minimising the number of grid cells such
that ea h
'.
c SpecIes IS represented at least once (Underhill1994; see Chapter 2). The problem was
SolVed uSing the CPLEX optimisation software (ILOG 1999), and the minimum number of cells
needed to represent all species was 19. Because numerous equally optimal solutions exist for
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this problem, the specific solution found depends on the order in which variables (sites) are
introduced. In order to obtain 30 representatives of the entire set of optimal solutions, the
. repeated
problem W as soI
ved "
30 tImes after re-ordermg the data set randomly. To aVOId
selection of the same solutions, each time one was sought an additional restriction was added
to the problem that excluded the solution previously found (see Section 2.1; Rodrigues et al.
2000c). This procedure obtains a random set of optimal solutions without replacement.
I have Considered that sites at which species occur at lower abundance, at the periphery of
their ra
nges, or that do not correspond to their preferred vegetation type, are not adequate for

the Species' conservation, or at least would not provide the best basis for such action

~throughout this section, I use the term 'adequate' and its derivatives in this sense). Therefore,

111 order to determine whether bird species were adequately represented in reserve networks
corresp d'
on mg to each of the complementary sets identified, I have performed three analyses.

First, for the rare species only, I determined the quality of the sites selected in terms of
report'
mg rates, by overlaying the sites selected by each of the complementary solutions on the
distrib r
U Ion maps in Harrison et al. (1997). The eight species that had only one class of
reporting rate in the study area were excluded from this analysis. Within each species' range,
the reporting rates were assumed to increase in a broadly monotonic manner with increasing
denSity (Robertson et al. 1995; Harrison et al. 1997), therefore providing a measure of relative
abund
ance. Across the 30 complementary solutions, between 36.1 % and 40.0% (mean 38.2%) of
~~
.
.
SpeCles analysed were represented in the complementary sets by sites other than those
frorn tl
:le best class of reporting rates found in the study area, while 18.1% to 21.9% (mean
20.1%)
were represented only by sites from the worst class.
Second, I determined the quality of sites selected in terms of their spatial positions in the
rang
es of the species. I considered a cell to be at the edge of a species' range if the species is
present·
In that cell but not in at least one of its neighbours (the eight surrounding cells).
Species wh
.
.
ose ranges are so fragmented that they consist of edge cells alone (92 species) were
el(clud d f
e rOm this analysis. Between 23.4% and 28.3% (mean 24.4%) of the species analysed
were re
presented in the complementary sets solely by edge cells.
l'hird I
, used the 16 vegetation types of Harrison et al. (1997) to determine the quality of the
COmplementary sets in relation to each species' preferred type. Overlaying each species' range
w'th
h.l the vegetation distribution maps, the preferred type was defined as that in which the
Ighest percentage of the species' range falls. Species whose ranges fall entirely inside the
Preferr d
e vegetation type (26 species) were excluded from this analysis. Between 6.2% and
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14.4% (mean 11.7%) of the species analysed were represented in the complementary sets only
by cells that do not correspond to the preferred vegetation type.

The results of all three of the above analyses demonstrate that a large to moderate fraction of
the bird Species in South Africa and Lesotho are inadequately represented in a complementary
Set of 't
SI es that represents all species at least once.

4.3.4 Are complementary sets prone to selecting sites in areas of
eCOlogical transition?
Five m
easures were considered that are expected to reflect the location of areas of ecological
trans't'
1 Ion and used to determine whether complementary sets for the birds of South Africa
and L
esotho tend to select higher values of these measures than expected by chance. This was
done b
I
Yca culating the mean value for each measure across the cells in each complementary
Set and counting the number of occasions on which this value falls within the 5% upper tail
(i.e., a one-tal'1ed test) of a random distribution of means obtained
.
by .
selecting 10,000 rand om
Sets of 1

9 cells each. For each of the measures, I also compared the mean frequency

distrib t'

.

u Ion of values obtained for the cells selected by complementarity to the frequency

distrib l'

u IOn for all the 1858 cells in the study area (see legend to Figure 4.9 for an explanation).

First Id
I

etermined whether complementary sets tend to select areas at the edge of vegetation

tYpes. A cell was considered to be at the edge of a given type if it belongs to that type but at
least One of its neighbours does not (Figure 4.7a). Whilst the fraction of all cells in the study
area who h
lC are edge cells was 0.51, a mean of 0.74 (minimum 0.63, maximum 0.84) of the cells
Sel
.
ected by complementarity were edges (Figure 4.7b-i). The mean fraction of edge cells in each
of the 30 complementary sets always fell within the 5% upper tail of a random distribution.
Second I
, determined whether complementary sets tend to select areas of high biome
heterog .
eneIty. For each grid cell, a biome heterogeneity measure was obtained using
Sitnpso ' .
n s mdex of diversity (Krebs 1999):
I-Sum (P;)2

where Pi is the fraction of the grid cell's area occupied by biome i (Figure 4.8a). This index
rang
es from zero, when only one biome is present in the cell, to 0.86 when all seven biomes are
Present·
m the same proportions. This measure is expected to reach high values in areas of
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tran 'f
SI Ion between biomes. The values recorded ranged between zero and 0.76. The mean
b'
lame heterogeneity value of complementary sets fell within the 5% upper tail of a random
d' .
.
IstnbutlOn in 18 of the 30 cases (binomial tes t = 0.18, n.s.). The frequ ency distribution for the
comple
mentary sets was slightly skewed to the right in relation to the general frequency
dist 'b .
n utlon (Figure 4.9a).

~~~~e I~? - (a)

Illustration of th e de finiti on of edge cells (dark g rey), as o pposed to core cells (light g rey),

Squ a p Ifled for the Sour Grasslands vegetation type. Pos ition of cells selected by complementarity (open

h
'1
Veg 'res·
et .' ere 1 lustrated for one of the 30 complementary solutions found) in relation to the edges of
(Iight~hOn types: (b) Grassy Karoo (light g rey) and Eas t Coast Littora l (dark grey); (c) Succulent Karoo
l<aro a~d Sweet Grasslands (dark); (d) Sour Grasslands (light) and Southern Kalahari (dark); (e) Nam a
Alp 'o (light) and Arid Wood land (dark); (j) Va ll ey Bushveld (light) and Moist Wood land (dark); (g )
Afr~ne Grasslands (light) and Fynbos (dark); (/r) Mopane (light) and Mixed Grasslands (dark); and (i)
fnontane Forest (light) and Central Kalahari (dark) .

'Third I
, used as a measure of ecolog ical trans ition the number of vegeta tion types record ed for
each .
.
gnd cell, out of the s ixty-e ight types defined by Low and Rebelo (1 996) (Figure 4.8b). This
IS ex
Pected to be hi ghe r in a reas of tra nsition between different vegetation compositions. The
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values recorded ranged between one and eight. The mean number of vegetation types in each
of the complementary sets always fell within the 5% upper tail of a random distribution. The
frequency distribution for these 30 sets showed a marked displacement to the right (Figure
4.9b).

~~&t'eureroge4.8 .-

Values of (a) biome heterogeneity, (b) number of vegetation types, (c) bird composition
Whit . neIty, and (d) Pgacross South Africa and Lesotho. Darker colours correspond to hig her values .
foun~.lS absence of data . The cells outlined in black correspond to one of the complementary solutions

POUrth, Using the presence/absence data for each bird species in each grid cell, a dissimilarity
ll1easure Was obtained for each pair of cells using the complement of the simple matching
cOeff' .
IC1ent (Krebs 1999):

1 - (Cl + d) / (n + b + c + d)
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where a is the numbe r of species occurring in both cells (A and B) of a pair, b is the numbe r of
sp .
eCles Occurring in A but not in B, c is the number of species occurring in B but not in A, and
d'
IS the number of sp ecies abse nt from both cells. For each cell, the value of bird compos ition
heterogeneity w as obtained by calcula tin g the average dissimilarity be tween the cell and each
of its n . hb
elg Ours (Figure 4.8c). This index ranges between ze ro, w hen the cell h as the sa me
sp .
eCles composition as a ll of its ne ighbours, and one, when it does not sha re any species w ith
its .
neIghbours. This meas ure is ex pected to ca pture the transitio n be twee n areas of different
species
..
composItIon. The va lu es recorded ranged from 0.03 to 0.26. For all of the
COmplementa ry se ts, the mea n valu e of bi rd composition he te rogeneity a lways fe ll w ithin the
50;'

upper tail of a random distribution. The frequ ency distribution for these se ts showed a
Very clear d 1' splacement to the ri ght (Fi gure 4.9c).
o
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4.9 \- Com pa rison between the frequency d istributions obtained for all g rid cells in the study a rea
the m ars, and the mea n frequency distributions of the 30 co mp lementa ry sets (w hite bars), for each of
hete easures: (a) biome heterogeneity, (b ) number of vegeta tion ty pes, (c) bird co mposi ti on
the ~~g~neity, and (d) Pg. In each histogra m, ten (eight in b) equa l w idth classes were considered between
Obtai n n1rnum and the m aximum va lues recorded in all cells. The frequency d istribution for all cells was
(relati ed by computing the fra ction of all cells in the stud y a rea whose va lues fa ll w ithin each class
ca lcUl v~ frequency). The mea n frequency distribution for the comp lementa rity sets was obtained by
ahng th e mean rela ti.ve frequency In
. each of those classes for the 30 complementa ry sets.
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p'
lnally, I tested if complementary sets tend to fall into areas of high species spatial turnover, a

notion that has been associated with the concept of ~ diversity (e.g., Blackburn and Caston
19
96) . I developed a measure of ~ diversity based on the rate of species replacement across
rnultidirectional gradients

m

g;

see Figure 4.10 for an explanation; Figure 4.8d). As with the

previous measure, this is expected to highlight transition areas between different species
asSernblages, but it is more effective in capturing directional gradients in composition. It is also
less sen 't'
SI Ive to fragmentation, whether real or artificially imposed on the data set by uneven
sarnpling effort (a potential limitation associated with neighbourhood indices; WiIli a ms et al.
1999)
and to local species richness. The values recorded ranged between 1.2% and 58.1%. The
rnean p .
g In each of the complementary sets always fell within the 5% upper tail of a random
distribut'
Ion. Accordingly, the frequency distribution for these sets showed a marked
displacement to the right when compared with the distribution for the entire data set (Figure
4.9d).

tranSition

sPecies

[ I

lf

w

(a)

(b)

(c)

E

5

(cl)

:~~~~e

4.10 - Illustration of the concept and measurement of P diversity based on multidirectiona l
edge e~ts (~g) . This mea sure highlights regions tha t have a high proportion of species tha t a re on the
0
On th /he,r ranges ('transition species'). (a) Considering a linea r sequence of five adjacent cells centred
fOlio; oc,,1 cell (in grey) for which Pg is to be measured, species whose range within these five cells
sPecie s, one of the pa tterns indicated by the thick horizontal lines were considered to be 'transition
at the S . The same applies when only four (b) or three (c) adjacent cells are possible (this happens for cells
sPec' edge of the study area). The percentage of transition species in relation to the total number of
dire~~iS fO lll1 d in the sequence of adjacent cells measures the intensity of species replacement across that
West.;n. (d) The intensity of species replacement is measured across four directi ons (dashed arrows):
the In ".s t (horizontal), North-South (vertical), NW-SE and NE-SW (two diagonals). The final Pgvalue is
aXItY\um of these values.

OVerall, these results suggest a marked tendency for minimum se ts for birds in South Africa
and Lesotho to coincide with areas of ecological transition, an outcome that was consistent for
tlr
fO of the five measures of transition considered . Only for the biome heterogeneity measure
was th
ere no significant difference between minimum sets and areas chosen at random, but
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tIt, ,
IS IS likely to be the least sensitive of the measures, since being based on seven biomes only it
overlooks transl't'Ion areas WIt'hin b'lOme classes,

4.3.5 Discussion
The SitnpliCI'ty of mffiImum
"
"
' features
sets as a way 0 f
representmg
a maXImum 0 f b'10d'IversIty
at m' ,
il1Imum cost makes them extremely appealing for conservation planning, In practice, of
course f
, ew proponents of complementarity-based methods would argue that representing
each Species only once in a conservation network is a sensible planning strategy (although
seVeral published studies have actually used this simple representation target in analysing
ll'tethods for the definition of priority areas for conservation; e,g" Sretersdal et al. 1993; Castro
Parga t I
ea, 1996; Howard et al. 1998; Nantel et al. 1998). Nevertheless, it has been advocated
that thes
"
e mffiImum sets can constitute a nominal core reserve network and the starting point
for the development of regional conservation programs (Nicholls and Margules 1993;
Margules et al. 1994b). However, even this approach may be inadequate if these minimum set
nodes form a poor or unsuitable basis for reserves aimed at the conservation of the species that
theyar
e supposed to represent (Branch et al. 1995; van Jaarsveld 1995),
Our reSUlts for birds in South Africa and Lesotho confirm that there is a risk that minimum
Sets re
'
presentmg each species once may not be sufficient to represent adequately all the
SPeCies f
o concern, A large to moderate fraction of species was represented by sites of lower
abunda
nce, at the periphery of their ranges, or sites that do not correspond to the preferred
Vegetation type, Furthermore, I found a tendency for these minimum sets to coincide with

ar~as of ecological transition. If, as seems likely commonly to be the case, the high efficiency of
tnIn'
Imum complementary sets is obtained by a preferential selection of transition areas, then
these re I
su ts may not be exclusive to this particular data set, and may translate into a more

~neral tendency for

representing species at peripheral areas within their ranges (see also

arriso

nand Martinez 1995). Without denying the potential importance of peripheral
POPUlati
•
l
Ons for the conservation of species (Lesica and Allendorf 1995; Channell and
omolin
o 2000a,b), it may be a questionable strategy to select preferentially these areas, where
Species
13
are expected to exhibit lower abundance (Maurer and Brown 1989; Lawton 1993;
thrown 1995) and therefore be more vulnerable to local extinction. A reserve network built on
eSe s't
N
I es is likely to be very ineffective in ensuring the maintenance of species over time .
. eVertheless, there is some evidence that areas of ecological transition (ecotones) may be
ltnporta t
n OVer the longer term for the maintenance of evolutionary processes (see Chapter 9).
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These results do not refute the value of applying complementarity-based methods to the
selectio f
.
n 0 networks of nature reserves. They are a powerful and flexIble tool that allows the
integration of a wide range of concerns in the simultaneous evaluation of many sites for the
conservation of many species, and that can be used in much more sophisticated ways than
simply looking for minimum representation sets (see Section 2.1; Rodrigues et a1. 2000c).
Indeed, methods have already been proposed that are expected to reduce the probability that
sites of marginal interest in the conservation of individual species are selected, thereby
ina9~ng th
'
.
e long-term effectiveness
of complementary sets. Examples applIcable
to
presence/ absence data include the suggestion by Branch et a1. (1995) that all marginal locality
reCords b
.
.
e excluded from the database, and Nlcholls' (1998) proposal to alter selection
alg . hm
Ont s to select preferentially grid cells from the core of species' spatial distributions.
W'U'
I lams (1998b) went further and suggested the use of probability models based on
en .
Vlronmental variables to seek 'viability centres' within the niche space of each species,
fOllow db
e y the exclusion of areas below a threshold probability of occurrence. Finally, the
reSUlt .
s In Section 4.2 (Rodrigues et a1. 2000a) suggested that if data were available on the
presence/absence of species over time, then sites where species had higher persistence rates in
the past should be targeted. When data on the relative abundance of a species across its range
are av '1 b
al a le, records may be pre-filtered to exclude those corresponding to populations that
are Unlikely to be viable. Kershaw et a1. (1994), for example, included in their analysis only the
sPe .
Cles OCcurring in substantial populations in each site, while Turpie (1995) considered
SPecie
.
s to be present only at the three sites where they were most abundant or those with at
least 100/.
o of the total population. The results in Section 4.1 (Rodrigues et a!. 2000b) suggested
targeting hl'gher d enslty
. SItes
. WIt
. h'In each speCIes
. , range.

On the other hand, seeking multiple representations of each species within the reserve
netWork (e.g., Rebelo and Siegfried 1992; Williams et a1. 1996a) is unlikely to be a very effective
strat
egy for reducing the probability that sites of marginal conservation value are included.
AlthOUgh this procedure is expected to decrease the extinction probability of species in the
network (the higher the number of sites at which a species is represented, the lower the
prObability that it will go extinct from all of them; see Section 4.2), it is likely to maintain the
tend
. ency for the selection of sites in areas of ecological transition. Indeed, using the data for
blrds .
In South Africa and Lesotho I found similar results for complementary sets that
rePre
sent each species twice as for those based on a single representation: for all measures
reflect'
Ing ecological transition, except for biome heterogeneity, the mean value for the 30

corn I

p ementary sets always fell within the 5% upper tail of a random distribution of means.
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Reserve networks obtained by methods that take viability concerns into account are expected
to be significantly more costly than those obtained by minimum representation sets (see
SeCtions 4.1 and 4.2; Nicholls 1998; Rodrigues et al. 2000a,b). Nonetheless, they should be
preferred to the latter, as they are likely to perform considerably better in achieving long-term
conservation, the reason for the designation of reserves in the first place.
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5Beyond species: representing
evolutionary history

Most studies 0 n compIementary reserve seIec t'IOn aIm
, a t maXImISing
" , speCIes
' d 'IversI'ty as a
Surrogate for the broader biological diversity that ought to be protected, However, species
have d'ff
1 erent value in terms of their evolutionary history, depending on whether they are
e
:or Or less closely related to any other living ones. Phylogenetic diversity (PO) is a
lOdive '
'
rsIty measure that takes account of phylogenetic relationships (hence evolutionary
hIstory) b
etween taxa. It may therefore provide a better currency for conservation evaluation
than taxonomic richness. This chapter illustrates how optimisation tools can be used to
ll1axirni
'
se PD in the context of complementary reserve selection. A case study using data on
blrd
genera in northwest South Africa is then used to compare the results obtained in the

S~lection of complementary networks maximising for taxonomic richness and for phylogenetic
dlversit

'

y, In order to test the adequacy of the former measure of biodiversity as a surrogate for

the latter.
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5.1 Maximising phylogenetic diversity in the selection of networks
of conservation areas

5.1.1 Introduction

The most effective way of preserving biodiversity is by maintaining self-sustaining
POpulations of native species in their natural ecosystems. This often requires the designation
of"
nature reserves", areas where conservation of biodiversity is a priority over other forms of
land Use. However, because maintaining the integrity of these areas often imposes restrictions

t~ other economically and/or socially important human activities, there will always be
hrnitar
Ions to the total amount of land that can be set aside for conservation purposes (VaneW·rIght et al. 1991).
Methods for the selection of reserve networks based on the complementarity principle (VaneWright
.
et al. 1991) have been proposed as a response to these concerns. They look for sets of
Sites who h
IC are highly complementary, in order to improve the efficiency of reserve selection
(Pressey and Nicholls 1989a) by maximising the overall amount of biodiversity that can be
preserved with the existing limited resources. Most commonly, published studies applying

t~ese methods aim at maximising species diversity as a surrogate for the broader biological
dIVersit h
y t at ought to be protected (e.g., Williams et al. 1996a; Howard et al. 1998; Rodrigues

et al. 2000a). However, species richness may not be an ideal measure of biodiversity, as it
assumes that all species have a priori the same value as conservation units (May 1990; VaneW
. right et al. 1991; Faith 1992). Indeed, the extinction of species not closely related to any other
IlYing
ones (such as the tuataras and the Welwitshia) would represent a disproportionate loss of

~YOIUtionary
lndivid

history and genetic diversity, much greater than the extinction of other

I

ua Species which have many close relatives (such as species of grass snake and

Taraxacum; May 1990; Vane-Wright et al. 1991). Those taxonomically distinct species, and the
Places where they occur, should therefore be given priority in the allocation of conservation
resources. This can be achieved if, instead of species richness, a currency of biological diverSity
WhiCh takes the phylogenetic relationship between species (hence evolutionary history) into
acco
Unt (taxonomic distinctness, May 1990, Vane-Wright et al. 1991, Humphries et al. 1991;
PhYlogenetic diversity, Faith 1992, 1994, Polasky et al. 2001b; or character diversity, Williams et

aI. 1994'

, Backer et al. 1998) is maximised in the selection of networks of reserves.
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Unfortunately, data on the phylogenetic relationships between species are often scarce and
very incomplete, hindering the possibility of their widespread application to reserve planning
(Polasky et al. 2001b). In this case, it is pertinent to ask if the results of analyses using such data
Where they are available are significantly different from those obtained using simple species
richn (
ess see also Williams and Humphries 1996).
lnarec t·
en Issue of Biological Conservation, Polasky et al. (2001b) have used data on the
dist 'b
n ution of 167 bird genera in North America, for which the phylogenetic tree was known,
to address this question. Phylogenetic relationships between genera, rather than species, were
Used because interspecific distances within genera were not available for most species. Their
Purpose was therefore to determine if generic diversity is an adequate surrogate of
Phylogenetic diversity (PD). They measured the PD of a given set of genera as the branch
length f
o the phylogenetic tree that includes only those genera. Using heuristic iterative
algorithms, they found a set of sites that maximises PD and a set that maximises genus
dive .
rslty. The use of optimisation algorithms to solve the same problems was rejected because
of concern about computational difficulties. The study found that the sets of sites obtained
When rn .
aXlmum genus richness or maximum PD were represented followed a very similar

~patial

pattern, and that the pattern of increase of the two measures of diversity with
lncrea .
SIng number of sites was also similar. Based on these two observations, the authors

ConclUded that taxonomic richness is likely to be a good proxy for phylogenetic diversity for
the pUr
Pose of choosing reserve sites.
'This Sect'
Ion has three purposes:
1) T

o challenge the notions that optimisation tools are too complex, that they cannot be used

for Solving this type of reserve selection problem, and that heuristic algorithms provide
nearly as good results (a widespread belief after the papers by Csuti et al. 1997; Pressey et
al. 1996b; 1997).

2) T

o dernonstrate that the interpretation of their results made by Polasky et al. (2001b) is

partially incorrect, in that the spatial overlap between the sets of sites obtained when
rnal(imising genus diversity and PD cannot be used as evidence that the first measure is a
gOod surrogate for the second.
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3) T

o report the results of a new analysis addressing the question of whether taxonomic

diversity (here, genus diversity) is a good surrogate for phylogenetic diversity in the
selection of complementary networks of priority areas for conservation.

5.1.2 How to maximise phylogenetic diversity - an illustrative example
Measur'
Ing phylogenetic diversity

Co 'd
ns} er the phylogenetic tree for six hypothetical genera (gl to g6) represented in Figure 5.1a.

The phylogenetic diversity (PO) of a group of taxa has been defined as the branch length of the
Phylogenetic tree which includes only those taxa (Faith 1994; Polasky et al. 2001b; Figure 5.1b).
It is not I '
c ear m this definition what happens to basal branches that are common to all the taxa
considered, In the original definition of PO (Faith 1992) and in several subsequent studies (e.g.,
Fa'th
I 1994; Williams et al. 1994; Polasky et al. 2001b) the option followed was not to consider
them in the calculation of PO (Figure S.le; PO defined as the length of the minimum spanning
path). Bere, I decided to include them (Figure S.ld,e), which confers important advantages (see
below). The rationale for this decision was that each branch in the phylogenetic tree refers to
the aCCumulation of features or characters over a given evolutionary period; therefore, it is
logical t
o consider as part of the PO of a group of taxa also those features which they have in
com mo
n, represented by the correspondent basal branches. That is, the amount of
eVoluti
,
onary history accumulated by one particular taxon includes also the fraction of that
hIstory that it has in common with its relatives. Otherwise, a set consisting of one genus only
(as'
In Figure 5,le), would have the rather counter-intuitive zero phylogenetic diversity. Note
that the purpose here is to measure the PO contained in a set of taxa, not to make comparisons
about their relative PO. In my definition of PO, all taxa considered in isolation have the same

PD (in this case, PO = 7; Figure 5.1e) and therefore all sites containing only one genus are a
priori
" pnontIes.
'.
O'ff
' w h en se tS 0 f't
, equivalen t'm terms 0 f conservatIOn
1 erences onI
y anse
Sles
With diff
erent generic composition are considered.
Includ'
Ing the basal branches in ~he calculation of PO agrees with the procedure adopted by
several
.
prevIOUS studies which analysed the amount of PO lost when a given number of taxa
gOes ex:r
mct (e.g., Nee and May 1997; Heard and Mooers 2000). In the phylogenetic tree
rep
a resented in Figure S.la, for example, the total PO lost when genera g5 and g6 disappear is
. . I+J • Th'IS would be higher than the total PO contained in both genera under the definition
that ex:
cludes the basal branches. In the measure that includes these branches, the PO lost
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when a set of genera disappears corresponds to the part of the tree that is unique to those taxa
and is always :s; their total PD.
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P~ylogenetic

5.1tree for six hypothetical genera (g1 to g6). The phylogenetic diversity (PD) of a
each ~ of taxa IS the branch length of the phylogenetic tree which includes only those taxa. The length of
length r:),ch (A to J) is given by the number of intervals represented (for example, G has length 1; A has
gl, 3 . (a) Tree for all taxa; PD = 24. (b) Sub-tree for taxa gl, g2 and g5; PD = 16. (c) Sub-tree for taxa
bas~ band g4, excluding the basal branch A; PD = 8. (d) Sub-tree for taxa gl, g3 and g4, including the
ranch A; PD =12. (e) Sub-tree for taxa g5, including the basal branches; PD = 7. See text for details.

A potential problem with this definition of PD is where to draw the limits of the phylogenetic
tree h'
,w lch, in principle, could go back to the origin of life. In practice, it makes no difference if
the cale I .
u ahon of PD is based on the tree for only the set of taxa being analysed (say, species
Within I
c ass Aves), or on an expanded tree relating these to other taxonomic groups (say,
S\.ibph I
.
Y um Vertebrata, phylum Chordata,,,.). Expanding the phylogenetic tree would result
111 a common set of additional branches being added to all taxa. This would increase the values
of PD i .
n each cell (the equivalent to the total length of that common set of branches), but not
the res I
u ts of reserve selection, because those branches would be present in all cells. The
sensibl
.
e optIon in reserve selection is therefore to calculate PD based on a phylogenetic tree of
Only th
ose taxa that were considered in the analysis.

In practice, the difference between the two ways of measuring PO did not affect the results
obta'
l11ed in this study (see below), and it is most unlikely to affect any result of
COl11Plementary reserve selection aimed at maximising PD. This is because, in order to
l11axirnise PD for any phylogenetic tree, it is necessary to select at least two of the most distinct
taxa ('
I.e., to include the most basal node of the tree; see Nee and May 1997). In the tree
.
represent d ' "
e m FIgure 5.1, thIS would mean selectIng at least one genus from gl, g2, g3 and g4,
and
another one from g5 and g6, requiring the inclusion of branches A and B regardless of the
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tyPe of PD measure applied. However, including the basal branches in the phylogenetic tree
brings c 'd
onSI erable computational advantages for calculating the PD of a set of taxa or of a set
of .
SItes (Figure 5.2 illustrates how this can be done using simple linear algebra), allowing the
use of integer linear programming to obtain optimal solutions to reserve selection problems.

Maxim' .

1Slng phylogenetic diversity in reserve selection

The solution to the problem of obtaining the minimum set such that the maximum PD is
repreSented (equivalent to requiring that all branches are represented) can be obtained by
SolVing the following set covering problem (see Section 2.1; Underhill 1994; Rodrigues et al.
2000c):
n

Minimise

LX

(I)

j

j=\

n

Subject to

2:

Qijx j

~ I,

i =1,2, ... , m

(11)

j =1,2, ..., n

(Ill)

j=\

Xj E

{O,l}

~here n is the number of sites, m is the number of branches, aij is one if branch i is present in
Site'
] and zero otherwise (i corresponds to the rows and j to the columns in matrix BSOfl, Figure
5.2), and variable

Xj

is one if and only if site j is selected. The objective function (I) is to

ll1inimise the number of sites selected. Inequalities (11) ensure that each of the m branches must·

~e

repreSented at least once. The integrality restrictions (Ill) state that each site j is an
Indivi 'b
.
SI le Untt (see Section 2.1, Rodrigues et al. 2000c).

The Sol
,

~~

t'

u Ion to the problem of minimising the number of sites such that all genera are covered
.

resented in exactly the same way, but now m is the number of genera and aij is one if

genus i is present in site j and zero otherwise (i corresponds to the rows and j to the columns in
ll1atrix. CS .
, Figure 5.1).
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5.2 - MeaSUring phylogenetic distance (PD) for a data set. (a) Data matrices for the phylogenetic
genus r~Sented in Figure 5.1a. Matrix BG corresponds to the distribution of branches (A to J) in each
inform g. to g6). Vector J corresponds to the length of each branch. Together, BG and J have alJ the
each g ahon.of the phylogenetic tree represented in Figure 5.1a. Matrix GS represents the distribution of
ll'latrixe~us In each of four sites considered (sI to s4). The product of matrix BG (dimensions 10 x 6) by
repres S (6 x 4) results in matrix BS (10 x 4), which indicates the number of times each branch is
distrib:~~ed in each site. Converting this to a 0/1 matrix, matrix BSOIl is obtained, providing the
COrres Ion of each branch in each site. (b) Computation of PD for a set of genera. Matrix subBG
the s~ponds to a submatrix of BG considering only genera gl, g2 and g5 (as in Figure 5.1b). Vector a is
presen~.of the columns of subBG; converted into the 0/1 aOll vector, this indicates which branches are
by the In t~e ~ree which includes only these genera (Figure 5.1b). PD for the three genera is then given
Sites. MmU~hphcation of the transposed vector aOllT by the vector 1. (c) Computation of PD for a set of
sum of ~nx subBS corresponds to a submatrix of BS considering only sites sI and s4. Vector b is the
then g' t e columns of subBS, subsequently converted into the 0/1 boo vector. PD for the two sites is
calcUla~~en by the multiplication of the transposed vector bOIl T by the vector 1. This is equivalent to
can be lng the PD for the taxa present in sites sI and s2 (all genera except g5). This way of measuring PD
cladogr applied if, instead of a phylogenetic tree, the relationships between taxa are represented by a
8C WO a~ of features or characters (e.g., Faith 1992; Williams and Humphries 1996). In that case, matrix
ColUmn u d ;epresent the distribution of features/characters in each taxon, and vector J would be a
of 1 s (unless different characters were given different weights).
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For the data matrices represented in Figure 5.2, the optimal solution for both problems is to
select sites s3 and s4. It is not a coincidence that the same result is found in both cases. Because
the maximum PO (in this case, equal to 24) can only be obtained by representing all of the
branches, and because all taxa have one unique branch, the maximum PO is only obtained by
hav'
Ing all the genera represented. Consequently, the problem of representing the maximum
PD in the minimum number of sites is equivalent to the problem of representing all genera in
themi .
nImum number of sites. It would therefore be expected that Polasky et al. (2001b) should
Obtain the same result when prioritising for PO or for the diversity of genera (Figure 5 in
Polasky et al. 2001b).

What may be surprising is that Polasky et al. (2001b) did not obtain exactly the same results to
the problems of obtaining the minimum sets that maximise PO or cover all genera. There are
two explanations. First, most set-covering problems have a diversity of equally optimal
solution (
s see below). The results presented in the two maps in Figure 5 of Polasky et al.
(20 01b)
, presented as solutions respectively to each of the two problems, are therefore two of
the po 'bl
SSl e solutions to the same problem. Second, the problems were not solved optimally,
and thi
.
s, as the authors acknowledge, explains why sets of different sizes were found (15 areas
In

One case, 16 in the other). The use of sub-optimal algorithms has been justified by arguing

~hat "Optimisation algorithms can present computational difficulties" and that "in particular, it

IS difficult to soI ve ophmlsatlOn
...
. h ms w h en th e 0 b'Jec t'lve IS
. t0 maXImIse
. . a d'Iversl'ty
aI gont
ll1easur b
eased on the branch lengths of the phylogenetic tree for species represented in the set
of h
c osen sites" (Polasky et al. 2001b). Here, I have demonstrated that the problem of
represe t'
n Ing the maximum PO is also a set-covering problem, and that it can be solved as
easily a
s the problem of representing maximum taxonomic richness.
Finding th
.
at the solutions to the problems of representing the maximum PO and all genera are
slll1ila
.
W r or Identical is not sufficient evidence that taxon diversity is a good surrogate for PD.
hat needs to be investigated is what happens when there are limited resources and not all
genera can be represented. The analysis in Figure 5 of Polasky et al. (2001b) indicates little
agreement·
In the order in which sites were selected in each case. However, more important
than
establishing if the geographical location of the sites is the same, is to assess how well sets
of sit
.
es selected to maximise genus richness perform in terms of representing PO, when it is

~ot POssible to select a sufficient number of sites to represent all genera or the maximum PD.

n POlasky et al. (2001b), this corresponds to comparing the curves for the accumulation of PO
When r' '"
P 10nhsIng for genus diversity (their Figure 3) and when prioritising for PD (their
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p'

19ure 2). The Similarity of these two curves is the best indication given in this study that
generic diversity performs quite well in representing PD.

The problem of maximising the PD in a given set of sites can be formulated as the maximal
.
coverin I
g ocatlOn problem (MCLP, Church et. al. 1996):
m

Maximise

L l,y,

(IV)

1=1

Subject to
n

:L a X
ij

j

~ Y1,

i =1,2, ... , m

(V)

j=1

(VI)

Xj E

{O,l}

j

=1,2, ... , n

(Ill)

Yi

{O,l}

i =1,2, ... , m

(VII)

E

'Where li is the length of branch i, Yi is one if branch i is covered and zero otherwise, k is the
maxilt\
urn number of sites that can be represented and all the other variables are as before.
The ob' .
Jechve function (IV) maximises the total PD (sum of the length of all branches
repreSented). Each one of the restrictions (V) indicates that the branch i cannot be counted as
Preserv d 'f
e 1 none of the sites where it exists is selected. Restriction (VI) ensures that the total
number
'
b
of Sites does not exceeds k. Restrictions (Ill) and (VII) state that both sites and
ranches are m'd'IVISl
"ble umts.
'

1'he problem of representing the maximum number of genera in k sites can be formulated in an
equivale
nt way, but replacing the objective function by:
m

Maximise

LY,

(VIII)

1=1

'Wher
e Yi refers to genus i; aij ( in restrictions V) is now one if genus i is present in site j and zero
other'<v1se.
.. '
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These two problems represent two different ways of maximising biodiversity in a given set of
sites: in the first, the unit of biodiversity is one unit of branch length, each one considered to
have the same value; in the second one, the biodiversity units are the number of genera, all
genera Cons I'dered to be of equal value,

Unlike the set-covering problem, there is no reason why the results for these two MCLP
should be the same (for k less than the minimum number of sites needed to represent all
genera 0 r a11 b ranches), For example, for the data represented ID
' Flgure
,
5.2, the results of
lllaximising PD in one site (site s3; PD = 17, no. of genera = 3) are different from those of
lllaxim' .
ISmg number of genera (site sI; no. of genera = 4, PD = 13). It may therefore happen
that, for limited resources, maximising taxon diversity does not provide an adequate surrogate
for maximising PD. I used a data set on the distribution of birds in South Africa to explore this
furthe Th
r. ese data are used here as an exemplary set and, therefore, these results should not
be int
erpreted as an attempt to propose a new reserve network in South Africa.

5.1.3 Application to the birds of South Africa
The SOuthern African Bird Atlas Project (SABAP; Harrison et al. 1997) has provided the most
COlllprehensive information currently available on the distribution of birds in southern Africa.
Data
Were mainly collected between 1987 and 1992, at a spatial resolution of a quarter-degree
grid
for Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland and Zimbabwe, and on a half-degree grid
for B
otswana (for a detailed description of the methods used in the SABAP, see Harrison et al. .
1997)
.
, In thIS study, I used the presence/absence data for 166 genera in the South African
provin
ces of Gauteng, Mpumalanga and Northern Province (319 quarter-degree grid cells). As
,
In POl asky et al. (2001b), I used data on the phylogenetic relationships between genera, rather
than species, because data on the interspecific distances within each genus were not available
~lll
.
ost species. The taxonomy of each genus followed Sibley and Monroe (1990) and was not
alWayS . .
COinCIdent with the one used in Harrison et al. (1997).
As'

In Polasky et al. (2001b), the phylogenetic relationships between genera were obtained from
the h
p ylogenetic tree published by Sibley and Ahlquist (1990; pp. 838-870), who obtained
PhYlog
.
h
enehc distances between genera by average linkage (UPGMA) clustering of DNA-DNA
Ybrid' .
Isahon distances (IlTsoH). The phylogenetic tree for this data set had 326 branches and a
total PD
,
::: 1582.1 IlTsoH. The 166 genera analysed covered 73% of the total of 589 species found
In the t
s Udyarea.
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Them ' .
Jnlmum se t found to be needed to represent all genera or m aximum PO had seven sites.
This P bl
ro em had several optima l solutions, and 10 of these (selec ted randoml y and without
replacement from the set of optimal so lutions - see Section 2.1, Rodri gu es e t a\. 2000c; and
Section 4 3 G
"
aston et a\. 2001) w ere obtained. By m a pping them (Figure 5.3), I found that some
particula .
r sites tend to be selected more often (Fi gure 5.3a) but tha t different solutions ma y
look qUite dis tinct in terms of the sp a ti al location of particula r s ites (Fi g ure 5.3b,c).

SolVing the corresponding MCLPs, se ts of s ites were obtained which represent the maximum
number of genera or the ma ximum PO within a number of sites k ~ 7. Mos t of these problem s
had m
Ore than one equally optimal solution. In that case, 10 solutions or the total number of
eXisting
.
. ones, If ~ 10, were obtained. The average PD and average numbe r of gene ra across all
replicat
es Were calculated in each case.

(a)

Figure
'
' I so Iutlons
'
'
th e mrnlmum
"
nUll1b 5.3 - Sp a t'la I Ioca tlon
0 f optima
0b
ta'rne d to th e pro bl em 0 f f''In d rng
area (~r of sites which represents a ll genera o r max imum phylogenetic diversity of birds in the study
the 10 orth~rn Province, top; Gauteng, bottom le ft; and Mpumalanga, bo ttom ri ght) . a) Overlap between
(Le. inSOlutrons obtained; darker cells correspond to those sites tha t have been selected more frequently
, more ' .
minimum sets), b, c) Two of the optima l so lutions found.

nd
l.foU
that the solutions obtained by maximising the number of gen e ra represented in a
given
Set of s ites k ~ 7 are very s imilar to the ones obtained by max imising the PD in the sam e
nUmb
er of s ites (Table 5J). More specifically, T found that when m aximis ing for PO, the
ti
oP n1al Solutions obtained were always optimal solutions to the problem of m axi mis ing the
number of gene ra in the sa me number of s ites. And tha t when m aximising for number o f
genera
, sOme of the optima l solutions found were also optimal solutions to the problem of
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l11a' .

XImIsing PD or else they had a value of PD very close to the one obtained by maximising

PD'

in the same number of sites.

~:b~~ 5:1.- Results of maximal covering location problems (MCLP) maximising the number of genera and

one m~lng the phylogenetic diversity (PD) that can be represented in a given number of sites (between
OPti~:1 sseve.n). For each problem, the average number of genera, the average PD and the number of
OlutlOns found are presented.

------------------------------------------------------------Maximise for No. genera
Maximise for PD
No. of

-

Average No.
genera

AveragePD

No. of
solutions

Average No.
genera

Average PD

No. of
solutions
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6
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2
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;;d0
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~1O
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~1O
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1575.4

~

10

~165

1577.26

~1O

165

1579.4

~

10

~

166

1582.1

~

10

----=-----=-----=-----=----sites

1

2

6

--7

~~m

166

.

1582.1

10

.

parahve purposes, I also obtained near-minimum sets representing all genera and

l11ax'

Imum PD using the greedy heuristic algorithms described by Polasky et al. (2001b). The
near-m' .
inlmum number of sites needed to represent all genera was eight and the nearl11inimu
m number of sites needed to represent maximum PD was nine. These correspond to an
extra
COst of 14% and 29% in relation to the minimum set of seven sites.

As eXpected, these results have not been affected by the measure of PD applied, as the first site

~elected in any case (both in the optimisation and the heuristic approaches) was one which
inclUded

E

the basal branches of the phyIogenetic tree (Le., a site which had members of both the
oaves a d
n Neoaves Infraclasses).

5.140'
. ISCUssion
'l'his
i
"
. ..
i t 'le
d' stUdy 1'11 us tra tes h
ow reserve
se '
ectlOn probIems aIming
at maXImISing
ph
y ogene
1Versit
y can be formally represented and solved optimally as integer linear programming
Problem
.
s. USing the C-Plex software (ILOG 1999) on a Pentium 11 PC (128 MB RAM), all the
Proble
rns presented in this analysis were solved in less than three seconds. Indeed, my
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eXperience in previous studies using other data sets indicates that large set-covering problems
can be solved very quickly (for example, the problem of finding the minimum set representing
651 bird species in 1858 grid cells in South Africa is solved in 2.2 seconds; see also Table 2.III in
Section 2.2; Rodrigues and Gaston 2002b). On the other hand, using greedy heuristic
algorith
.
ms gIves no guarantee that an optimal solution can be obtained. Although the one or
two additional sites selected in the present case may seem negligible in terms of the efficiency
of the algorithms, the additional 14% and 29% costs in reserve acquisition would be highly
sign'r
. I ICant if this was an application to a real life problem with a limited budget. This
lllustr t
a es the point that, contrary to widespread belief (e.g., Pressey et a1. 1996b, 1997; Csuti et
al. 1997· H
, Oward et a1. 1998; Williams 1998b; Polasky et a!. 2001b), these heuristic approaches
do not necessarily provide solutions which are optimal or only slightly sub-optimal (see also
'fable 2 I'
. m Section 2.1; Rodrigues et a1. 2000e).
Perhaps more important than the optimality of the solution obtained, the main advantage of
USing 0 r .
.
P Iffilsation tools is the flexibility of situations that can be represented and solved as
hnear'
mteger programming problems (see Section 2.1, Rodrigues et a1. 2000e). As measured in
this stUdy, PO is just another possible currency of biodiversity, which (as long as the
P.hYlogenetic data are available) can easily be integrated in a diversity of problems and
SItuations. For example, an MC LP problem aiming at maximising PO in k sites, may be
Sub'
Jected to a diversity of additional restrictions, such as: that at least 25% of those k sites
selected
o
need to be owned by the State; that a given species i needs to be reserved in at least 50
}lo of its
range; or that the set of sites selected must have a human population < 1,000,000. The
POSSibn'r
1 les are numerous, and can be solved exactly if stated as integer problems. However, it
""oUld not be obvious how to formulate an "intuitive" heuristic which could satisfactorily
SolVe th
ese more complex problems.

~Omplementarity_based reserve selection problems typically have several optimal solutions

g
se. ., Arthur et a1. 1997; Csuti et a1. 1997; Williams et a1. 2000a; Gaston et a1. 2001; see also Table
.1) and
5'
these may look quite distinct in terms of the spatial position of individual sites (Figure
.3). This is why the comparison between results to the problems of maximising PO or the
number
...
of genera cannot rely on the spatial overlap between solutions (as in Polasky et a1.

<.001b)

and should instead be made in terms of their relative performance in diversity (PO or
genera)
representation (Table 5.1). This is also true of other comparative reserve selection
anal
Yses, and stUdies which based their conclusions on the analysis of spatial overlap between
SOlUtion
s may need revision (e.g., Lombard 1995; Freitag and van Jaarsveld 1998; van Jaarsveld
et al. 199 .
8, ErasffiUS et a1. 1999; see also Reyers and van Jaarsveld 2000).
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When evaluated in terms of the effectiveness in maximis ing the PO of those areas selected to
III

.

aXIlllise generic richness (Table 5.1), the results for birds in South Africa support the
aSSertio b
n y Polasky et al. (2001b) that taxon diversity may be a good surrogate for
phylogenetic diversity. This is likely to be the result of a highly significant positive
relationship between the values of both measures of diversity in each site (Figure 5.4), a result

Who
Ich agrees with previous findings (Williams and Humphries 1996; Hacker et al. 1998).
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~.i~~re 5.4 - Relationship betw een the number of genera and the phylogenetic diversity in each cell (r2 =
,n::: 319; p < 0.0001).

I beli
. eVe that it is likely that these findings can be generalised, and that, in practice, ta xonomic
r'chn.ess (
Usually, species richness) can continue to be safely used as a surrogate for
PhYlogenetic diversity within the same taxonomic group. However, it may be ins tructive to
cOnsider those situations
ttnbalan d
.
ce , with some
010no h
.
P ylebc taxa, and if
of bra h
t
nc es occur. In this

in which this may not be the case: if the phylogenetic tree is highly
of the branches being very ramified while others correspond to
there is a spatial segregation between the sites where these two types
case, it is possible th a t reserve selection based on taxonomic richness

ends to select sites with many closely related species while selection based on PO will tend to
Select .
5
Sites with monophyletic taxa. This is what happens in the example represented in Figure

~1haand Figure 5.2: site sI is the richest in taxa, but its four genera are taxonomica lIy close; site

S<,

p

s only two genera, but these are taxonomically quite distinct, and therefore s2 has higher
.
D than 1
PD
s (14 mstead of 13). In this example, the relationship between number of genera and
at each' .
.
site IS not only very weak (R2 = 0.057, p-value = 0.76) but lt actually has also a
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negative slope (b

=-0.5). A parallel situation may occur in practice if the study area includes

sites with very marked differences in taxonomic structure (Gaston 2000). Insular biotas, for
example, such as isolated islands and lakes, may have suffered evolutionary radiations which
result d .
e In the separate evolution of particular branches of the phylogenetic tree, for example,
the rad' t'
la Ion of Lemurs in Madagascar. It may also be the case with the bumble bees of the
sib' .
lrlcus-group used in WORLDMAP (2000), which have a higher species richness in South
Am .

enca and a higher PD in Asia. This effect is likely to be more noticeable at the species,
rather th
an at the generic, level.
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6Conservation planning across
geopolitical units

Conservation planning is usually made within geopolitical units which tend to encompass

O~ly

part of the geographic range of most species. Consequently, the relative rarity of a species
Wlthi
n the stUdy area considered does not necessarily reflect its relative global rarity or its
conservaf
"
IOn relevance. However, complementarity methods make no distinction between
true"
d'
(narrow endemics) and "apparent" rarities (e.g., vagrants), both having a
ls:roportionate influence on the results. This chapter investigates the implications of species'
rarity'
d'
In Complementary reserve selection across geopolitical boundaries, based on data on the
lstribuf
IOn of birds in southern Africa.
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6.1 Rarity and conservation planning across geopolitical units
6.1.1 Introduction
COrnplementarity_based methods are receiving increasing support as tools for conservation
planni (
ng e.g., Pressey et aI. 1993; Dobson et aI. 1997; Howard et al. 1998; Margules and
Pressey 2000). Acknowledging that resources available for conservation purposes are limited,
these methods aim at a high efficiency (sensu Pressey and Nicholls 1989a) in the representation
.
ofb' d'
10 Iversity at the minimum cost (usually, in the minimum area) by identifying sets of sites
that are Complementary in terms of their biological composition.
l'he ess t'
en lal purpose of complementarity-based methods is to ensure that each one of the
spe'
Cles (or other features) considered is represented in the selected reserve network by at least
sorne
d'
pre efmed number of occurrences. But species do not all have the same influence on the
reSults (W'll'
1 IS et al. 1996; Pressey et al. 1999; Ferrier et al. 2000). At one extreme, a species that
OCCUrs everywhere is neutral in terms of the sites selected (any site selected will represent it);

a~ the other extreme, a species with a single occurrence imposes the selection of the particular
SIte where it has been recorded (which is therefore irreplaceable in the sense that it cannot be
SUbstituted by any other site or combination of sites; Williams et al. 1996a; Ferrier et al. 2000).

In

general, the rarer the species the higher tends to be its influence on the sites selected
(throu h
g out, rarity refers to area of occupancy of range [sensu Gaston 1991, 1994], as inversely
related
to the number of sites in which a given species has been recorded).

Conservation planning is usually conducted within geopolitical units, such as nations, states
.
and
COunties, because these are the units within which macroeconomic and administrative
decisio
ns are made (Hunter and Hutchinson 1994). These tend to encompass only part of the
geog.
.
raphlC range of most species, particularly in geopolitically complex regions.
Consequently, the relative rarity of a species within the study area considered in a given
reserVe selection exercise does not necessarily reflect its relative global rarity or its

cons
Set

.

ervahon relevancy. Carried to the extreme, species with very restricted ranges in a data

l11ay be of two types: "truly rare" species, such as narrow endemics, which are of major
cOnserv .
ahon concern, and species which are "apparently rare" in the study area (but common
else h
I were), such as vagrants, species very marginal to their range or introduced, which are
argel .
y Irrelevant for conservation planning in a region.
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Pre .
VIOUS work has provided evidence that species' rarity has an effect on the results of
complementary reserve selection exercises (e.g., Pressey and Nicholls 1989b; Lombard et al.
1995' W'n'
, I IS et al. 1996; Pressey et al. 1999). Also, it has been demonstrated that the subdivision f
o a study area increases the total area required for complementary representation
(Pressey and Nicholls 1989b; Erasmus et al. 1999). In this study, I investigated the relationship
between these two effects based on data on the distribution of birds in southern Africa. First, I
clarify the mechanism by which restricted-range species influence the areas selected by
COmplementarity, providing additional evidence that they have a disproportionate effect not
only on the number but also on the identity of sites selected. Then, I illustrate how this affects

~e

results of reserve planning across geopolitical boundaries. Finally, I discuss the
Implicat'
Ions of these results for reserve planning.

6.1.2 Data

the SOuthern African Bird Atlas Project (SABAP; Harrison et al. 1997) has provided the most
camp h
re ensive information currently available on the distribution of birds in southern Africa.
Data w
ere collected mainly between 1987 and 1992 at a spatial resolution of a quarter-degree
grid
for Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe and on a half-degree grid
for B
otswana. Observers visiting each cell recorded the presence of identified species on
checklists, breeding and non-breeding records being considered equivalent. A total of 909
sPe .
Cles were recorded. Based on these data, reporting rates were calculated for each species in
each I
Ce I as the proportion of checklists submitted for that cell on which the species was
recorded (for a more detailed description of the methodology used in the SABAP, see Harrison
et al 19
. 97). I used the SABAP data for South Africa and Lesotho (1858 grid cells), excluding
marine
.
species from the analysis (690 species were analyzed).

As with
b'
any data collected at a coarse scale by a large number of observers with a range of
ird id "
.

enhflcatlOn skills, this data set has potential problems that would have to be taken into
aCCOunt·
h
In any application to a real reserve planning exercise. However, the SABAP data are
ere Us d
e only as an exemplary data set, and the results should not be interpreted as an
attel'l1
d
pt to propose a new reserve network to South Africa and Lesotho. It is assumed that the
ata Correspond to the "reality" of species distribution in the study area, and its limitations are
not ex
'
pected to have an influence on the conclusions obtained.
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6.1.3 Influence of restricted-range species

1'0 evaluate the effect of species' rarity on the sites selected by complementarity analyses, I
solved consecutive maximal covering location problems (Church et al. 1996) that obtain the
maXiIllU
m number of species that can be represented by a given number of cells (up to 31 cells,
them' .
lnlmum number reqUired to represent all 690 species in this data set). The problems were
solved
.
Optlmally using the CPLEX software (ILOG 1999).
The III .
aXlmum number of species that could be represented by a given number of cells rose
:uickly at first with increasing number of cells and then flattened (Figure 6.1). This result
Im l'
Pies that most species can be represented in a fraction of the 31 cells necessary to represent
all sp .
eCles; for example, 92% of the species can be represented in only 6 cells. Thus, many of
the sit
es selected are required to represent just a few species. Indeed, the last 15 cells were
added to represent a single additional species each.
1'he III
nUmb

ean range size of the species not represented by a reserve network composed of a given

er of cells demonstrates that the uncovered species were progressively rarer as the

number of selected cells increased (Figure 6.1). That is, the most common species were rapidly
covered by the selection of just a few cells, whereas the rarest ones required the selection of
add't'
I lonal sites. In particular, each of the last 6 cells added to the minimum set of 31 is
req .
Ulred to represent a single species occurring in just one cell.
Fifteen'
.
Irreplaceable cells (containing at least one species which occurs only there), existed in
the data set, accounting for nearly half of the minimum set of 31 cells required to represent all
sPe .
. Cles. Most of these were within the last sites selected, with 9 out of the last 10 cells being
lrrepl
aceable (Figure 6.1).

These results support previous findings that species' rarity has an influence on the results of
COmplementary reserve selection (e.g., Pressey and Nicholls 1989b; Lombard et al. 1995; Willis
19
et al, 96; Pressey et al. 1999), and demonstrate that the restricted-range species (in particular,
those that occur in only a few cells) have a disproportionate effect on the number and identity

~f

the cells selected by complementarity. A significant fraction of these (many of them
Irreplac
eable) was required because of just a few, very rare, species.
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Figure 61
.
for re . - The Influ ence of restricted-range species on the results of co mplementa rity-based methods
The dser~e selection based on d ata o n the distribution of 690 bird species in South Africa and Leso tho.
given as ed line represents the max imum number of species (left y ax is) tha t ca n be re presented in a
rep res nUmber of sites. Ba rs are the mea n ra nge size (in number of sites, right y ax is) of the species not
ran beented by a rese rve network composed of a given number of sites (e.g., a maximum of 622 species
reUs). gpreS~nted within 5 sites, and the rema ining 68 species have a n average ra nge occupying 72 grid
present ~en circles represent the num ber of irreplaceable sites (out of 15) selected in each case (va lues
e OVer the circl es).

Not all of

these res tricted- range s pecies are tru ly ra re. Out of the 23 s pecies tha t h ad jus t one
presence
b
record in So u th Africa and Lesotho, 17 were "apparent rariti es" in the d a ta se t
eca use th
E
ey are vag rants, ve ry marginal to their range, or have been introduced (e.g., the
uropea n T
E
urtle Dove [Strep topelia turtur], the Lesse r Gold en Plover [Plu vinlis f ulva ], the
llrasian R
ed start [Pl7oenichurus pl7oenichurus] and the Spotted Redshank [Tringa erytl7 ropus ]),
wh Ich
' ac
COunts for 10 of the 15 irrep laceab le cells selec ted . To evalua te the effec t o f these non
t
arget species, I elimina ted from the d a ta se t vagrant, ma rginal (he re conside rin g just ex treme
ses
ca of species w ith just one occurrence in the stud y a rea and a s ubs tanti al popula tion outside
of 't
I, for exa mple the Angola Pitta [Pitta nngoiensis]), a nd esca ped / introduced s pecies (39
sPecies t t I
.
o a ). NIneteen ce lls (5 irre placea ble) we re required to represent the 651 target species,
as 0
PPOsed to the 31 ce lls (15 irre placea ble) required to cover th e initial 690 species (Fig ure
6,2) R
ef£' " ernoVing the 39 non ta rge t s pecies resulted the refore in a substantial improvement in the
1C1ency C
el' ,
I. e., a reduction in the a rea) of the reserve ne twork , This was la rgely a result of th e
lIna
1l1'
tion of 10 ou t of the initia l 15 irreplaceable ce lls from the minimum se t.
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::~~~ 6.2 - . Minimum set representing all bird species at least once in South Africa and Lesotho: (a) for
introd species (31 sites); and (b) for target species (651 species, after excluding vagrants, margi nal, and
lIced species; 19 sites). Black squares are irreplaceable cells, and open squares fire fl ex ible sites.

6.1,4 ImPlications for reserve selection across geopolitical units

~he nOn target species eliminated above are extreme cases. But various other levels of species'
. vagrancy" or "marginality" exist, still making many species rare (and therefore highly
Influent' I .
la l/1 complementarity analyses) but not necessarily excludable from reserve selection
analy
Ses. Species such as the Tropical Boubou (Lnniarius aethiopicus), the Longtailed Starling

(lnmprot·..
.
"
orms mevesll), and the Yellow White-Eye (Zos terops senegalensls) have ve ry restricted

(~

ranges in South Africa and Lesotho
30 cells) but occur widely outside this region. From a
global
.
perspective, they could be better preserved somewhere else, and the tip of their ranges
fallin
'.
g Wlthl/1 South Africa would probably not be considered a priority for their conse rvation.
But .
I-l tn practice conservation decisions are usually made within geopolitical units (Hunter and
Utchi
nson 1994; Erasmus et al. 1999).
Beca
. Use of the influence of species' rarity, adding political boundaries has a profound effect on
the site
s selected by complementarity analyses. I tested that effect by subdividing the study
area int
W
0 10 geopolitical units: Lesotho and the South African provinces of Northern Cape,
estern C
G
ape, Northwest, Free State, Eastern Cape, Northern Province, Mpumalanga,
aUteng, and KwaZulu/Natal. For each unit separately, and considering just the 651 target
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sp .
eCles, I determined the minimum number of cells required to represent each bird species at
least 0
Th
nce. ese problems were solved optimally with CPLEX software (ILOG 1999).

The total number of cells required to represent all species occurring within each unit was 221
(P'

19ure 6.3a), more than 10 times the 19 cells required when no political boundaries were

cOnsidered (Figure 6.2b). The loss in overall efficiency (i.e., increase in the cost of the minimum
set) when a region is subdivided into geopolitical units has been demonstrated before (Pressey
and Ni h
c ol1s 1989b; Erasmus et al. 1999), and it is an expected result because, for all the species

\\rh

OSe range extends beyond more than one unit, multiple representations become required.
I-Ioweve th'
r, IS alone could only account for a maximum of a tenfold increase in the number of
cells reg .
Ulred (and only in the extreme situation of all species occurring in each one of the 10
geopolitical units, which is not the case). The loss in efficiency is also a consequence of many
sPe .
Cles that are widespread across the entire region being rare in some of the units, therefore
requ' .
IrIng the designation of additional sites.
One first . f
b
In erence from the increase in the number of cells selected when geopolitical
oundaries Were added is that geopolitical coordination in complementary reserve selection
reSults in a significantly higher efficiency in relation to a parochial approach, a considerable

~dVantage
if the resources available for land acquisition in the region are scarce. However, it is
l
lkely th

at a larger reserve network, and one where species are represented multiple times, is
e
;or effective in maintaining species over time (see Section 4.2; Rodrigues et al. 2000a).
Urthermore, the multiple representations for species occurring in more than one unit are
necessar'l
.
I Y Spread across the species' range, which has advantages in terms of preserving
lntraspe 'f'
Cl le genetic diversity.
With

geopolitical coordination, however, it would be possible to devise perhaps more effective
reserve
networks, at an equivalent or even lower cost. For example, it would require 200 cells
to ens
Ure that each species is represented in at least 10 cells across South Africa and Lesotho
(Or th
A. e maximum possible for species whose range occupies less than 10 ceUs; Figure 6.3b).
.
ltho
th . ugh this network does not guarantee that widespread species are represented across
elr ranges, it has the advantage of giving higher relative protection to species that are rare
across the entire region, because it means all species occurring in !S: 10 cells are protected in all
Of the'
Ir range (which explains the cell clustering in Figure 6.3b), with the proportion of the
ge
;n protected for other species being higher for the least widespread (see Section 4.2;
odrigu
.
es et al. 2000a). In the network representing each species once within each geopolitical
unit (P'
Igure 6.3a), the reverse may happen, because the number of representations required for
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each Species depends essentially on the number of units covered by its range, with very rare
spe .
Cles that OCCur in only one unit being represented once and widespread species occurring
through
out the study area being represented 10 times.

o

300 km

~~~~r~n6.3 - Minimum set representing bird species in South Africa and Leso tho: (n) each species at least

fleXibl e~ch of the 10 geopolitical units (221 sites; black squares are irreplaceable cells, open squares a re
200 Site s)l.tes); (b) each species at least 10 times (or the ma ximum possible, for ranges occupying < 10 cells;
the rn e~, and (c) each species in a t least one of the sites where it occurs at a reporting rate over 90% of
aX1rnum value registered for the species (160 sites).

~nother Possible strategy for selecting a more effective network in retaining species diversity
IS to target cells where species have a higher likelihood of persis tence over time. I assumed
that th
.
e reporting rates recorded for each species in each cell are a relati ve m easure of the
sPecies b
a undance in the cell (Robertson et al. 1995; Harrison et a1. 1997) a nd that a species has
a low
R er probability of local extinction in cells where it is more abundant (see Section 4.1;
Odrigu
tl
es et al. 2000b). A minimum set such tha t each s pecies is represented by at leas t one of
1e cells where highe r re porting rates have been recorded (defined as those cells with a
report'
(p.
Ing rate above 90% of the maximum value recorded for the species) occupied 160 cells
Igure 6.3c).

;h

en

dividing a region into geopolitical units, the problems associated

with

the

IsprOPOrtionate influence of restricted-range species on the number and identity of the cells
selected
are multiplied. For example, in the Northern Cape prov ince 31 out of the 542 species
Present th
ere occurred in only one cell. As a result, 28 irreplaceable cells were imposed on the
.

ll'I1nirn
3

tnn set of 42 cells representing each species at least once in the province. None of these

1 sPe .
Cles is typical of the Karoo or Ka lahari habitats characteris tic of the Northern Cape
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province. They are ma inl y s pec ies wh ose range is very periphera l to the prov ince, but often
w'd
I espread elsewhe re in South Africa (Fi gure 6.4) . The end result was tha t w ithin each
geopolitical unit a hi gh inves tment end ed up bein g made in species a ty pica l of tha t unit and
that co Id h
U
ence be be tter pro tec ted e lsewhe re. The re fore, many of these s pecies end ed up
receivin
g more attention a t the ed ge of the ir ranges than a t the cente r (Hunte r and Hutchinson

1994' E
,

rasmus e t a l. 1999). For exa mple, the Barred Warble r (Calamonastes fa sciolatus) is

W'd

I espread and abundant in two units (Northwes t and Northern Prov ince), but it becomes a
priority' f
in Our othe r provinces (Northern Ca pe, Free Sta te, Ga uteng, and Mpuma langa),

Where it is a t the periphery of its range and less abundant (Fi gure 6.5). This is re fl ec ted in the
Spatial configuration of the cells selected when geopolitica l bounda ri es are conside red, which
tend to b
e abnorma ll y concentra ted a t the pe riphe ry of the units (co mpa re Fig ure 6.3a,
especialI h .
Y t e Irreplaceable cells, w ith b and c).

y
N

o

Northern
Cape

0

o

300 km

PigUre 64
Dark
. - Species richness o f the 31 species represented in the Northern Cape unit by onl y one cell.
er shad'
Ing co rresponds to higher va lues o f species richness.
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:!~~~e 6.5 - Distribution of the Barred Warbler (Ca/amonastes jascio/atll s) in South Africa. Darker shading
sponds to higher values of reporting rates.

6.150'
.
ISCUssion
Species ra . t · .
.
.
rt Y IS highly va lu ed In reserve selection procedures (e.g., Margules and U sher 1981;
Smith
and Theberge 1986; Stattersfield et al. 1998), an emphasis justified by the
aCknOWledgement that rare s pecies have a greater likelihood of local extinction (Gaston 1994;
Caughley and Gunn 1996) and are therefore in need of hi g her conservation inves tme nt. The
reSUlts of complementarity-based method s are intrinsically influ e nced by spec ies with
res tricted ral'g es. Th"IS IS a d eS lra
. bl e prope rty I'f re Iatlve
' rartty
"proVI
des a n accura te m eas ure 0 f
(

I

the relative co nserva t'Ion Slgl11
. 'f'Icance 0 f eac h species.
.
S ome t'Imes, I10weve r, th IS
' con d I' t'Ion IS
.
not
met, particularly when conse rvation planning is made within geopolitical units unrela ted
to b'
. logeographical boundaries. In these situations, having a res tricted range in a given region

~S not necessarily

an indication of high conservation concern if the species does not truly
o ng
el
to the region's biota: if it is a vagrant, if its dis tribution extends only very m a rgina lly to
the re .
glon, Or if the species is introduced.

Corn I
p ernentarity methods make no distinction between "true" and "apparent" rarities, both

hav'
h tng a disproportionate influence on the results . In fact, it is likely that apparent ra rities may
aVe an even stronger effect. The occurrence of a truly rare species may be an indication of the
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presence of a high-quality habitat (maybe a more pristine one), which may be suitable for a
number of other species and therefore a good choice in a complementary set irrespective of the
presence of the rare species. Records of apparent rarities, on the other hand, may be more
correlat d .
e wIth areas better prospected by skillful observers or to regions geographically more
prone to the presence of vagrants, such as some coastal regions for birds. If so, then the
presence of such rarities may not be an indication of the site's value despite still imposing its
selecti
on as part of the complementary set. This may be the case in these analyses, where I
fOund th t h .
..
ate Irreplaceable cells selected because of the presence of apparent rantles tend to
be near the coast (Figure 6.2a) and have lower species richness than irreplaceable cells
COnt· .
aInIng true rarities (on average 72 less species), despite having had a higher sampling
effort (on average 209 more submitted lists). This situation will particularly be a problem for
data set b
s ased on presence-absence data only and for regions where the true status of species
(e.g., bre d'
e Ing or not) is not well understood.
I fOund that, in this data set, including non target species « 6% of all species, most of them
being
apparent rarities) in the reserve selection resulted in a 63% increase in the area required
by the m' .
Inlmum complementary set (from 19 to 31 cells). When efficiency is among the most
ValUed
properties of a reserve system (e.g., Pressey and Nicholls 1989a; Pressey et al. 1993;
Cs uti et I
a . 1997; Ando et al. 1998), this effect can hardly be ignored.

'The most extreme effect of apparent rarities, reflected in both the number and identity of the
cells s 1
e ected, occurs when they impose the selection of irreplaceable cells. Although
ConSidered h ere a b'mary property (a sIte
. IS
. ,Irrep1acea bl'f
.
eland onIy 1'f't
1 con t'
ams umque
species) th .
, e Irreplaceability of a site has also been defined as a continuous measure between 0
and 100% of (1) the potential contribution of a site to a reservation goal and (2) the extent to

~hich the options for reservation are lost if the site is lost (Pressey et al. 1993). Irreplaceability

as been r e1Vmg
c emcreasmg
····
. t'mg managers m
. prac t'lcaI
support as a use fit
u 00I'm aSSIS
COnSery .
ahon planning, with 100% irreplaceable cells being considered the nodes of reserve
sYstems (Pressey et al. 1993, 1994; Ferrier et al. 2000). But irrespective of the definition or
tl1ethod of calculation, species with very restricted ranges in the study area will significantly
atl1plif
y the level of irreplaceability of the cells where they occur. Therefore, particular
attenr
IOn must be taken to ensure that the irreplaceability of a site does not result from the
Presenc
15' e of unimportant (in terms of conservation action) species. In these analyses, 10 out of
. Irreplaceable cells derived from the presence of apparent rarities. This means that if a
sltl1Ple
I
Complementarity-based approach had been applied to the data set, nearly one-third of
a 1 Cells needed to represent each of the 690 bird species at least once in South Africa and
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Lesotho might have been classified incorrectly as priority areas for bird conservation. This
'Il
1 Ustrates one of the dangers in considering minimum sets for one representation as ideal
reserve systems against which existing reserves must be compared (e.g., Rebelo and Siegfried
1992· C
, astro Parga et al. 1996; Nantel et al. 1998; see also Section 3.2 [and Rodrigues et aI. 1999]
for a critique).

It may therefore be advisable to initially filter those species that are relatively unimportant but
are eXpected to have a substantial influence on the results (Le., non target species with just a
few
occurrences). This initial step is particularly needed for taxa with high mobility, where
vagrancy is more likely (in insect communities in tropical rain forests, for example, "tourists"

~onstituted
tndivid

20% of the total species found at given sites and were often collected as single

I

ua s; Novotny and Basset 2000).

~en diViding a region into geopolitical units, the issues associated with the disproportionate
influence of restricted-range species on the number and identity of the cells selected are
mUltiplied. This results in many more cells being required to represent each species within
each unit than across the entire region (Figure 6.2b and Figure 6.3a). This is not in itself a
disadvantage if each geopolitical unit is willing (and can afford) to create a representative
reserve system within its boundaries. Larger reserve systems are obtained, with species whose
rang
. es cross more than one unit receiving increasing protection by being represented multiple
tImes. There is a risk, however, that species atypical of each unit (which could be better
Protected somewhere else) become a priority. From a regional perspective, the result is an
artifici I
a concentration of reserves at the periphery of the geopolitical units, where most
vagrant and marginal species occur (Figure 6.3n). In addition, several species will end up
receiVing more attention at the edge of their ranges (in geopolitical units in which they are
rare) than at the center (in units where they are common; Figure 6.5). Although it is generally
eXpected that species exhibit lower abundance at the edges of their ranges (Maurer and Brown
1989· L
(b , awton 1993; Brown 1995), and are therefore more likely to suffer local extinction there
ut See Channell and Lomolino 2000a,b), there are three main reasons peripheral populations
ll1ay nevertheless be considered a priority. One is their potential importance for maintaining

and

generating intraspecific genetic diversity (Hunter and Hutchinson 1994; Lesica and
AlIend
orf 1995). The second is the value given by local people to species that are rare in the
regions
li
Where they live, even though they may be common elsewhere (Hunter and
Utchinson 1994). The third is that if countries where the core of some species' ranges fall do
not h
aVe adequate legislation for their protection, then the burden of conservation falls to the
ne'
Ighboring countries who do have such legislation, even if only peripheral populations occur
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there (Abb'
lU et al. 2000). The point, however, is not that populations at the edges should be
ignored by conservation networks, but rather that if resources are scarce (which is the basic
premise of complementary selection) then these populations may not be a first priority. The
adVantages of geopolitical coordination in conservation planning may therefore be not only an
imp
rOved overall efficiency but also a better allocation of resources which gives priority to
sp .
eCles that are rare across the entire region (Figure 6.3b) or to the sites where each species is
el(pected to present a higher probability of long-term persistence (Figure 6.3c).

l'he analYSis presented in this study draws attention to a broader question in reserve planning
-b f
e ore applying any area-selection method, planners need to clearly define objectives and set
targets, and that often requires making decisions about what is the conservation investment to
be made in particular species. Deciding to exclude the obvious non-target species is easy, but
deCiding What to do with the not-so-obvious marginal species may prove harder. It is possible
that no clear solution exists, and that it will have to be solved on a case-by-case basis, making
the best Use of the available information and including some judgement in the decision
Process. Complementarity-based methods do provide sufficient flexibility for this (see Section
2.1· Rod'
,
ngues et al. 2000c). For example, one way to alter the relative influence of species on
the reSUlts is to weight species according to their importance by setting higher representation
targets for priority species (as in Kirkpatrick 1983; Rodrigues et al. 2000c; see Section 2.1,). This
may translate, for example, into requiring that priority species be represented in more sites
than th
Ose of least concern or that species be represented by a fraction of their range that is
.
inversely proportional to their importance. The priority value for each species should reflect its
relal'
IVe conservation concern by integrating aspects such as its international conservation
statu
s, the fraction of its population inside each unit (Avery et al. 1994; Warren et al. 1997), and
the status of each species in the study area (for example, breeding or non-breeding), besides
the range extent within a given study area to which complementarity-based methods are so
sens·t·
( llVe. This would not only allow a reduction of emphasis on the "apparently rare" species
e.g., marginal ones), it would also give a higher value to those species which are "apparently
common" (species which are widely distributed but locally rare because of, for example,
narrow h .
abltat requirements, for example the Cinnamon-breasted Warbler [Euryptila
slIbc'

Innarnomea D.
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COmplementaritY_based approaches for the identification of priority areas for conservation are
gaining populan'ty for th'
, maxImIzmg
" , speCIes
, represen ta t'iOn. H owever, thelr
'
elr eff"ICIency m
dependence on detailed distributional data severely hinders their application to regions where
SllCh information

is limited, although these are commonly also the regions where conservation
planni
,
ng and action are most urgently required, In this chapter, exemplar data on the
dlstrib t'
u Ion of Southern African birds is used to investigate how sampling effort affects the
Perform
ance of reserve networks selected by complementarity-based methods. It then
provid
'
h'
es gUIdelines for the collection of data based on low-sampling effort that can provide

19h1y valuable information for reserve selection. This can be particularly useful for
apPlication to countnes
'h
" Inventones
. are no t'lmme d'lateIy POSSI'bIe.
were exh aushve
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7.1 Reserve selection in regions with poor biological data
7.1.1 Introduction
Most conservation planning involving the selection of reserves is based on single or only a few
sp .
eCles (Simberloff 1988), often the most charismatic ones and/or those considered umbrella,
indicat
fl
or, agship, or keystone species (Caro and O'Doherty 1999). However, reserve
networks selected in this way may be ineffective for the conservation of other, non-target,
sp .
eCles (Pimm and Gittleman 1992; Andelman and Pagan 2000; Williams et al. 2000b).

COrnplementaritY_based methods for reserve selection have been proposed in response to the
acknOWledgement that resources available for conservation purposes are limited and should
therefore be employed in ways that maximize the diversity of biological features (such as
POpulations, species, land systems) which are benefited (Pressey and Nicholls 1989a; Pressey
et al. 1993; Scott et al. 1993). These methods are becoming increasingly popular as tools for
conserv t·
a Ion planning (Pressey et al. 1993; Dobson et al. 1997; Ando et al. 1998; Howard et al.
1998' M
, argules and Pressey 2000), and the complementarity principle is now commonly
apPlied in practical reserve selection exercises, including the U.S. Gap Analysis Program (Scott
et al. 1993· K'
, lester et al. 1996).

The efficiency of complementarity-based methods is obtained by identifying sets of sites that
are highly complementary in terms of their biological composition. To identify the sets, these
llLethods rely on high-quality information on the spatial distribution of all species of concern.

liowev
ahead

er, regions with such data are often in developed countries where reserve networks are

y Well established. The scarcity of distributional data restricts the possibility of applying

these approaches to regions where it would be more relevant, such as poor tropical countries
With high

biodive~sity levels and incipient reserve systems (Pimm 2000). Ideally, investment

shOUld be made in obtaining distributional data for these countries (Balmford and Gaston
1999)
.
' but many lack the time, personnel, and financial resources to do so (Ehrlich 1992), and
IncreaSing rates of habitat destruction make reserve selection and conservation action an
Ul'gent task.

COrnplementarity_based methods have also emphaSized the representation of species in
I'ese
I'Ve networks. However, this does not ensure species' persistence over time (see Sections
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4.1,4.2; Margules et al. 1994b; Virolainen et al. 1999; Rodrigues et al. 2000a,b) because they may
be represented in sites that are inadequate for their long-term viability (see Section 4.3; Gaston
et al. 2001). The abundance pattern of most species over their geographic range is
charact . d
enze by the existence of many sites of low abundance and just a few peaks where
abund
ance can be orders of magnitude higher (Gaston 1994; Brown et al. 1995b). The longterm effectiveness of reserve networks in retaining species can on average be improved by
target'
mg these peaks of abundance for inclusion (see Section 4.1; Rodrigues et al. 2000b), but to
locate these for each species of concern would require a still higher investment in sampling
effort f
rom those countries with poor biological data.
Restricted_ran'
' dere d prIOrI
. 'ty targe ts for conserva t"Ion mvestment
ge specIes, commonl
y consI
because of their higher vulnerability to extinction (Stattersfield et al. 1998; Myers et al. 2000),
present an even more challenging case. Because there is a widespread positive relationship
betwee
n OCCupancy and local abundance, restricted-range species also tend to be locally rare
(Gas ton et al. 2000). Therefore, they typically require a substantial sampling effort even to be
detected I
, et alone for obtaining data on relative abundances across their range.
!deall

y, complementary reserve selection should be based on the best possible data, obtained

through sufficient sampling effort to detect the rarest species and to obtain information on the
locatio f
n 0 species' peaks of abundance. However, it remains unclear how the quality of the
networks selected changes with the quality of the data used, and, in particular, how well do
network b
S ased on data obtained from low sampling effort perform.
Preitag and

van Jaarsveld (1998) evaluated the sensitivity of selection procedures for

conservation areas to survey intensity, survey extent and taxonomic diversity by randomly
deleting records, grid cells and species from their data set on mammals in South Africa. In this
stUdy I
P
am concerned about the effects of survey intensity (sampling effort) across all cells.
reitag
and van Jaarsveld's (1998) study has a number of weaknesses in this regard. First, the

a~proach to data degradation (by deleting records at random) does not simulate a realistic
Sltuat'
Ion of lower sampling effort across all cells, as it assumes that all records have the same
Probab'}'
lIly of occurrence (for example, a record where a species has been seen in 90% of visits
Or' .
In Just 1% of them). As a result, a species' range in the degraded data is made of a random
seleCtion of grid cells from the original range. In a low-sampling effort situation, the most
natUral
.
Outcome would be a reduced range such that the species tends to have been recorded
In thos .
e sItes where it is more abundant. Second, the performance of the reserves obtained
USing th
e degraded data was assessed mainly by measures of spatial congruence between sites
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selected. However, there is often a large diversity of possible solutions to each complementary
reserve 1 .
se echon problem (e.g., Arthur et al. 1997), often differing considerably in terms of the
identity of the sites selected (see Chapter 5; Rodrigues and Gaston 2002a). Third, viability
conside .
rahons were not taken into account in the evaluation of the performance of reserve
network b .
So tamed from degraded data sets.
ere
B , I Use exemplar data on the distribution and reporting rates of bird species in South
Africa d
an Lesotho (Harrison et al. 1997) to assess how the effectiveness (see Section 3.2;
ROdrigues et al. 1999) and efficiency (Pressey and Nicholls 1989a) of reserve networks obtained
by COmplementary reserve selection are affected by the intensity of sampling effort.
I am concerned about the variation in the sampling effort across all candidate sites for reserve

se1ectio

n.

Th'

IS

study does not address situations where low sampling effort consists of a

fraction of sites being well studied while for others there is no data. For these, the solution
Probabl .
Y mvolves some form of data interpolation techniques, and the main issue then
become t
s 0 evaluate the effectiveness of such techniques.

7·1.2 Data and Methods
'The SOuthern African Bird Atlas Project (Harrison et al. 1997) has provided the most
COIl1 h
pre ensive information currently available on the distribution of birds in Southern Africa.
Several previous studies have used this data set as a basis for planning studies (e.g., Allan et
al, 1997· R

1992

, eyers et al. 2000; Fairbanks et al. 2001). Data were mainly collected between 1987 and

,at a spatial resolution of a quarter-degree grid for Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa,
Swa '1
ZI and, and Zimbabwe and on a half-degree grid for Botswana. Observers visiting each
Cell r
ecorded the presence of identified species on checklists, and breeding and non breeding
records Were considered equivalent. A variable number of checklists has been submitted for
each cell (
J.t :: 39, 0' =88.0). A total of 909 species were recorded. Based on these data, reporting
rates
Were calculated for each species in each cell as the proportion of checklists submitted for
that cell
on which the species was recorded. I used the data for South Africa and Lesotho (1858
teus),
.
eXcludmg marine, vagrant, marginal and introduced or escaped species from the
al1alysi (
s total of 651 species).
Fore h
th ac Species, peaks of reporting rates were defined as cells with reporting rates ~ 80% of
e ma .
Xl1num value observed for that species, and I assumed these peaks of reporting rates
correspond to peaks of abundance. This assumption was based on the positive association
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between abundance and reporting rates found by Robertson et al. (1995), and it is expected to
be robust because it refers only to intra species relative abundance (thereby avoiding bias
related t h
.
.
.
o t e species' different levels of conspicuousness). These peaks of abundance
correspo d
.
n on average to 5.8% of the total number of records for each speCIes.
I Considered the efficiency of a reserve network to be inversely related to the percentage of
total area that it occupies (a first approximation to its relative cost; Pressey and Nicholls
1989a). Effectiveness in species representation was evaluated using four different measures.

First I d .
, etermmed the percentage of the overall number of species represented (out of 651) in
each reserve network. This is the most traditional measure of effectiveness (see Section 3.2;
ROdrigues et al. 1999), but it may be misleading if the species are only represented at sites that
are'
madequate to ensure their persistence. As a second measure of effectiveness, I determined
the p
ercentage of species represented in at least one of their respective peaks of abundance.
The th'Ird and fourth measures of effectiveness refer to the representation of restricted-range
sPe .
Cles, here after considered the 25% of species with the smallest ranges in the study area
(those p '
.
.
resent m < 8.8% of the 1858 gnd cells; Gaston 1994). I determmed the percentage of
restrict d
e -range species represented at least once and the percentage of these represented in at
least 0
ne of their peaks of abundance.
FOur scenarios of data availability resulting from different levels of sampling effort were
derived from the initial data set on the reporting rates of each of the 651 species in each of the
1858 .
gnd cells: abundance, presence/absence, low sampling effort, and absence of data.

In the f

lrst scenario, the location of the peaks of abundance for each species was known.

Reserv

e networks of variable total area that maximized the number of species that could be
represent d .
e m at least one of their peaks of abundance were obtained.

In the second scenario, I used data on the presence/absence of each species in each cell to
obta'
m reserve networks of variable total area that maximize the number of species represented
at least once. This is the most common scenario in the literature, with most reserve selection
el(er .
Clses being based on presence/absence data, which can potentially be obtained with less
s"i11 l'

p Ing effort than abundance data (see Section 4.2; Rodrigues et al. 2000a).

For both
anal

the abundance and presence/absence scenarios, I assumed for the purpose of these

yses that the data correspond to "the truth" of species distribution and location of peaks of

ab Undance.
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In the third scenario, I used the original information on reporting rates to simulate a situation

in which very low sampling effort - two visits - was applied across all cells. A visit to a given
Cell W
as reproduced by randomly re-sampling that cell such that the probability of each
sp .
eCles being observed during the visit is given by the reporting rate for that species in the cell
(Le., each species has an associated binomial distribution of parameters P(I, p), where p is the
reporting rate for that species in the cell}. Ten replicates of this scenario were conducted. The
presence/absence matrices obtained retained, across the entire grid, on average 95.9% of the

initial651

.

species, but the species richness sampled in each cell was much reduced (on average

each cell had 42.6% of the original species richness). This reduction in species richness is the
result of Species with lower reporting rates in each cell being missed when low sampling effort

~as applied (Figure 7.1). These matrices were therefore highly biased toward retaining
Inform r
a Ion about those species that are locally more abundant. These low sampling effort
presence/ b '
.
.
a sence matnces were then used to obtam reserve networks of vanable area that
l1laximiz h
e t e number of species represented.

~n the fOurth scenario, I assumed a total absence of information on the distribution of species
In the

study area. This was simulated by randomly selecting sets of cells of variable total area.

The
b
. pro lem of finding the maximum number of species represented without exceeding a
given ar .
ea IS a maximal covering location problem (Church et al. 1996), represented as
m

maximize

LYi
i=1

subject to

2:" a

ijX j

~Yi'

i =1,2, "., m

j=I,

=1,2, .. " n

Xj E

{O,l}

j

Yi

{O,l}

i =1,2, .. " m

E

""her
.
e 1n IS the total number of species, n is the total number of sites, k is the maximum
nlll1lber of sites to be selected, Yi is 1 if species

i is represented in at least one of the sites

selected and 0 otherwise, Xj is 1 if site j has been selected and 0 otherwise, and alj is 1 if species i
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is present in site j and 0 otherwise (in the abundance data scenario, being present refers to
hav '
Ing a peak of abundance at site j), For each one of the first three scenarios, maximal
covering I
'
ocatlOn problems were solved for values of k ranging between 1 and 80 (or unti l the
rnin'
unum number of sites needed to represent all species was reached if < 80), All problems
were solved optimally w ith C-PLEX software (ILOG 1999),
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Figure 71
'
rate (RR) ,- Species accumulati,on curve for a cell in the s tudy ~rea (open circl,es) a nd average ~eporting
viSits t In the cell of the species not yet represented (closed circles) after a given number of Simulated
(2.S2.8C~ the cell. The figure corresponds to the mean resu lt for 10 sequences of 60 visits to a particular cell
obtain cl rand~mly selected), but represents the typica l shape of species accumulation curves that can be
group: for ~Ifferent cells in the study area and indeed for different geographic regions and ta xonomic
this par (~,g" In Gentry 1990), On average, 39,3% of a ll species were sa mpled within the firs t two visits to
bcular cell. Species with higher loca l reporting rates tend to be sa mpled first.

7.1.3 ReS Ults
A. sign'f
I Icantly larger reserve network was required if the purpose was to obtain ne tworks
Where s
'
peCles are represented at peaks of abundance rather than simply represented
anYwhere W'th"
,
,
I In their ranges (FIgure 7,2) , Indeed, I found that the area needed was more than
s\)c Urn
es larger if the purpose was to represent species in peaks of abundance (6,4% of the total
area'
lnstead of 1.0%),
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Figure 7 2
.
know ' ' - EffectIveness and efficiency of reserves selected for four different scenarios of data qua lity: 1)
data r'n g the location of the pea ks of abundance for each species (triangles); 2) having presence/absence
(filled o~ each species in each cell (open circles); 3) us ing data obtained from very low sa mp li ng effort
cOnfid Circles represent the mean va lue across 10 replica tes, das hed lines represent the limits of the 95%
mea n ~n~e Interval); and 4) having no data on the species' distribution (continuous lines represent the
efficien a Ue across 100 rep licates, dashed lin es represent th e limits of the 95% confidence interva l). The
effectiv cy of reserve netwo rks is inversely related to the percentage of tota l area selected (x axis), The
POint eness has been assessed in four ways, corresponding to the y axes in (n), (b), (c) and (d) . Each data
of theCorresponds to the solution of one maxima l covering location problem. For the da ta on the loca tion
Selecti peaks of abundance for each species (triang les), 100% of species representation is achieved by
ng 6.4% of the total area (not represented).

'The r
eserve networks obtained in the abse nce-of-data scenario always (as ex pected) performed
Worst '
In terms of their efficiency and effectiveness (Figure 7.2). But whereas relatively high
percentages of species could be represented by selecting sites at random (Figure 7.2a), it was
l11Uch rn
"
ore dIfficult to represent them in peaks of abundance (Figure 7.2b), especially for the
restricted
-range species (Figure 7.2c, d). For example, 79% of all species were represented in
randoml
y selected networks occupying 1% of the total area (Figure 7.2a), but only 13% of all
SPeCies w
ere represented in peaks of abundance (Figure 7.2b) . Regarding the res tricted-range
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sp .
eCIes, 34% of these were represented at least once in a network of the same size (Figure 7.2c)
but only 2°/
.
.
10 were represented In peaks of abundance (FIgure 7.2d).

1'h

e networks obtained in the presence/absence-data scenario were the most effective in

representing species at least once within a given area (100% of all species represented within
10;.
o of the total area [Figure 7.2a,c]), but their performance declined dramatically if the purpose
Was to represent species in their respective peaks of abundance (21.7% of all species [Figure
7.2b] and 21.5% of restricted-range species [Figure 7.2d] represented in 1% of the total area).

1'h

e networks obtained in the abundance data scenario (with knowledge of the location of

these peaks) were not as effective in terms of simple species' representation (97.7% of all
sPe .
Cles [Figure 7.2a] and 77.3% ofrestricted-range species [Figure 7.2c] represented within 1%
of the
area), but they were (as expected) the ones that performed better in representing species
at peaks of abundance (70% of all species [Figure 7.2b] and 39.3% of restricted-range species
[Figur 72
e . d] represented in 1% of the area).

The most surprising results came from the performance of the networks obtained in the
scenari f
o 0 low sampling effort. They always performed much better than a random selection
of .
sItes, indicating that the results obtained cannot be explained by accidental species

r~presentation with the selection of increasingly large areas. In terms of species representation,
either f
b
or all (Figure 7.2a) or for just the restricted-range species (Figure 7.2c), they performed
etter th
.
an the networks obtained in the abundance-data scenario (95% and 85%, respectively,
In 10;.
Oaf the area). They were not as good in representing species at their peaks of abundance
(410;.
•
0 of all Species [Figure 7.2b] and 30% of restricted-range species [Figure 7.2d] represented
In 1% of th
h
e area), but in terms of these measures of effectiveness they performed much better
t an the networks obtained in the presence/absence-data scenario.

7.1.4 DiScussion
The r

netw

esult that a significantly larger reserve network was required if the purpose was to obtain

arks that improve the probability of maintaining species over time (by representing them
at peaks of abundance), rather than simply those in which they are represented (Figure 7.2),

a~rees With previous results (e.g., see Sections 4.1, 4.2; Araujo and Williams 2000; Rodrigues et
: . 2000a,b). The six-fold difference between the areas needed in the two cases is likely to arise
ecau
Se the occurrences of different species coincide much more frequently than do their
Peaks of
abundance. But even these larger areas required are unlikely to be sufficient for
establis .
hU1g a network that retains all the species over the long-term because reserves of the
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size of the units I considered (- 650 km2) may not be sufficient for the maintenance of viable
POpulations (e.g., Mattson and Reld
" 1991; Nlcholls et al. 1996; Manne et al. 1999). Nevertheless,
I expect that the results for the different scenarios explored will generalize to more demanding
levels f
o representation of occurrence and of peaks of abundance.

The performance of networks based on low sampling effort was never optimal (Le., the
ll1a .
X1mum values of species representation that could be obtained for a given area were never
reached), either in terms of species representation (which, by definition, was obtained by the
networks based on presence/absence data; Figure 7.2a,c) or of representation of species in
their peaks of abundance (which, by definition, was obtained by the networks based on
abund
ance data; Figure 7.2b,d). But it was generally good, well above the results of a random
seleCtion and sometimes close to the optimal. This suggests that the data on which basis these
networks Were chosen still retain useful information for identifying areas that are highly
COll1Plementary in terms of species representation and in terms of their representation in peaks
of abundance.

The high effectiveness of these networks in terms of species representation (Figure 7.2a,c) was
likely
.
a dIrect consequence of the effectiveness of the low sampling effort in recording at least
sOme information on the distribution of most of the species in the original data set. Indeed,
des'
PIte an average reduction of 39% in the total number of records, the large majority (on
average 95.9%) of all species were recorded in at least one site by the low sampling effort.
Their r
ecorded mean range size was much reduced (on average, to 28.6% of the original), but
Complementary networks obtained from the low-sampling-effort data still represented these
SPeCies because some information existed regarding their location in the study area. The
decreas .
.
e In the efficiency of these networks compared with the ones obtained using the
On .
. glnal presence/absence data was an expected result from the increase in the species' rarity
In the d
ata set (e.g., see Chapters 6 and 8; Lombard et al. 1995; Willis et al. 1996; Pressey et al.
l 999'R
, Odrigues and Gaston 2001, 2002c).

In term

f

s of absolute numbers, the performance of the networks obtained using data resulting

tlro~ low sampling effort is considerably worse when the purpose is to represent species in

i

1elr

Peaks of abundance (Figure 7.2b,d) rather than simple species representation (Figure

t~2a,c). However, their performance is actually quite good compared with the optimal values

at ca b
n e obtained (Le., the values achieved by the networks based on abundance data) and
Values
.
obtained by random selection of the same percentage of total area. Despite being a
l'tIore r d
e uced presence/ absence data set than the original one, they performed better than
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reserves selected using the more complete original data (Figure 7.2b,d). In the latter, most
records correspond to sites where species exist at very low abundance (Figure 7.3), having
only been detected after considerable sampling effort. These sites are likely to be less adequate
in rnaintaining species over time and are therefore relatively uninteresting with regard to the
selecti
on of priOrity areas for conservation. However, these records contribute much to
irnpro h
ve t e efficiency (i.e., to reduce the area needed) of complementary sets in representing
all species. In an extreme situation, after enough sampling effort has been applied, the
recorded range of most species will have been substantially expanded by the detection of
Vagrant individuals. The minimum reserve networks needed to represent all species will then
be tiny (very efficient), but highly ineffective in ensuring species' persistence over time (see
Se t'

c IOns 4.1, 4.2; Rodrigues et al. 2000a,b). In the low-sampling-effort scenario, the probability

of a species being recorded in a given cell is directly related to its reporting rate in that cell.

Although this means locally rarer species are likely to be missed, it also results in a bias
tOWard th'
.
.
e mclUsIOn of records that correspond to peaks of abundance (Flgure 7.3). Indeed,
the redUCtion in the number of data records in the low sampling scenario (as referred to above,
each sp . ,
eCles recorded range was on mean reduced to 28.6% of the original) was made chiefly
by the d I .
e ehon of low local abundance records, whereas most (81.3%, on mean) of the peaks of
abUndance have been retained. Therefore, there is a higher probability that reserve networks
selected Using the low sampling effort data include those sites within species ranges where
they a I
re ocally more abundant. This result does not mean data become less adequate for
reserve selection when higher sampling effort is invested. Without high sampling effort, it is
Unl'k
I ely that the rarest species _ the ones requiring higher conservation investment - are ever

~etected. But it does demonstrate that, in complementary reserve selection, using too much
Indiscri .
mmate data is not necessarily better than using less data. In most sampling schemes
desi
gned to obtain presence-absence data across a given region, it should be possible to extract
addition I .
a mformation on the location of the peaks of abundance of most species if
inform t'
a Ion on the sampling effort involved in obtaining each record is retained (as in
liarr'
ISon et al. 1997).

~n of the species' missing from the low-sampling-data matrices were restricted-range ones.
OWever, compared with the optimal values that can be obtained and with values obtained by
rand
om selection of the same percentage of total area, the relative performance of reserve
l1etw
arks based on these data was actually better in terms of representation of the restrictedran
(p. ge species at their peaks of abundance (Figure 7.2d) than in the representation of all species
Igure 7.2b). This is because the bias in the data obtained by low sampling effort toward the
Select'
Ion of records that correspond to peaks of abundance is stronger for the restricted-range
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species. Indeed, although the mean number of these records in the low sampling matrices is of
21.7% for restricted-range species, the corresponding value for the remaining species is only

8.4% Th'
.

IS means that when selecting a complementary data set based on presence/absence

data obtained by low sampling effort there is a higher probability that the peaks of abundance
of th
'
e restncted range species will be captured than the peaks of abundance of the more
common species,
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7.3 - Distribution of the values of reporting rates with the rank of each site (in descending order of
effort Ing rates) in the original presence/absence scenario (shallower curve) and in the low-samplingrando~~enario (steeper curve). The values are for the Ovambo Sparrow hawk (Accipiter ovampensis,
SUbst
selected) but are representative of the overall result. Although the number of records has been
the se~nh~lly reduced in the low sampling effort data (from 624 to 120), this has been mainly a result of
16; lar e~!IV,e deletion of records with low reporting rates, and most of the peaks of abundance (13 out of
g CIrcles) have been retained,
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' t0
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1 1 Y concerns m

aCCOunt Were obtained using the data set with more complete information about the location
of the
d'
peaks of abundance for each species. However, these results demonstrate that even
1stribut'
Ional data obtained through low sampling effort may be valuable for the application
of cam I
p ernentary approaches for the selection of priority areas for conservation. Although
l1\ore

' ,

ernplrlcal testing is needed, including for data on other taxonomic groups with finerScale d' ,
.
IstrIbUtions, this suggests that these approaches can also be valuable tools in regions
WIth

Poor biological data. They may be used as an initial coarse approach for the selection of a
cOherent
network of reserves, based on data from low-intensity-sampling schemes such as
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Conservation International's Rapid Assessment Program (Conservation International 2001).
l'h' .
IS IS good news at a time when the pressure on natural resources requires " qu ick-and-dirt y"
methods of evaluating natural ecosystems and designing reserves to protect them (Ehrlich
1992).
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8Global conservation targets - how
much is enough?

:n extensive literature exists on the required size of individual reserves, but to date there has
een
th little investigation regarding the appropriate size of entire networks. IUeN's proposal
atlO,};
b
0 of each nation be reserved is often presented as a desirable target, but concerns have
een raised that this is insufficient and dictated primarily by considerations of feasibility and
POlitics Th'
•
1S chapter integrates the results of a number of published complementarity-based
analYses t .
.
0 investigate which variables control the percentage of area that needs to be reserved

It then builds on that information to predict how large
reserve
.
networks need to be in order to represent plant and vertebrate species, in the tropical
raIn fore
sts and at a global scale.

In Order to represent each species.
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8.1 How large do reserve networks need to be?
8.1.1 Introduction
Article 8

of the Convention on Biological Diversity (http://www.biodiv.org/) obliges

Contracting parties to establish networks of protected areas for conservation. As these areas
cannot be expected to protect what they do not contain in the first place, the initial minimum
requ'
Irement of such networks is that they represent all the species that are to be conserved,
IDCN - The World Conservation Union advocates that at least 10% of the land area of each
nat'
IOn be set aside for this purpose (IUCN 1993). But although achieving this target would
require
nearly doubling the currently protected land area (Hobbs and Lleras 1995), recent
concerns have been raised that even this is woefully insufficient and dictated more by
con'd
.
SI erations of feasibility and politics than of biology (Sou le and Sanjayan 1998). However,
to date there has been little investigation of what would be an appropriate target from a
biol og ' I
lca perspective.

Cornplementarity_based methods provide a way to integrate political and biological
cons id
.
erahons in the selection of networks of protected areas. They have been proposed in
aCknOWledgement of the fact that resources available for conservation purposes are limited
and should therefore be employed in efficient ways that maximise the diversity of biological
featur b
. es enefited (Pressey and Nicholls 1989a; Pressey et al. 1993), When data on the
distribution of all the species within a region are available, this is achieved by selecting areas
that
complement one another to the fullest possible extent in terms of their species
Corn po 'f
,
SI Ion. In the most widespread type of analyses applying these methods, minimum sets

repre~ent

(I.e., Sets of sites with minimum total area) are obtained which
all of the target
spe'
1 Cles at least once. These minimum networks are unlikely to be sufficient for ensuring the
ong-t
'.
berm persistence of the species represented (see Sections 4.1, 4.2; Rodrigues et al. 2000a,b),
ut they provide a lower bound to the size of an adequate network for conserving those
sPe '
Cles. These methods are therefore particularly suitable tools for determining the minimum
Percent
age of a given region that needs to be reserved in order to ensure the representation of
,
lts sp ,
eCIes diversity.

~%

.

1
stUdy, complementary-based methods are used as a tool to explore the Issue of how
arge r
eserve networks need to be. First, I examine patterns of variation in the sizes of
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minimum networks for a variety of assemblages. Second, I test predictions for these patterns.
Third, I analyse the implications of the patterns for conservation planning.

8.1.2 Predictions from previous complementarity studies
I analysed 21 published and unpublished studies that found the minimum or near-minimum

percentages of area required to represent each species in a region at least once (published
studies·. Rebeo
I and Slegfned
"
1992; Lombard et al. 1995; Castro Parga et al. 1996; Ch urch et al.
19

96; Freitag et al. 1996; Williams et al. 1996a,b; Willis et al. 1996; Csuti et al. 1997; Muriuki et

al. 1997; Hacker et al. 1998; Nantel et al. 1998; Araujo 1999; Humphries et al. 1999; Lombard et
al. 1999; Reyers et al. 2000; Williams et al. 2000a,b; unpublished studies: near-minimum area to
represent plant species in the Northern Province of South Africa provided by B. Reyers, pers.
n
cOIn/ .;

minimum area to represent bird species in South Africa and Lesotho and in south-east

Scotland calculated from data provided in published atlases - Harrison et al. 1997; Murray et
al. 1998). These studies concern a diversity of geographic regions (in Europe, North America,
Africa, and the Neotropics), with scales varying from regional analyses (456 km2) to entire
continents (Africa, _ 20 million km2) and with selection units sized between 1 km2 and 1
degree g 'd
. .
.
n cells (- 12,000 km2). In all cases, analyses were based on contIguous equal-SIzed
selecti
.
.
on umts (grid cells, hexagons or rectangles), so that the solutIOn to the problem of
obta' .
lnlng the minimum number of sites such that each species is represented at least once is
equ'
Ivalent to the problem of minimising the area.
'The mean value of the minimum percentage of the area needed to represent all species in these
studie .
s IS 13.6%, not far from the IUCN recommendation that 10% of land area be set aside for
conservation, however the range is very wide (0.3-66.0%). I tested a diversity of logistic
regression models to look for the most parsimonious explanation of this variation. I found that
the Comb'
Ined influences of the number of species considered in each study and the number of
COntiguous sites into which the study area was divided, expressed as a ratio of species per site,
eXpI .
.
alns a highly significant part of this variation. This ratio is positively correlated with the
min'
Imum percentage of area required to represent all species (Figure 8.1); this does not result
frorn an intrinsic relationship between the number of species and the number of sites (r2

=

0,017; P ::: 0.57). Moreover, a substantial proportion of the variability of the results seams to be
eXPlained by the nature of the biodiversity features considered: studies on plants and
Verteb
rates lead to substantially different logistic regression curves when considered
separately (F'19ure 8 .1) .
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Figure 81
Which th - R~la tionsh ip between the ratio of the number of species analysed to the number of sites into
sPecie e regIOn has been di vided and the min imum percentage of tota l area req uired to represent each
stUdie: at least once (see tex t fo r details). The va lues were obta ined fro m 21 published and unpublished
sPecies that found the minimum (o r near-minimum) percentage of area requi red to represent each
studie at least o nce. Logistic regression models were appli ed to determine the relati onships fo r all
(open s ~dashed line) a nd sepa rate ly fo r plants (black dia monds, up per continu ous line) and vertebra tes
cases t;~cles, low er continuous line). Highl y significa nt re la tionshi ps (p < 0.001 ) were ob tained in all
Open t:· data: X2-test = 410.69, 11 = 21; plants: ;e-test = 227. 29, 11 = 8; vertebra tes: x2..test = 20.71, 11 = 10).
langles refe r to studies based on m ulti ple higher taxa (including plants a nd vertebra tes).

These
.
results sugges t three mecha nisms by w hich intrins ic properti es of the d a ta se t affec t the
I1Itn'

lrnurn percentage of a rea needed to represent all species within a region . First, every thing

eISe b .

el11g equ al (i .e., for the same geographic area and considering the sa me selection units),
as mo
re species a re included in a rese rve planning exe rcise, the minimum percentage of total
area n
eeded to ensure representa tion of all of those species will increase.
SeCond
, an increase in the s ize of the selection units should result in an increase in the
ll\inimu
m pe rcentage of the area required for representa tion of all species (see also Pressey
and La
gan 1998; Pressey et al. 1999).
'third .
, It seems probable tha t the diffe rent rela tionships for plants a nd ver tebra tes be tween the
ratio of th
e number of species to the number of sites and the minimum percentage of total a rea
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required to represent each species at least once are derived from the larger mean geographic
range .
Sizes and greater distributional overlap of vertebrates compared to plants. If this is a
general rule, then taxa that have higher levels of local endemism are expected to require
h'
Igher percentages of area in order to be fully represented (see also Soule and Sanjayan 1998;
Pressey et al. 1999).

Whilst logical and possibly obvious, these predictions have received little testing. This can be
done by manipulating data sets in order to vary each one of the three variables mentioned
(number of species, size of selection units and level of endemism) while controlling for the
rem' .
ammg ones. I used data on the distribution of birds in Southern Africa to perform these
tests.

8·1.3 Test of the predictions
The S
outhern African Bird Atlas Project (Harrison et al. 1997) provides the most
comprehensive information currently available on the distribution of birds in Southern Africa.
Data Were mainly collected between 1987 and 1992, at a spatial resolution of a quarter-degree
grid
for Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland and Zimbabwe, and on a half-degree grid
for Bo
tswana. Observers visiting each cell recorded the presence of identified species on
checkli
sts. A total of 909 species were recorded (for a more detailed description of the
method I
o ogy used, see Harrison et al. 1997).

~~

.

study, I used presence-absence data collected for South Afnca and Lesotho (1858

quarter-degree grid cells), and excluded marine, vagrant, marginal and escaped species from
the
analysis (651 species were analysed). I manipulated the data properties in order to test
each
b one of the predictions presented above. All optimisation problems referred to below have
eensol d
Ve optimally using CPLEX software (ILOG 1999; see Chapter 2).
Predict'

.

Illil'llrn IOn 1. An increase in the number of species should result In an increase in the
urn percentage of area required

Th'IS Pred' .
Ichon was tested using data subsets for Lesotho (329 species, 46 quarter-degree grid
cells)
)..,
and for the South African provinces of Northern Cape (401 bird species, 542 cells),
4'\10rth
ern Province (555 species, 174 cells) and Mpumalanga (561 species, 118 cells). These were
uSed
b
rather than the entire data set in order to obtain a priori higher values for the ratio
etwee h
n t e number of species and the number of sites.
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For each political unit separately, data subsets were created with variable numbers of species
while k .
eepmg the number of sites constant (for example, for Lesotho, subsets were obtained
W'h
It 10,30,50, 100, 150,200,250 and 300 species, all with 46 cells). In this way, a wide range of
values for the ratio between the number of species and the number of sites was obtained,
which Was necessary to cover the variability (across the x axis) of the data points plotted in
Figure 8.1.

The species included in each subset were selected randomly, and ten replicates with the same
nUmber of Species were created in each case. For each subset, the minimum percentage of area
needed t
o represent each species at least once was obtained, and the average values across the
ten re l'
P lcates were then calculated.
The results SUpport the first prediction. For each unit separately, the minimum percentage of
total area needed to represent all species increased steadily for increasing numbers of species
(Fi
gure 8.2a). The values obtained are very accurately described by logistic regression curves
(FigUre 8.2a).

:~el~iction 2. An increase in the size of the selection units considered should result In
crease in the minimum percentage of area required

DSing th
.
e entIre data set on the distribution of bird species in South Africa and Lesotho I
ll1an'
IPUlated the size of the selection units while keeping the number of species constant (651
spec' )
les by re-sampling the data at different spatial resolutions. Unit sizes employed were of
hI (th
'.
e ongmal1858 quarter-degree grid cells), 2x2 (498 half-degree cells), 3x3 (240 cells), 4x4
(139 on d
e- egree cells), 5x5 (95 cells), 6x6 (68 cells), 7x7 (54 cells) and 8x8 (44 two-degree cells)
grid
cells. A species was considered to be present in a given cell at a given resolution if it
occurred'
m at least one of the quarter-degree grid cells that composes the larger cell. For each
Un'It SiZe th
, e minimum percentage of area needed to represent each species at least once was
obtained.

'I'he results support the second prediction, as the minimum percentage of total area needed to
tepte

obta'

Sent all species increased steadily with increasing size of the unit (Figure 8.2b). The values

lned are again very accurately described by a logistic regression curve.
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rePrese t 1e numbe r of species to the number of sites and the minimum percentage of total a rea needed to
CO l11.mO nt all species for four levels of endemism: (i) all species (open dia monds); (ii) the 50% most
sPecies ~bspeCi es (open triangles); (iii) the 50% ra rest species (black diamonds); a nd (iv) th e 50% "midd le"
and (iii) lack Circles). Highly significant relationships (p<O.OOI) were found in (i) ( x2..test = 33.1, ~ =. 13)
variar (~2..test = 15.8; 11 = 7). The lack of sig nifica nt rela tionships in (ii) and (IV ) refl ects the limited
IOn I n th
' .
.
.
e mmlmum p ercentage of total area reqUIred m these cases.
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Pred' t'
IC Ion 3. Steeper slopes are expected for taxa with higher levels of endemism

One way of measuring the level of endemism in a data set is by calculating the average range
of the Species, which can be presented in a standardised way (comparable across different data
sets) as the average percentage of sites in the study are~ occupied by each species. The smaller
the average range, the higher the level of endemism.
This pr d' .
e lchon was tested using data for the Mpumalanga province (561 species, 118 cells).
Four levels of endemism were analysed by creating data subsets with a variable number of
SPeCies ra d
'
,
n omly extracted from: (I) all the 561 speCIes (average range 43% of the total area);
(it) the 50"1<
o most common species in terms of range size (measured as the number of cells
OCCupied by a given species; average range 69%); (iii) the 50% rarest species (average range
18%). a d ('
,n IV) the 50% "middle" species (excluding the 25% rarest and the 25% most common
species; average range 40%). Ten replicates were obtained for each number of species (between
10
and 550 in (i) and between 10 and 250 in (ii), (iii) and (iv» and each of the four levels of
endem'
Ism. The minimum percentage of area needed to represent each species at least once
was fa d
un for each subset, and average values were calculated across the ten replicates.
The reSUlts support the third prediction, as steeper slopes are obtained for increasing levels of
endem'
Ism (Figure 8.2c), However, the curves for the levels obtained by selection from the
entire set of 561 species (i) and from the "middle" species (iv) have quite different slopes,
des'
PIte haVing similar average range sizes. The first one is much closer to the level obtained

~or

the rare species (iii), while the second is closer to the level for the common species (il). This
IS likel
b
Ydue to the disproportionate influence of the very rare species (excluded from level (iv)
cUt stilI present in level (i» on the number of sites selected (see Chapter 6; Rodrigues and
as tan 200
2c). If so, then the average range size may not be the most adequate measure of the
data
property that is influencing the slope of the regression curves obtained. A more sensitive
ll'Ieasur
e of the influence of very rare species is the average range size for the 10% rarest
SPeCies
d'
amongst the ones considered in each data set. The corresponding values for the
lfferent levels are: (i) 1.9%; (ii) 42.4%; (iii) 1.1%; and (iv) 19,3%. These are more consistent with
the reI '
ahve position of the curves in Figure 8.2c.

1'he relative position of the curves in Figure 8.2a also supports the prediction that higher levels

;f

endemism result in higher slopes when the measure of endemism is the average range size
Or the 100
.
...
}ID rarest species (Lesotho: 0.85%; N. Cape 1.04%; Mpumalanga: 1.88%; N. Provmce:
".270;. )
0 , but not when the measure is the average range for all species (Lesotho: 30%; N. Cape:
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22%; Mpumalanga: 43%; N. Province: 40%). These results support the idea that it is the range
of the rarest species that determines the slope of the relationship between the ratio of the
number of species to the number of sites and the minimum percentage of total area needed to
represent all species.

8.1.4 Implications for conservation planning

Du

r results demonstrate that the minimum percentage of area that would need to be reserved

Simply in order to represent all species within a region is highly variable and depends upon
the diversity and endemism of the taxa of concern, and on the size of the selection units
con 'd
SI ered. This is supported by the analyses of data from various taxa and geographic
re .
glons (Figure 8.1), as well as by analyses manipulating data on the distribution of birds in
Sou the
.
.
rn Afnca (FIgure 8.2).

~lainIy, conservation requires more than just representation, however, these results have three

Itnp

ortant implications for practical conservation planning. First of all, they demonstrate that
no singl
.
e Universal target for the minimum percentage of area that should be reserved (such as
the 10% proposed by IUCN) can be appropriate. Instead, ecosystems or nations with higher
sPe .
Cles diversity and/or higher levels of endemism, such as the tropical ones, are expected to
req .
. Ulre substantially larger fractions of their areas to be reserved. This need is acknowledged
ill the main proposals of priority areas for global conservation (16 out of the 25 biodiversity

hotspots, comprising 75% of the overall area proposed, include tropical biomes: Mittermeier et
al. 1999'
, Meyers et al. 2000; and 76% of all Endemic Bird Areas are in the tropics: ICBP 1992;

~tattersfield et al. 1998), but, unfortunately, is the opposite of the current situation (Pimm and
aWton 1

998). For example, a higher percentage of the area of the species-poor tundra

COlllll1unities (7.5%) or mixed mountain systems (8.0%) is protected than of the rich tropical

hUtn'd

I forests (5.1 %), tropical dry forests/woodlands (4.7%) or tropical grasslands/savannahs
(5.5%) (H b
o bs and Lleras 1995).

Sd~cond, these results confirm that a minimum conservation network sufficient to capture the
l\Ter"'t

l-I

.,1

Yof vertebrates will not be an effective umbrella for biodiversity in general (Kerr 1997;

oWard et al. 1998), because many other more diverse groups with higher levels of local
endemis (.
.
.
.
m mcludmg plants and many groups of Invertebrates) are expected to requIre

c~nsiderably larger areas to be fully represented. Since in practice it is unlikely that data on the
distribution of all species of concern in a given region will be available in the near future, this
PrO\Tid
..
es another reason why reserve networks must not be based solely on a mInlmUm
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representation target of the well-studied species. The finding that higher levels of endemism
reSUlt in the need to select larger areas supports the emphasis given by international
conservation organisations to areas of exceptional concentrations of endemic species (as in the
b' .
IOdlVersity hotspots, Mittermeier et al. 1999; Meyers et al. 2000; and in the Endemic Bird
A.reas, ICBP 1992; Stattersfield et al. 1998).

'The third implication of these results is that considerable variation in the minimum percentage
of the area required for representation of all species results from changing the size of the
selection units. Conservation plans that consider the smallest possible selection units would
greatly reduce the minimum percentage of area needed to represent all species: carried to an
absurd
extreme, the cheapest reserve network would adopt a Noah's Ark approach, by
res erv ·
mg only a few square meters to represent one pair of each species (Pimm and Lawton
199
8). However, representation is not the same as conservation, and in order to ensure that the
reserve networks selected fulfil their role of maintaining biodiversity over time, the size of
seleCtion units must be one at which the populations of species are likely to persist
(rec ogn · .
ISmg that for many species more than one unit in which they occur will be selected,

who

Ich may be adjacent or not). This reinforces both the need for caution in the interpretation
and implementation of the results obtained when selecting minimum complementary sets, and
the belief that complementary reserve planning must take viability considerations into account
(e.g., Chapter 4; Rodrigues et al. 2000a,b; Gaston et al. 2001; see also Fahrig 2001).

Treating the relationships in Figure 8.1 as representative, they can be used to predict what
WOuld be the minimum percentage of land area required to represent each species of
terrest . 1
fla plant and higher vertebrate in a global or a tropical rain forest conservation network
consid .
ermg selection units of different sizes (Figure 8.3). In order to do so, the parameters of
the
corresponding logistic model obtained from the empirical data (Figure 8.1) have been
Used
.
, and It was assumed that 24,500 higher vertebrates (mammals, birds, reptiles and
arnph'b'
I lans) and 240,000 seed plants have been described (WCMC 1992), that at least 50% of
all sPe .
Cles exist in tropical rain forests (WCMC 1992; Wilson 1988), and that the area of land
SUrf
ace on earth (excluding Antarctica) is 133,149,000 km2 (Good 1974) and of the remaining
rain f
orest is C. 12,008,000 km2 (WCMC 1992).
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a
verteb required lo represent each species at least once, for seed plants (black diamonds) and higher
see tex~a:es (Open circles), at a global scale (continuous lines) or in the tropica l rain forest (dashed lines;
Or detaIls) . The dashed horizontal line indicates IUCN's proposed 10% targe t.

ConSide .
nng selection units of 1°x10 (c. 12000 km2), the finest resolution that has been
COnSidered practical for mapping bird species (the best known group) across an entire
cOntj
th nent Spanning the tropica l zone (Fjeldsa and Rahbek 1998), it is predicted that 74.3% of
e global land area and 92.7% of the trop ical rain forests would be required to represent every
Plant spe .
Cles once, and 7.7% and 17.8% for higher vertebrates (Figure 8.3). Although the values
Obtained f
Or p lants may seem high, they simply mean that, for example, in 92.7% of all l o xl o
cells a
cross the tropical rain forest it is expected tha t at least one plant species exists that
tequir
es that cell or part of it to be selected. This may not be unrealistic given that high
::rcentages of the tropical plant species described are known from single localities (e.g., 33.8%
neotro .
Plcal plants in Andersen et al. 1997). The values obtained for the higher vertebrates
are
probably underestimated . The sites selected by complementarity tend to be highly
Scattered (
e.g., Lombard 1995), and therefore isolated, and even reserves of this size (l oxl o)

tnay not be sufficiently large for maintainjng viable populations of many species. For example,

eVen

Very large reserves such as Kruger Nationa l Park in South Africa (19,485 km 2) and
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Yellows tone in the United States (8,992 km2) have lost or are in danger of losing some of their
lllammal species (e.g.Mattson and Reid 1991; Newmark 1987, 1996; Nicholls et al. 1996); and
Manne et al. (1999) showed that a high percentage of American bird species with range of the
size of a 1ox1 0 cell are threatened with imminent extinction.
Conver I .
se y, If the target was to reserve 10% of the total area, as suggested by the IUCN
guidelines, selection units of 16.5x16.5 km for the world, or of 7.0x7.0 km for the tropical rain
forest, would have to be considered to represent all plant species. Reserves of this size would
undoUbtedly be inadequate for maintaining viable populations of many (probably most)
sp .
eCIes, demonstrating that 10% of land area is indeed an insufficient target. Especially for
sp .
eCles-rich areas with high levels of endemism, such as the tropical rain forest, a much larger
fraction of the total area is needed if a significant fraction of species diversity is to be
conserv d'
e 111to the future.
Further empirical data are needed to test how realistic the values obtained in this study are.
But, meanwhile, these results reinforce the need for urgent conservation action, particularly in
the tro .
plcal regions, where the protected area network needs to be large, little biological data
ex'
1St to Support decisions about the appropriate location of sites, little national political will
and
eConomic resources exist to invest in reserve acquisition and which continue to suffer high
rates of h b'
a Itat destruction.
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9Reserve selection algorithms in
context

When this PhD research project started, it was already obvious the wide gap between the
theorer
lcal developments in complementary-based reserve selection algorithms and the
praCtice of reserve planning. The purpose of this project was to contribute to reducing this gap
by .
unproving these tools in order to make them more applicable in practical terms (see

C~apter 1). The emphasis was on exploring the flexibility of these methods for addressing a
dIverSity of concerns of potential interest in practical applications (such as guidelines for

a~dressing species persistence, Chapter 4; and for reserve selection in regions with poor
blOlogi 1
ca data, Chapter 7), on drawing attention for limitations of complementary sets when
used Uncritically (such as potential biases, Sections 4.3 and 6.1; limitations in terms of ensuring
sPecies p .
reslstence, Sections 4.1 and 4.2) and test of surrogates (taxonomic diversity in
teprese t'
'
n mg evolutionary species, Section 5.1). Yet, after four years, although I believe that
thIS r
, esearch project provided valuable methodological developments, it did not contribute
Slgnif
lcantly to reducing the gap between the theory and practice of reserve planning.
The
Purpose of this final chapter is not to discuss the relevance of the findings in each of the
previou
s chapters, which has been done at length elsewhere. Instead, its purpose is to try to
shed
some light on why the research made during this PhD, as well as that published in a few
hund d
re s of other studies, is not being routinely applied to real-life reserve planning. It does
So by
analysing each one of the explanations that have been presented to why reserve selection
a1gol' hm
th It s are failing to have an impact in conservation practice, hoping that understanding
esem
ay perhaps help to reduce the gap between theory and practice.
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9.1 Reserve selection algorithms: promises and problems
9.1.1 Introduction
Settin

.
g aSIde protected areas for conservation is urgently needed to counteract the current
extinct'
Ion crisis (e.g., Oates 1999; Terborgh 1999). Complementary-based reserve selection
alg .
Oflthms have been developed in recognition that such task needs to be done in ways which
make the best possible use of the scarce resources available to conservation, maximising the
return in terms of biodiversity conservation (see Chapter 1). Since they were first published

(~irkpatrick

1983), these methods have been increasing in popularity in the conservation

lIterature (Pressey 2002). Their objectivity and scientific rigor gives them the potential to
transform the way in which land is allocated and protected for conservation (Prendergast et al.
1999)

. And yet, despite holding such promise, they have had only limited application to
practical
conservation planning (Prendergast et al. 1999; Cabeza and Molainen 2001).

A number of explanations have been presented as to why reserve selection algorithms are
failing to have an impact in conservation practice, and these fall into five general categories:
EXPlan t'
a IOn 1- Reserve selection algorithms cannot be applied to regions where they are most
needed (trOPical countries with high diversity and archaic reserve networks).

l::xPlanation 2 - Reserve selection algorithms are useless in those countries where they could
bem
Ost applicable (developed countries with good biological data).
EXPlanation 3 - Reserve selection algorithms focus on representation of pattern, ignoring the
Processe h
s t at create and sustain biodiversity.
EXPlanation 4 - Reserve selection algorithms are too simplistic and do not account for all the
SOCial
, economic, and political aspects of real-life planning.
EXPI
anation 5 - Reserve selection algorithms are not easily accessible to conservation
Practit·loners.
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Bere, I analyse each one of these explanations, review the published literature on reserve
selectio 1 .
n a gonthms to understand how they have addressed the problems identified, and
Suggest developments needed to improve the utility and applicability of these methods as
de ..
CISlon-making tools in practical conservation planning.

9.1.2 Explanation 1 • Reserve selection algorithms cannot be applied to
regions where they are most needed (tropical countries with high
diver 't
SI y and archaic reserve networks)
Given the urgency of the current biodiversity crisis, in most parts of the world conservation
plannin
.
"
.
g requues 'qUlck and dirty' methods (Ehrhch 1992). Perhaps the most commonly
observed limitation of reserve selection algorithms is that they are data hungry, requiring
Illassive h' h
19 -quality data on species ranges (Prendergast et al. 1999; Pimm 2000; Cabeza and
MOilanen 2001; Peres 2002). This seriously limits the possibility of their application to those
parts of th
e World where they are most urgently needed, and where there is higher scope for
their application (Pimm 2000; Ferrier 2002): biologically rich tropical countries, many with still
arch'
. alC reserve networks (Balmford and Long 1995), where existing biological information is
highly b'
.
lased and fragmented (e.g., Patton et al. 1997; Kress et al. 1998), and where current
threats
mean that habitats will be lost before we even glimpse what taxa they contain, let alone
Illap th
.
em (Plm m 2000). Authors have therefore called for "new approaches that build on data
CUrrent]
.
Y avaIlable, rather than on idealised comprehensive knowledge" (Peres 2002).

WItu

e any conservation evaluation of tropical regions will be limited by the availability of

quality data, it is commonly assumed that this is a particularly serious problem for
:OIllPlementarY_based reserve selection algorithms. This is probably because they have been
eVelop d .
1
e In countries where such resources tend not to be a critical issue (Prendergast et al.
99

9 . ), and because the majority of the published analyses use quite impressive data sets,
lhalnl f
Y rom developed countries (e.g., Williams et al. 1996a; Csuti et al. 1997; Howard et al.
1998· R .
.,
G ' odngues et al. 2000a,b; Williams et al. 2000c; Araujo et al. 2001; Brooks et at. 2001a;
aston et al. 2001; Pressey and Taffs 2001; all datasets used in this thesis). That most published
pers
:a
in international journals originate from developed countries is, of course, not exclusive
reserve planning algorithms (e.g., 83% of the papers submitted to Conservation Biology in
<-000
th Were from authors based in the V.S., Europe or Australia, despite explicit intentions of
e edit .
th
onal board to invert this tendency; Meffe 1998a; Meffe 2001). Not only do authors from

..,0

eSe COUntries generally have better conditions in which to perform high-quality research, the
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very nature of scientific publishing means that analyses based on the best data sets will always
be more publ'Ishable than those using sketchy data,
Howeve r, 1't'IS not true that reserve selection algorithms, more than other planning methods,
can only be applied to high-quality data sets with accurate information on each species'
distrib t'
U Ions (see below), What they do require is that the relevant information (even if only
eXpert judgement) is spatially referenced before the planning process begins - conservation
plannin '
g IS a spatial exercise, and therefore needs to be based on spatial surrogates of
biodiversity (Margules and Pressey 2000), Also, prioritising areas means comparing candidate
areas
, so the data used to make such comparisons should be comparable in quality and
quantity (Williams et al. 2002), This means a preparatory stage that in other less explicit
plaOOj
ng methods (say, putting a number of experts in a room to agree on a map of priority
areas) ,
IS perhaps too often avoided, Going through the process of reviewing and spatially
referenCing all the information, as well as data treatment to minimise biases, is time
consUll1ing, and makes acutely obvious many of the gaps and biases in the existing data,
perhap d'
s ISCOuraging planners from using these methods (Stoms et al. 1997; Davis et al. 1999),
However, conservation planning must nevertheless proceed despite these gaps and biases,
and 't '
1 IS better that they are acknowledged explicitly, rather than hidden under a subjective
planni
ng process,

Makin

9 the best use of existing data

:~en for the best-studied parts of the world, data sets are imperfect, containing collection
t:

ases

and inaccuracies in mapping and reporting, Additionally, for no part of the world is

ere a complete inventory of all of the biodiversity patterns and processes of conservation
concern
, As a result, conservation planning needs to make the best possible use of the
aVailabl '
th
e Information, and must inevitably be based on surrogates for biodiversity (see below)
at are Only partially effective. Perfect information is neither a choice for managers nor a
Pterequi '
""
SIte of complementarity-based algorithms (Pressey and Cowling 2001; Ferrier 2002).
'ne ll1a'
In challenge is not on the limits of our lack of knowledge, but our failure to synthesise
and dist 'b
n ute what we do know (Pimm et al. 2001),
Specie
s
s are Usually considered the most basic, recognisable units in biodiversity and therefore
Pecies d' ,
Istnbutional data is ultimately the most appropriate in conservation planning
(Mitterll1 .
eler et al. 1999). Some authors have, however, called for the need to conserve
ecosy
stems either as biodiversity features in their own right (Noss 1996), or because an
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ecosystem-based approach is the only way to conserve organisms and processes in poorly
known Or unknown habitats and ecological subsystems (Franklin 1993). A unifying approach

is that both ecosystems and species need to be protected; ecosystems because species need
them·
In the short term, and species because they make ecosystems in the long term (Law ton
1997).
A.lthough

most published analyses use species distributional (presence/absence) data,

cOmplementarity_based reserve selection algorithms have the flexibility to accommodate
Virtually any type of data that can be spatially referenced. This is particularly desirable given
the·
.
IncreaSing availability of extensive layers of biotic and/or abiotic data. Particularly
relevant to poorly studied areas is the possibility of using data that can be obtained rapidly
and ch I
.
eap y for Wide areas (e.g., through remote sensing) to complement finer (however
tncomplete) data on the location of particular features, such as species (Ferrier 2002).
TYpes of data that have been used in published studies include:
Species distribution data, either mapped as point data (e.g., Lombard et al. 1997), in grid
cells (e.g., Williams et al. 1996a; Csuti et al. 1997; Fjeldsa and Rahbek 1998; Brooks et al.
2001 a), or associated with polygons (e.g., forest tracts, Howard et al. 1998; islands, Chown
et al. 2001; wetlands, Turpie 1995, Rodrigues et al. 1999, data on the distribution of
Wetland species in fens used in Section 3.2);
~.

.

eCles distribution data having some information on the structure of ranges, given by
l11.easures such as reporting rates (e.g., Gaston et al. 2001; the SABAP data set used in
several of this thesis' chapters), census data (e.g., Turpie 1995; Rodrigues et al. 2000a,b, the
Common Bird Census data used in Sections 4.1 and 4.2), or probability of persistence
(calculated from presence/absence data, e.g., Williams and Araujo 2000);
Sp .
eCles distribution data in which environmental information is used to extrapolate from
known records (see Ferrier 2002 for a review) either through expert opinion based on
speCies' habitat requirements (e.g., Fjeldsa and Rahbek 1998; Polasky et al. 2000), or by
od
l11. eUing Species' distribution (see da Fonseca et al. 2000; Faith et al. 2001a,b,c; Williams et
al. 2002);

Maps of vegetation or land cover types, which can be obtained using satellite imagery
(e.g., Stoms et al. 1997; Clark and Slusher 2000);
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Environmental data, either used directly (e.g., Faith et al. 1996; Faith and Walker 1996;
Araujo et al. 2001; Faith et al. 2001a,b,c,d) or to derive and map environmental units (e.g.,
Pressey et al. 1996a).

On'

e Important Source of flexibility in complementary-based algorithms is that different layers
of'
Information can be used simultaneously, with different conservation goals set accordingly.
For ex
ample, Pressey (1998) used both maps of forest type and maps of plant and vertebrate

species distribution; Cowling and Pressey (1999) used distribution maps for Red Data plant
species a d .
.
n maps of land classes; and Stoms et al. (1997) combmed coarse-fIlter data on land
cover type (based on vegetation alliances mapped from Landsat satellite imagery) and finefilter .
pomt data on occurrences of rare elements (vertebrates, invertebrates, plant species and
sOme rare plant associations); Faith et al. (2001a,b,c,d) combined modelled species
distributions, "domains" summarising bioclimatic and other data, and vegetation types. Each
data la
b'
yer rmgs new information and helps compensate for the weaknesses of others.

~n

additional Source of flexibility, albeit one that has not been much explored in the published
hterat
.
ure, IS that not only different targets but also different levels of information can be used
for different biodiversity features (see Section 2.1; Rodrigues et al. 2000c). For example, it is
USUally the case that species data (on distribution, ecology, conservation status) are
:articularly good for some species (such as flagship species attracting higher conservation
invest
ments) and generally poorer for most of the others. Reserve selection algorithms can
make gOod use of this unbalanced data. Consider a hypothetical example in which for a given
spec'
. les there is good census data and a population viability analysis has been made, resulting
In the recommendation that a population of 1,000 individuals be conserved; for another

SPeCies there is only general distributional data and the knowledge that it is threatened. It
d
;OUl be Possible to obtain a reserve network representing at least 1,000 individuals of the
lrst se'
P Cles and, say, 80% of the range of the second one.
As W' h
It

reSUlts

any other analytical procedure, reserve selection or otherwise, the quality of the

depends directly on the quality of the input data, and there is no algorithm, however
SOPhist'
.
lcated, that can extract good results from bad data (the GIGO rule of computational
SClence: "Garbage In Garbage Out"; Rosing et al. 2002). In particular, it is important to be
aWar h
et at biased data will inevitably produce biased results. Better data about one particular
SPeCies
means that the reserve network selected will address particularly well the conservation
needs .
of that species, while better data for particular sites (e.g., more complete species lists)
ll1eans
that it is likely that those sites show up as priority. This is by no means exclusive to
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COIl1plementary_based algorithms: many reserves are selected targeting the protection of
particular species (several examples in Caughley and Gunn 1996), and in poorly known
re '
glans many reserves are created around existing biological stations (examples in Brandon et
al. 1998),

These problems can and should be minimised by proper data treatment to correct for biases
and gaps in information (see Williams et al. 2002 for a review), Doing so requires a good
understa d'
,
,
,
n mg of the effects of data quality on the results of reserve selectlOn algonthms, and
SOIl1e research has already been done in this regard, For example, Freitag et al. (1996) compare

the effects of using primary point data and derived distribution maps; Freitag and van

~aarsveld

(1998) evaluated the sensitivity of selection procedures to survey extent, survey
lntens't
I y and taxonomic knowledge; Freitag et al. (1998a) tested the effect of survey bias
toward
s roads and nature reserves; Gaston and Rodrigues (in press) compared the results
,
obt '
alned with data obtained by variable sampling effort (see Chapter 7). Additionally, all the
Published
'
.
studIes that tested the use of surrogates (see below) are also testmg for the effects of
data q l'
,
Ua Ity (e.g" using data on more or less species). More analyses are needed, which will
ll11pro
Ve the methods for data pre-treatment, and understanding and judgement of results
obtain d
e from poor and biased data.

Access'b' .

I IlIty of eXisting data

There

are COuntless valuable data not readily accessible to conservation planners. They may

eXist only in the heads or field notes of experts, in inaccessible grey literature such as project
rep
orts, or Scattered throughout the world in museum records. The bottom line is: while they
rel11ain '
Inaccessible, they are useless to conservation practice. Even more so because when

cons
and

ervation planning does takes place, it is usually within a specific political or social context,

more often than not it is expected that the results are obtained within a short period,
}:Irechld'
Ing long preparative stages of data compilation,

T'
o ensure that existing biological data are accessible to conservation planners, proactive
;easures of systematic compilation and geo-referencing of these data are urgently needed.

A.)(al11ples of such measures include the joint project by Conservation International's Center for
S }:I}:Ilied Biodiversity Science (CABS-Cl) and the National Center for Ecological Analysis and
Ynthesis at the University of California, Santa Barbara (NCEAS) to map the world's terrestrial
;;rtebrate species and to make the information freely, publicly and electronically available
Hp'/ /
' www.nceas.ucsb.edu/). An example at the governmental level for a megadiverse
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COuntry is CONABIO's (Comision Nacional para el Conocimiento y Uso de la Biodiversidad)
Continuing efforts to assemble distributional information on Mexican species (National
Information System on Mexico's Biodiversity; Sistema Nacional de Informacion sobre
BiodiverSl'd ad de Mexico; http://www.conabio.gob.mx).

On the other hand, there are circumstances where existing data have been compiled and are
ready to use, but are not made accessible to the public, for example due to tensions between
data p ,
rovlders (e,g" museums; governmental organisations) and data users (such as nongovernmental organisations; da Fonseca et al. 2000; Brooks and Thompson 2001; Rodrigues
2002) Th' ,
, IS IS particularly unacceptable in circumstances where such data have been collected
USing public funds, grants for conservation projects, or the generous work of volunteers
ho '
PIng to make a difference, In some countries, public institutions are legally bounded to
ensure freedom of access to, and dissemination of, information they hold on the environment
(e,g" ED Directive 90/313/EC; UNECE Aarhus Convention), But scientists share part of the

~esponsibility, Indeed, while much field research is justified, and funded, on the promise that
It

Will prov'd
'
, formahon
'
for b'10d"lVerslty conserva t'IOn, th e pressure for
1 e lmportant
m

PUbliSh'
Ing may reduce researchers' willingness to provide the raw data to what they may
perc '
elVe as "competition", With due respect for copyright and authorship, governmental and

~on-governmental funding agencies need to make sure that funding of "conservation projects"
IS Subject to agreeing to actively disseminate the results obtained and provide access to the
data c 11
o ected, For example, the Brazilian state agency FAPESP (Funda~ao de Amparo a
Pesqu '
Isa do Estado de Sao Paulo, http://www.fapesp.br/) funds projects for the inventory

and characterisation of biodiversity in the State of Sao Paulo under the condition that the all

~he biological data obtained will be presented in a standard format and immediately
IT\corpo
'
rated mto the State's Environmental Information System, Measures such as these are
needed
to maximise the return from the scarce conservation resources allocated to data
COllection,
~eWd

ata collection

Beca
th uSe the quality of the results of reserve planning is so unavoidably linked to the quality of

e UnderlYing data, investment in data collection - especially in biodiversity rich tropical
cOUntri
'
es - IS badly needed; unfortunately, it is also chronically under-funded (da Fonseca et
al, 2000)
,
' Although the investment is economically worthwhile, given the improved efficiency
In Planning it brings (Balmford and Gaston 1999), in practice data collection can be

PtOhib't'
lIVely expensive and resource-demanding, and therefore often impossible to make
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before conservation opportunities are lost (Whitten et al. 2001). Some published data on costs
of bioi .
oglcal surveys include:

US$I,716/ha to US$8,466/ha for fauna and flora surveys in Australia (Burbidge 1991 in
Belbin 1993);

US$l million and 100 person-years for a survey of five taxa across 15,000 km2 of forest in
Uganda (Howard et al. 1997, 1998; Balmford and Gaston 1999);

Four years and about 100,000 hours of field work to map bird presence/absence in each of
the 3672 10xl0 km grid-squares in Britain and Ireland (Gibbons et al. 1993).

Fifty Scientist-hours required for birds (78 species), 150 for butterflies (132), 160 for canopy
ants (96), 160 for leaf-litter ants (111), 600 for flying beetles (358), 1,000 for canopy beetles
(242),2,000 for termites (114) and 6,000 for soil nematodes (347) in a sampling effort for an
inventory of a number of taxa across a gradient of habitat modification in a Cameroon
(Law ton et al. 1998). The inventory was only partial (Le., not all species present were
inventoried) for most groups. The cost increased dramatically for the richest, most
sp .
eC10us groups.
Anhn

portant line of research is therefore on the development of rapid and cheap methods to

~haracterise entire ecosystems (Ehrlich 1992), maximising the amount of information that can

~ CoUected under limited economic and human resources (e.g., Oliver and Beattie 1993, 1996;
argules et al. 1994a; see also Williams et al. 2002 and references herein) and making the best

~se of the already available information to decide on the location of new survey sites (Ferrier

~G
b

.

. aston and Rodrigues (in press) found that complementary reserve networks for birds

aSed on data collected by presence-absence low sampling effort were quite effective in
r:pl'esenting overall bird species richness, including in the representation of peaks of
: undance (see Chapter 7). These results give support to projected low-sampling surveys in
rOpical
.
,
COuntnes (Rodnguez and Sharpe 2002).
SUrrogates

Asth
C e recent collapse of the planned world's first All-Taxa Biological Inventory (ATBI) in
Osta R'
b'
1ca demonstrates (Kaiser 1997), the complete inventory - even more the mapping - of
lodiver 't
SI y would be an overwhelming task for any country, developed or not (Franklin
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1993). This means that in every part of the world systematic conservation planning has no

other alt

.
ernahve than to be based on surrogates (Prendergast et al. 1999). However, not all

Surrogates are likely to have the same power to represent overall biodiversity, but little is
known about which surrogates are expected to do better. Accordingly, selection of surrogates
USually remains a matter of using whichever data are available and/or can realistically be
cOllect d ( .
. ,
e e.g., Ehrhch 1992). Nevertheless, guIdance on which surrogates can be more costeffective for conservation planning would be precious to guide future efforts in data
acquisition, as well as how to combine existing available information.

Idean

y, tests of surrogacy value would measure how well areas selected using a particular

Surrogate (e.g., subsets of taxa, species assemblages, environmental diversity) perform in
terms of representing overall biodiversity. But without a complete knowledge of biodiversity,
this i
.
s an Impossible task in itself, and therefore real tests of surrogacy are actually crossSurrogat
e congruence analyses - tests of how well a given surrogate performs in representing
another one. Given the emphasis on species as conservation units (Mittermeier et al. 1999),
mOst
Surrogacy analyses focus on evaluating how particular surrogates perform in
rep res .
entmg species diversity of known taxa.
El(cept at a global scale (where most taxonomic diversity tends to increase towards the tropics;

s~e Gaston

2000 for a review) most studies have found little correlation between species

rIchness and/ or spatial overlap between diversity hotspots for different taxa (e.g., Prendergast
et al 1
. 993, Gaston 1996b; Lawton et al. 1998). However, hotpots of species richness do not
generaU
y correspond to complementary areas (e.g., Williams et al. 1996a), and therefore these
reSUlts
are not necessarily informative of how well networks of complementary areas
representing spec1es
. d'1vers1ty
. .m one taxon perf
. speCIes
. d'1vers1'ty m
. ot hers.
orm'm representmg
There'

IS a growing number of studies analysing cross taxon complementary surrogacy. Results
are rn'
D(ed, but not straightforward to interpret because of the use of different measures of
Surroga
.
ey (see Reyers and van Jaardsveld 2000). Overall, studies that compared spatial
cOlneid
1
enee between complementary sets found little to moderate overlap (e.g., Dobson et al.

f

997·
' van Iaarsveld et al. 1998, Reyers et al. 2000; Lund and Rahbek 2002), little similarity was

Ollnd .
In the complementary sequences of areas for different groups (see Gaston 1996a and
refer
enees herein), while studies comparing how much of a taxon's diversity is represented in

~Oll1Plernentary areas selected for

another group give a somewhat more optimistic picture

g
e· ·, l-Ioward et al. 1998; Reyers et al. 2000; Moritz et al. 2001). The most informative measure
of Su
rrogacy l'S th'IS 1ast one (Balmford 1998), which is not d epend ent on th e parhcu
. 1ar
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COmplementary solution found (usually only one of many; e.g., Arthur et al. 1997; Hopkinson
et al. 2001; Rodrigues and Gaston 2002a; see Figure 5.3 in Chapter 5).
Beside

s cross-taxon surrogacy, other forms of complementary surrogates tested include:

selected sets of species (e.g., flagship, threatened, endemic) in representing overall species for
the same taxon (e.g., Andelman and Fagan 2000; Williams et al. 2000a,b; Bonn et al. in press);
h'

19her taxa (such as genera, families) in representing species (e.g., van Jaarsveld et al. 1998;

Balmford et al. 2000b; Fjeldsa 2000); taxonomic (generic) diversity in representing phylogenetic
~

.

erSity (Polasky et al. 2001b; Rodrigues et al. 2002a; see Chapter 5); species diversity in

representing intraspecific genetic diversity (Moritz and Faith 1998); and complementarity in
en .
v1ronmental space in representing species richness (Faith and Walker 1996; Araujo et al.
2001) A .
. gam, these analyses have used a diversity of measures to evaluate surrogacy,
compl' .
lcatmg the interpretation of the results.
Because each of these analyses is simply a test of a particular surrogate against others, none

will prOVide "proof" or "disproof" of the true value of each surrogate in representing overall
biodiv .
erSlty. In this sense, the results obtained in each case can only be interpreted as
anecdot I .
a eVidence. Nevertheless, a number of such analyses taken together may eventually
start ..
glVmg a clearer picture of which (if any) surrogates perform consistently better (and
perhaps to understand why) which can provide guidance to conservation planning
desperat I .
e y m need of shortcuts. Further analyses, based on appropriate surrogacy measures,
ShOUld h
t erefore be a high research priority.
Meanwh'l

1 e,

Faith et al. (2001b) suggest adopting as many surrogates as possible (e.g., species,

CommUnities assemblages, environmental variation) to maximise the likelihood of

~epresenting more biodiversity in selected priority areas.

Ferrier (2002) suggests incorporating

Into

conservation planning knowledge of heterogeneity within, and distinctiveness between,
Surrogat
es obtained from remote environmental mapping such as land classes.
Are de I .
C Slons obvious?

One line of argumentation as to why reserve selection algorithms are not useful for the
cOns
ervation of tropical countries, is that in many places where reserve selection is really

~ent,

the decisions are obvious and do not require elaborate analysis to be identified
estern 19
92; Prendergast et al. 1999; Pimm et al. 2001).
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There seems to be little disagreement that for highly threatened places, such as the Sumatran
lOWland rainforests, the Phillipines moist forests and the dry forests of New Calledonia, all
efforts should focus on immediate conservation action to protect all the last remaining tracts.
A.s Olson et al. (2002) put it, "in these places, recommending new biological surveys or more
refined reserve-selection algorithms is akin to fiddling while Rome burns". The controversy
aris .
es m relation to those places where substantial natural habitat still remains.
p'

11l1rn et al. (2001) countered that "all remaining habitats across the species-rich tropics must
be pri 'f
on Ies, ones that do not depend on our knowing the scientific names for 1 of 10, or the
geographical distributions of 1 of 100 species, or not having resolved complex issues of reserve
seleCtion". The problem with this argument is that expecting that it will be possible to protect
all of those areas is unrealistic. They are still huge areas, sometimes spanning entire countries
(Wh't
I ten et al. 2001), and they are full of people (Cincotta et al. 2000; Musters et al. 2000).
In a recent analYSis, Bruner et al. (2001b) estimated that protecting one third of the remaining
WUde
mess Areas and of the Biodiversity Hotspots (Myers et al. 2000) would cost around $19
billion (
see also lames et al. 1999; Balmford 2001; Bustamante 2001), a bargain in the global
econo
rny. They further estimate that such an investment would protect perhaps 70% of the
total global biodiversity on roughly 2% of earth's land, an estimate based on the assumption
that 70% of the Wilderness Areas' diversity and 90% of the total Hotspots' diversity would be
covered'
In this way. These analyses demonstrate how a well-targeted strategic investment
could protect a high fraction of the global biodiversity. However, within each Hotspot there is
certainly a number of possible ways of combining sites to obtain one third of the total area,
and it .
,
b
IS unlIkely that any of these would retain 90% of the Hotspot's diversity. Selecting the
est one-third would be a matter of careful conservation planning that would require making
uSe of th
e best available information.

~ence, eVen for the highly threatened global Biodiversity Hotspots, the best course of action
Or protecting biodiversity is not necessarily obvious, and conservation biology has a critical
role' .
2 In Identifying what needs to be accomplished and in what order of priority (Olson et al.
002). As Lawton (1997) puts it "conservation action without good science to underpin it is like
alchern
y, or faith healing. Both sometimes produce desirable results, but you have no idea
Why a d
' n mostly they do not".
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9.1.3 Explanation 2 • Reserve selection algorithms are useless in those
COUntries where they could be most applicable (developed countries with

good biological data)
The flip side of the argument that reserve selection algorithms are excessively data-hungry, is
that the developed countries with extensive biological data are the ones where its application
ll1akes more immediate sense. However, it has been argued that for these countries the answer
does not matter any more (Pimm 2000), as here reserve networks have already been
implemented, and there is no longer an option for the selection of key biodiversity areas on the
bas'
IS of optimality informed by exhaustive biological inventories and the best conservation
science (Peres 2002).

The following sections review four ways in which complementarity-based reserve selection
can be Useful for conservation planning, even in countries with extensive national reserve
systems, and how some of those exercises can bring useful information for the conservation of
data_p
b"
"
.
oor- 10dlverslty-nch regIons.

Not qUite finished yet. gap analysis and the designation of new protected areas

While it is Undoubtedly true that conservation effort is much more urgent in developing
cOUntries than in developed ones, there is no single country in the world where conservation
Planning is no longer needed. On one hand, biodiversity is in trouble everywhere, even in
those cOUntries Where conservation is high in the political agenda and in the public's heart
(e.g., bird conservation in the U.K.; RSPB et aI. 2001). On the other hand, virtually all studies
that
eValUated the effectiveness of existing reserves in developed countries found gaps in the
representation of species or other biodiversity features (e.g., Castro Parga et aI. 1996; Ferrier et

al.1996· W..
,

Ilhams et aI. 1996a; Nantel et aI. 1998; Scott et aI. 2001). Indeed, the mere existence of

the Cap AnalYSis Program in the US (a cooperative state-federal program established in all the
:9 of the continental States; Scott et aI. 1993; Caicco et aI. 1995; Kiester et aI. 1996; Jennings
000; 8cott et aI. 2001) proves that even in the richest country in the world reserve planning is
not Vet
• a completed task.

Wh'l
d' 1e from a global conservation perspective it would be better that such investment was
1Verted to the tropics (Pimm 2000), in practice that is not going to happen. And since no
:OUntry in the world is devoid of biodiversity, it is better that the planning in these countries is
one
as effectively as possible, and this is where complementarity-based reserve planning is
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proVing to be useful (e.g., Davis et al. 1999). Equally important, conservation action in these
COUntries is a fundamental way of raising awareness and funding that can make a great
d'f
1 ference for conservation elsewhere (for example, 45% of Conservation International's $83.8
!n'II'

IOn total revenue in 1999 was obtained through individual contributions; Conservation
International 1999),
1

While most reserve planning in developed countries consists of the expansion of existing
network ' ,
s, It IS not entirely impossible that new reserve networks are created from scratch.
That is indeed the case with the ongoing implementation of the Natura 2000 network in the
European Union (http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/nature/home.htm), whose
:urpose is to protect the diversity of species and habitats (with an emphasis on priority ones)
In the EU's territory. This is a real planning exercise with characteristics that many would
con 'd
SI er Possible only in the heads of reserve planning scientists out of touch with real life:

First, although many of the Natura 2000 sites coincide with previously existing reserves, it
was an explicit rule that designation of new areas would have to be independent of prior
clasSI'flcation systems (such as National Parks).
Second, it was explicitly forbidden to take social or economic considerations into account

in the deSignation process, only biological criteria could be considered. Failure to comply
with this rule took a few countries to the European Court of Law.
Third, the Natura 2000 sites are not paper parks. Indeed, in some countries they may very
Well be among the most strictly protected reserves, thanks to the ruling of the Habitats
Directive. Hence, Member States cannot allow the deterioration of sites for the
sp .
eCles/habitats for which they were designated. In particular, any project likely to have a
negative effect on a given site needs to go through an environmental impact assessment. If
negative impacts are predicted, the project can only be carried out if there are no
alternatives and only for "imperative reasons of overriding public interest". Even then, the
Member State shall take all necessary compensatory measures. Again a number of
COunt·
nes has already been taken to the European Court of Law for breaching these rules.
The inclUSion of sites designated under the Birds Directive in the most recent United
Nations List of Protected Areas recognises the competence which the EU has in the field of
conservation (UNEP-WCMC 1997).
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While the implementation of the Natura 2000 Network is far from being smooth, it is
nevertheless the most ambitious supranational initiative for nature conservation worldwide
(Weber and Christophersen 2002). Potentially, it would have been one of the best conceivable
applications for reserve planning using complementarity-based algorithms. The designation
procedure is mainly finished now, and without information on the methods each Member
State applied it is impossible to evaluate whether they employed anything remotely similar to
these planning tools. Nevertheless, the future integration of Eastern European countries into
the ED will provide another opportunity - if scientists and managers find a common language
to do So,

E"aluat'Ion of existing reserve systems

The fact that reserve networks have usually been established earlier in the developed countries
Provid h
.
es t e opportunIty for some lessons to be learnt on how they should be selected for
ma .
Xllllum effectiveness, reducing the likelihood of repetition of certain mistakes in those
COUntries with incipient networks. For example, well-recorded population extinctions in
reserves of developed countries can provide valuable insights on minimum area requirements
for ind' ,
lVldual reserves (e,g" Gurd et al. 2001) and the influence of the matrix for species
retenti
on (e,g" Parks and Hartcourt 2002), Also, the evaluation of entire reserve networks can
PrOVide insights into the typical biases made in reserve selection and how to avoid them (e,g"
Pressey 1994).

While some 1nl
' 't'laI eval
'
"
, 1"IS tic, ma d e b y s t'
uatIons
0 feXlstmg
reserve systems were slmp
nc t
comp ,
3
anson with minimum complementary sets representing each species once (see Section
,2 and R '
'
b
odngues et al. 1999, for a review and critique), recent methods present much more
a1anced and integrated approaches (Pressey and Taffs 2001; Pressey et al. 2002), including
measures of representativeness, bias and vulnerability,
Region I
a land use planning

Onl
y a small conceptual jump is needed to see the potential for application of
cOmplementaritY_based tools to land use planning activities such as the design of management
zones W' ,
1
Ithm reserves (Pressey 1999; Pressey and Cowling 2001) or the comparison of
:hternative development scenarios (a legal requisite for Environmental Impact Assessments in
eE
( 96 uropean Union), Little work has been done in this regard, but the studies of Faith et a1.
19

) and Faith and Walker (2001a) on the trade-offs between biodiversity and forestry
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production are good examples of how these methods can be applied to regional land-use
planning, See also Williams and ReVelle (1997) for a discussion on the use of mathematical
programming to forest planning and land use allocation.

Development and test of general guidelines

PrObably one of the best contributions that case-studies in data-rich-biodiversity-poor
COUntries can give to global biodiversity conservation is the use of their extensive data sets for
the development and assessment of reserve selection guidelines that can be applied to datapoor-biodiversity_rich countries, With due caution when extrapolating results obtained in
temperate regions to tropical ones, these data sets can be used to analyse, for example: the
performance of various types of surrogates; the influence of data sampling effort and bias in
the
reSUlts (see section 9.1.2 above); and methods and rules of thumb for including viability
concern .
s In the selection of reserve networks based on presence-absence data only (see section
9·1.4 below).

9·1.4

Exp Ianation

3

Reserve

selection

algorithms

focus

on

repreSentation of pattern, ignoring the processes that create and sustain
biodiversity

On

e of the major criticisms to complementary reserve selection algorithms is that, being
Pattern_b,
. .
ased (Montz 2002), they may generate only short-term solutIons to long-term
conserv '
ahon goals (Balmford et al. 1998). Because they tend to be based on simple snapshots
of where different organisms are found at a particular time, while they may ensure the

representation of species (or other biodiversity features) in the reserve networks at the time of
their seleCtion, they give no guarantees of their continued persistence, which is the reserves'
PUrpos '
e In the first place (Balmford et al. 1998; Pimm and Lawton 1998; Prendergast et at.
1999'M
, ace et al. 2000; Curio 2002).
Indeed .
, It has been demonstrated that minimum complementary sets selected to represent
each
.
speCles once may lose an important fraction of their species as a result of species temporal

turn

o

oVer (see Chapter 4; Margules et al. 1994b; Virolainen et al. 1999; Rodrigues et al. 2000b,c).

ne of the most valued traits of complementary sets - their efficiency in representation - may
actually
be responsl'ble for a 1ow efectlveness
f'
, speCIes
, re ten t'IOn over t'Ime, as t ere
h 'IS a
t
m
fade-off b
etween these two properties (see Chapter 4; Rodrigues et al. 2000a,b). The size of the
Select'
IOn units considered plays an important role in this trade-off: small selection units
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greatly reduce the minimum percentage of area needed to represent all species, therefore
increaSing network efficiency; however, the size of selection units must be one at which
POPUlations are able to persist, which improves long-term effectiveness but at a cost of lower
efr .
lClency (Rodrigues and Gaston 2001; see Chapter 8). Additionally, species representation in
COmplementary sets is typically maximised by the selection of highly scattered sites (e.g.,
F'

19ure 6.2; Williams et al. 1996a; Csuti et al. 1997; FjeldsA and Rahbek 1998; Brooks et al. 2001a;

Gaston et al. 2001), and unless each of the individual sites holds viable populations of the
sPecies represented there, this configuration is likely to compromise species persistence,
espe . 11
Cla y as matrix alteration means that reserves become more and more isolated.
Furthermore, the efficiency of complementary sets is at least partially obtained by representing
sp .
eCles in areas of transition, with species assemblages resultant from a mixture of floras or
faunas belonging to different ecological regions (Balmford et al. 1998; Gaston et al. 2001). This
expl .
ams the finding by several authors that minimum complementary sets tend to represent
sPe .
Cles at the edges of their ranges (see Sections 4.3 and 6.1; Branch et al. 1995; Nicholls 1998;
Arau'
10 and Williams 2001; Rodrigues and Gaston 2002c), and brings even greater concern that
these
areas may be unsuitable to ensure species persistence over time.

To m ..

aXlmlse both current representation and long-term persistence, reserve selection
algorith
ms need to address the key ecological and evolutionary processes which generate and

rna'

.

lntaIn biodiversity (Western 1992; Mace et al. 2000). These operate at a diversity of spatial

and temporal scales. Hence, while the local and short-term persistence of a given species may
be mainly dependent on trophic interactions, its persistence on an ecological time scale of

~ears may depend on the maintenance of metapopulation dynamics, while on an evolutionary
time

Scale of thousands to millions of years species' persistence depends on evolutionary

~rocesses such as adaptation to changing environmental conditions. Because reserve planning

lS a

Spatial exercise, addressing those processes needs to be based on their spatial surrogates
.
" SlZe of reserves, watershed boundaries, migration routes) rather than the processes
tI1emsel
Yes (Margules and Pressey 2000; Balmford 2002). But recommending that

(e.g

~:::ideration

for processes be incorporated into reserve design is easier said than done

her et al. 1997; Balmford et al. 1998). The difficulty - again, not only for reserve selection
algorithm
s but for any reserve planning method - is the current lack of robust measures for
qUantif .
th
YIng the extent to which different areas contribute to core processes, or for evaluating
eov
eraU performance of priority sets in terms of process maintenance (Mace et al. 2000). As
a reSult, the ID
. tegratlOn
. 0 f process mamtenance
.
. systematic
. reserve p I
" IS mad e VIa
.
m
anrung
SOme
more or less established guidelines, more or less solidly rooted in ecological and
eVolut'
10nary theory (Margules and Pressey 2000).
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A.lthough mlrumum
"
. each
' once are popuIar m
. th e
comp Iementary sets representmg
specIes
literat
(
ure e.g., Scetersdal et al. 1993; Kershaw et al. 1994; Margules et al. 1994b; Lombard et al.
1995' C

, astro Parga et al. 1996; Williams et al. 1996b; Csuti et al. 1997; Pressey et al. 1997; Hacker

et al. 1998; Nantel et al. 1998) they are probably the least interesting of the outputs that can be
obtained uSing complementarity-based reserve selection algorithms. The algorithms' flexibility
(see Section 2.1; Rodrigues et al. 2000c) means that they can integrate a diversity of concerns
related to the maintenance of biological processes - as long as their spatial surrogates are well
understood (Balmford 2002). This section presents an overview of how concern for a diversity
of p
rocesses has been, or can be, integrated in complementarity-based reserve planning. The
list of processes mentioned is not exhaustive, and the classification used is a simplification, as
they merge into each other at multiple temporal and spatial scales. Except for anthropogenic
clirnat h
e c ange, only natural (ecological and evolutionary) processes have been considered
here. Other anthropogenic processes are considered in the following section 9.1.5.
Praces

Ses at narrower temporal and spatial scales

Not all areas within the range of a species are the same (Lawton 1993; Brown et al. 1995b):
there a
re textures of abundance within geographic ranges (Lawton 1993), and these are created
and maintained by ecological processes which can be broadly classified into intra specific
POPUlation dyn'
.
'f'IC m
. terac t'IOns.
amlCS and mterspeCl

~
eC! L population dynamics
'There are several reasons based on intraspecific population dynamics that can explain why a
SPeCies 111
.
ay be recorded at a given place but fail to persist there even at relatively short
tel11

S POral scales (as in Margules et al. 1994b; Virolainen et al. 1999; Rodrigues et al. 2000a,b: see
ectiong 4
(Ben
.1, 4.2). First, species' ranges are naturally dynamic, especially at their edges
.

geveld 1990). As a result, a species may occur only intermittently at a given place, which

IS not UnUSUal in species with high dispersal abilities such as birds or butterflies (e.g., Thomas
et al. 19
b
98). In extreme situations, the species may simply be a vagrant (see Chapter 6;
l\Odr'
19ues and Gaston 2002c), but it may also occur more or less regularly in response to

\>~riable ecological

wInte

conditions (e.g., changes in the edges of bird ranges following harsh

rs; Mehlman 1997).

SeCond
.
' the selected area may be a sink habitat, which is not self-sustaining (local reproduction
IS .
InsUfficient to balance local mortality) but may be locally maintained by continued
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hn .
nugration from nearby source populations (Pulliam 1988). A reserve encompassing only the
s· k
In habitat will not retain the species if the neighbour source habitat is lost (e.g., Powell and
Bjork 1995; Safford 1997; Stotz 1998; Hansen and Rotella 2002; see also Gaston et al. 2002).

1'hird, for some species, especially those depending on ephemeral habitats, population
extinction and recolonisation within the time scale of just a few years are natural phenomena

in their population/metapopulation dynamics, as individuals track the most favourable
habitat
.
patches (e.g., checkerspot butterfly, Ehrhch 1992).
p'

Inany, a reserve may contain a population which is below a minimum viable number and
Which is therefore at imminent risk of extinction due to demographic stochasticity,
en .
VlroIUnental stochasticity, genetic drift and/ or inbreeding depression (Caughley 1994).
In an ideal world, population viability analyses would be made for each species in each of the
candidate sites, and reserves would be placed only on sites encompassing viable
POPUlations/metapopulations. This approach is currently prohibitive due to the huge amount
of dat .
a It would require (Cabeza and Moilanen 2001).
Desp'
He these difficulties, population dynamics processes are better understood and easier to
addres th
s an other processes (see below), as they tend to occur at narrow temporal and spatial
Scales. Aceo rd'mg1y, th e mam
. emph
' on mcorpora
.
t'mg processes m
. reserve se1ec t'Ion
aSlS
algorithm
.
s has been on these, and a number of shortcuts have been proposed to address them
11\ the sel .
echon of reserve networks, including:
Sele t'
c mg large areas (e.g., Balmford et al. 1998; Cowling and Pressey 2001; Gaston et al.
2002), clustered sites (e.g., core areas and buffer zones, Williams and ReVelle 1996, 1998),

and/or connected networks (e.g., Williams 1998a; Briers 2002). This strategy is firmly
rOoted in the theory of island biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson 1967) and its purpose
is to ensure that (individually of together) reserve networks will be sufficient to maintain
b
la le POpulations/metapopulations of each species. Ensuring the viability of top

V'

predators is often a main concern motivating the selection of large/connected areas (e.g.,
Noss et al. 1996; Cowling and Pressey 2001). Depending on species' ranges and dispersal
abilities, metapopulation dynamics may occur at the scale of only a few square kilometres
(e.g., Glainville fritilary, Hanski 1998) - easily accommodated inside a small reserve - to
thOusands or even or millions of square kilometres (e.g., polar bears; Ferguson et al. 1998)
- reqUiring a continental approach. Moilanen and Cabeza (2002) is perhaps the only
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published study that explicitly integrated metapopulation dynamics in the selection of
reserve networks aiming at optimising persistence, but it is applied to the conservation of
a Single butterfly species. Hanski (1998) defended the need for further work to extend the
single-species metapopulation models to multispecies communities, to merge the spatially
explicit and dynamic metapopulation models with non-dynamic site-selection algorithms
Used in conservation, and with models of habitat connectivity used in landscape ecology.

EnSUring multiple representation of each species or other biodiversity feature in the
reserve networks (e.g., Margules et al. 1988; Pressey and Nicholls 1989a,b; Rebelo and
Siegfried 1992; Williams et al. 1996a; Willis et al. 1996; Freitag et al. 1998a; Rodrigues et al.

2000c; Gaston et al. 2002; see also Section 4.2). Nicholls (1998) went further in suggesting
Spreading the selected sites as uniformly as possible across the region of interest or across
the range of the individual species. This strategy - which in economics is known as bethedging and in common sense translates into "not putting all the eggs into the same
basket" - reduces the probability that each species will go extinct from the reserve
network, as asynchrony in population fluctuations in different sites reduces overall
Variance in the aggregate of populations (Boyce et al. 2002). In contrast, the previous
strategy of ensuring connectivity in the reserve network increases the environmental
Correlation between sites and the risk that all populations go simultaneously extinct.
Multiple representation reduces - but does not eliminate - the risk that areas selected are
unSUitable for ensuring the long-term persistence of each species (see Section 4.2). The
fOllOWing strategies tried to address this concern more directly by incorporate some
information on relative value of different parts of each species' range.

Selecting areas in the geographical core of species' ranges (e.g., Balmford et al. 1998;
Nicholls 1998; Araujo et al. 2002). This strategy avoids peripheral areas, where species
tend to have lower abundance and therefore lower probability of persistence (e.g., Lawton
19
93; Brown et al. 1995b; although anthropogenic forces can render these patterns
irrelevant; see Channell and Lomolino 2000a,b) and it may be particularly relevant given
the apparent bias of complementary sets to select areas at the edges of species' ranges (see
references above).

Selecting areas within each species' range where they have higher abundance (e.g., Turpie
199
5; NichoUs 1998; Rodrigues et al. 2000b; see also Section 4.1). Only a few sites within
each Species' range are "hotspots of abundance" (see Chapter 7; Brown et al. 1995b; Gaston
and Rodrigues in press), and this strategy aims as selecting those. It is supported by
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analyses indicating that populations have a higher probability of persistence in areas
Where they are more abundant (Rodrigues et al. 2000b; see Section 4.1), and that the
location of peaks of abundance remains fairly constant through time (Brown et al. 1995b),
even as species decline (Rodriguez 2002).

Instead of using abundance or spatial position in the range (e.g., core areas) as surrogates
for persistence, a few studies incorporating species probability of persistence more
directly. Based on monitoring data, Rodrigues and Gaston (2000a) calculated a
permanence rate for each species in each site (demonstrated to be directly proportional to
species' local persistence) and targeted sites where species had higher permanence rates
(see Section 4.2). Araujo and Williams (2000) convert species probability of occurrence
(obtained from occurrence data and habitat suitability and/or dispersal) into probabilities
of perSistence, and then select areas such that for each species the overall probability of
perSistence is above a certain threshold.
Setting higher targets for species or land class which are rarer and/ or more vulnerable.
Not all species are equally vulnerable to extinction (e.g., Mace and Lande 1991; Keith 1998;
BirdLife International 2000), nor all habitats are equally threatened (e.g., European Union
l1abitats Directive). Given scarce conservation resources, it is a common strategy to give
higher priority to those biodiversity features that need a more immediate investment (e.g.,
BirdLife International's Endemic Bird Areas, Stattersfield et al. 1998; WWF's Global 200,
Olson and Dinerstein 1998a,b; Conservation International's Hotspots, Mittermeier et al.
1999; Myers et al. 2000), and this can easily be implemented using reserve selection

algorithms (e.g., Davis et al. 1999; Rodrigues et al. 2000c; see Section 2.1).

I!:uerst'\n~'ft··

~c ecological interactions

Ci
:pe es ' ranges _ their structure, shape, size and delimitation - are highly influenced by biotic

actors which affect one or more key demographic rates (birth, death, immigration and
ell1ig ra t"
.
Ion) and therefore local abundance and viability (Hengeveld 1990; Lawton 1993). These

bl°ti

C

factors are trophic and non-trophic interspecific interactions. For animal species, the

ll10st relevant interactions are those determining the availability of food, such as herbivory,
d' .
. morta l'Ity, sueh as pred a t'Ion and parasl't'Ism.
t>predation' a
n competItIon,
or th
ose'md ucmg
lant Populations are highly regulated by herb ivory, competition, and interactions such as
ani
ll1al-mediated pollination and seed dispersal that determine reproduction success. Some
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interact'
..
Ions are particularly Important not only for the species involved but for entire
eCOsystems (keystone interactions; Thompson 1996).

Ensuring species' viability within a reserve network may therefore be heavily dependent on
keeping the relevant interspecific interactions functioning. If we could identify all of them, it
WOuld be trivial to incorporate them in reserve selection algorithms. For example if all the
releva t l'
n mks in a food web (e.g., rabbit - lynx) were determined, reserve networks could be
fOund in order to represent all of them, simply by considering each link as a targeted feature
itself (th .
at IS, making sure at least n sites in the selected reserve network would have

s'

11l1Ultaneously rabbit and lynx). Or, if negative interactions were identified (e.g., introduced
rat - n t'
es mg seabird), reserves could be selected such that the species of concern (seabird)

WOuld only be considered represented in areas where the interaction (predation by rats) does
not OCCur.

l'h

e approach of specifically targeting particular interactions is feasible only when conSidering

reserve networks for the protection of one or a few species (e.g., prey availability for the

Ib e '

nan lynx; Palomares 2001), or when some very specific interactions are being addressed. In
the lit
erature on reserve selection algorithms, these processes have been taken into account
Only s
poradically, and considering very particular interactions. For example, Cowling and
collea
gues (Cowling 1999; Cowling et al. 1999; Cowling and Pressey 2001) select areas with
el(p
osed Walls of drainage lines because these provide nesting sites for important
e
hYll1 nopteran polIinators; additionally they target mega wilderness areas as ways of
l11ainta' .
Inmg the predator-prey processes involving top predators, and the interactions

betwe

en plants and larger herbivores (which here requires maintaining the migratory

~ovements

of springbok). Rothley (2002) used multiobjective integer programming and

Sfll11Ulated data to identify optimal reserve configurations for the conservation of hawks

eed'

109 on voles. Chown et al. (2001) selected areas in which negative interactions (between

al~en

and native species) were avoided by selecting sets of islands which minimise numbers of
alIen s e .
P cles (see Appendix 11).

Alth
.

oUgh Possible in theory, it is obvious that it would require far too much biological data to

Identify and map all the relevant interspecific interactions to explicitly include or exclude each
one of them in reserve planning. A possible shortcut is to go back to targeting individual
sPeci
es. The rationale is that if a particular species occurs in a particular place, all of the
relevan
th
t narrow-scale processes needed to ensure the species' persistence must be present in
at place as well. For example, if lynxes cannot survive without rabbits, then selecting sites
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for lynxes will certainly retain both rabbits and the rabbit-lynx trophic link. Naturally, this is a
gross Simplification (see above for an overview of situations where a species may be present,
but not viable in a given area), except perhaps for the situations of mutualistc interactions.
Even in these circumstances, a species may sometimes persist long after extinction of its
mutualist partner (e.g., plants whose recruitment fails which can be still be found for hundreds
of years after its seed disperser has gone extinct; Bond 1994). No doubt many interactions are
kept by targeting species, especially if representing them in areas adequate for their
persistence. Nevertheless, targeting the interaction itself whenever possible is a safer bet for
preventing its extinction (Bond 1994).

Processes at spatially wider and temporally longer scales

If a site selected to represent a species today may not be able to retain it even in the short-term
of'
JUst a few years (see above) this problem is greatly amplified over the much longer time
Scales that characterise most ecological and evolutionary processes (Balmford et al. 1998).
Bowever, the difficulty of addressing these in an explicit way means that very few studies on
reserve planning actually do it. A honourable exception is the work by Cowling and
COlleagues (Cowling 1999; Cowling et al. 1999; Cowling and Pressey 2001), whose planning
proposal for the Succulent Karoo in South Africa explicitly aims at preserving a diversity of
ecolo' I
glca (migration, disturbance, species interactions) and evolutionary (species
divers'f'
I lcation) processes.

~
Many species undergo regular movements during their life cycle, termed here migrations.
Although most frequent in birds, important migratory movements occur also for a diversity of
Oth
er taxa such as mammals (e.g., ungulates in Africa), reptiles (e.g., marine turtles), insects

~e.g., butterflies) and fish (e.g., salmon, tuna). Migrations are processes that usually occur at

roader spatial scales than metapopulation dynamiCS, but they can range from regional (e.g.,
sp .
'
Nrll1gbok in South Africa, Cowling et al. 1999), to continental (e.g., monarch butterfly in
Orth America, Brower et al. 2002; neotropical and Afrotropical migrants, Ricklefs 2002) or
n
;ve global magnitude movements (e.g., arctic tern, Harrison 1983). To complicate matters
urther, in some species different populations follow different migratory routes (e.g., yellowtuntped
warbler, Curs on et al. 1994; and see Ricklefs 2002; Webster et al. 2002), or some
POPUlar
N
IOns are migratory and others sedentary (e.g., yellow warbler, Curson et al. 1994).
aturally, the persistence of migratory species depends not only on what happens in the
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re .
glons at the end of their migratory routes (such as breeding and wintering habitat) but is
often critically affected by the quality of habitat in intermediate locations (Ricklefs 2002). For
SOll1e Species, those can be more or less discrete "stepping stones", such as the Caribbean
Islands for a number of neotropical migrant birds (Raffaele et al. 1998). But others species
require continuous corridors, for example: neotropical birds intolerant to non-forest habitats,

who

Ich undergo extensive annual migration across elevational gradients (e.g., resplendent
qUetzal'111 C
.
osta ·
RlCa; Powell and BJork
1995; Stotz 1998); catadromous and anadromous
l11igra tory fish, whose migratory routes are frequently disrupted by river damming (e.g.,
POWles et al. 2000).

Reserve planning which accounts for migration patterns is a conceptually simpler task when
111'

· Igration happens at the regional scale, so that the entire migratory route can be included

Ins'd

I e one reserve or within a few reserves connected by corridors (e.g., Williams 1998a;

COwl'

·
mg and Pressey 1999). But conservation of species whose migratory pathways cross
Internat'
lonal boundaries tends to be planed independently for the different regions where the
sPe .
Cles spend different periods of their life-cycle, because reserve planning usually takes place
at a national scale (e.g., reserve planning for wintering and migratory waterfowl in Denmark,
Madsen
et al. 1998). Irrespective of how well-designed and protected these reserve networks
are, this strategy is not sufficient if the species is not protected throughout its entire life cycle
(e.g d l'
., ec me of the lesser kestrel on both its European and African range mainly because of
hab'
Itat loss in its breeding grounds in western Europe; BirdLife International 2000).

That the conservation of migratory species is often an international matter has long been
recogn'
(e.
Ised, as testified by a number of international agreements oriented for their protection

C g., Borm Convention on Migratory Species, http://www.wcmc.org.uk/cms/; Ramsar
onvent'
Ion on Wetlands, http://www.ramsar.org/; North American Wetlands Conservation
et, http /
h
: /laws.fws.gov /lawsdigest/nawcact.html; European Union Birds Directive,

A.

p
\:t'Vtanag
:/ /europa.eu.int/comm/environment/nature/; Convention on

h

the Conservation and

etnent of Highly Migratory Fish Stocks in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean,

ttp:/ /www.ocean-affairs.com/convention.html). There are also a number of international

Pr'loritisat'
B'

~rdLife

Ion schemes whose purpose includes the conservation of migratory species (e.g.,

International's Important Bird Areas, http://www.birdlife.org.uk/sites; Ramsar

P etlands of International Importance, http://www.ramsar.org/index_list.htm; EU's Special
rotection Areas under the Birds Directive, http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/
nature/
·
natura.htm). These provide opportunities for much needed international coordination
In the cons·
. .
. success In
.
ervatlon of migratory
speCles, and there are severa1 examp1es 0 f t helr
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improving the conservation status of migratory species (e.g., RSPB et a1. 2001). However,
seleCtion of sites under these schemes usually follows criteria applied on a site-by-site basis,
such as species composition and numbers (e.g., criteria for Ramsar Wetlands, http:/ /
WWWr

.
. amsar.org/about_mfopack_5e.htm),
and therefore suffers from the general type of

problems associates with scoring procedures, such as failing to recognise that the value
attached to adding a given reserve depends on the attributes of others in the network (see
Chapter 1). This is even more problematic when considering sites connected by migratory
movements, as these are truly inter-linked and inter-dependent networks whose conservation
planni
ng needs to be made in an integrated way.
Because reserve selection algorithms explicitly aim at selecting networks, they are obvious
tOols for addreSSing the conservation of migratory patters. And yet, this is a much-neglected
Subject·
m the published literature (Brooks and Thompson 2001). A few studies have used
Complementarity in evaluating reserve networks for the conservation of migratory birds, but
have done so at a national scale and therefore only considering part of each specie's life cycle
(e.g., Turpie [1995] in South Africa; Perez-Arteaga et a1. [2002] in Mexico; Jackson et a1. [in
press] in the UK). The above-mentioned ways of integrating ~patial considerations in reserve
selectio
n algorithms (selection of large areas, clustered sites and/or connected networks; e.g.,
William
sand ReVelle 1997; Williams 1998; Rothley 1999) are all conceptually applicable to
conservation planning aiming at including entire migratory routes. The work by Cowling and
collea
gues (Cowling 1999; Cowling et al. 1999; Cowling and Pressey 2001) is perhaps the only
el(alllple of a practical application, by selecting large areas (50,000-1,000,000 ha) spanning the
gradi
ent from uplands to coastal lowlands and interior basins in western South Africa in order
to ll1aint .
am the seasonal migration of springbok and other ungulates. The recently published
stUdy b
y Malcom and ReVelle (2002) is perhaps the only so far addreSSing the selection of
reserves
along migratory flyways for birds, using directed conditional covering as an
°Ptilll'Isation tool.
tvtore d

eVelopments in reserve selection algorithms are needed to address migratory

Processes. Meanwhile, advances in the knowledge of migratory routes for individual species

and

POPUlations (Webster et al. 2002) will provide valuable information for their application to
PraCtical
reserve planning.
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~ance regimes
All species on Earth have evolved under ecological conditions that are unstable, having
Continuously been exposed to more or less regular disturbance events of variable magnitude
and frequency. These disturbance regimes are powerful selection forces, drivers of major
eVolur
lOnary and ecological processes that have shaped all natural ecosystems (Whittaker
1995) H
. ence, they are fundamental processes that need to be taken into account in the

selection of reserves aiming at the persistence of biodiversity (Balmford et al. 1998).
The spatial scale at which disturbance events take place ranges from local (e.g., a termite
l11ound), to regional (e.g., a forest fire), continental (e.g., El Nifto), and global (e.g., a glaciation
eVent). The temporal scale is equally variable, including events whose average frequency can
be ll1easured in hours (e.g., wind), years (e.g., hurricanes), centuries (e.g., earthquakes), or
thOusands of years (e.g., climate oscillations). There is an inverse relationship between the
freq
uency and magnitude at which disturbance occurs: little perturbations happen often,
l11ajor t
ca as trophic events are rare (Law ton 1997; Brooks and Smith 2001).
The effects of disturbance regimes on species are highly variable. Disturbance may, for
el(all1 1
Pe, determine survival rates (e.g., lizard mortality caused by hurricanes; Schoener et al.

~001), reproduction rates (e.g., plant recruitment in forest gaps; Coates 2002), habitat quality
e.g., early successional habitat for the large blue butterfly, maintained by burning and
graZing' El
~1'
,mes and Thomas 1992), and genotype (e.g., frequency of polyploids influenced by

llankovitch climate oscillations; Dynesius and Jansson 2000). Anthropogenic action has
created
.
I'
new dIsturbance regimes (e.g., forest logging), replaced natural ones (e.g., grazing by
IVestock
replaCing grazing by native ungulates), changed the frequency and/or magnitude of
natUral d'
Isturbance events (e.g., fire in mediterranean ecosystems) and changed the way
ecosy
stems respond to natural disturbance (e.g., capacity to recover after a hurricane).
Conserv r
a Ion of natural disturbance regimes, and the processes determined by them, can
appen'
o
In two ways: by managing the disturbance processes themselves, which is possible
y
",nl for certain types of disturbance, typically high-frequency flow-magnitude ones (e.g.,
"lanag
~O
ell1ent of fire regime by fire-suppression or prescribed burns; Keeley and Fotheringham

h

1 01); or, by keeping the ecological conditions in which those processes take place. It is on the
atter th
d'
at reserve planning has a role to play. Without active management, the perpetuation of
lsturb
a
ance regimes implies keeping a minimum land area which incorporates the temporal
nd SPatial scale of the disturbance, maintaining a shifting mosaic of landscape patches which,
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Overall, remains temporally stable (Baker 1992). That is, keeping Nature's options open
(LaWton 1997), which can only happen if the reserved area is sufficiently large in relation to
the scale of the disturbance process. Small-scale disturbances (e.g., grazing), can easily be
accommodated in small reserves. However, if reserves are too small in relation to the scale of
d'

Isturbance, a single disturbance event may threaten or destroy the entire reserve at once

(Baker 1992). For example, although hurricanes are natural disturbance events in the
Caribbean, to which natural forest communities are highly adapted, the extensive
deforestation that took place in this region (only 10% natural forest remains; Mittermeier et al.
19

99) has resulted in the confinement of several endemic birds to tiny current range sizes (e.g.,
PUerto Ri
can parrot, currently restricted to a 16 km2 area, 0.2% of its former range; BirdLife

International 2000), making them highly vulnerable to extinction if a hurricane sweeps across
their re ' .
mammg ranges. Selecting for large reserves is therefore the best strategy for conserving
disturb
ance regimes (Balmford et al. 1998), although in many cases there is not an option to do
so, especially for disturbance events at large spatial scales. Selecting for multiple reserves is
also recommended to reduce species' extinction risk, as this approach reduces the probability
that all th
e reserves will be affected by the same disturbance event simultaneously (Boyce et al.
20
02). However, reserves need to be interconnected for species being able to colonise empty
Patches f 11 .
o Owmg local extinction events.
Besid

.
es influencing the area and number of reserves, consideration of disturbance regimes

l11ay influence reserve location as well. Certain types of disturbance regimes should be
Protected by ensuring that both the disturbance initiation zones and the disturbance export
zones
.
are Contained in the reserve. Without the initiation zones (e.g., an avalanche source area)
It Will b ' .
e dIffIcult to manage disturbance in the reserve, while without the export zone (e.g., an
aVala
W' nche run-out zone) it will be politically difficult to maintain a natural disturbance regime
lthin a
protected area (Baker 1992).

:e concern for keeping the processes associated with disturbance regimes has been mainly
C Sent frOm the literature on reserve selection algorithms. An exception is the study by
oWlin
t
g and Colleagues (Cowling 1999, Cowling et al. 1999; Cowling and Pressey 2001) which

~~geted at areas sufficiently large for the maintenance of the grazing and trampling impacts of

19rator h
Y erds of springbok in South Africa. However, these authors recognise that a
P
tactical l' . .
c
ImItatIOn to this approach is that for many disturbance regimes - such as rare,
atastro hi
th
P c, large-scale droughts in South Africa's Succulent Karoo - it is not known what are
e areal r
.
equlrements for effective conservation (Cowling et al. 1999).
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Consensus is building that global climate is changing rapidly as a result of anthropogenic
actiVities, that these changes are already affecting biodiversity (e.g., Pounds et al. 1999;
I-Iughes 2000; McCarty 2001; MacLaughlin et al. 2002; Walther et al. 2002), and that projected
changes are likely to cause extensive disruption to most ecological communities (Hannah et al.
2002; IPCC 2002) and major changes in the biological composition of many protected areas
(e.g., Villers-Rulz and Trejo-Vazquez 1998; Hannah et al. 2002).

Cl"

lIllate oscillations are a particular type of natural disturbance, and although in the past the

1110st rapid oscillations and/ or those of higher magnitude have been associated with extinction
events (Huntley 1998), most species that exist today have experienced many such episodes,
ShoWing that they have the potential to survive human-induced climate changes (Dynesius
and Jansson 2000). In the past, species have compensated for climate change through two main
l11echanisms (Balmford et al. 1998; Huntley 1998): by shifting their ranges in order to track
their h b'
a ltats through space; and by local adaptation, with small-scale, apparently adaptive
chang .
es In morphology (and presumably related aspects of physiology and ecology). The
predicted anthropogenic climate change creates challenges to both mechanisms, and it is
therefore expected to result in higher levels of species extinction than a comparable natural
change. Indeed, a main difference between this and previous climate oscillations is that
hUl11an h
save come to dominate and transform most of the ecosystems on Earth (see Chapter
1). A.s a
result, many species' ranges are reduced to a small number of isolated populations,

~riouSlY limiting

their ability to track their habitats through space (Balmford et al. 1998;

( Ynesius and Jansson 2000; McLaughlin et al. 2002). The widespread loss of populations
ghes
:u
et al. 1997), and corresponding erosion on intraspecific genetic diversity, also implies
( an many Species now have a reduced capacity of local adaptation to climate change
B.a1l11ford et al. 1998; Lande 1998). Additionally, the direction and magnitude of the predicted
ch111
ate change will lead to global conditions warmer than at any time during the recent
geo!ogi 1
t
ca past, as during the Quaternary most departures of global conditions from those of
oda)' h
aVe been global cooling during glacial stages (Huntley 1998). The resulting
c0111bin t"
a Ions of climate and latitude will have no parallel during the period that has seen the
eVolut"
. IOn of species of most of the world's present biota, and as a result they may lack the
abllit)'
to adapt genetically to the new combination of conditions (Huntley 1998).

'the
anth

unCertainty that remains with respect to the magnitude and rate of the predicted
ropogenic climate change, and our ignorance of the biological characteristics of the vast
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majority of the world's biota, difficult the prediction of the effects on biodiversity (Huntley
199
8). Nevertheless, the growing evidence that these effects will be highly significant and are
already taking place (e.g., Pounds et al. 1999; McCarty 2001; Walther et al. 2002), the
improvements in climate prediction models (e.g., Zwiers 2002), and the development of
mOdels predicting species' range adjustments (e.g., Peterson et al. 2000) provide the
Opportunity, and the responsibility, for having climate change into account in reserve
planning (Hannah et al. 2002). A number of ways of doing so have been suggested in the
l'
Iterature, and these aim at maintaining the potential for species' dynamic responses by range
shifts a d '
.
n adaptIve evolutIOn (Balmford et al. 1998):

Reserve large areas (Balmford et al. 1998; Cowling et al. 1999) and provide buffer zones
arOUnd reserves (IPCC 2002). However, only extremely large reserves can possibly
aCcommodate the predicted magnitude of species' latitudinal range shifts (e.g., Parmesan
et al. 1999 found that range boundaries of European butterflies have already shifted to the
north by 35-240 km since 1900), unless perhaps by targeting areas with sufficiently
complex topography to embrace a series of climatically discrete habitat types (see below).

Create networks of reserves connected by corridors which provide dispersal and
lhigratory routes for plants and animals, facilitating range shifts through today's highly
fragmented landscapes (Balmford et al. 1998; IPCC 2002).
Maint· .
am mtact natural vegetation along environmental gradients (e.g., latitude and
altitude gradients, soil moisture gradients; IPCC 2002). Related to this is the
recOlhlhendation to select preferentially areas at ecotones and areas of steep
enVironmental gradients which reduce the need for large scale migration (Balmford et aI.

1998; Huntley 1998; Cowling et aI. 1999; Pounds et aI. 1999; Dynesius and Jansson 2000;
Smith et aI. 2001; Balmford 2002; Reyers et aI. 2002). Altitudinal gradients are particularly
relevant because they provide opportunities for species to adjust to climate change by
relat'
Ively small range shifts. For example, a 3°C change in mean annual temperature
corresponds to a latitudinal shift in isotherms of 300-400 km (in the temperate zone) but to
a 500 m shift in elevation (Hughes 2000).

Target those areas of high climatic stability where global climate change is buffered
ag .
a1nst (Dynesius and Jansson 2000), which again seem to be located in topographically
cOlhplex regions (Fjeldsa and Lovett 1997a,bi Fjeldsa et al. 1997, 1999).
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Conserve adaptive evolution by maintaining genetic diversity within and among
populations of native species, including by targeting ecotones as repositories for genetic
diversity (IPCC 2002). See below for a discussion of how to integrate the conservation of
evolutionary processes in reserve selection.

All of these recommendations can be incorporated into reserve selection algorithms, although
few PUblished studies have done it explicitly so far. Cowling and colleagues (Cowling 1999;
COWl'Ing et a1. 1999; Cowling and Pressey 2001) targeted large areas (5,000 - 3,000,000 ha) with
steep climatic gradients. Additionally, they also suggested planning ahead and considering
locating conservation areas for selected species in areas that are now climatically marginal but
Which are likely to become suitable (Cowling et a1. 1999). Reyers et a1. (2002) have also selected
Preferen t'la 11y heterogeneous areas, with high species turnover, transition zones and
en .
Vlronmental gradients. Additionally, see references above for studies that incorporate
Spatial Considerations into reserve selection (large areas, clustered sites and/ or connected
networks) which, at the appropriate scale, can provide valuable guidelines for the
deveIo
.
.
.
prnent of reserve selection methods addressmg chmate change.
~utti·nn ... _. __
~

~at determines the number of species alive in a biological province (such as the Neotropics)
IS the cumulative difference between the creative process of speciation and the destructive
:rocess of extinction (Rosenzweig 2001). This means that future biotas on earth will be

I~Poverished

not only by the predicted extinctions, but also by a likely depletion and/or

~ruPtion of certain basic processes of evolution that will reduce speciation rates (Myers and

.011 2001; Rosenzweig 2001). Both processes are area-dependent, extinction rates decreasing
With
, area and speciation rates increasing. There is evidence that, as a result, the species
rIchness at the steady state (when extinction and speciation balance) follows a linear
relation h'
2
s Ip with area - a loss of x% of area will produce a loss of x% species (Rosenzweig
001), If so, then the effects of habitat destruction on species diversity on an evolutionary time
SCale w'I
11 be even more severe than predicted at the ecological scale by the classical speciesarea reI '
ahonship (e,g" Diamond 1975; Pimm et a1. 1995),

13esides
biolo'
, hment, th e d'IsruptlOn
, 0 f evolutIonary
'
.
processes Wl'11 a1so resu It m
'
glcal'Imp ovens
d1St' '
Inctwe features of future evolution, which may include: homogenisation of biotas,
Prolifer t'
a Ion of opportunistic species, a pest-and-weed ecology, an outburst of speciation
alll. on
g taxa that prosper in human-dominated ecosystems, a decline of biodisparity, an end to
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the speciation of large vertebrates, the depletion of "evolutionary powerhouses" in the tropics,
and unpredicted emergent novelties (Myers and Knoll 2001). The consequences are likely to
persist for a longer time than the disruption of any other ecological process: in previous massextinction events documented in the geological record, 5 million years was a representative
reCOvery time for the subsequent episodes of rediversification and ecological reorganisation
(Myers and Knoll 2001).

The Species, populations and individuals that exist today - and their genetic diversity - are the
raw material on which future evolutionary processes will operate. Keeping these pieces
(Moritz 2002) means maximising the protection of that genetic diversity, leaving the options
oPen for future evolution. Above the species level, this concern can and has be integrated in
reserve selection algorithms if instead of species richness another currency of biological
d'f
1 ference is maximised which takes into account the phylogenetic relationship between
speCies, SUch as: taxonomic distinctness (e.g., May 1990; Humphries et al. 1991; Vane-Wright et
al, 1991); character diversity (e.g., Williams and Humphries 1994; Hacker et al. 1998); and
Phylogenetic diversity (PD; Faith 1992, 1994; Polasky et al. 2001b; Rodrigues et al. 2002a; see
Chapter 5). The same measures can easily be applied to the representation of genetic diversity
below the species level, as long as the intraspecific phylogeographies for each species are
known, which requires knowing which are the relevant Evolutionary Significant Units (ESUs)
fOr
h
eac Species and their geographic distribution. The definition of ESU remains contentious,

w'

lth some authors (e.g., Moritz 2002) defending that it should be based on genetic traits only

and others (e.g., Crandall et al. 2000) defending that both ecological and genetic characteristics
be conSidered. Moritz and Faith (1998) and Moritz (2002) have used multiple intraspecific
PhYlogeographies and explored the extension of the concept of PD to the selection of
Co
'
rnplementary sets of areas. While conceptually simple, data availability will prevent the
apPlication of this approach to a significant number of species in the near future (Moritz et al.
1997· p
, atton et al. 1997). Unfortunately, Moritz and Faith (1998) and Moritz (2002) found that
COrnplementarity analysis using species data as a surrogate produces different results from
thos
h e obtained using genetic data, and concluded that lino single prescription best predicts
Ow to protect the evolutionary and ecological viability of the biota; rather, the underlying
eVolut'
lOnary and ecological process should be considered for each species/system and a
strate
.
f
gy deVIsed accordingly". Nevertheless, perhaps future analysis will find rules of thumb
Or reliably t
·
. t)'mtraspeCl'f'IC gene t'IC d'IverSI't y,
argetmg
areas th at b est represent th e (.
Vlcanan

tJ1at

can be applicable to many species at once and identifiable from surrogate data such as,
Perh
aps, enVironmental information (e.g., topography, climate) or based on the vicariance
Patterns f
or a few surrogate species (Moritz et al. 1997). As a simple measure to protect some
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intraspecific genetic diversity, Nicholls (1998) suggested dividing each species' range in parts
and plaCing reserves in each of those parts (see also Chapter 6; Rodrigues and Gaston 2002c).

Consensus has not yet been reached regarding which areas should be targeted in order to keep
evolutionary processes, as there is ample discussion about which processes are dominant and
how and where they operate. The following overview is not on the diversity of speciation
theories that have been proposed in the literature but on the corresponding suggestions on
how to retain evolutionary processes; it is not exhaustive, and refers mainly to speciation in
tro .
Plcal ecosystems.

Moritz and colleagues (Moritz et al. 2000; Moritz 2002) suggest that the diversity of hypotheses
concerning factors that promote genetic diversity and speciation in tropical fauna generally
falls'
into two main evolutionary processes:
Neutral divergence due to vicariant evolution, in populations genetically isolated or
partially isolated, in which founder effect, genetic drift, inbreeding, and selection interact
to cause evolutionary change that is free from the homogenising effects of gene flow
(Smith et al. 1997). This includes the refuge theory (see review by Haffer 1997), which
assumes that climate variation caused fragmentation of originally continuous habitat,
leading to allopatric speciation in each of the remnants (refugia).

Adaptive variation that arises through natural selection and can cause divergence even in
the presence of high gene flow (in excess of a few migrants per generation). This includes
the gradient model (e.g., Smith et al. 1997; Moritz et al. 2000) in which no isolating barrier
~

.

needed but in which speciation occurs through linkage between reproductive traits and
thOse t .
ralts under selection (Smith et al. 1997).
Moritz et
al. (2002) defend that while speciation may occur by either process alone or, more
cOll1
ll10nly, the two together, they relate to different conservation issues and management
strateg'les:

Conservation of vicariance is related to the protection of the major evolutionary lineages
as these, once lost, cannot be recovered other than by repetition of long-term isolation,

'Wh'

lch is beyond the scale of realistic time frames for management. Consequently, Moritz

et al. (2002) suggest that their conservation can be better addressed by the above-
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mentioned approaches for retaining inter- and intraspecific phylogenetic diversity
("keeping the pieces").

On the other hand, maintenance of adaptive speciation is needed for the retention of
individual fitness and population viability (capacity for evolutionary response) in current
and future environments. Adaptive phenotypes, if lost, can potentially be recovered
through recurrent selection subject to the viability of the populations under selection and
to maintenance of appropriate environmental context. Therefore, Moritz (2002) defends a
conservation strategy directed towards protection of the process (the context for natural
selection) rather than the products themselves.
"d
' h th e ongma
.. 1 speclahon
..
Because speCles
.
current ranges d 0 not necessan'ylcomCI
e WIt
locations (Hengeveld 1990), it can be argued that "protecting the pieces" may not be sufficient
for maintaining the process of speciation by isolation into the future. Instead, a possible
approach may be to target the particular sites where such speciation has occurred in the past,

SUch

k

as nown past refugia.

In order to protect adaptive evolution, a number of recent studies advocate the protection of
ecotones (e.g., Smith et al. 1997; Schenider et al. 1999; Schilthuizen 2000; Moritz 2002) and areas
of seCondary contact (admixture of lineages formerly isolated, where current hybridisation
tnay be happening; Moritz 2002). These studies defend an emphasis on the protection of
conne t' .
c IVIty across transitional and topographically complex areas, i.e., across mosaics of
hab't
I ats and environmental gradients, which maximise the range of genetically based
Phenotypic variation available for future speciation, and provide the differing selective
re .
gll11es that may ultimately generate biodiversity. Note that an emphasis on the protection of
eCoto
nes is in contradiction with the strategy of avoiding these transitional areas for being
Places Where species have lower probability of local persistence (see above); if so there may be
a confl'
Ict between short-term conservation strategies and long term ones.

A'

nother l'
Ine of research, by Fjeldsa and colleagues (e.g., Fjeldsa and Lovett 1997a,b; Fjeldsa et
al. 1997
,1999), compared the distribution patterns of species of different ages (neoendemics vs.
Paleoend .
enucs). They found that clusters of both neoendemics and relict paleoendemic species
(b oth
narrowly distributed, but for different reasons) tend to concentrate in particular areas of
.
hIgh
ecological stability, in ecotonal or topographically complex regions, such as the Andean
SIoPe
. s, the central African ecotones and the East African rift mountains. On the other hand, the
l'lchn
ess of extensive lowland forests postulated to include Pleistocene forest refuges (in the
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Congo and Amazon basins) seems to be mainly due to the presence of widely distributed
paleoendemic species, suggesting that these areas were not speciation centres but acted
instead as "museums" where species of potentially multiple origins survived because of
diversity-maintaining processes. Accordingly, they suggest two different strategies for the
protection of each one of these regions (e.g., Fjeldsa and Lovett 1997a):

In speciation centres, high levels of local endemism mean that there is a risk of rapid and
irreversible loss of biodiversity; additionally, these tend to be 'insular' areas and with high
human population pressures. They should therefore be protected by very targeted
conservation efforts.
Extensive areas where high biological diversity has accumulated over long periods of
geological time are important for the sheer magnitude of life forms, but since most species
are Widespread and maintained by landscape dynamics acting over large geographical
areas, it is difficult to target priorities for site-oriented conservation. For the protection of
these areas, political-macroeconomic decisions will probably have a much greater impact
that any local actions.
A. Potential conflict has been suggested between the protection of "biodiversity hotspots" and
tranSitional areas (ecotones). Smith et a1. (2001) criticises the current emphasis on placing
conserv .
ahon investment on the former, arguing that the hotspots of today may not be the

~arne

of tomorrow and defending the protection of environmental gradients as regions

1ll1p

ortant to the generation and maintenance of biodiversity, regardless of where they are
SPeCie .
s nch. In reply, Brooks et a1. (2001c) quote research suggesting that climate change has
driv
en dramatic speciation along intra-hotspots gradients, rather than along inter-regional
gradients, and that the long-term accumulation of exceptional hotspot biodiversity might in
fact
.
b reqUIre relative stability in the face of environmental change, which provides a reason to
eliev h
et at the hotspots of today might well be the hotspots of tomorrow. This conflict may
Partiall d
Y erive from a confusion between the widespread use of the term "hotspot" as areas
of h·
hIghs Species richness (Reid 1998), and Conservation International's global Biodiversity
'lotsp t
(
0 s (Meyers et a1. 2000), and may be only apparent. The work by Fjeldsa and colleagues
see
b references above) suggests that areas with high concentration of endemic species - valued
Ya n
b.
umber of conservation priority initiatives including Conservation International's
olod·

IVersity Hotspots, BirdLife International's Endemic Bird Areas and WWF-IUCN Centres

~ Plant Diversity
dditio

(see Chapter 1; Table 1.1) - may correspond to centres of speciation.
.
nally, these tend to concentrate in ecotonal or topographically complex regions, the
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same that would be recommended to protect adaptive evolution (e.g., Moritz et al. 2000; Smith
et al. 2001; Moritz 2002), although for somewhat different reasons.
The above considerations refer mainly to species-centred concerns for the maintenance of
evolutionary processes. However, much of the life histories, physiologies and morphologies of
organisms are shaped by interspecific interactions, which are themselves simultaneously
targets and drivers of evolutionary processes. Thompson (1996) noticed that: many species are
composed of populations specialised to different interactions and these may be on the way to
become distinct species (indeed, there are examples of cases where what was considered a
single generalist species turned out to be, upon closer analysis, a complex of more specialised
Sibling species); some interactions can evolve rapidly under changed ecological conditions;
there is no inherent directionality in how interactions evolve, which means that the
eVOlutionary links between one species and other taxa within a community may often differ
geographically and continue to change over time as ecological conditions change and
interaCtions evolve; some interactions evolve, and coevolve, over large geographic areas;
lllaintenance of resistance genes against some parasites may require a metapopulation
structure; hybrid zones between species may be important for the maintenance, and possibly
the evolUtion, of some interactions. These points argue for a broad geographic perspective on
the conservation of interaction biodiversity, and agree with the need for preserving
b'

.

lOdlVersity at a level that goes beyond species' representation and target for the intra-specific

genetic diversity found across each species' range.
In SUmmary, while the debate on the nature of evolutionary processes is far from finished, a
few general guidelines are emerging which, at least in theory, may be directly applicable to
conserVatl'on p I anmng
. aImmg
. . at mam
. tammg
.. these processes:

It is important to "keep the pieces" beyond simple species representation, by maintaining
the currently existing phylogenetic and intraspecific genetic diversity, including the
protection of populations across species' ranges for the preservation of adaptive evolution,
inclUding intraspecific interactions. See above for references of how the concern for
maintaining phylogenetic diversity been integrated into reserve selection algorithms and
how it can be extended to the protection of intraspecific diversity.

It is'Important to keep large areas (Balmford et al. 1998; Rosenzweig 2001; Woodruff 2001).
I-!owever, the required areas may have to be so large that the maintenance of evolutionary
processes may only be realistic by a "reconciliation ecology" that maximises species
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persistence in anthropogenic habitats (Rosenzweig 2001). Cowling and Pressey (2001)
selected mega wilderness areas (> 500,000 ha) in order to maintain evolutionary processes.
Transitional and topographic ally complex areas should be targeted for conservation, either
because these are believed to be places where divergent selection pressures generate novel
adaptation (Smith et al. 1997; Schneider et al. 1999; Balmford 2002) and/or because local
ecoclimatic stability allows for both the generation of neoendemics and the retention of
relict species (FjeldsA and Lovett 1997a,b; FjeldsA et al. 1997, 1999). In order to preserve the
ecological diversification of plant and animal lineages in the Cape Floristic Region in
South Africa, Cowling and Pressey (2001) targeted: juxtaposed edaphically different
habitats, entire sand movement corridors, gradients from uplands to coastal lowlands and
interior basins, and macro-scale climatic gradients.

9.1.5 Explanation 4 • Reserve selection algorithms are too simplistic and
do not account for all the social, economic, and political aspects of real.
life Planning
ECOlogical and evolutionary processes are fundamental for the generation and maintenance of
b'

lOdiversity (see above), but currently the most important driving force in biodiversity loss is

by far the effect of threatening processes of anthropogenic nature (Caughley 1994): habitat
clearance and degradation, overexploitation, introduced species, and chains of extinctions (the
"eVil quartet"; Diamond 1984). The purpose of reserves is, naturally, to protect pieces of land
ag .
atnst these processes, but this is seldom straightforward. On one hand, humans and
biod'
.
IverSlty seem to have preference for the same parts of the planet (e.g., FjeldsA and Lovett
1997b; Fjeldsc\ et al. 1999; Cincotta et. al. 2000; Balmford et al. 2001; Moore et al. 2002), which

often means that areas which are conservation priorities are subject to intense conflict by other
forl11
s of land use. On the other hand, many of those threatening processes do not cease after
reserv
es are designated, continuing to originate both inside and outside the reserves'
bOund .
anes (see Section 3.1).

A.ddreSsing human-related constraints in the selection of reserve networks is complex
(P rend
ergast et al. 1999) but unavoidable, and as a result conservation planning often becomes

a~ actiVity in which social, economic and political imperatives modify, sometimes drastically,
sClentif
IC preSCriptions (Margules and Pressey 2000). These constraints affect, for example,
d eCis'
IOns on location (e.g., which sites are available for conservation) and design (e.g., if there
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is an option for large reserves, corridors), as well as the definition of priorities (e.g., more
urgency for those areas with higher levels of threat). But, additionally, the effectiveness of
reserve networks as conservation tools is largely dependent on how they minimise the effect of
current and future anthropogenic threatening processes, which depends not only on
Subsequent management procedures but also on decisions on location and design.
Reserve selection algorithms have been criticised for being far too simplistic to deal with the
COmplexities of socio-political, institutional and economic realities of site planning and
acqUisition (e.g., Stoms et al. 1997; Davis et al. 1999; Prendergast et al. 1999). Indeed, the vast
majority of published studies addresses unrealistic simplifications of real conservation
problems, in which reserve selection algorithms are separated from a broader conservation
planning process. The concern for the minimisation of the total area (cost) of the network
(inherent to complementary reserve selection), and the consideration for existent reserve
networks are the only human-related constraints addressed routinely by studies applying
reserve selection algorithms. This extreme simplification may happen because scientists are so
diSSOciated from conservation reality that they fail to see how naIve their approach is (Pimm
2000). Another explanation is that scientists are evaluated by their publishing achievements
(Bazzaz et al. 1998) and the nature of scientific publishing (both in terms of space constraints
and demands of scientific objectivity) means that papers that focus on partial and simplified
v'

lews of the reserve selection problem are by far more publishable than those giving accounts

of the complexity and subjectivity of real case studies. Accordingly, the few published
analyses of real-life applications are found in relatively obscure sources (e.g., Pressey 1998;
Davis et al. 1999). Other applications may have not even been published, as this is often not a
Priority f
or governmental and non-governmental conservation planners.
l'here is therefore an urgent need for the dissemination of studies which address the
ComPleXities of real conservation planning processes, both in order to provide opportunities of
learning by example to managers and to guide scientists into which are the relevant questions
that sh
ould be addressed in their analyses. However, the fact that most published studies on
reserve selection algorithms are simplified approaches does not render them worthless. A
IiUmber of them have illustrated ways in which social, economic and political concerns can be
taken'
Into account which can be useful in real applications, and the inherent flexibility of these
t
001s
the makes them suitable for addressing far more complex situations. Flexibility arises from

nUidnon-unique

occurrences of many biodiversity features, meaning that most reserves are

to some extent: while some component sites are fixed (irreplaceable) others can be
replaced
more or less easily (Pressey et al. 1993).
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Flexibility has early on been established as a key principle of systematic reserve selection
(Pressey et al. 1993), and it can be explored to address human-related concerns in two ways
(See Chapter 1): by exploring the diversity of solutions (e.g., Arthur et al. 1997) that can be
obtained for problems based on biological considerations only; and/or by integrating
constraints accounting for political, social and economical aspects simultaneously to the
Consideration of biological values (as trade-offs). However, Faith and Walker (2002, and
references herein) found that following the latter approach makes a substantial difference to
the identity of sites selected in relation to analyses based on biological value only, suggesting
that human-related concerns cannot simply be an add-on consideration to refine land
allocations. Interactive reserve selection tools, such as CODA (Bedward et al. 1992), C-Plan
(Pressey 1998), and WORLDMAP (Williams 1996), include the possibility for exploring
alternative configuration networks, and this has been important in facilitating negotiation
processes where these tools were applied (e.g., Stoms et al. 1997; Pressey 1998; Davis et al.

1999; Clark and Slusher 2000). The software TARGET (Faith and Walker 2002) was specifically
developed for exploring the trade-offs between achieving biodiversity representation targets
and opportunity costs determined by human-related concerns.

l'he following sections overview how human-related concerns (threat, land cost and
ownership, scheduling of reserve implementation and political considerations) can and have
been addressed by reserve selection algorithms. As expected, those studies that addressed real
conservation planning (e.g., Pressey 1998, Davis et al. 1999) incorporated these concerns in a
111uch more integrated way than simplified case-study analyses.

threat
Threat (often used interchangeably with vulnerability) can be measured directly by the
nU111ber of threatened species in a region (e.g., Dobson et al. 1997; Maddock and Benn 2000;
Me111tsas et al. 2002), or by a combination of the levels of threat of different species (Lombard
et al. 1999). However, different regions and different taxonomic groups have been subject to
var' b
la le levels of assessment, introducing biases in this measure that make some comparative
assessments difficult (e.g., Brooks et al. 2002). Given the well-known relationship between
hu111
\. an presence and species extinction risk (e.g., Brooks et al. 1997; Rivard et al. 2000;

'Vlc!<'

Inney 2001; Parks and Hartcourt 2002), other commonly used measures of threat are
h11111
" an density (e.g., Abbitt et al. 2000; Cincotta et al. 2000; Balmford et al. 2001; Araujo et al.
<;00<)
d
or levels of human activity, measured by variables such as land
eVelo
'
Prnent/ degradation (e.g., Abbitt et al. 2000; Wessels et al. 2000), presence of roads (e.g.,
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Abbitt et al. 2000; Reyers et al. 2001), presence of alien species (e.g., Lombard et al. 1997;
Chown et al. 2001), and potential for agriculture/forestry (Pressey et al. 1996a; Nantel et al.
1998; Faith et al. 2001a; Pressey and Taffs 2001).

If data on threat is available, it can be easily integrated into reserve selection algorithms, and a
nUmber of studies have done so. However, threat has been addressed in two, apparently
opposite, ways:

Some studies give priority to areas of higher threat. For example: Pressey et al. (1996a) and
Pressey and Taffs (2001) gave priority to areas with high suitability for clearing or
cropping (see bellow for an application to conservation scheduling); Cowling (1999) and
LOmbard et al. (1999) targeted areas with more threatened species.
Other analyses explicitly avoid areas of higher threat. For example: Wessels et al. (2000)
and Reyers et al. (2002) excluded degraded areas; Lombard et al. (1997), Heydenrych et al.
(1999) and Chown et al. (2001) avoided the presence of introduced species (see Appendix
II); Balmford et al. (2001), Faith et al. (2001a) and Araujo et al. (2002) avoided areas of high

human density; Nantel et al. (1998) avoided areas with high potential for conflicting land
Use (measured by an index combining agriculture, forest and recreational potential,
presence of infrastructure and proximity to human communities); Faith et al. (2001a)
minimised opportunity costs (measured as value for forestry and for agriculture
Potential), while giving preference to areas of low human population density; Stoms et al.
(1997) and Davis et al. (1999) assessed land suitability for conservation by an index which

inclUded the presence of roads, human population and percentage of land converted to
human Uses.

l'h'

IS Contrast is not exclusive of studies using reserve selection algorithms; for example,
"al .
Ulng threat is intrinsic to Conservation International's Biodiversity Hotspots (which by
definit'
"
Ion have lost at least 70% of their natural habitat; Mittermeier et al. 1999; Meyers et al.
<.000)

.

, While the opposite approach is followed by Conservation International's Wilderness

~reas (which have kept at least 70% of their original habitat; Mittermeier et al. 1998; see
hapter 1, Table 1.1).

80th

of these approaches have merits. The rationale for the first one is that areas of high threat
are
h ' resources are most need ed ,as Wlt
. h ou t conserva t"lon mves tmen t
th .thOse w
ere conservatIOn
elr natu
.
ral values are predicted to be lost. The second approach assumes that areas of low
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threat have higher opportunity value for conservation, as they can be implemented avoiding
Current conflict, and that they can also improve reserves' effectiveness over time, by avoiding
future conflict (Brooks and Thompson 2001). However, given scarce resources, these two
approaches are potentially in contradiction and therefore in competition for those resources.
No obvious best option exists, but decisions in any case are likely to be determined by the
biological values under threat (such as their endemism/irreplaceability, i.e., how flexible are
the options for protecting them elsewhere; Pressey et al. 1994) and the anticipated return from
conservation investments. Ideally, no biological features should get to the point of being
threatened, and an investment on "prevention rather than cure" would be the best approach
(Gas ton et al. 2002). Given an option (Le., if irreplaceability is low in the sense that the same
features can be protected by a number of alternative networks) the best compromise can be
achieved by representing the biological features in areas with lower threat. Unfortunately, the
coincidence between human and biological distribution patterns (e.g., Cincotta et. al. 2000;
Balrnford et al. 2001) means that highly irreplaceable biological values are often in direct
conflict with human activity, limiting the possibility for a compromise (e.g., Balmford et al.
2001). Considering a priori that areas of high threat are lost causes may prove to be an error
(e.g., Collar 1998). A possible compromise may perhaps be to identify areas of high
irreplaceability and high threat as priorities for conservation investment at a larger scale (e.g.,
Cl's Biodiversity Hotspots) but then look for implementation solutions at the local scale (e.g.,
Within each Hotspot) which target the best conservation opportunities by minimising conflict.

Land cost

~n reCognition that resources available for conservation are limited, the concern for efficiency
In minirnising overall cost of reserve networks is intrinsic to complementarity-based reserve
Select'
IOn algorithms (e.g., Pressey and Nicholls 1989a; Pressey et al. 1993). Accordingly, all
applications of these algorithms aim at minimising cost, and a number of studies have focused
on the development of these methods in order to improve their efficiency in doing so (e.g.,
Underh'll
I 1994; Csuti et al. 1997; Rodrigues et al. 2000c; Rodrigues and Gaston 2002b; see
Chapter 2).

~ost

.
PUbhshed studies use area as a surrogate for land cost, and in many the data are

Provid d .

W.
G

e
llliarn

In

equal size selection units (such as cells or hexagons; e.g., Castro Parga et al. 1996;

s et al. 1996a,b; Csuti et al. 1997; Nantel et al. 1998; Gaston et al. 2001; Rodrigues and

aston 2002c; the SABAP data used in several chapters in this thesis) so that minimising cost
actuaU
Ycorresponds to minimising the number of sites selected. However, land values change
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Considerably across a region, affecting considerably the results of complementary reserve
selection (e.g., Ando et a1. 1998). Whenever available, direct measures of land value can be
readily incorporated, and this has been the case in a few studies (e.g., Ando et a1. 1998; Polasky
et a1. 2001a). Other studies used indirect measures such as timber value (Pressey 1998), value
for forestry (in Faith et. a11996, measured by an index that reflected factors such as distance to
saw mill, regeneration potential and site productivity) and an index of timber volume (Faith et
a1. 2001a). The software TARGET (Faith and Walker 2002) explores trade-offs between
achieving biodiversity representation targets and opportunity costs measured by variables
sUch as foregone forestry production opportunities.

Land tenure

Besides land value, a fundamental aspect influencing opportunity costs in reserve acquisition
is land ownership, status and control, which can be of great complexity in some countries. For
the 0.1<., for example, Prendergast et a1. 1999 noticed that "reserves may be procured by a
diversity of organisations (statutory government agencies, non-government organisations,
priVate landowners), be under a diversity of control systems (fully owned, leased, rented,
tnanaged under agreement with owners), and subject to a diversity of planning regulations
(local, national, national, international)" and concluded that "it would take a remarkable feat
of cooperation for the various owners or managers to coordinate a common policy of reserve
acqUisition, based on scientific objective criteria such as size, shape, proximity to other
' ".
reserves, representatIveness
.
or compl
ementanty
l'he only way land tenure has been routinely considered in studies applying reserve selection
algorithms is by taking into account existing reserves (see above section 9.1.3). Additionally:
l'r'
l11der-Smith et a1. (1996) considered a reserve scenario in which all publicly owned areas
Where included; in their application to reserve planning in the Columbia Plateau for The
Nature Conservancy, Stoms et a1. (1997) and Davis et a1. (1999) integrated land tenure by
tnap .
PIng the suitability of sites not already reserved following an index which included the
Percentage of land in private ownership as a measure of "site manageability". There is
Potential for integrating land tenure in a more explicit way. For example, Rodrigues et a1.
2000c Suggested a formulation for a restriction which imposes that at least a predefined
fractio
n of the total area selected be, for example, owned by the State (see Section 2.1).
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SCheduling reserve implementation

A common criticism to reserve selection algorithms is that they assume that all selected areas

are immediately available for conservation and the reserve implementation happens with the
stroke of a pen (Pimm and Lawton 1998; Cowling 1999; Cowling et al. 1999; Curio 2002). In
practice, these are processes that usually take years or decades, during which the agents of
biodiversity loss continue to operate. For example, Clark and Slusher (2000) predict a 30-40
year acquisition time-line by the US Fish & Wildlife Service in the implementation of the
Grand Kankakee Marsh National Wildlife Refuge. It follows that the most important areas
need to be selected first (Pressey and Taffs 2001).

1'0 address this issue, Pressey and Taffs (2001) developed a procedure for scheduling
conservation action based on two characteristics of potential conservation areas: vulnerability
and irreplaceability. Vulnerability refers to the likelihood or imminence of areas being
destroyed of disturbed (may be considered equivalent to threat, see above). Irreplaceability is
calculated considering complementarity, and it refers to the likelihood that an area will be
needed to contribute to a set of pre-defined conservation targets (see also Pressey et al. 1994;
Pressey 1999; Ferrier et al. 2000). High priority for conservation action is given to areas of both

h·

19h vulnerability and high irreplaceability (but see above the section on threat). If the

ill1Plementation of a conservation network occurs in several phases, the irreplaceability value
of the areas not yet designated is recalculated in each phase, having into account the
COntributions made by already selected reserves to the pre-defined conservation targets. The
ob· .
jectlVe is to minimise the loss of biological value for a given conservation investment, by
lllinirn· .
IStng the extent to which conservation targets are compromised before they can be met
in ne
W conservation areas.
POIit'

Ical considerations

Given the ongoing biodiversity crisis, which reaches desperate levels in parts of the world
(e.g 'An.
'
" YV nItten et al. 2001), many calls have been made for scientists to have a more active
advo
cacy role in conservation biology (e.g" Meffe 1998b; Prendergast et al. 1999; Brown 2000).
t
%it en et al. (2001) goes further and defends that "if there is to be any hope from the growing
bOdy
of conservation biologists, l ... ] they will have to move away from priority-setting
el(er '
C1ses, Scientific studies, and theoretical modelling to on-the-ground management and
PoI'
ICy decisions". Without denying the need for a deeper involvement of scientists in
cOns
ervation practice and politics, moving away from research is unlikely to be the best
strat
egy. As highlighted by the above overview, research is still badly needed in order to
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improve the effectiveness of conservation planning methods in their applications to real-life
pl::,,"I~;-

~uwlg.

One way conservation scientists can make a difference is by injecting good science into policy
(M ann and Plummer 1997; Meffe 1998b). Methods based on robust and explicit criteria for

making decisions about conservation planning have the potential to be powerful tools in
Political negotiation. A world-class example of such a negotiation took place in Australia in
1996 and 1998 for the assessment of two forest areas in New South Wales (for details see Finkel
1998a,b; Pressey 1998). This was a joint initiative by the federal and state governments to

negotiate long-term agreements for forest reserves that allow continued logging while
maXimising biodiversity retention in New South Wales. It was based on a 3-year, $23 million
biota Survey, and it engaged a diversity of stakeholders including governmental agencies
(responsible for conservation and for forest production), and lobby groups (forestry industry,
forestry workers, conservation movement). The negotiations were preceded by detailed
preparation which included agreement on priority species and conservation targets (set by a
group of experts chosen by the various stakeholders) and demonstration of the software for
fann' ,
11ansation and improvement. At the core of the negotiations, the software C-Plan was
Used to assess a multiplicity of different scenarios for conservation and trade-offs with timber
el(ploitation in the region, aiming at having a negotiation process as scientific and transparent
as Possible involving all the stakeholders. This process was praised as "setting the gold
standard in the field" and a "world-class" example (Finkel1998a,b). Yet, the final decisions
"Vhe
re taken behind doors, in a political and bureaucratic process, and the final plans covered
an area WhOlly insufficient for achieving the required conservation targets and that doubled,
from 10 to 20 years, the length of time industry could continue logging at its current quota.

~e process did lead to the creation of new nature reserves and national parks, but these were
Ocated'

mainly unloggable escarpment forests, while other more biologically valuable areas
.
Out (Finke11998b), As this example sadly demonstrates, not even the best science, put

In

~~~ft

to th b
e est Use, is immune to political weight. Nevertheless, robust and explicit processes such
as th'
IS are badly needed to provide the kind of information required to empower
conserv t' '
"I
a 10Ulsts to engage in on-the-ground management and policy decisions (Olson et al.
<.002),
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9.1.6 Explanation 5 • Reserve selection algorithms are not easily
accessible to conservation practitioners
The ultimate goal of conservation biology is to inform and affect conservation decisions.
Decisions are made by managers, not by scientists. There is a wide communication gulf
between the two communities (Prendergast et al. 1999; Brown 2000), and, unless greater
dialogue is achieved, the scientific developments in reserve selection methods are likely to
remain largely useless and may perhaps be addressing the wrong questions. Managers need to
know What scientists can deliver and scientists need to deliver what managers want
(Prendergast et al. 1999).

In order to reach the managers, ideas must be comprehensible to the user, and in order to be
applicable they need to be simple workable solutions, not the hypotheses, controversies and
Contradictions which scientists thrive on. As Western (1992) puts it "conservationists and
ll1anagers need simple prescriptions - criteria and guidelines for when and how to manage
nature - no less than a technician needs a service manual rather than a doctorate in physics to
rep'
aIr a refrigerator".

Mak'

Ing Ideas comprehensible

Currently, the information on the use of reserve-selection algorithms is highly scattered and
fr agtn
ented (Prendergast et al. 1999). Most papers focus on partial and simplified views of the
reserve selection problem, and taken individually they are not useful to managers, who
therefore tend to view reserve selection models as purely academic exercises (Davis et al.
19
99). Individual authors need to make an effort to spell out what are the implications of their
results f
Or conservation practice. But beyond this, there an urgent need for synthesis papers
that 10 k
o at the big picture and draw recommendations and rules of thumb from the many
results I
a ready published, and as new developments are being made. Managers have no time
to d'
1gest the proliferation of papers produced by academia (Pressey [2002] found 245
teferenc
es on reserve selection algorithms up to the year 2000).
Addir
,
lOnally, there is an urgent need for the publication of the details of real-case studies (as
tn Pre
e
Ssey 1998; Davis et al. 1999), which provide opportunities for managers to learn by
ll1 Ple
pl<a
and insights for scientists about what are the relevant concerns in real problems.
rend
tl1
ergast et al. (1999) suggests workshops for information exchange between scientists and
anagers.
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Another problem is that scientists and managers consult different information sources, such as
different journals, therefore scientists need to make an effort to publish in journals more
accessible to managers (Prendergast et al. 1999). To address this same concern, Conservation

Biology created a new manuscript category "Conservation in Practice" (Meffe 1998a). The new
JOUrnal Conservation Biology in Practice was created with the purpose of bringing together those
l11ana ging the resources, those making policy, and those working to understand the nature of
ecological systems and species (Kohm et al. 2000).

Workable solutions

8tol11s et al. (1997) and Davis et al. (1999) reported that reserve selection algorithms are initially
not Well-received by conservation practitioners, as even the basic step of setting explicit
conservation goals can be unfamiliar and contentious; additionally, the mathematical
prOcedUres can be intimidating. Widely available, user-friendly software is fundamental to
OVercome these difficulties. C-Plan was at the core of the negotiation process on the forests of
New South Wales (Pressey 1998, see above) and was used directly by the stakeholders after
these had time to become familiarised with it. On the other hand, the planning exercise for the
ColUmbia Plateau ecoregion for The Nature Conservancy (TNC) was based on the Biodiversity
Management Area Selection. (BMAS) model, implemented using GIS at the University of
California, Santa Barbara (Stoms et al. 1997; Davis et al. 1999). Davis et al. (1999) reported that
the need to operate the BMAS model in the research lab in Santa Barbara was a drawback
Which eliminated the possibility of TNC's planning team using the model as an interactive tool
for d '.
eCISlon support. As these examples demonstrate, an interactive use of these packages is
fUndamental for engaging the managers in the decision process, for the integration of their
oWn personal experience and expertise, and to make it clear that they are simply analitical
tOols to guide and inform rather than to prescribe planning decisions (enhancing, but not
repla .
CIng, the expertise and judgement of managers; Pressey and Cowling 2001).
HOwever, for many organisations, especially in countries where conservation is grossly under-

~unded,

the cost of hardware, an expert operator, and the experimentation required may

Inhibit the use of reserve selection algorithms, even if the software itself is free (Prendergast et
al, 1999)

.

. It is necessary to transfer technology and human resources from the countries and

Ins titu t'

P1anni

Ions where these methods have been developed to the ones where conservation
.
ng IS needed. The unprecedented growth of the internet has the potential to transform

the w
ay Scientists and managers communicate, both between and among themselves
(Prend
ergast et al. 1999). Prendergast et al. (1999) suggest that a logical extension to making
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the reserve planning software available through the internet, is the provisioning of an internetlhediated conservation planning capability to assist countries where conservation is critically
under-funded. Given imagination, resolve, and appropriate funding, there seems little reason
Why expertise for reserve selection and other types of highly technical analyses could not be
lhade universally available (Prendergast et al. 1999).

9.1.7 Where next?
Conservation planning for biodiversity persistence is far from being a simple task. Given the
Complexity of ecological and evolutionary processes that need to be considered (see section
9·1.4 above) and the gaps in basic biological data (section 9.1.2), reserve planning would be
Very complicated even if only biological considerations had to be taken into account. The fact
that the social, political and economical context (see section 9.1.5 above) needs to be brought
into the equation makes the whole task tremendous. To make matters worse, these two types
of
concerns - biological and human-related - are generally in direct conflict in their
recolhmendations. For example, while protecting large (very large) areas of wilderness is the
s'

ll:)gle most quoted guideline for the long-term persistence of biodiversity, the options for
do'
ll:)g so become more and more reduced on a planet more and more crowded and
delhand'
mg more and more of its natural resources.
Civen this complexity, it is no surprise that published analyses using reserve selection
algo . hm
. rIt s are generally simplifications of the problem. However, most of the criticisms made
to the
se methods apply to any reserve planning procedure, and are part of the broader
reCogn' .
Ihon that the science of conservation biology is failing to make a substantial difference
to halt the ongoing biodiversity crisis (e.g., Western 1992; Whitten et al. 2001).

~~~.tnatlCal algorithms do not equal to the entire process of systematic reserve planning
, sey and Cowling 2001), and they are simply good science applied to value judgements,
WIth all
, .
theIr human foibles (Lawton 1997). They can identify sets of potential conservation
areas wh' .
Ich mtegrate many data sources and multiple concerns, be used to explore a diversity
of oth
er potential solutions and scenarios, and operate as part of decision-support systems that
}:>rOlh
ote negotiations and integrate data on the constrains on and opportunities for
conserv t'
d
a Ion (Pressey 1998; Pressey and Cowling 2001). Algorithms are part of an explicit,
efensibl
n
e planning process, not the process itself (Pressey and Cowling 2001). And they do
t
e:h , replace the decision-making, which, ultimately, is not a scientific process but a political,
lcal a
'
, esthehc, even religious one (Law ton 1997).
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The currently published literature on complementarity-based reserve planning has addressed
a remarkable diversity of concerns and suggested a diversity of tactics to incorporate them into
explicit decision-making procedures. Complementary-based reserve selection methods are
starting to be effectively applied to real-life planning processes (e.g., Stoms et al. 1997; Pressey
199
8; Davis et al. 1999; Clark and Slusher 2000) and their basic concepts are permeating into
the Conservation strategies of key players in conservation practice (e.g., TNC's strategic
approach "Conservation by Design"; Valutis and Mullen 2000). It is encouraging that the
reSUlts reported by Kirkpatrick (1983; the first published reserve selection algorithm) were
highly influential for the designation of seven reserves in Tasmania, even though the
h:nplementation process took seven years (Pressey 2002).

This does not mean that reserve selection algorithms are all set for practical conservation
Planning, and as the above review demonstrates much improvement is needed in several
aspects. My final recommendations on the main developments needed to improve the
effectiveness of these methods in real-life conservation planning are the following:

Advances in how to make the best use of the existing (necessarily limited) data, including
the test and development of surrogates.

Advances in the definition of the conservation goals: what biological requirements reserve
networks should fulfil (even if only ideally) in order to ensure the long-term persistence of
biodiversity? This includes testing and developing rules of thumb for the incorporation of
the mUltiple ecological and evolutionary processes responsible for generating and
ll1ain taining biodiversity.

Developments in the integration of social/economic/political constraints, looking for
crea t'IVe solutions to avoid conflict and target the most cost/effective conservation
oPPortUnities.

Interpretation, synthesis and translation of the results obtained by isolated publications
into practical recommendations for managers.

Dissemination of the details of, and lessons learnt from, practical case studies where both

s.

clentists and managers participate and the procedures are put to the test, for the benefit of
both
managers (who can learn by example) and scientists (who can learn about the
COll1pI "
eXlhes of real conservation problems).
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Improvements in the communication between scientists and managers, preferably by joint
Work on practical conservation planning. Includes the development of accessible and
flexible decision-support tools integrating the best available data, the most robust scientific
recommendations and the possibility of integrating the diversity of concerns that typically
impinge on real conservation problems.
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-Issues in International Conservation

Integrating Costs of Conservation into International
Priority Setting
Rationale
Although political and legal conStraints force countries and agencies
to Use some of their conservation
funds locally, substantial sums could
be spent by national and international bodies virtually anywhere on
the planet. Given the gross underfunding of conservation efforts as a
Whole (James et al. 1999a), the identifiCation of robust priorities for allocating such money is important, but
the most widely used approaches do
nOt take into account the relative
costs of conserving different areas
(M'yers 1988, 1990; McNeely et al.
1990; Mittermeier & Werner 1990;
Sisk et al. 1994; WWF & IUCN 19941997; Caldecott et al. 1996; Bryant
et al. 1997; Mittermeier et al. 1997,
1998; Olson & Dinerstein 1998; Stattersfield et al. 1998). Techniques for
integrating cost measures into priority assessment have recently been
developed (e.g., Williams 1996; Ando
et al. 1998). Until now, however,
the paucity of global data on conservation costs has precluded the appliCation of such methods at an internaUonallevel.
We used newly compiled data to
eXamine the merits of explicitly inClUding information on costs in global Priority setting. The biological
~ata used to inform priority selecIOn come from a summary of the
d' .
Istrlbution of all mammal species
:cross all countries (Mace & Balmord 2000). The cost data consist of
~Stimates of the likely costs of effecWely conserving each country's reserv
I e network up to around 15% of
and area (James et al. 1999a, 1999b,

2000). Based on a series of different
methods, we used these data to order countries according to conservation priority and then assessed how
incorporating cost information affects cost effectiveness, measured in
terms of the number of mammal species represented in the priority set,
per dollar spent.
This approach has many important limitations. First, lack of global
data at other scales means that we
used countries as our units for priority setting. There is, of course, considerable merit in identifying global
conservation priorities in terms of
other sorts of land units, such as finerscale geopolitical units, ecosystems,
or equal-sized grid squares (Williams
1993; Mittermeier et al. 1998; Olson
& Dinerstein 1998; Stattersfield et
al. 1998). Nevertheless, country-based
priority setting is useful because
conservation investments are frequently directed toward countries,
and because conservation policies
and treaties are generally implemented by national institutions. Further, the country-level analysis demonstrates how cost data might be
used to improve priority setting at
other levels.
Second, data constraints force us
to consider only mammals. PreviOUS
efforts to establish key countries for
biodiversity conservation have used
data on a broader range of groups
but have been obliged to set priorities based on national totals for species or for single-country endemics
(McNeely et al. 1990; Mittermeier &
Werner 1990; Sisk et al. 1994; Caldecott et al. 1996; Mittermeier et al.
1997). The effiCiency of priority sets

is considerably improved, however,
if those areas are chosen so as to ac-

count not just for their absolute biological richness but also for how
well they complement one another
biotic ally (Pressey et al. 1993, 1997;
Csuti et al. 1997; WilIiams 1998). To
address complementarity fully, we
need data on which species-and
not just how many-each area holds.
To our knowledge, the mammal database is the first to list species occurrence by country for any taxon of
this size.
Last, and Critically, we quantified
the extent to which different hypothetical priority sets achieve conservation objectives in terms of species
representation in reserves. Of course,
conservation is about far more than
this: species are just one aspect of
biodiversity. They differ in their cultural, ecological, and evolutionary
signifance, and for species to be maintained (rather than merely rep re- .
sented), we must conserve ecological
and evolutionary processes beyond
as well as within reserves. Nevertheless, we currently lack ways of quantifying how far these other conservation objectives are met. Hence,
despite its being SimplistiC, we have
little choice here but to concentrate
on species representation as the most
widely used metric of conservation
performance, in the hope that insights gained here can shed light on
how other, more sophisticated measures of conservation performance
can be developed.
These and other concerns mean
that our results must be seen as a
heuristic exploration of how and
why to integrate economic concerns
597
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into priority setting, rather than an
attempt to generate a definitive bluePrint for cost-effective conservation
investments.

Databases
Costs of Effective Conservation
in Reserves
The starting point for this database
Was information collected in two
qUeStionnaire surveys conducted in
1993 and 1995 by the World ConserVation Monitoring Centre (WCMC;
James et al. 1999b). The surveys asked
Personnel of national protected-area
agencies how much they spent annually on the terrestrial reserves under
their jurisdiction. The resulting inforUlation, when supplemented by published and unpublished data (James
et al., 2000), summarizes current exPenditure on roughly 48% of the
World's protected-area estate, representing all or some of the reserves of
117 Countries (data for reserve area
and status and for country area were
all taken from World Conservation
Dnion [IUCN] 1998). Within those
COUntries, expenditure on reserves
for Which there was no response in
the survey was estimated by extrapOlating from spending on reserves
that were reported on, which generated estimates of overall national exPenditure. These and all other costs
"'ere expressed in 1996 dollars (U.S.).
All Countries for which no data on
Current reserve spending were available were excluded from subsequent
COUntry-level analyses.
Current expenditure on reserves
Is generally perceived to be inadeqUate to meet conservation objectives; moreover, the extent of this inadequacy varies widely both across
COuntries and across years within
COuntries. We therefore decided not
to Use the WCMC figures on current
~P:nding by themselves. Instead we
Utlt on them to derive rough estiIllates of the total cost of effective
Protected-area networks in each country. This involved three further steps:
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assessment of additional resources
required to manage current reserves
effectively; estimates of costs of gazetting new reserves; and estimates of
compensation levels required by residents of developing countries to off·
set opportunity costs imposed by reserves.
In the 1995 WCMC survey, agencies in 52 countries reported how
much extra money they needed to
meet their stated conservation objectives, and we again used these reported figures to estimate shortfalls
in countries that did not respond.
Second, to account for widespread
concerns that existing protected-area
networks are often too small to sustain a country's biodiversity (e.g.,
IUCN 1993; Soule & Sanjayan 1998),
we estimated the costs of expanding
each country's reserve system so
that 10% of its land area is covered
by strict reserves (IUeN categories
I- Ill) while retaining all existing re·
serves in categories IV-VI (which
cover an average 5% of land area).
The approximate cost of this expansion was calculated by summing estimates for survey, purchase, and maintenance of the new reserves. We
estimated the cost of biodiversity
surveys (20% of country area) and
land purchase based on a separate
data set. As one-time costs, we annualized these expenses over a 30-year
implementation period. Third, we
included an estimate of the expendi.
ture required to meet the opportunity costs of lost resource use due to
existing reserves in the developing
countries. We estimated these an·
nual opportunity costs from the product of the local land price and the
discount rate (because land values
reflect the discounted, long-term opportunity costs of alternative land
uses), applying this formula to all existing reserves in IUeN categories
U-IV (omitting category I reserves
because they are generally uninhabited, category V and VI reserves because they permit substantial resource use, and new reserves because
our figures for these already include
land purchase at market rates; for

details on calculations, see James et
al. 1999a, 2000).
Added up, our figures for expendintre and shortfall for existing reserves,
reserve expansion, and compensation to local residents represent a first
attempt to calculate the likely costs
of effective and extensive protectedarea networks for a large number of
countries. Many individual country
figures-particularly for reserve expansion and compensation-may be
in error by as much as 50%, and our
subsequent results should be interpreted with this in mind. Moreover,
our estimates deal only with the
approximate costs of conservation
in reserves and not with the even
less readily quantified (and probably far higher) costs of conservation
in the human-dominated landscapes
surrounding reserves (James et al.
1999a, 2000). Nevertheless, our reserve costs represent a starting point
from which we can explore what
will happen if we incorporate economic concerns into conservation
decision making.
Distribution of Mammals
In building the database on mammal
distributions, we adopted the classification ofWilson and Reeder (1993),
with minor additions and amendments of the meN (1996). We included all extant and recently extinct mammals (4761 species) and
then, using a variety of sources (referenced in full by Mace & Balmford
2000), we attempted to record all
countries in which each species has
been documented. Because we did
not have access to detailed distributional information for recently independent countries of the former Soviet Union and former Yugoslavia,
these countries were excluded.
The mammal distributional database, like the literature it is derived
from, doubtless contains many mistakes. Some idea of the combined effect of errors of omission and commission can be gained by comparing
each country's total number of species according to the database with

CO
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other estimates of national richness
for mammals. When we regressed
OUr figures against those given by
WCMC (1994), we found that they
agreed well (if run through the origin, r2 = 0.98, 13 ± SE = 0.94 ±
0.01, and p < 0.001 for those 106
COuntries jointly covered by our
mammal database, the WCMC database, and the costs database). Hence,
although the mammal data are imperfect they are far more accurate
than our costs data.
COuntries Covered
Altogether, we had both mammal
lists and estimates of overall reserve
Costs for 111 countries (from which
We had records of 4228 mammal speCies). Notably biodiverse countries
miSSing from this set (largely because
they did not respond to the WCMC
surveys) include Belize, Bolivia, Costa
Rica, Cuba, El Salvador, French Guiana, GUinea, Guyana, Haiti, Japan, Nicaragua, Panama, Philippines, Russia,
Spain, Surinam, Venezuela, Vietnam,
and Zambia.

Costs and Prior/ties for Conservation

tries with more mammal species
would have to spend more to conserve their species richness properly
(rs = 0.53, n = 111 countries, p <
0.001). This result is probably driven
at least partly by both variables being positively correlated with country area (mammal species richness
vs. area: rs = 0.78, n = Ill, P <
0.001; estimated conservation cost
vs. area: rs = 0.72, n = Ill, P <
0.001).
As a consequence of the high cost
of conservation in mammal-rich countries, priority sets based on absolute
country richness generally included
far fewer countries than priority sets
costing the same total amount but
derived in other ways (Table 1 lists
alternative priority sets, each of them
cut off at roughly the same arbitrarily determined total cost). Moreover, because of the positive link between country species richness and
national reserve cost, the cumulative
number of species represented when
a set of countries is picked in order
of decreasing species richness rises
slowly when plotted against the countries' cumulative budget (Fig. 1).

Priority-Setting Analyses

Absolute Richness in National Endemics

AbSOlute Species Richness

Does focusing on nationally endemic
species improve the cost-effectiveness of priority sets? To test this
idea, we classified a species as an endemic if it was recorded from Just
one of the 111 countries in the database. (A species may occur in other
countries, but for illustrative purposes we treated our subset of countries as though they represented the
entire world.) We then ranked countries in order of decreasing richness
for single-country endemics. There
were again few surprises in the resulting priority set (Table 1), with
the two biggest island "megadiversity" nations, Australia and Indonesia, heading the list and the top five
countries corresponding to five of
Caldecott et al.'s (1996) first six nations for endemic mammals (their
other top priority, the Philippines,
was not included in our analyses).

We ranked our set of countries in order of decreasing species richness
for mammals (according to the distribUtional database) to provide a
baseline against which other, more
SOPhisticated approaches could be
assessed. The resulting priority seqUence was unsurprising, with the
first 8 countries matching Caldecott
et al.'s (1996) top eight countries for
1l1ammal species richness (although
~Ot in exactly the same order), and
tncluded seven of the 12 so-called
1l1 egadiversity countries (McNeely et
al, 1990; Mittermeier & Werner 1990;
see 'fable 1).
b PriOritiZing conservation investment
YspeCies richness alone would be
~}(pensive. Comparing our overall
riUdget estimates with the mammal
cbness scores, we found that coun-
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Countries rich in endemic mammals (like countries rich in mammals
as a whole) are generally large and
have high costs for conservation (endemic species richness vs. area: rs =
0.67, n = 111,p < 0.001; endemic
species richness vs. estimated conservation cost: rs = 0.61, n = Ill,
P < 0.001). Consequently, and because Australia in particular has
higher cost structures than other
countries with fewer endemic species but more mammals overall, the
accumulation of species with increasing overall budget was generally even
slower when countries were picked
in order of decreasing richness for
endemics than when decreasing richness for all mammals was the criterion (Fig. 1). It appears that increasing
the cost-effectiveness of across-country priority setting may require expliCitly taking conservation costs into
account.
Richness to Cost Ratios
One simple but potentially effective
way to build cost considerations into
cross-country priority setting is to divide a country's richness score (for
all mammal species or for endemics)
by its estimated conservation costs.
The reSUlting ratio of total species
richness to cost is independent of
country size (r, = 0.11, n = 111, not
significant), and the ratio of endemic
species richness to cost was less
closely correlated with area than was
absolute endemic richness (for all
countries: rs = 0.39, n = 111, P <
0.001; excluding 34 countries with
zero mammal endemics: rs = -0.04,
n = 77, not significant). Hence,
small countries, unlikely to rank
highly for absolute richness or endemism, can nevertheless have high
scores for either overall richness or
endemic richness relative to cost.
This means that for the same overall cost, priority sets derived by picking countries in order of decreasing
ratios of total richness to cost or endemic richness to cost include far
more countries, and in particular
smaller countries, than sets derived
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Table 1. Cumulative costs, species representation, and country membership of priority sets picked by alternative techniques, and all costing
!!ughly $6.25 billion per year."
Absolute
species
richness

!!:hnique
Cumulative annual budget
(billions of 1996 $ US)
NUmber of countries
CUmulative number of mammal
species represented
COuntries selected

b

7.55
8
2561
Indonesia
Brazil
China
Mexico
Democratic
Republic
of Congo
Peru
Colombia
United States

Absolute
richness for
endemics
6.41
5
1811
Australia
Indonesia
Brazil
Mexico
United States

Ratio of total
species richness
to cost
6.45
76
3461
Togo
Montserrat
Gambia
Trinidad and Tobago
Burundi
Luxembourg
Guatemala
Chad
Malawi
Kenya
Ghana
Myanmar
Cote D'lvoire
Gabon
Honduras
Rwanda
Peru
Senegal
Bhutan
Sierra Leone
Nepal
Israel
Belgium
Uganda
Colombia
Central African
Republic
Ethiopia
Chlle
Cameroon
Lao P,D,R,
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Angola
Dominica
Burkina Faso
Zaire
Mozambique
Nlger
Seychelles
Congo
Jumulca
Tunzania
Ecuador
Nigeria
Brunei Darussalum
Sudan
Cambodia
Zimbabwe
Samoa
Madagascar
Malaysia
Panama
Antigua and Barbuda
Namibia
Mexico
Netherland Antilles
Indonesia
Papua New Guinea
Botswana

Ratio of endemic
species richness
to cost
6,61
39
3640
Seychelles
Madagascar
Peru
Jamaica
Indonesia
Australia
Colombia
Ethiopia
Kenya
Mexico
Chile
Papua New Guinea
Trinidad and Tobago
Cote D'lvoire
Bahamas
Malaysia
Mauritius
Israel
Panama
Zaire
Ecuador
Honduras
Cameroon
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Brazil
Myanmar
Guatemala
Guadeloupe
Tanzania
Argentina
Morocco
Fiji
Dominican Republic
Sudan
LaoP,D,R,
Vanuatu
Afghanistan
China

Linear programming,
maximizing species
for cost
6,25
50
3696
Indonesia
Brazil
Mexico
Democratic Republic
of Congo
Peru
Colombia
Kenya
Tanzania
Australia
Ecuador
Malaysia
Cameroon
Argentina
Sudan
Angola
Ethiopia
Myanmar
Papua New GUinea
Panama
Ghana
Cote D'lvoire
Mozambique
Guatemala
Honduras
Namibia
Pakistan
Nepal
Senegal
LaoP.D,R,
Burundl
Afghanistan
Madagascar
Mongolia
Chad
Chlle
Trinidad and Tobago
Israel
Sri Lanka
Morocco
Greece
Taiwan
Finland
Belgium
Dominican Republic
Jamaica
Bahamas
Guadeloupe
Fiji
Mauritius
Seychelles

'--~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------continued
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(continued)
Absolute
species
richness

!!:hnlque

Absolute
richness for
endemics

Ratio of total
species richness
to cost

RatiO of endemic
species richness
to cost

Linear programming,
maximizing speCies
for cost

Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Pakistan
Sri Lanka
Kuwait
Morocco
Czech Republlc
Taiwan
Yemen
Finland
Hungary
Bahrain
Thailand
Austria
Greece
Bahamas
Australla
India

-

:Tbe $6.25 billton per year is equivalent to 0.3 Cm. and Cm Is the minimum cost of including all 4288 mammal species in the set.
COuntries are listed in order of decreasing priority. except in the final column (because for a given cost the linear programming solution picks
(Ill countries simultaneously), where they are listed in order of decreasing absolute species richness.

by focusing only on absolute richness measures (Table 1). Given the
inaccuracies in the cost data for indiVidual nations, it would be inapproPriate to explore in detail how the
ranks of specific countries change
once the priority-setting scheme incorporates cost. A general pattern
that emerges (Table 1) is that, when
cost data are included, some speciesrich countries-for which protecting entire reserve networks is extremely expensive (e.g., United States)
Or quite expensive (China in one set,
India in another)-decrease in prior-

1
e2j@

ity. They are replaced by many relatively species-rich but smaller and
cheaper countries that collectively
span a broader geographical array of
areas. Noteworthy additions to priority sets derived from scores for
richness or endemic richness relative to cost include several central
American countries, the remaining
South American countries in the database, many more African nations,
Madagascar, and Papua New Guinea
(Table 1).
The broader geographical coverage of these new priority sets ex-

plains why they are more cost·effective than the previous priority sets
(Fig. 1). According to our mammal
database, for example, the priority
sets based on ratios of total richness
to cost and of endemic richness to
cost, which are listed in Table I, collectively contain 35% and 42% more
mammal species, respectively, than
an absolute total richness set with
roughly the same overall budget,
and 91% and 101% more species
than the same-cost absolute endemic
richness set, These comparisons
also show that substituting some

4000

~]l

~ 3000

Priority-selection using:

v absolute speCies richness
/;. absolute richness for endemics
• total species richness:cost
• endemic species rlchness:cost
+ linear programming, maximising
species for cost

§~

c:

Cl)

~ .~ 2000

:;:,

.!ll
;:,

§
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Cl)

•

random draw
linear programming, maximising
speCies for number of countries
• linear programming,
maximising species for area
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Figure 1. The cumulative representation of all mammal species,
plotted as a function of tbe estimated cumulative annual budget of reserves in all selected countries, picked by alternative
priority-setting metbods. Confidence limits for tbe random draw
lie so close to tbe mean that for
clarity tbey are not plotted.
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large but costly countries with more,
cheaper countries increases the costefficiency of the priority set even
more when attention is focused on
endemics rather than on all species
(Le., when at least some consideration is given to complementarity).

Maximizing Species Representation for
a Given Cost
'fo find out how much more costefficiency could be improved if priority setting took into account patterns of complementarity for all speCies, including nonendemics, we used
Henar programming in the penultimate set of analyses (implemented
through CPLEX [ILOG 1999]) and established the maximum number of
mammal species that could be represented in priority sets costing particUlar amounts. This required that we
Solve a series of separate problems.
First, we identified the cheapest
set of countries that collectively represented all 4228 mammal species,
and the minimum overall cost of so
dOing (Cm)' To do this, we sought to
minimize the total cost of conservation (summed across all countries selected),

possible. Hence, we wanted to examine how changes in funding affect the number of species protected. To do thiS, we calculated the
maximum number of species that
can be protected at a given fraction
(f) of the minimum overall cost of
protecting all 4228 mammal species
(C~. We examined this for 11 levels
ranging from 90% of funding to 2.5%
of minimal funding (f E (0.9, 0.8,
0.7,0.6,0.5,0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05,
0.02S}). We determined the maximum number of species that can be
represented at a cost not exceeding
a given fraction of Cm (f X Cm) by
solving the maximal covering location problem
m

maximize

LY

I '

(4)

I si

subject to species t being counted as
represented only when at least one
of the countries where it occurs is
selected,
n

L aljxj ~YI (i = 1,2, ... , m;)

(5)

j=1

the total cost of the countries selected not exceedingf X Cm'

n

L CjXj'

(1)

j~1

and ensured that each mammal speCies was represented at least once,
n

r

aljxj

~ 1 (I = 1,2, ... , m.) (2)

Because our analysis was at the
COUntry level, countries were either
Selected or not, in their entirety:
XjE

n

L CjXj ~fx Cm;

,=

{0,1} (j= 1,2, ... , n.)

(3)

In these expressions, m is the total
nUmber of species, n is the total
nUmber of countries, cj is the cost of
COuntry j, alj is 1 if species i is
~resent in} and 0 otherwise, and Xj
IS 1 only if country} is selected.
In the real world, finding even the
minimal funding needed to conserve
au mammal species (Cm) may not be

(6)

1

and countries being either selected
or not and species represented or
not, in their entirety,
YIE {0,1} (t = 1,2, ... , m.)

j-I

given fractional cost of Cm' and the
species they contain. These optimal
solutions are plotted in Fig. 1, from
which it can be seen that this approach-paying attention to all patterns of complementarity, including
those of nonendemics-does identify priority sets that are more costefficient than those derived by simple ranking of ratios of total richness
to cost or of endemic richness to
cost. The differences are not great,
however. The three cost-linked techniques pick many of the same priority countries, and the optimal priority
sets identified by linear programming
contain a geographically broad scattering of small and large countries
(Table 1).

(7)

In these expressions YI is 1 if species
I is covered and 0 otherwise (and

the other variables are as before).
This problem may have different
optimal solutions (with several sets
of countries all containing the same
number of species, but at slightly different costs, all :S (f X Cm))' In
those cases we identified the one
with the minimum cost.
The output from these analyses
were lists of those countries which
collectively represent the maximum
number of mammal species for a

Evaluating Other Approaches
To put all our results in context, we
conducted three additional analyses. First, we quantified the costeffectiveness of priority sets picked
entirely at random. We calculated
the mean number (:!:9S% confidence
limits) of species represented in
10,000 sets of countries with approximately the same total cost, for each
of six different figures of total cost.
We plotted the curves of the mean
values derived from this random
simulation (Fig. 1). This reveals that
nearly all systematically selected priority sets performed better tllan randomly selected sets, although sometimes not markedly so for those
derived using species numbers alone.
Second, to find out whether the
gains in cost-effectiveness achieved
by the linear programming approach
are due primarily to addressing cost
or to improved accounting for patterns of complementarity, we ran a
second series of linear programming
analyses (essentially paralleling those
detailed above) using just the species X country data matrix. These
analyses identified the smallest num·
ber of countries that represented all
4228 mammal species at least once
(Nm ) and the maximum number of
species that could be represented in
sets of countries ranging from 5% to
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90% of N m . These priority sets were
consistently less cost-efficient than
any of the sets derived from cost
data (Fig. 1). The gains in efficiency
achieved by our ftrst linear programllling analyses are therefore largely
due to inclusion of cost information
and secondarily because they fully
address patterns of complementarity.
Finally, given that cost data are
scarce and hard to acquire, we asked
Whether similar increases in the costefficiency of priority sets might be
achieved by means of a more readily
acquired proxy for the overall cost
of a country's protected areas. Because of the reasonably close correlation between total conservation
cost and country area, we decided to
focus on country area and examine
the cost-efficiency of priority setting
based solely on species distribution
Patterns and country size (assuming
no knowledge of costs). We again
used linear programming to identify
the set of countries that between
them represented all 4228 mammal
speCies in the smallest combined
area (Am)' We then identifted the
lllaxinmm number of mammal species that could be represented in
each of a series of total areas, ranging from 5% to 90% of Am' and the
COUntries comprising each of these
Optimal sets. Determining the cost
Of each of these solutions revealed
that in practice they are generally
lllore cost-efficient than priority sets
derived from species numbers alone
(Fig. 1). They are also consistently
less cost-efflcient than any of the priOritization schemes that coupled biOlogical and cost data. Hence, in the
tOtal absence of direct data, area
lllay be worth using as a proxy for
COst, but attempting to collect and
COllate whatever cost information is
aVailable seems highly desirable.
Implications for Priority Setting
Our heuristic analyses of the relative
Performance of different priority-setting techniques suggest that integratIng cost data with biological inforlllation substantially increases the
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cost-efficiency of reSUlting priority
sets. Moreover, direct information
on costs appears far more useful
than data on potential proxies for
cost, such as country size, although
more thorough statistical models of
international variation in conservation costs may suggest additional,
readily measured variables that, in
combination with country area, predict overall costs with reasonable accuracy. Last, the linear programming
results indicate that using information on which species (rather than
simply how many) occur where
should yield additional conservation
gains. These conclusions are subject
to several important caveats, however.
First, there are evident limitations
to what we can infer given the scope
and accuracy of Ol.lr data on distributions and, more important, conservation costs. The lists in Table 1 must
be interpreted as merely indicative
of the composition of different types
of priority sets rather than in any
way deftnitive. Many key nations
were omitted from our analyses because of a complete lack of information on costs and the ranking of certain others for which rather few cost
data were available (e.g., India and
China) may be misleading. Because
of an even greater paucity of data,
we ignored the costs of conservation in land that is not reserved, yet
the fate of much biodiversity depends on activities in the humandominated matrix surrounding reserves. And we focused entirely on
mammal species, whose value as indicators of priority areas for other
taxonomic groups is open to question. These and other issues of data
coverage mean that the priority attached to individual countries can be
assessed properly only when more
accurate cost data are assembled, for
nearly all countries, and when information on mammals is supplemented
by data on at least one or two other
groups.
A second shortcoming in our approach is that, for Simplicity, we
treated conservation investments in
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countries as if they occurred in an
integral manner: under this scenario,
the protected-area network of priority country A is conserved in its entirety before any funds are spent on
the next priority, country B. In reality this simpliftcation is inappropriate because optimal investment strategies involve investing in country A
only as long as the marginal beneftts
of further investment, measured at
the global level, exceed those of starting to invest in country B (C, D, etc.).
Solving this more sophisticated investment problem is theoretically tractable (by applying the marginal value
theorem; Charnov 1976) but requires
far more detailed information than is
currently available on how conservation returns diminish with increasing conservation investment within
individual countries.
Third, as we have seen, addressing
concerns about both costs and complementarity results in a geographical broadening of international conservation priOrities, but scattering
efforts widely may have several serious drawbacks. In particular, some
of the smaller countries highlighted
by cost-linked priority setting may
be able to accommodate only relatively small reserves, compared with
the protected areas of larger countries, raising a raft of concerns about
the long-term viability of conserved
communities. As yet, we lack robust
techniques for quantifying the ability of areas to retain their ecological
and evolutionary viability in the face
of ongoing anthropogenic challenges
(see papers in Mace et al. 1998).
There is a pressing need to develop
such measures and to devise methods for integrating them, alongside
data on species distribution and conservation cost, into more holistiC
procedures for systematic site selection (Nicholls 1998; WiIliams 1998;
Rodrigues et a1. 1999). Only then
will we be able to properly evaluate
how the potential costs of scattering
conservation effort (in terms of re·
serve viability) compare with the
beneftts (in terms of increasing the
efficiency of species representation).
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Despite these concerns about the
limitations of our fmdings, we suggest that they do argue strongly for
the direct incorporation of information on costs into international priority setting. According to a recent, if
rough, estimate, global spending on
conservation in reserves currently
tuns at just 20% of that needed to establish and maintain extensive and
effective reserve networks in all
COUntries (James et al. 1999a). As
long as this situation persists (and
We remain on the left-hand side of
Fig. 1), then paying direct attention
to between-country differences in
the costs (and benefits) of conservation may greatly increase the overall
proportion of biodiversity that we
conserve.
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Background
'fhe islands of the southern ocean
are of considerable conservation imPOrtance. They provide the nesting
grOunds of a significant portion of
the world's procellariiform seabirds
(Chown et aJ. 1998a), house a variety of endemic species (Holdgate
1965; Gressitt 1970; Gremmen 1981;
Woods 1988; Evenhuis 1989; Greenslade 1990; Turbott 1990; Patrick
1994; Morrone 1998), and, because
of the paucity of land in this region,
prOVide the only examples of mid- to
high-latitude southern terrestrial ecosystems (Bergstrom & Chown 1999).
PrinCipally for these reasons, and
based on two major workshops held
by the Scientific Committee for Antarctic Research (SCAR) and the World
Conservation Union (mCN), international agreement was reached that a
JOint review of the World Heritage
Potential of all of these islands, which
are managed by several different nations, should be undertaken to proVide a basis for their coordinated
conservation (Walton 1986; Dingwall
1987; mCN 1991; Dingwall 1995).
An mCN working group was subsequently established to make a comparative assessment, in accordance
\Vith World Heritage criteria, of the
natural values of these islands (mCN
1992).

Using the objectives of the World
Heritage Convention with respect to
natural properties-Le., sites that are
outstanding examples of major stages
in the Earth's history, sites representing significant on-going ecological and
biological processes, sites containing
superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural beauty, or
sites containing the most important
and significant natural habitats for in
situ conservation of biological diverSity-this working group identified
seven criteria in assessment of the
conservation and World Heritage
value of the sites (mCN 1992). Most
notable among these criteria were
that emphasiS should be given to assessments of the comprehensive value
of a particular island to science and
global heritage conservation and that
a comparative approach using objective and uniformly applicable guidelines among the islands should be
adopted for site selection (ruCN 1992).
The working group also noted that
assessing the relative merits of the islands in terms of the four natural-properties criteria might prove problematic, chiefly because of the difficulties
in comparing evolutionary processes
and natural beauty across islands and
of assessing the relationship between
endemism and threat (Synge 1991).
After noting several caveats, the working group nonetheless concluded that

the most useful approach would be
to undertake a comparative assessment of the indigenous biodiversity
of the islands and the extent of alien
introductions and their effects (mCN
1992),
Such an assessment, based on a
del phi analysiS examining geological
character, landscape features, biodiversity, and human effects, was subsequently done for the majority of the
Southern Ocean islands, excluding
tllose witl1in tile Antarctic Treaty Area
covered by international legislation
(Table 1; mCN 1995). It was concluded that, so long as some caution
is exerCised, the delphi analysis provides a reasonably objective ranking of
various World Heritage attributes for
the Southern Ocean islands and of
the islands themselves (mCN 1995).
Since this analysis, several nations
have successful1y nominated Southern Ocean islands under their control for World Heritage status (Table
1). In the case of the New Zealand
subantarctlc islands, both the mCN
report (mCN 1992) and the outcome of tile delpW analysis (meN
1995) were used in support of the
nomination (Anonymous 1997). Indeed, this nomination concluded th,lt
the deJphi analysis "is a useful guide
to the relative standing of the islands
as potential World Heritage sites."
Similarly. the 1990 nomination of
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b Marked sites nominated based on biodiversity.
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Heard and McDonald islands for inclusion on the World Heritage list
was deferred by the World Heritage
Committee until the islands' unique
values had been compared to those
of other subantarctic islands (Anonymous 1994). Heard Island was subsequently ranked highly by the IUCN
Working group (IUCN 1995) and was
included on the World Heritage list
in 1997. Clearly, the outcome of the
delphi analysis is now being widely
Used in assessing the relative merits
of the Southern Ocean islands for inclusion on the World Heritage list.
Several other nations are currently
preparing to nominate islands under their control for inclusion on the
list (e.g., Anonymous 2000a). There
is some concern, however, that the
Conclusions of the IUCN islands working group and the successful inclusion of several Southern Ocean islands on the World Heritage list
Illight make subsequent nominations
Considerably more difficult, especially
if they do not rank highly in the delPhi analysis (Anonymous 2000b; J.
Cooper, personal communication). In
other words, Southern Ocean islands
might now be considered well repreSented, thus lessening opportunities
for improving the conservation status
of single islands or island groups, and
Consequently the region as a whole.
At the same time, concern for the
conservation of the biotas of the
Southern Ocean islands has been increasing. Several recent studies have
Shown not only that there is a clear
relationship between the number of
hlunans visiting ,m island and the number of alien species present (Chown
et al. 1998b), but also that climate
change is enhancing the likelihood
of establishment of alien species and
increasing the effect of those species
already there (Kennedy 1995; BergStrom & Chown 1999; Ch own et al.
2000). In addition, there has been a
dramatic increase in the effect of
fisheries on populations of sea birds
breeding on the islands (Cherel et al.
1996; Gales et al. 1997; Weimerskirch
&: Wilson 2000). As tourism to these
iSlands increases (South Georgia re-

C/)OIVII

ceived 473 tourists in 1995 -1996
,md1357 in 1998-1999; IAATO 2000),
more islands attract the attention of
tourist ships (Heydenrych & )ackson
2000), climates change (Frenot et 011.
1997), the effects of invasive species
increase (Huyser et al. 2000), ,md fishelY activity grows, the long-term conservation future of the Southem
Oce,m island biotas is increasingly being questioned (Chevlier et al. 1997;
Gremmen & Smith 1999; Chown &
Gaston 2000). Consequently, t1lere are
substantial grounds for consolidating
conservation actions, including World
Helitage listings, in the region.
To do so will require several important policy decisions, including
whether islands with relatively high
human effects (e.g., Falklands, Tristan
da Cunha) should be ignored in favor of those that are more pristine,
whether islands identi.fied as most
significant by the IUCN islands working group (Table 1) sho uld be given
priority, and whether tourism to certain islands should be prohibited, all
based on the IUCN working group's
analysis. Such decisions are likely to
be effective only if they are based on
appropriate regional information. At
the moment, however, the only comparative infonnation available is that
contained in the del phi analysis undertaken by the IUCN (1995), the
descriptive treatments of the majority of the archipelagos provided in
the report on the 1992 IUCN workshop (Dingwa U 1995), and earlier, although similar, such treatments (Clark
& DingwaH 1985). Given the IUCN
working group's caveats regarding
the outcomes of their delphi analysis
(IUCN 1992, 1995) and its increasing use in the World Heritage site
nomination and selection process,
there is a clear need for a more rigorous comparative assessment of the
islands to consolidate conservation
action in the region .

Analyses
To provide such a comparative assessment, we used a comprehensive

et al.

data set on the species richness of
indigenous and introduced mammals,
birds, insects, and vascular plants of
these islands (Chown et al. 1998b)
and explored the flexibility of modern analytical techniques for the selection of priority areas for conservation (Rodrigues et al. 2000). These
analytical techniques have been receiving increaSing support as tools for
practical conservation pl,mning (e.g.,
Pressey et al. 1993; Dobson et al. 1997;
Howard et al. 1998; Margules & Pressey 2000). Because resources available
for conservation purposes are limited,
these tools are used to attain high efficiency (sensu Pressey & Nicholls
1989) in the representation of biodiversity at minimum cost (here, in tile
minimum number of islands) by identifying sets of sites that are complementary in terms of their biological
composition.
We also used this approach to assess the utility of the prioritization
scheme developed by the ruCN Soutllern Ocean isl<mds working group for
regional conservation decisions. 11lel'e
are several reasons we conSider such a
species-based approach to be useful.
• Both Synge (1991) and the IUCN
working group (lUCN 1992) argue
that the most useful approach to
developing regional conservation
plans within a World Heritage site
framework, for islands in general
and the Southern Ocean islands
specifically, is to make use of a
comparative biodiversity-based assessment.
• 'nle majority of Southern Ocean islands that have already been declared World Heritage sites were
nominated on grounds of biodiversity (Table 1).
• Among the most important chamcteristics of these islands are pronounced endemicity and high seabird diversity.
• 'nle data set compiled by Chown et
al. (l998b) includes both indigenous and introduced species, so it
provides a means to assess the
conservation value of the islands
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from the perspective of both biodiversity and human effects.
• Species foml a useful measure of
biodiversity at both higher and
lower hierarchical levels (Gaston
1996), thus providing some meaSure of the more nebulous and difficult concepts, such as ecosystem
functioning , included in the World
Heritage criteria.
In the delphi analysis done by the
IUCN working group (IUCN 1995),
the Southern Ocean islands were divided into cool temperate and subAntarctic islands. They were then
Scored separately on );l11dscape and
geological features, biodiversity, and
human effects, and finally on all four
factors in a composite assessment.
In this analysis (and by Dingwall
[1995]), the Falkland Islands were
inexplicably excluded, some archipelagos were by necessity treated as
single units (e.g., Crozet Islands),
;lnd the South Sandwich Islands and
Bouvet0ya were included. In our
analysis we excluded the latter islands because they do not house
higher plants or insects (Dingwall
1995), and we included the FaJkland
ISlands because they house many
SpeCies and are biogeographically
linked to other Southern Ocean islands (Chown et al. 1998b; Morrone
1998), In addition, we treated aU islands as single biogeographical units
(Chown et al. 1998b; MOITOne 1998).
Thus, in examining the utility of
the delphi analysis we re-ranked the
islands assessed by the IUCN working group (IUCN 1995) based on a
Comparison of the scores of all of
the islands as a group (where there
Were ties, islands were accorded the
same rank) . We then identifi ed the
five top-ranking islands (with ties,
more than five islands were sometimes selected) based on their comPOSite, biodiversity, and human-effect
SCores (lUCN 1995). We also included in a second set of islands
those that had already becn accorded
World Heritagc status and thc fivc
top-ranking islands aftcr the World
licritage sites were excluded from

Conserliation o/Solltborn OC(!{III /S/lIlIds

the ranking (Table 1). For each set
we then summed the number of indigenous vascular plant, insect, landbird, and seabird species represented
on these islands. For each set we
compared the total species richness
with that obtained from a random
selection of the same numbe r of islands and with the maximum number of species that can pOSSibly be
represented within that number of
islands.
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Heritage sites re presentcd no more
species than a random se lection of
the islands (Fig. I), nlis is true also
of the current set of World Heritage
sites, When the biodiversi ty assessment is considered alone, the top
sites (rank :55) perform substantially
worse than random , These 12 sites
represent just 59% of the indigenous
vascular plants, insects, and birds,
whereas 12 appropriately selected
sitcs would represent 94% of the
species (Table 1), The set obtained
by including the currently designated
World Heritagc sites (18 sitcs)-building on the existing network-also
perfomls signi.ficantly worse than "l11dom and significantly worse than thc
set of 18 islands that maximizes the
total number of indigenous species

Outcomes
Irrespective of the way the islands
arc scored, islands selected by the
delphi analysis and the analysis including currently designated World
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lVH sites (black squClt'e); set of top-r'anking islands (rank 5 5) in ter'ms of
tbe biodiversity score (cross); set of top-ranking islands (mnk 5 5) in terms
of tbe btodiversity score plus lVH sites (open triangle); set of top-ranking islands (rank :55) in terms of tbe low Imman-impact score (open square);
set of top-ranking islands (rank 5 5) in tenns of tbe low buman-impact
SCOl'e plus lVH sites (open circle); maximum p er'centage of speCies Ibat can
be rept'esented by a given number of islan.ds (open diamonds), found by
solving consecutive maximal-covering-Iocation prOblems (CI:m rcb et aI,
1996) witb CPLt:X (fLOG 1999); most efficient sorting of the set 0/15 islands tbat represents 90% of all indigenous species and minimizes tbe
llttmbe'r of aliens (black dots; see Fig, 2), obtclined by selecting tbe island
with m01'e species fit'sl cmd proceeding stepwise by selecting at eacb step tbe
island tbat corlt1'ibutes tbe bigher number of unrepresented species; percentage of species repr'esented by sets of islands selected mndomly (mean
values represented by tbe tbick continuous line; limits of tbe 95% confidence interval represented by tbe tbin continuous lines; n = 100),
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(which represents 99% of all species; Table 1; Fig. 1).
However, a high number of alien
Species is included in these two sets,
which maximizes species representation (Table 1). Although the number
of alien species on an island might be
no certain guide to the effect of such
Species (IUCN 1992), it seems reasOnable to assume that the lower the
number of alien species the less the
tOtal effect is likely to be (Chapuis et al.
1994; Williamson & Fitter 1996;
Chown et al. 1998b; Bergstrom &
Chown 1999), if only on the basis
that the probability declines that particularly problematic species will be
represented. It is possible to perform
a complementarity analysis that effiCiently represents indigenous speCies and takes into account the effect
of introduced species by minimizing
the number of alien species that
need to be included and ensuring the
representation of a given number of
indigenous species (Fig. 2).
When compared with the miniOlum number of alien species that
need to be included while representing the same number of indigenous
Species, the delphi analysis and the
analysis including currently designated World Heritage sites perfonn
poorly (Fig. 2). The sets based on
the biodiversity assessment perform
even worse than a random selection
of islands with the same number of
indigenous species. Not surprisingly,
the sets of islands that maximize species representation on a given number of isltmds perform poorly as well,
especiaHy those representing high
percentages of natives (Fig. 2). This
is because some of the islands with
the largest human presence (e.g.,
Falklands, Tristan da Cunha), ,lIld often with the largest complement of
alien species, are also among those
that contribute most to the repreSentation of large numbers of speCies in the region. This illustrates the
need to select sites based on both
alien and indigenous species.
Although there is a significant relationship between the number of indigenous and alien species on each is-
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Figure 2. Relationship between the percentages of alien and indigenous
species represented in sets of islands selected by different strategies: set of
top-ranking islands (rank 55) in terms of the total delphi analysiS score
(black triangle); set of islands designated as World Het·ttage (WH) sites
(black diamond); set of tOll-ranking islands (rank 55) in terms of the total
score plus WH sites (black squat'e); set of top-ranking islands (rank 5 5) in
terms of the biodiversity score (cross); set of top-ranking islands (rank 5 5)
in terms of the biodiversity score plus WH sites (open triangle); set of topranking islands (rank 55) in terms of the low human-impact score (open
square); set of top-ranking islands (rank 55) in terms of the low humanimpact score plus WH sites (open circle); max imum p ercentage of species
that can be represented by a given number of islands (open diamonds; see
Fig. 1); minimum percentage of alien species that need to be re/cl/ned while
representing at least a given percentage of indigenous species (bla.ck dots);
percentage of cllien species represented by rcmdomly selected sets of islands
with a given per'centage of indigenous species (mean va.lues represented by
the thick continuous line; limits of the 95% confidence intervall-epresented
by the thin continuous lines). Each data point for the curve of the minimum percentage of alien species that need to be retained while representing at least a given pet'centage of indigenous species was obtained by solving two coupled opUmiz atiorl pmblems. 1he first obtains a set of islands
tbat minimizes tbe number of aliens captured, subject to "epresentil1g
more than a given 11umbet· of indigenous species; if mm'e Iban one sohtlion exists, a second pmblem is solved tbat finds the sel of islands maximizing the number of indigenous species that can be represented while keeping the number of aliens equal to tbe minimum value found in Ihe first
problem. All problems were solved with CPLEX (fLOG, 1999). T7Je curve
representing a random selection was obtained by randomly selecting 5000
sets of islands (eacb set wilh a random nu.mber of islands) that were then
grouped in 23 equal-interval classes In terms of overall species rlclmess.
For each class, the average percentage of alien species and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals were obtained (lbe number of sels in each
class varied between 22 and 351).
land (rs = 0.66; P < 0.001), there is
still enough flexibility for the selection of sets of ishmds that represent a
large fr'dction of the indigenous species yet keep the fraction of alien species relatively low (Fig. 3). This explains the shape of the curve of the

minimum number of alien species
that needs to be included to represent
a given number of indigenous species
(flat at ftrst, with a steep rise at dle
end; Fig. 2). If sites are selected carefully more than 90% of all indigenouS
spec'ies cm1 be represented and the
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number of alien species can be kept
below 50% (Table 1). [f it is presumed
that the alien species with the most
marked effect on terrestrial fauna and
flora are mamma1s (Chapuis et al.
1994; Huyser et a1. 2000), the curve
obtained is steeper from the beginning, but it is still possible to obtain a
set of islands with a high proportion
of aU indigenous species relative to
the total number of aliens (93% indigenous, 73% aliens; Table 1). A similar
result is obtained when only indigenous birds are considered (92% indigenous, 73% aHens; Table 1). Although
illustrative and perhaps significant from
the perspectives of mamma1 management and avian conservation, these
latter results wiU not be considered
further because there is considerable evidence that introduced invertebrate and plant species also have
marked effects on Southern Ocean
iSland communities (Ernsting et al.
1995; Gremmen et al. 1998; minel &
Chown 1998).
The complementarity analysis that
minimizes the incidence of alien
Species also indicates that for a 90%
representation of species, only one
iSland with significant numbers of
human occupants (East Falkland)
Continues to be included on the list
of sites (Table 1; Fig. 3). Islands such
as Tristan da Cunha, which has high
human occupancy (Ch own et al.
1998b), and South Georgia, which
has high numbers of annual visits by
tourists (International Association of
Antarctica Tour Operators), are no
longer included. Nonetheless, many
islands, such as the Auckland Islands
and Macquarie Island, which are regularly and increasingly visited by
tourists (Oingwall 1995), remain Listed.
Given the significant relationship between number of human occupants
and number of a1ien species (Chown
et al. 1998b) and recent realizations
that even Iow-intensity human use
Can have substantial effects on natural systems (Redford 1992; Terborgh
1999), this provides grounds for concern.
Even in the case of islands that are
not likely to be visited at all, visits to
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Figure 3. Relationship between the number of alien and indigenous species on each of the 23 islands analyzed (r2 = 0.24; P < 0.02). Open circles
refer to the set of islands that maximizes the number of indigenous speCies
in J 0 islemds; circles enclosed by diamonds refer to the set of islands that
minimizes the number of alien species, subject to having more than 90% of
all indigenous speCies represented (see Table J). Despite both sets helVing
nearly the same number of indigenous species represented (9 J % and 90%
of all natives, l'espectively), they have a diJferent number of alien speCies
(89 % and 49%, respectively). 7'1Jis is because two different strategies have
been applied to select the islcmds in each case. In maximizing the number
of indigenous species, the primary tendency is to select islands witb r'e/alively higb numbers of tbese species, iI,espective of the number of aliens
present. lII'ben minimizing the number of aliens, the tendency is to select islands with few of tbese speCies plus tbose that have bigb 1lumbers of indigenous species in relation to the numbet' of aliens.
adjacent islands are likely to represent conservation problems over the
long term. For example, although
Prince Edward Island is included in
the set that would represent 90% of
indigenous species with minimum
incide nce of alien species (Table 1;
Fig. 3), nearby Marion Island (20 km
distant) is not and has been proposed as a tourist destination (Heydenrych & Jackson 2000). There is
now clear evidence that alien species introduced to Marion Island have
dispersed naturally to Prince Edward
Island (Gremmen & Smith 1999).
Thus, selection of sites to minimize
the number of alien species while
representing a high proportion of indigenous species is no guarantee of
long-term conservation success in
the region. Rather, the selected sites
will have to be carefully managed,
largely by restricting human activities and carefully controlling human
activities in surrounding areas . This

must include controlling on-going
research activities, especially because
it appears that research activities are
a major ca use of among-island species transfers as scientists move between islands. For example, the establishment of Saglna procumlJens
(Caryophyllaceae) on Gough Island
(Gremmen 2000) appears to have
taken place via the South African research enterprises that routinely move
between Marion Island, where the
species has been recorded for many
years (Gremmen 1981) and Tristan
da Cunha and Gough Island.

Conclusions
Our analyses indicate that ll11 optimaUy selected set of 15 islands would
result in representation of 90% of
the higher plant, insect, and bird taxa
found on Southe rn Ocean islands
and would reduce alien species pres-
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ence to a minimum (fable 1). SomeWhat fortuitously, but most likely due
to the small numbers of sites involved,
these 15 islands include all of the
Currently declared World Heritage
Sites (fable 1). In addition to these
islands, East Falkland, Beauchene, Inaccessible, Nightingale, Prince Edward, and Cochon also merit special
conservation attention. We are not
Suggesting that the islands excluded
from our list should not be conserved. Indeed, smaller, rarely visited islands, such as some of those in
the Crozet and Kerguelen archipelagos, can easily be protected with
minimum effort. Rather, to retain
90% of the species with minimal disturbance by aliens, the islands we
list here should not be subject to additional visits by large numbers of island-hopping visitors and should have
active programs to reduce the number and effects of the alien species
on them or on the islands in their vicinity (e.g., Chapuis & Frenot 1997).
Our analyses also raise several
more general issues. First, they show
that the outcome of the delphi analysis (IUCN 1995), while perhaps useful at tlle time it was undertaken,
Should no longer guide conservation
pOlicy. It performs no better than a
random selection of islands in terms
of the number of species represented
(Fig. 1) and it is not effective in minimizing the occurrence of alien species
(Fig. 2). More broadly, this result indicates that at least three, if not all,
of the natural-properties criteria for
selecting World Heritage sites could
be assessed more objectively, at least
in an island-based regional framework,
through the kind of approach we have
adopted. Thus, many of the problems
associated with the selection of island
Sites for World Heritage status would
be resolved (Synge 1991).
Second, 90% representation is an
arbitrary benchmark that might be
unacceptable to many conservation
organizations. In the context of the
Southern Ocean islands, this is perhaps a reasonable level (Chown et al.
1998a), but in many continental areas
such a benchmark may already be un-

realistiC. Nonetheless, there is no objective way to set benchmarks; "What
kind of world do you want to live in?"
(Morowitz 1991) perhaps expresses
the conundrum most succinctly.
Finally, if Southern Ocean islands
are declared World Heritage sites,
then exclusion of most human activity should accompany this declaration. Although such a deCision would
seem unpalatable, the available evidence suggests that it is the only way
to ensure the persistence of many remarkable species and ecosystems.
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